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Abstract
It is well known that irregular topography can substantially affect the amplitude and
frequency characteristics of seismic motion. Macroseismic observations of destructive earthquakes
often show higher damage intensity at the tops of hills, ridges and canyons than at lower
elevations and on flat areas. Systematic seismic motion amplification over convex topographies
has been confirmed by instrumental studies and also predicted by theoretical and numerical
simulations of wave diffraction. Nonetheless, for the most part, the former have been limited to
weak motion data and the later have treated topographic asperities as simple geometric
irregularities on the surface of homogeneous, linearly elastic halfspaces. Despite the qualitative
agreement between theory and observations on topography effects, there is still much uncertainty
concerning the actual severity of amplification near topographic irregularities, inasmuch as
predictive methods are still lacking on the quantitative aspects of seismic amplification near such
features. Focusing of seismic rays by convex topographies does play a significant role as shown
theoretically, yet it is not the only physical phenomenon involved. On the other hand, weak
motion data may not be applicable to describe topography effects for strong shaking, and indeed
there exist very few -if any- well documented case studies demonstrating the severity of
topographic effects for strong ground motion.
In this dissertation, we find that topography and local soil conditions need to be accounted
for simultaneously for the prediction of site amplification factors, especially when earthquake
motions are' strong enough to elicit clear nonlinear soil behavior. We examine how local
stratigraphy, material heterogeneity and nonlinear soil response can alter the focusing mechanism
at the vertex of cliff-type topographies, and how the free-field response is further modified on
account of soil-structure interaction. By means of a case-study from the Athens 1999 earthquake,
we validate the effects of local soil conditions by comparison with weak motion data, and
illustrate the effects of nonlinear soil behavior and soil-structure interaction on strong motion
amplification.
Our finite-element, nonlinear simulations seem to explain the uneven distribution of severe
damage in the community of Adhmes that borders the crest of the Kifissos river canyon at its
deepest point. They also resolve in part previously unexplained discrepancies, often observed
between strong amplification during actual earthquakes and moderate values predicted by simple
theoretical models. Combining our findings with earlier published results, we propose a period-
and space-dependent factor, referred to as Topographic Aggravation Factor (TAF), which can be
used in engineering design to modify site-specific design spectra of seismic code provisions to
account for topography effects.
Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Eduardo Kausel
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The effect of the vibration on the hard primary slate, which composes the foundation of the
island, was still more curious: the superficial parts of some narrow ridges were as completely
shivered as if they had been blasted by gunpowder. This effect, which was rendered conspicuous by
the fresh fractures and displaced soil, must be confined to the near surface, for otherwise there
would not exist a block of solid rock through Chile; nor is this improbable, as it is known that
surface of a vibrating body is affected differentially from the central part. It is, perhaps, owing to
this same reason that earthquakes do not cause such terrific havoc within deep mines as would be
expected..." [Barlow, 1933].
It has been long recognized that topography can significantly affect the amplitude and
frequency characteristics of ground motion during seismic events. Already in 1933, Barlow
documented delectable variations in the intensity of ground shaking during the 20 February 1835
Chilean earthquake, which had been associated with the local topographic relief by Charles
Darwin at the time of the event.
In the recent past, documented observations from destructive seismic events show that
buildings located at the tops of hills, ridges and canyons, suffer more intensive damage than those
located at the base: the Lambesc Earthquake [France 1909], the San Fernando Earthquake [1971],
the Friuli Earthquake, [Italy 1976], the Irpinia Earthquake [Italy, 1980], the Chile Earthquake
[1985], the Whittier Narrows Earthquake [1987], the "Eje-Cafetero" Earthquake [Colombia, 1998]
and recent earthquakes in Greece [Kozani, 1995 and Athens, 1999] and Turkey [Bingul, 2003] are
only some examples of catastrophic events, during which severe structural damage has been
reported on hilltops or close to steep slopes.
Among several recorded motions that provide evidence on topographic amplification, two
classical examples are of particular note: (i) the peak ground acceleration (PGA) 1.25g recorded
on a sharp ridge near the Pacoima Dam abutment during the San Fernando Earthquake of
magnitude 6.4 defined in the Richter scale (ML), and (ii) the PGA = 1.8g record obtained on a
flat, broad hill in Tanzana, during the ML = 6.8 Northridge earthquake.
Instrumental studies that have been performed in recent years verify the macroseismic
observations. They predict systematic amplification of seismic motion over convex topographies
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such as hills and ridges, de-amplification over concave topographic features such as canyons and
hill toes, and complex amplification and de-amplification patterns on hill slopes that result in
significant differential motions. These studies quantify directly crest-to-base amplification ratios
using dense instrumented arrays, yet they are generally limited to low amplitude recordings of
aftershock sequences or microtremors [e.g. Celebi, 1987; Pederson et al, 1994.
Prompted by observational and instrumented evidence, the problem of scattering and
diffraction of seismic waves by topographical irregularities has been studied by many authors.
The majority of these studies focus on two-dimensional simulations in which the topographic
asperities are treated as isolated ridges or depressions. Boore [1972] numerically modeled the
effects of a ridge using finite differences, Smith [1975] utilized finite-element methods, Sanchez-
S6sma et al [1982] used boundary-element methods, Bouchon [1973] and Bard [1982] used a
discrete-wavenumber method, to simulate topographic wave diffraction. In a thorough review of
published results, Geli et al [1988] note that in almost all these models, the amplification factor of
peak acceleration was approximately 2 at the crest of an isolated ridge.
In the majority of these studies however, topographic asperities are treated as isolated ridges
or depressions on the surface of homogeneous, linearly elastic half-spaces. Furthermore, seismic
input is usually modeled as monochromatic or narrow-band waves that cannot describe the broad-
band nature of true earthquake motion.
A limited number of examples, which involve more complex numerical simulations, can be
found in Bard and Tucker [1985] who investigated the anti-plane response of a ridge chain with
irregular subsurface layering, and Zhengpeng et al [1980], Sdnchez-Sesma [1983] and Bouchon et al
[1995] who investigated the response of three-dimensional homogeneous ridges. Also, Geli et al
[1988] evaluated the effects of compositional layering and complex topography. They noted a
complex pattern of amplitude fluctuations that varied according to the location on the ridge and
the degree of sediment cover. To expand on this idea, Deng [1991] developed a numerical model,
in which the geometry and geology of the configuration are simulated. Ashford et al [1997] used
this numerical model to illustrate the significance of steep slopes on site amplification.
Geli et al [1988] and Bard [1999] compiled instrumental and theoretical results and report
that there is indeed qualitative agreement between theory and observations on topography effects.
Nevertheless, from a quantitative viewpoint, their study suggests that there still exists clear
discrepancy in numerous cases, where the observed amplifications are significantly larger than the
theoretical predictions. As an example, there are numerous observations of spectral amplifications
larger than 10, but only very few predictions of such amplitude by numerical models.
Due to the limited number of documented evidence and the quantitative disagreement
between theory and observations, topographic amplification phenomena are still nowadays poorly
understood. As a result, these effects are not incorporated in most seismic code provisions and
microzonation studies, despite their undisputable significance in engineering practice.
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1.1 Motivation of the Study
Conjecture: The focusing of seismic energy in cliff-type topographies, as predicted by theoretical
models, certainly plays a significant role in observed amplification effects. It does not seem
however to be the only physical phenomenon involved. Furthermore, results from instrumental
studies on weak motion data or ambient noise may not be applicable to describe topography
effects for strong ground shaking, which is usually associated with nonlinear phenomena. Indeed,
there exist very few -if any- well documented case studies where topography effects are
illustrated for strong ground motion.
Hypothesis: Soil and topography effects cannot be uncoupled for the prediction of site
amplification factors, especially when the ground shaking is strong enough to elicit clear nonlinear
soil behavior.
Thesis: Soil stratigraphy and heterogeneity do affect the topographic amplification of surface
ground motion near the vertex of cliff-type topographies. A case-study from the Athens 1999
earthquake will be used to validate the effects of local soil conditions by comparison with weak
motion data and the effects of nonlinear soil behavior and soil-structure interaction will then be
illustrated for strong seismic motion.
The Athens earthquake of September 7h, 1999, has been characterized as the worst natural
disaster in the modern history of Greece. This moderate event of surface-wave magnitude Ms =
5.9 had a major socio-economical impact, resulting in the loss of 150 lives, the collapse of 200
residential and industrial buildings and the severe damage of another 13.000. It offers yet a
valuable, well-documented, case history. One of the most heavily damaged areas was the small
community of AdAmes, located along the crest of the Kifissos River canyon.
Topography effects were immediately brought forward to explain the observations. However,
the non-uniform damage distribution along the crest vis-A-vis the rather uniform structural
quality of the town, lead to the obvious question: Was energy focusing at the vertex the only
phenomenon involved?
Additional factors that may have had a detrimental contribution to the observed damage
variation, and are considered in this dissertation, are the following:
* The local soil stratigraphy.
* The broad-band nature of seismic ground motion, which cannot be simulated by mono-
chromatic or narrow-band pulses.
* The lateral and vertical heterogeneity of soil.
" The nonlinear soil response under seismic loading.
" Soil-structure interaction at the crest and on the slope of the canyon.
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Elastic parametric analyses are first performed to identify the effects of geometry, incident
wave characteristics, soil stratigraphy and material heterogeneity on the ground motion
amplification for cliff-type topographies.
Successively, based on detailed topographic surveys, local geotechnical investigations and
available strong motion data from the Athens 1999 event, we conduct elastic simulations for the
local site conditions and recorded time-histories. Aftershock recordings are used to corroborate
our predictions.
Finally, we illustrate the effects of nonlinear soil behavior on the predicted topographic
amplification of motion close to the vertex, and simulate how the response is further modified on
account of soil-structure interaction.
By means of parametric and site specific simulations, this study contributes towards the
development of general rules for the quantification of topography effects in engineering design.
For this purpose, the significance of topography (2D) effects is throughout evaluated with respect
to soil amplification (1D) effects, which are already accounted for in the majority of seismic codes
through site-specific design spectra.
1.2 Organization of the work
A literature review on site effects is given in Chapter 2. Initially, site effects are classified
according to their origin, and the main characteristics of each category are presented.
Successively, some experimental, analytical, numerical and empirical techniques, which are
available for investigating these effects, are outlined. Finally, a collective of published theoretical
and experimental results on surface topography effects is reviewed, with focus on cliff-type
topographies. The reported discrepancy between theory and observations will highlight the
potential importance of certain factors that are usually not accounted for in these studies.
The framework of our case-study is specified in Chapter 3. At first, a brief description of the
historical seismicity of Central Greece is given, followed by the tectonics and consequences of the
Athens 1999 Earthquake. Successively, the components of our site-specific investigation are
presented in detail, namely the geometry of the Kifissos river canyon, the characteristic soil
profiles of the area and the recorded strong motion data.
In Chapter 4, we focus on cliff type-topographies and illustrate the effects of slope inclination,
cliff height, bedrock-soil impedance, soil layering, wave-type and frequency-content of the incident
motion by means of elastic parametric simulations. Dimensional analysis is employed in each
section to identify the governing parameters of the problem.
In Chapter 5, we examine the role of material heterogeneity as a mechanism of phenomeno-
logical attenuation for long-period components of motion, yet enhancing on the same time the
high frequencies of the seismic input signal. The brief literature review of seismological studies on
the effects of material randomness on the surface ground motion is followed by a parametric
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study for the geometry of the Kifissos River. The random propagation medium is modeled as a
Gaussian random small-strain stiffness field, and the effects of correlation distances in the
horizontal and vertical direction are evaluated relative to the motion dominant wavelengths.
Having identified the diffraction potential of the Kifissos canyon, the frequency-dependent
nature of wave diffraction, and the effects of soil conditions on topographic amplification
phenomena, elastic site-specific analyses are conducted in Chapter 6. Simulating the local
stratigraphy and heterogeneity, our results are validated by comparison with available weak
motion recordings.
We next investigate the role of nonlinear soil behavior on the observed damage distribution.
The governing parameters are gradually introduced in our elaborate simulations, starting from
the modeling of a stratified medium towards that of the complete nonlinear soil-structure system
with irregular ground surface topography. The relative importance of additional factors is
evaluated by comparison with the response obtained for foregoing, simpler configurations.
In Chapter 7 we study the nonlinear response of horizontally stratified profiles in AdAmes.
The nonlinear material behavior is approximated using both a linear iterative frequency-domain
approximation and nonlinear time-domain simulations. Results obtained by the two methods are
successively compared. The role of soil nonlinearity is further investigated by means of sensitivity
analyses of the material constitutive model parameters. Finally, we examine the extent of
material softening resulting from a simultaneous horizontal and vertical seismic excitation.
In Chapter 8, we investigate the effects of spatial variability of small-strain soil stiffness on
the predicted surface response. For this purpose, we construct stochastic fields of soil properties
based on available geostatistical information. We next employ the Monte-Carlo technique by
performing deterministic nonlinear analyses for each simulated field. We finally compare the
average response of the ensemble of analyses to that of a horizontally layered profile with the
same mean stiffness distribution with depth. Our preliminary simulations for the effects of
material heterogeneity on the variability of surface ground motion, involve the response of a soil
profile with horizontal ground surface, and can be found in Appendix II.
In Chapter 9, we study how the nonlinear free-field response is modified on account of soil-
structure interaction. We first simulate a structure founded in the vicinity of the crest and
investigate the role of soil-structure interaction as a function of the structure-soil impedance ratio
and width-to-wavelength ratio, by means of elastic parametric analyses. We illustrate the
geometric constrains that are imposed on the potentially strong differential motion close to the
vertex. In particular, as the stiffness of the structure increases, filtering is observed for
wavelengths comparable to -or shorter- than the horizontal dimension of the structure.
We then examine the effects of nonlinear soil-structure interaction. Preliminary analyses
involve the response of surface and embedded structures to quasi-static horizontal, vertical and
seismic loading, for soil formations with horizontal ground surface. Simulations are then
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performed for a surface and an embedded structure, founded behind the crest and on the slope of
the canyon and subjected to seismic strong motion input. The effects of embedment depth and
structural flexibility are investigated.
Finally in Chapter 10, the ensemble of parameters examined is sorted, according to their
contribution on the topographic motion aggravation along the crest. It is shown that topography
and soil conditions cannot alone reproduce the observed damage distribution in Adimes, yet their
combination is indeed detrimental. Accounting for the nonlinear soil behavior, soil heterogeneity
and soil-structure interaction, the discrepancy of theory and observations on the level of
topographic amplification can indeed be reduced.
A methodology is finally proposed, by which topography effects can be included in seismic
code provisions, based on the results of this investigation and on previously published studies.
Undoubtedly, further research is necessary for our conclusions to be generalized and included in
design codes. Guidelines towards this purpose are also given at the closure of the study.
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Chapter 2
Site Effects on Earthquake Ground Motion:
Theory and Observations
2.1 Introduction
The variability in earthquake ground motion has been long recognized and taken into account in
engineering applications. The critical issue of reducing the uncertainty in the estimation of seismic
input motion has led to the development of various numerical, experimental and statistical
methods over the past decades.
Ground motion variability can be separated in two primary categories, namely the event-to-
event and the intra-event variability. Based on the world strong motion database, the former is
found to be insignificant compared to the latter, for earthquakes of a given tectonic category
larger than approximately category 6. This implies that while average ground motions from one
seismic event to another are very similar, there are conditions that cause the ground motions to
vary significantly from one location to another at the same distance from a given source.
The factors contributing to this variability are related to the earthquake source process, the
propagation of seismic waves from the source to the site and the interaction of the waves arriving
at the site with the strongly heterogeneous conditions that characterize shallow geology.
Therefore, reducing the uncertainty in predicting ground motions at a given site entails that the
source, path and site conditions need to be taken into consideration.
Whilst the complete source-path-site process could be simulated, this is seldom done in
engineering practice. Instead, empirical attenuation relations are combined with seismic hazard
analysis for the estimation of the bedrock seismic input. Successively, empirical, analytical or
numerical methods are employed for the prediction of surface ground motion.
The destructiveness of ground shaking during earthquakes is significantly affected by local
site conditions, a term which refers to amplification effects that relate to the geometry
(topography) and mechanical properties (soil conditions) of surficial geological formations. These
conditions may result in large amplification and significant spatial variation of seismic ground
motion, and are therefore of particular significance in the assessment of seismic risk, in
microzonation studies, in planning and seismic design of important facilities and long structures.
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Soil conditions refer to the thickness and stiffness of soil layers from surface to bedrock, at a
particular site. Acceleration signals recorded in the last three decades reveal in many cases that
subsoil characteristics had significant influence on the amplitude level, the frequency composition,
and the duration of shaking. Thus, the term "soil amplification" has been coined to describe the
"filtering" which seismic waves undergo as they pass through the soil, which tends to reinforce
certain harmonic components of the incoming waves. Nevertheless, soil "filtering" can also depress
harmonic components of the incident seismic waves, when their frequencies exceed substantially
the natural frequencies of the soil deposit. "De-amplification" of the shaking is thus also possible.
Well-documented case histories that involve a very significant recorded de-amplification of seismic
motion by a very soft layer have been presented, among others, by Seed and Idriss [1970], and
Gazetas et al [1990].
Topography effects on the other hand, are associated with the presence of strong topographic
relief (hills, ridges, canyons, cliffs, and slopes), complicated subsurface topography (sedimentary
basins, alluvial valleys) as well as geological lateral discontinuities (ancient faults, debris zones),
which can also have an effect on the intensity and frequency composition of ground shaking
during earthquakes.
Evidence from destructive earthquakes indicates that damaging effects tend to increase where
steep relief or complicated topography is present. Indicatively, the strong motions of interest in
earthquake engineering are rich in frequencies within a range from about 0.1Hz to about 20Hz.
Since the seismic wave velocities near the earth's surface lie in the range from about 0.1 km/s to
about 3.0 km/s, it can be seen that the corresponding wavelengths are from tens of meters to tens
of kilometers. Therefore, topographic and geological irregularities of dimensions within this range
will have considerable effects on the formulation of surface response.
Topographic amplification phenomena are more complicated to analyze than is soil
amplification, due to their truly two- or three-dimensional nature. The problem of scattering and
diffraction of seismic waves by topographical "irregularities" has been studied by many authors,
prompted by macroseismic observations and instrumented evidence. Nevertheless, surface
topography effects are not accounted for in most contemporary seismic codes and microzonation
studies, despite their significance in engineering practice. This is primarily due to the complexity
of the problem that involves a large number of governing parameters, the quantitative
discrepancies between theoretical results and instrumental studies, and the lack of adequate
instrumental data to justify rigorous regression analyses.
In the ensuing, we shall initially give a brief description of site effects, and describe the main
parameters that govern the response of surface topographic features. We will then review the
various techniques that are employed to estimate these effects, namely experimental methods,
empirical methods, analytical and numerical techniques and statistical analysis of existing
accelerometric data.
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For surface topography effects in particular, we will focus on the reported quantitative
discrepancy between existing theoretical predictions and instrumented data. We shall identify the
potential importance of certain parameters that are not accounted for in the majority of available
analytical and numerical studies, and justify the hypothesis of this dissertation. For detailed
reviews, the reader in referred to the state-of-the-art papers by Aki [1988] and Bard [1997].
This study will be limited to the so-called ground shaking effects that are primarily related to
wave propagation phenomena. The importance of site effects associated with soil liquefaction and
earthquake triggered landslides, which involve large irreversible deformations, is by and large
acknowledged, but these are considered beyond the scope of our investigation.
2.2 Ground Shaking Site Effects
As mentioned above, macroseismic observations, instrumental studies and analytical / numerical
investigations agree on the quasi-systematic occurrence of local effects on "typical" geological
configurations. We will here present the main characteristics and physical phenomena associated
with these effects.
2.2.1 Surface Topography Effects
Documented observations from destructive seismic events show that buildings located at the tops
of hills, ridges and canyons, suffer more intensive damage than those located at the base:
examples of such observations may be found in Boore 1972 [San Fernando Earthquake, 1971],
Levret et al 1986 [Lambesc Earthquake, France 1909], Brambati et al 1980 [Friuli Earthquake,
Italy 1976], Siro 1982 [Irpinia Earthquake, Italy 1980], Celebi 1987 [Chile Earthquake, 1985],
Kawase and Aki 1990 [Whittier Narrows Earthquake, 1987], and Restrepo and Cowan 2000 ["Eje-
Cafetero" Colombia Earthquake, 1998]. Recent earthquakes in Greece [Kozani, 1995 and Athens,
1999] and in Turkey [Bingdl, 2003] brought additional evidence of severe damage in structures
built on hilltops or close to steep slopes.
There is also very strong instrumental evidence that surface topography affects the amplitude
and frequency contents of the motion: reviews of such instrumental studies and results can be
found in Geli ct al [1988], Faccioli [1991] and Finn & Liam [1991]. A strong recorded topographic
effect was first presented by Bard & Meneroud [1987], and verified by Nechtschein et al [1995], for
a steep site in Southern Alps with a crest to base spectral ratio as high as 20, yet within a narrow
frequency band around 5 Hz. Another well-know case history of recorded evidence on topographic
amplification comes from the strong motion recordings in Tarzana station during the Northridge,
California 1994 earthquake, for which spectral amplification was of the order of 5 in the vicinity
of 3 Hz [Celebi, 1995; Bouchon & Barker, 1995]. Similar observations for weak seismic shaking
were recently reported from Greece [Chavez-Garcia et al, 1996; Lebrun et al, 1999]. However, the
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number of instrumental studies on topographic effects is limited and therefore it is not possible to
derive reliable conclusions of a general nature.
The main conclusions of available theoretical and experimental studies on surface topography
effects will be separately discussed and compared in following sections.
2.2.2 Effects of Soft Surface Layers
Macroseismic evidence has in most cases shown over the past decades that earthquake damage is
larger over soft surface deposits than on bedrock outcrops. A few classical examples: the non-
uniform distribution of damage in Tokyo during the 1923 Kanto Earthquake [Ohsaki, 1969]; in
Caracas during the 1967 Venezuelan Earthquake [Seed et al, 1972]; in Bucharest during the 1977
Vranehla Earthquake [Tezcan et al, 1979]; in Mexico City during the Earthquakes of 1957 and
especially of 1985 [Rosenblueth, 1960; Seed & Romo, 1987]; in San Francisco and Oakland during
the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake [Housner, 1990]; in Kobe during the 1995 Earthquake [Soil and
Foundations, 1996]; and in Adapazari during the Kocaeli Earthquake [Earthquake Spectra, 2000].
Admittedly, soft soil amplification effects are especially worth being accounted for, since most
urbanized areas are generally located along river valleys over such young, soft, surficial deposits.
Observations of earthquake damage over the past century reveal local intensity increments
over soft sediments of the order of 2-3 degrees (MM or MSK scale). The extent of these effects
has initiated numerous instrumental studies accompanied by theoretical and numerical
investigations, aiming at their understanding and quantification. From the ensemble of these
observations, the following facts are established:
* The fundamental phenomenon responsible for amplification of motion over soft sediments is
the trapping of seismic energy due to the impedance contrast between sediments and
underlying bedrock. For horizontally layered soil profiles, surface amplification is attributed
to trapping of body waves, whilst for two-dimensional or three-dimensional structures (i.e.
with lateral material heterogeneities such as thickness variations in sedimentary basins),
spatial variability of surface motion is introduced by generated surface waves.
The interference between these trapped waves lead to resonant patterns, the shape and
frequency of which are related to the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the soil
structure. In particular for one-dimensional conditions, they correspond to vertical resonance
patterns of body waves.
* In the frequency domain, the resonant patterns are characterized by spectral peaks,
corresponding to the resonant frequencies of the underlying soil deposit. The amplitude of
these peaks is related to the impedance contrast between the surface layers and the underling
bedrock, as well as to sediment material damping. For 2D and 3D structures, spectral
amplification also depends on the geometry of the structure, the angle of incidence and the
near-field or far-field nature of the incident seismic waveform.
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* In the time domain, site effects are evident both in the peak amplitude and the duration of
the surface motion, especially in two-dimensional structures.
* In the spatial domain, lateral inhomogeneities within sedimentary deposits have been shown
to induce significant differential motion over distances comparable to the propagating seismic
wavelengths. For a numerical investigation of the effects of spatial variation of soil properties
on surface ground motion, the reader is referred to Appendix I of the present dissertation.
Despite the fact that sediment effects are the most extensively studied and understood, there
still exist differences between the seismological and engineering approach, related to the
simulation of nonlinear soil response under strong seismic motion. Examples of other less explored
fields are the sediment response in the very near field and the quantitative assessment of 2D and
3D effects (e.g. lateral resonance phenomena in sedimentary valleys).
2.2.3 Diffraction by Subsurface Topography
Many numerical studies have emphasized the possible importance of subsurface topography in
alluvial valleys or sedimentary basins, due to the generation of local surface waves and their
subsequent trapping within soft layers, which results in motion amplification in excess of levels
predicted by the classical one-dimensional theory. However, very little experimental evidence
exists to prove the existence of these surface waves.
In recent years, several observations have been related to these locally generated surface
waves: in Santa Clara Valley, California, where long duration of ground motion was observed
during the Loma Prieta aftershocks [Frankel et al, 1991]; in Osaka plain, Japan where the surface
response has been reported to be strongly dependent on the azimuth of incident waves [Kagawa et
al, 1992]; and in the Kanto basin around Tokyo, where these phases are shown to be generated
along the basin edges and are reported to have larger amplitudes than the direct S waves
[Kinoshita et al, 1992; Phillips et al, 1993; Hisada et al, 1993]. A common feature of the
aforementioned observations is that they correspond to large size valleys, with fundamental period
of the order of a few seconds (1 sec < T < 6 sec). Therefore, the observed surface waves
correspond to long period waves, and the travel times between the valley edge and valley center
may reach several tens of seconds. This renders the existence of such late phases easily locatable,
with only a few stations.
For the case of shorter size structures however, where the surface waves have relatively high
frequency content and the travel times are short, locally-generated surface waves interfere with
direct S-waves. As a result, their detection becomes possible only when very dense arrays are
available. As an example, such diffracted waves have been clearly identified at the
EUROSEISTEST site near Thessaloniki, in a 5 km wide, 250m deep valley.
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Indirect evidence of the existence of such diffracted surface waves can be obtained, in cases
where the observed levels of amplification and long duration of strong motion recordings cannot
be explained by means of one-dimensional models.
2.2.4 Strong Lateral Discontinuities
In connection with the aforementioned diffraction effects, numerous macroseismic observations
[Lambesc, France, 1909; Irpinia, Italy, 1980; Liege, Belgium, 1983] show significant increase of
damage intensity in narrow (of the order of a few tens of meters) zones located along strong
lateral discontinuities, namely in areas where a soft material lies beside a much stiffer one (for
example, ancient faults, abnormal contacts, debris zones etc.). Further examples can be found in
Moczo and Bard [1993].
However, very few detailed investigations exist on these effects, since macroseismic
observations from different events have not been systematically compiled, and only few numerical
studies have been performed for this particular two-dimensional configuration. Nevertheless,
recent investigations by Rodriguez et al [1988] and Moczo and Bard [1993] show that such
discontinuities generate local surface waves in the softer medium, which may exhibit strong
amplification and induce large differential motion over short distances. It can be therefore
suggested that the damage level associated with strong lateral discontinuities may be related not
only to the amplitude of the translational motion but also to its spatial derivative.
Similar observations were made for the Kobe earthquake, where the damage was concentrated
in an elongated zone, parallel both to the soft sediment/rock contact on the Western side of the
Osaka bay and the causative fault. It cannot be therefore inferred whether the damage pattern
resulted from the existence of the discontinuity, or the proximity to the causative fault.
2.2.5 Other Effects
In addition to the aforementioned well documented site effects, macroseismic observations made
in a few sites have been interpreted as three-dimensional effects: the directional site resonance
reported by Vidale et al [1991] and Bonamassa and Vidale [1991] at several Californian sites,
which corresponds to larger site amplifications along preferential directions (irrespective of the
earthquake epicenter); the preferential direction of motion in shallow very soft sites in Mexico
City [Chavez-Garcia et al, 1994], which is believed to correspond to 3D resonant modes.
Other effects such as soil-structure interaction (in particular for large structures on soft
sediments) or sediment response in the very near-field (due to the complexity of the incident
wavefield, and to sub- or super-sonic rupture velocities for near-surface faults), may in some cases
have significant engineering consequences, especially when more than one conditions are fulfilled
for site effects existence.
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2.3 Methods for Site Effect Estimation
In the ensuing, the various techniques available for the estimation of site effects are briefly
presented. An extensive description of site-effect estimation methods for microzonation studies
can be found in Bard [1997]. Obviously, the selection of the method to be used depends on the
importance of the corresponding engineering project.
2.3.1 Macroseismic Observations
Detailed macroseismic observations are only available when the site of interest has already
undergone a destructive earthquake. In this case, analysis of these data in the light of
topographical and geotechnical maps may lead to a qualitative appraisal of the most hazardous
zones.
This approach was initially used for the city of Tokyo as early as 1913, when according to the
damage distribution of the 1854 Tokyo earthquake, the city was divided into 3 zones of different
hazard levels. The same approach is still followed today for the reinterpretation of historical
macroseismic data as well as for recent seismic events, for which the number of strong motion
records is limited. Therefore, detailed macroseismic surveys immediately after destructive
earthquakes are of primary interest for microzonation purposes. It should be also noted that the
seismic event needs not to be destructive to provide useful information, as has been illustrated for
the 1983 Belgium (Liege) earthquake, whose magnitude was of the order of 5. Despite the
advantages of the aforementioned technique, there exist still complications in translating intensity
data into more quantitative parameters, such as peak acceleration, velocity and duration.
2.3.2 Microtremor Data
Microtremors are ambient ground vibration, caused by natural or artificial disturbances (e.g.
wind loads, sea waves, traffic, industrial machinery), and recorded using high sensitivity
seismometers. It has been repeatedly reported that the spectral features of microtremors (i.e.
background noise) exhibit a strong correlation with the site geological conditions. In particular, a
short predominant period of microtremors (< 0.2s) indicates a rather stiff geological formation,
whilst a larger period is an indication of softer and thicker deposits. Despite the fact that the
microtremor method is widely used, there exists large uncertainty in the relative spectral
amplitudes from site to site (especially in the short period range), which does not reflect merely
site conditions but also source and path effects. For site effects studies, microtremors may be used
in the following ways:
2.3.2a Microtremor Spectra
The approach consists of determining peak frequencies from average absolute spectra. Used
likewise, the microtremor method is believed to provide a qualitative index of soil characteristics
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[Kanai, 1983]. These peak frequencies may be also interpreted as the fundamental frequencies of
the investigated sites. Such an interpretation has received strong experimental evidence in the
long period range (T > 1s), yet results are controversial for the shorter periods.
2.3.2b Spectral Ratios
Spectral ratios of microtremors -evaluated similarly to spectral ratios for strong motion
recordings- are reliable only in the long period range where the noise origin is the same for all the
studied sites, including the reference site. However, microtremor spectral ratios are questionable
at shorter periods, not only quantitatively but also qualitatively.
2.3.2c Horizontal -to- Vertical Ratio (H/V Nakamura's technique)
The H/V ratio (i.e. the ratio between the Fourier spectra of the horizontal and vertical
components of microtremors) has been introduced by Japanese scientists [Nogoshi and Igashi,
1971; Shiono et al, 1979; Kobayashi, 1980], who investigated the physical meaning of the method
and illustrated its direct relationship with the elliptical trajectories of Rayleigh waves. They
concluded that the fundamental frequency of soft deposits can be identified by means of the H/V
ratio, since the vertical component of the Rayleigh wave motion almost systematically vanishes
around the fundamental S-wave resonant frequency.
Nakamura [1995] proposed -on the basis of qualitative arguments- that this ratio could be used
both for the estimation of the resonant frequency and corresponding amplification of the
underlying soil profile. Experimental data and theoretical investigations confirm that this ratio is
more stable than raw noise spectra, and that on soft soils, it exhibits a clear peak well correlated
with the fundamental resonant frequency. Theoretical results, however, show that the amplitude
of the aforementioned peak is not well correlated with the S-wave amplification at the first
resonant frequency.
2.3.2d Array Recordings
Microtremor recordings on small aperture arrays are also used -through a spatial correlation
analysis- for measurement of phase velocities of surface waves [Aki, 1957]. The site response is
successively computed by inversion of the surface velocity structure.
According to Aki [19881, the microtremor method may provide reliable estimates of both site
periods and amplification in the long period range only (when source and path effects are the
same for all sites considered) and its main general advantage (even for short periods) is the
measurement of the predominant period of the ground. However, the use of the method for the
estimation of amplification at the fundamental frequency of the underlying soil profile is
questionable. Finally, microtremor data from small aperture arrays may be used for the
determination of the local shear wave velocity structure.
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2.3.3 Weak Motion Data
Weak motion data are records from small to moderate, natural or artificial seismicity (small
magnitude earthquakes, aftershocks of big events, mine blasts, nuclear tests), typically recorded
by high sensitivity instruments similar to those used by seismologists for microseismicity and
seismotectonic studies. According to Field and Jacob [1995], the accuracy in estimating site
response from such instrumental recordings depends on the successful elimination of source and
path effects. The methods proposed for this purpose can be divided into two categories, depending
on whether a reference site or not is needed, with respect to which the particular effects at other
sites are estimated:
2.3.3a Reference Site Techniques
The most common approach consists in comparing recordings at nearby sites (where source and
path effects are believed to be identical) through spectral ratios. By means of this technique, a
reliable estimate of the site response may be obtained when the reference site fulfills the following
conditions: (i) it is located close enough to ensure that the variability observed can be attributed
only to site conditions, and not to differences in source radiation or travel path, and (ii) it is
unaffected by both soil and topography effects, a condition which can be assumed to be fulfilled
for recordings on horizontal, unweathered bedrock.
This technique originally proposed by Borcherdt [19701 is still widely used. However, since it is
applicable only to data from dense, local arrays, it has been generalized by Andrews [1986], for
large data sets recorded on local or regional networks. The latter consists of identifying
simultaneously source, path and site effects through the resolution of a large inverse problem.
2.3.3b Non-Reference Site Techniques
In the spectral ratio and the generalized inversion techniques, site and source effects are estimated
from observations at a reference site. In practice however, the conditions to be fulfilled by a site
to be characterized as "reference" are rather restrictive. Therefore, methods have been developed,
for which a reference site is not needed. A brief description of these methods is given in the
ensuing.
In the so-called parameterized source and path inversion procedure [Field and Jacob, 1995], the
general form of source and path effects can be eliminated through formulae providing the spectral
shape as a function of few parameters (corner frequency, seismic moment, attenuation), which are
estimated together with the site response factors in a generalized inversion scheme.
Phillips and Aki [1986] proposed the use of coda waves for the estimation of site effects. In this
method, the estimation of source and path effects differs from the parameterized inversion, yet
the inversion scheme is of the same form.
Another technique consists of obtaining the spectral ratio between the horizontal and the vertical
components of the shear wave part of seismograms. This approach is a combination between a
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seismological method used by Langston [1979] to determine the velocity structure of the crust
from the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio (HVSR) of teleseismic P waves, and the proposed
method by Nakamura [1989] for the use of this ratio on ambient noise recordings. It should be
noted however that despite the appealing simplicity of the method, its applicability has been only
tested for soft sites. It might therefore not be valid for the estimation of other kind of site effects,
such as surface topography effects.
As a general conclusion, the use of weak-motion data for the estimation of site effects
eliminates many problems associated with microtremor recordings. The relative simplicity and
self-sufficiency of these methods has resulted in their wide use, for a reliable estimation of local
effects at a given site. Drawbacks of the method exist however, related to the expected nonlinear
response of soil deposits at high strain levels, which may be overcome when strong motion data
are used instead.
2.3.4 Strong Motion Data
The development of strong motion arrays in a few big cities (such as Los Angeles, Tokyo, Taipei
or Mexico City) allows the application of the aforementioned weak-motion methods on strong
motion data. For cities such as Mexico City where the strong motion network is frequently
triggered, several specific techniques have been developed that allow the derivation of reliable and
detailed empirical microzoning to be used in engineering studies and urban planning. The
fortunate problem of infrequent occurrence of strong seismic events at a given site however,
renders the installation and maintenance of these networks cost-defficient.
2.3.5 Analytical Solutions
The incidence of SH waves has been studied more frequently, as reflection and diffraction of SH
waves is not associated with mode conversion (i.e. generation of P, SV or Rayleigh waves), in
contrast to P or SV incidence. The governing equation for the anti-plane problem is the scalar
wave equation, and therefore analytical solutions can be obtained for geometries of the scatterer
that allow separation of variables [Mow and Pao, 1971]. Using this method, exact solutions have
been obtained for the diffraction of SH waves by canyons and alluvial valleys with semi-circular
[Trifunac, 1971, 1973] or semi-elliptical shapes [Wong and Trifunac, 1947a, b]. Results obtained
by means of analytical solutions have been also used as reference for the accuracy estimation of
numerical procedures.
A simple exact solution exists for the motion at the vertex of an infinite wedge due to
incident SH waves polarized in the direction of the vertex. As pointed out by Sanchez-Sesma
[1985], MacDonald's [1902] solution gives the amplification at the vertex to be 2 / v (where 0 < v
< 2), for any incidence angle. For example, the amplification by the flat free surface (v = 1) is 2
(as well known) and it is 4 for the case of a 90 wedge. Although this amplification is not
necessarily the maximum value and higher amplification may well be observed on either flanks of
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the vertex -depending on the angle of incidence- the aforementioned simple formula gives a
convenient rule of thumb for the rough estimate of topographic amplification at a ridge as well as
deamplification at a valley. Analytical solutions can also be obtained likewise for the in-plane case
of vertically incident SV waves, for a 900 and a 120" wedge (the latter only for Poisson's ratio v
0.25) (Figure 2).
Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the reflected wavefield in an infinite wedge of internal angle vE, for
vertical incidence of S waves
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Fig. 2: Top amplification versus wedge internal angle for incidence of plane SH and SV waves [after Sanchez-
Sesma, 1990]
For the more complex cases of P or SV incident waves, the orthogonal wave functions
developed in classical physics are not separable for the half-space surface due to the coupling of
boundary conditions. Lee [19821 overcame this difficulty for a semi-spherical canyon by expanding
the spherical wave functions into a power series which matched all the boundary conditions
successfully. However, this approach is limited to the low-frequency region.
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Under additional simplifying assumptions, other analytical solutions have been obtained using
orthogonal wave functions. For an acoustic medium, exact expressions for the scattered fields
generated by incidence of P-waves on canyons of semi-circular and semi-spherical shapes have
been obtained [Singh and Sabina, 1977]. The assumption of acoustic conditions however, renders
these results of small practical importance. The problem of vertically incident P-waves upon a
semi-ellipsoidal three-dimensional scatterer has been solved exactly for an elastic medium in
which horizontal displacements are restricted. Results for vertical displacement are found to be in
reasonable agreement with those from more realistic computations for a truly elastic medium [e.g.
Sdinchez-Sesma, 1983].
For the case of mild (low slope inclination) irregularities, a perturbation solution has been
obtained for the elastic scattered field by two-dimensional geometries [Gilbert and Knopoff, 1960].
The approximation is based on replacing the irregularity by an equivalent stress distribution.
Hudson [1967] applied this method for the study of small-slope three-dimensional scatters. By
means of this approach, results obtained for the scattered Rayleigh waves are found to be in good
agreement with observations, even for topographic irregularities characterized by slope angles as
large as 250 or 30' [Hudson and Boore, 1980].
The method of matched asymptotic expansions, developed by Sabina and Willis [1975, 1977],
has no restrictions on the slope of the irregularity. This method is based on matching the first
terms of an outer expansion of the near field with those of an inner expansion of the far field.
Although limited to very small frequencies, results obtained by means of this method are found to
be in qualitative agreement with observations.
2.3.6 Numerical Methods
A powerful technique was developed by Aki and Larner [1970] to treat the scattering of SH-waves
by irregular interfaces. In the Aki-Larner method, incidence of a monochromatic plane wave is
initially assumed, and successively the diffracted field is represented by the superposition of plane
waves with unknown complex amplitudes propagating in many directions. However, up-going
waves are not explicitly included in the formulation, and the resulting numerical errors restrict
the method to small-slope irregularities. In addition, convergence to the true solution can be very
slow despite the fact that the representation in terms of plane waves is complete. The total
motion is obtained by integration over the horizontal wave number. Under the assumption of
horizontal periodicity of the irregularity, the integral is replaced by an infinite summation.
Truncation of this sum and application of the interface conditions for continuity of stresses and
displacements in the wavenumber domain, lead to a system of linear equations for the complex
scattering coefficients.
The Aki-Larner method was applied by Bouchon [1973] to study the effects of two-
dimensional irregular topographies on ground motion for incident SH, SV and P waves. An
extension of the method was proposed by Bouchon and Aki [1977a, b] for the representation of
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near source seismic fields in a layered medium with irregular interfaces. A time-domain
formulation of this discrete wavenumber technique was used by Bard and Bouchon [1980a, b], to
study the seismic response of alluvial valleys under incidence of SH, P and SV waves. The Aki-
Larner technique has been also used by Bard [1982] to analyze the effects of two-dimensional
elevated topography on ground motion, and by Bouchon [1979] and Campillo [1983] to model the
wave fields generated by real faults. Bouchon [1985] modified the method by explicitly including
up-going waves in the analysis, and thus eliminated the restriction for small-slope irregularities.
Campillo and Bouchon [1985] used this latter formulation of the method to study non-
horizontally layered media.
The finite difference method is also a powerful tool for elastic wave propagation studies
[Alterman and Karal, 1968; Boore, 1972a]. It has been applied to model two-dimensional irregular
interfaces [Boore et al, 1971] and ridges [Boore, 1972b] for the anti-plane problem and also for
incident P and SV waves upon sedimentary basins [Harmsen and Harding, 1981] and step-like
topographies [Boore et al, 1981]. Results obtained by the aforementioned authors are found to be
in good agreement with those obtained by Ohtsuki and coworkers, who combined finite
differences and finite elements [Ohtsuki and Harumi, 1983; Ohtsuki et al, 1984a, b]. The method
has been also used by Ilan and Bond [1981] to study the incidence of P waves upon a surface slot,
and by Liao et al [1980] to study the effects of vertically incident shear waves on axisymmetric
topographic irregularities.
The finite element method also allows a detailed description of site topography and layering.
With this method it is possible to calculate the response of two-dimensional soil configurations for
nonlinear stress-strain material behavior [Streeter et al, 1974; Joyner and Chen, 1975; Joyner,
1975]. For seismological applications however, the major disadvantage of the method is the low-
frequency limit imposed by the minimum finite element size. Spurious reflections from the
artificial boundaries have been treated by transmitting boundary techniques [e.g., Smith, 1974,
1975: Ayala and Aranda, 1977; Clayton and Engquist, 1977; Castellani et al, 1981; Liao and
Wong, 1981], non-uniform element size [Day, 1977] or by combining finite elements with an
integral representation of the boundary conditions at the edges of the studied domain [Franssens
and Langasse, 1984]. Finite elements have been used to treat problems of irregular layering
[Lysmer and Drake, 1972; Drake, 1972; Ayala and Aranda, 1977] and two-dimensional
topographical irregularities [Castellani et al, 1982].
Ray methods have also been used to study the ground motion in sediment filled basins with
irregular interfaces [e.g. Jackson, 1971; Hong and Helmberger, 1977; Lee and Langston, 1983;
Rial, 1984] or dipping layers [Ziegler and Pao, 1984]. An extension of ray theory based on a
paraxial approximation of the elastic solution has been used to study many problems of wave
propagation in inhomogeneous media [e.g Nowack and Aki, 1984; Madriaga, 1984]. These
solutions are called Gaussian beams due to the Gaussian shape of the wave amplitude around a
central ray.
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Experimental techniques can be very useful in describing topographical or layering site effects.
Using polyurethane foam models King and Brune [1981] were able to obtain results for
sedimentary basins that were found in very good agreement with analytical solutions.
Boundary methods have been extensively used for wave propagation studies. By means of these
methods, fictitious boundaries are avoided and the dimensionality of the problem is reduced by
one, yielding significant numerical advantages. Moreover, boundary methods can be combined
with finite element methods [Zienkiewics ct al, 1977], reducing the numerical region modeled by
finite elements [e.g., Ayala and Gomez, 1979; Shah ct al, 1982].
There are two main approaches for the formulation of boundary methods; one is based on the
use of boundary integral equations [Cruse and Rizzo, 1968a, b; Brebbia, 1978; Cole et al, 1978;
Alarcon ct al, 1979], and the other, on the use of complete systems of solutions [Herrera and
Sabina, 1978; Herrera, 1980a]. The scattering of incident SH-waves from two-dimensional
irregular topographies has been formulated with integral equations by Wong and Jennings [1975]
for arbitrarily shaped canyon-like profiles and by Sills [1978] for ridges and mixed shapes. This
method has been also applied to calculate the effects of a dipping layer of alluvium on the
displacement field due to an SH wave source on the surface [Wong et al, 1977]. Results compare
satisfactorily with observations from full-scale low-amplitude wave propagation experiments. A
powerful approach which combines the boundary integral equation method with finite differences
in the time-domain has been developed by Cole ct al [1978] for elastodynamic problems. Boundary
methods have been also developed and applied to solve two-dimensional scattering of harmonic
elastic waves by canyons [Sdnchez-Sesma, 1978, 1981; Sabina et al, 1979; SAnchez-Sesma and
Rosenblueth, 1979; Wong, 1979, 1982; England et al, 1980; Sdnchez-Sesma ct al, 1982a; 1985],
alluvial deposits [Sdnchez-Sesma and Esquivel, 1979; Ize et al, 1981; Dravinski, 1982a, b, 1983
and ridges [Sinchez-Sesma and Esquivel, 1980; Sdnchez-Sesma ct al, 1982b] for different types of
waves and shapes of the scatterers. The approach has been also extended for the analysis of three-
dimensional problems [Sinchez-Sesma, 1983; Sdnchez-Sesma et al, 1984].
2.3.7 Empirical Correlations
As mentioned previously, the significant number of observations on the effects of soft sedimentary
layers allows the derivation of empirical correlations between surface geology and various
measurements of earthquake motion. In the ensuing, such empirical correlations are briefly
presented, obtained from statistical analyses of data where simultaneous geological information
and earthquake observations were available. A detailed analysis of the available methods can be
found in Bard [1997].
2.3.7a Geology and Intensity Increment
Empirical correlations between seismic intensity increments and surface geology have been
proposed by Medvedev [1962], Everden and Thomson [1985], Kagami et al [1988] and Astroza and
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Monje [1991], and have been used extensively for microzoning studies. Despite the fact that these
relations are based on data from a particular location (California, Chile, Japan, Middle Asia),
they are found to be consistent with each other, and may therefore be considered applicable for
other locations as well.
2.3.7b Geologic Amplification
Since intensity is a rather qualitative measurement of ground motion, several attempts have been
made to derive more quantitative relationships between surface geology and local amplification.
For each case, different measures of amplification are considered, such as the average horizontal
spectral amplification (ASHA), the ratio of peak ground motion or the mean ground
amplification, each within a given frequency range and with respect to a reference hard rock
formation.
2.3.7c Geotechnical Amplification
When detailed geotechnical information is available in addition to pure surface geological
description, as is the case for large cities or large development projects, attempts have been made
for the derivation of correlations between local amplification and some geotechnical parameters,
the most appropriate considered being shear wave velocity. Several authors have proposed
relations between the "average shear wave velocity of surficial deposits" and the relative
amplification. As an alternative, the Standard Penetration blow-count measurements (NsPT) have
been proposed, which are more frequently available, and for which several correlations with the
shear wave velocity exist.
2.3.7d Surface Geology and Response Spectra
There exist two ways of relating surface response spectra to site geology. In particular:
Empirical attenuation laws
Many empirical attenuation laws have been derived, based on existing strong motion
recordings. They all relate one given motion parameter (PGA, PGV, SA, duration etc.) to the
magnitude and distance of the seismological event, accounting often for a site parameter. This
parameter is usually 0 for "rock" and 1 for "non-rock" sites, with a very few exceptions, in
which the surface geology is more refined.
By means of attenuation laws, the ground motion parameters can be modified according to
the surface geology, yet based in general on a very crude classification of soils and on
statistical analyses, which essentially smooth out the extreme values, rendering such an
approach unreliable for sites with high amplification potential.
* Design Building Codes
In most existing building codes, surface geology is accounted for through a rather broad soil
classification, based on both geological and geotechnical information. Three to four site
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categories are distinguished, such as rock, stiff soils, deep cohesionless soils, soft to medium
clay and sand [Seed et al, 1976], which are in general consistent from one country to another.
The dependency of design ground motion on site category is generally defined through a
modulation of both the peak ground acceleration a, and the corresponding normalized
response spectrum (SA / a,), often called "site specific response spectrum". The proposed
values are based on regression analyses of available strong motion data, according to which
the response spectra on soil sites have a higher value than those on rock sites at long periods,
a relation that is reversed at short periods. Figure 3 illustrates results of such regression
analyses performed by Seed et al [1976] and the site specific elastic spectra proposed by the
European Seismic Code (EC8).
2.3.7e Geometrical Effects: Surface and Subsurface Topography
As mentioned in foregoing sections, the geometry of the surface and subsurface may have
important consequences on the amplitude and spectral characteristics of ground motion. However,
existing observational or instrumental data are not adequate in volume to justify a complete
statistical analysis, as is the case for geotechnical/geological properties described above. As an
attempt to highlight the potential importance of topography effects, the new French
recommendations have recently introduced a purely empirical and frequency independent
coefficient. This coefficient is used to multiply the elastic design spectra in the immediate vicinity
of the crest, accounting for the topographic aggravation of the motion (Figure 4).
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Fig. 3: Normalized acceleration spectra for different site conditions: (top) Average spectra resulting from a
statistical analysis of 104 strong motion records [after Seed et al, 1976], (bottom) Site specific elastic
response spectra from the current EC8 provisions
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Fig. 4: Example of topographical coefficient for earthquake code provisions: French recommendations (AFPS
1990)
2.4 Surface Topography Effects: Theory and Observations
The effects of convex and concave topographic irregularities, such as cliffs, ridges, hills and
canyons, are among the most frequently encountered and thereby studied, both numerically and
theoretically. These studies predict: (i) systematic amplification of seismic motion at ridge crests,
and more generally, over convex topographies such as cliffs, (ii) de-amplification over concave
topographic features such as canyons and hill toes, and (iii) complex amplification and de-
amplification patterns on hill slopes, resulting in significant differential motions. The intensity of
these effects is shown to be rather sensitive to the characteristics of the incident wavefield (wave
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type, incident and azimuth angles). In particular, according to Bard [1999], these effects are
related to three physical phenomena:
(i) The sensitivity of the surface motion to the incidence angle, which is especially large for
SV waves around the critical angle. The slope angle thus produces significant variations
in surface motions (Figure 5). Kawase & Aki [1990] suggested this effect as a contributing
cause to the peculiar damage distribution observed on a mild slope during the Whittier
Narrows, California earthquake of 1987.
(ii) The focusing or defocusing of seismic waves reflected along the topographic surface.
Sanchez-Sesma [1990] provided an insight into this effect through the example of a
wedge-shaped medium. Up to now, there has not been adequate instrumental proof of
such focusing/defocusing effects in strong seismic shaking, since the few available in the
world 3D seismological arrays on a topographic feature are still of a young age.
(iii) The diffraction of body and surface waves which propagate downwards and outwards
from the topographic features, and lead to interference patterns between the direct and
diffracted waves. However, these diffracted waves generally have smaller amplitudes on
the surface than the direct body waves, at least for smooth natural topographies. Such
interference patterns consistently predicted by theory have been reported by Pedersen et
al [1994] from semi-dense array recording in Greece, where the amplitude of the
outwardly going waves was shown to be about one-fifth of that of the primary wave.
5
4
3
0
0 20 40 60 80 100
Angle of Incidence
Fig. 5: Sensitivity of surface motion to incidence angle for obliquely incident plane SV waves (Poisson's ratio
v = 0.25)
The aforementioned studies also show that the estimated amplification is lower for incident
P-waves than for incident S-waves, and that it is slightly larger for in-plane horizontal motion
(SV waves) than for anti-plane motion (SH waves).
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It should be noted that the majority of these studies consider the response of an isolated two-
dimensional ridge or depressions at the surface of a homogeneous elastic halfspace, subjected to
incident plane (harmonic or narrow-band) waves, and yield consistent results in the time and
frequency domain for the crest/base amplification. Examples of more complex numerical
simulations can be found in Bard and Tucker [1985] who investigated the SH response of a ridge
chain with irregular subsurface layering, and Zhengpeng et al [1980], Sdnchez-Sesma [1983] and
Bouchon et al [1996] who investigated the response of three-dimensional homogeneous ridges.
Nevertheless, the time-domain crest/base amplification ratio predicted theoretically or
numerically does not exceed -with a few exceptions- the value of 2. According to the review
study by Geli et al [19881, these results considerably underestimate amplification values observed
in the field during microtremors, which have been reported as high as 10. In what follows, the
main experimental results presented by Geli et al [1988] will be presented, along with the
conclusions of this study.
2.4.1 Theoretical and Numerical Studies
Theoretical and numerical studies have shown that for a harmonic excitation, the main
parameters affecting the surface response of two-dimensional topographic irregularities are:
" the incident wavefield characteristics (wave type, angle of incidence, frequency content),
and
" the topographic shape (height and slope inclination)
In what follows, the effect of these parameters on the surface ground motion will be briefly
reviewed, utilizing published theoretical and numerical results.
2.4.1a Incident Wave-Type
The incidence of SH waves has been studied more frequently, as reflection and diffraction of SH
waves does not generate of other wave types (e.g. P, SV or Rayleigh), in contrast to incident P or
SV waves. In particular for incident S waves, the amplification of SV waves is shown to be higher
than that of SH waves, a fact that is attributed to the complexity of the scattered wavefield for
the former case. Some characteristic results are presented in the ensuing.
Bouchon [1973] studied the effects of a two-dimensional depression subjected to vertically
propagating P, SH and SV waves. The predicted spatial distribution of displacement amplitude is
reproduced in Figure 6. As can readily be seen, the incident SV waves result in the highest
amplification behind the crest of the canyon flanks. However, the pattern of amplification-
deamplification is very similar for all three types of waves. Therefore, results obtained for incident
SH waves may be -at least qualitatively- used for the in plane problem as well.
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Fig. 6: Spatial distribution of the amplitude of the synthesized horizontal and vertical displacements for P,
SV and SH waves incident on a valley [after Bouchon, 1973]
Ohtsuki & Harumi [1983] studied the effects of a cliff-type topography on surface ground
motion. Their study shows that Rayleigh waves produced at the toe of the cliff propagate upward
along the slope and outwards from the crest, preceded by Rayleigh waves resulting from the
incidence of SV waves on the slope. They show that the amplitude of Rayleigh waves at the
horizontal surface behind the slope crest is 35% of the amplitude of the incident waves at the free
field surface. Boore et al [1981] predict dispersive Rayleigh waves with amplitudes approximately
40% of the amplitude of the corresponding incident wave (P or SV) at the far-field surface, for
wavelengths somewhat larger than the height H of the vertical slope. Finally, Ashford and Sitar
[1997] studied the response of a vertical cliff subjected to vertically propagating SH and SV
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waves. They observe maximum amplification at the surface of the order of 1.25 for the former and
1.5 for the later, corroborating the results of the aforementioned studies.
Therefore, there is a zone in the vicinity of the slope, where high amplification of the incident
seismic motion occurs, due to the combination of primary SV and diffracted Rayleigh waves.
2.4.1b Direction of Incident Waves
The direction of propagation of the incident seismic waves can be described by the angle of
incidence (0) and the azimuth (angle with respect to the North direction on the horizontal plane).
Since only incident plane waves are considered in this study, the effects of incident wave azimuth
are not considered in the ensuing.
Many authors have investigated the displacement field over topographic features impinged
upon by oblique and grazing SH plane waves [Trifunac 1973; Wong and Trifunac 1974; Wong and
Jennings, 1975; Sills, 1987; Sanchez-S6sma & Rosenblueth, 1979; England et al, 1980; Bard, 1982].
Similar investigations have also been performed for P- and SV-wave incidence, which show great
sensitivity of P-SV coupling on the incidence angle, especially for the case of SV critical incidence
(see Figure 5).
The most striking feature of the diffracted field is the directivity effect. According to Bard
[1982] -who studied the effects of a ridge of sinusoidal shape on ground motion- for the SH case,
the forward scattered SH-wave exhibits an increase with respect to the vertical incidence case,
approximately 100% for 0 = 300 and 350% for 0 = 600. The P and SV cases show the same
qualitative behavior for the forward scattered Rayleigh wave, whereas the motion amplification is
very pronounced (one order of magnitude) for SV critical incidence. The strengthening of the
forward scattered Rayleigh wave in the P case is also consistent with experimental results of
Rogers et al [1974].
For the back-scattered field, similar behavior is observed for all three wave-types studied, yet
quantitative values strongly differ from one another. In the SH and P wave incidence, the
amplitude of the back-scattered waves is reduced and confined in the low-frequency domain,
whereas in the SV wave incidence, back-scattered Rayleigh waves are amplified at critical angle.
Figure 7 illustrates typical results from Sanchez-S6sma & Rosenblueth [1979], who studied the
ground motion on canyons of arbitrary shape under incident SH waves. Results show the spatial
distribution of displacement amplitude on the surface of a triangular canyon with 450 slopes, for
various angles of incidence and frequencies of input motion.
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Finally, it should be noted that according to various site-specific analyses published, the
topographic amplification ratio is greater for inclined waves yet the absolute magnitude of
acceleration at the crest (both horizontal and vertical) is generally greater for the case of
vertically propagating waves.
2.4.1c Frequency Content of Incident Motion
Topography effects are very significant for wavelengths comparable with the geometric
characteristics of the irregularity, whereas they are considered negligible for very low frequencies,
i.e. very long wavelengths [Butchbinder & Haddon 1990, Ohtsuki & Harumi 1983, Aki 1988,
Ashford et al 1997].
For hill or canyon type topographies, it has been observed that the surface response is
primarily controlled by diffraction of incident waves at the slope, the effect of which depends on
the ratio H/X. According to the study by Ashford et al [1997], who studied topographic effects on
the seismic response of steep slopes, spectral amplification peaks are observed at values H/X= 0.2
and H/X = 0.7 for vertically incident SH waves, very close to the values of the resonant
frequencies of the soil column behind the crest of the slope (H/X = 0.25 and H/X = 0.75
respectively).
The variation of amplitude of the horizontal response as a function of the dimensionless
frequency shows similar trends for SV and SH incident waves, with the peaks being observed at
H/), = 0.2 and H/X = 1. For the vertical component, there is a monotonic increase of the peak
value as a function of the dimensionless frequency, whereas for very low frequencies (H/, < 0.05),
the vertical component becomes almost zero.
The aforementioned results are found to be consistent with these reported by Ohtsuki and
Harumi [1983], who studied the response of a cliff subjected to vertically propagating SV waves.
The spatial distribution of peak horizontal and vertical displacements for incident X/H = 2 and
X/H = 4 are shown in Figure 8.
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2.4.ld Topographic Shape
Boore et al [1981] studied the effect of a cliff slope on the dispersion of the incident waves. For
incident S waves, there is higher dispersion at the crest when compared to the dispersion at the
toe, both for vertical slopes as well as for 450 slope angles. For incident P waves, dispersion is
higher for vertical slopes than for 450 slope angles, whilst higher dispersion is observed at the toe
of the cliff. Finally, for both slope angles (450 and 90"~), it is observed that dispersion of S-waves
results to Rayleigh waves with broader bandwidth than Rayleigh waves from P-wave dispersion.
Ashford & Sitar [1997] studied the effect of the cliff slope on the response of the crest to
vertically propagating SV and SH waves. It is shown that as the slope becomes less steep, the
magnitude of amplification at the first peak decreases by 25% to about 15%, but this trend is
reversed at higher frequencies: a mild 450 slope experiences about 50% higher amplification than
the vertical slope. Results are reproduced in Figure 9. It should be noted that for the 3O0 slope,
vertically propagating SV-waves incite on the slope with critical angle, and the observed
amplification in the vicinity of the crest is higher than in the case of the 450 slope.
Bouchon [1983] also studied the effects of the topographic shape on the surface response of
ridges and canyons subjected to incident SH-waves. Results are shown in Figures l0a, l0b and
l0c for cosine-shaped ridges, non-cosine shaped ridges and depressions respectively, at the surface
of a homogenous halfspace, for different aspect ratios of the topographic feature.
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inclined slope [after Ashford et al, 1997]
Based on the aforementioned results, as well as theoretical calculations of Gilberd & Knopoff
[19601, Hudson [1967] and Hudson & Boore [1980], who related the amplitude of the diffracted
wave with the spatial Fourier transform of the topographic cross-section, the frequency above
which topographic effects become significant depends -for a given topographic shape- on the
width of the feature, while the shape ratio acts as an amplitude factor.
It should be finally noted that surface displacement amplitudes evaluated for shallow canyons
or low ridges (where the interaction of scattered wave fields due to the simultaneous presence of
two cliffs could be neglected) could be also used to assess qualitatively the displacement pattern
along the surface behind the crest of a ridge.
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2.4.2 Experimental results
Davis and West [1973] recorded several aftershocks of the San Fernando 1971 earthquake at the
base and crest of Kagel Mountain and Josephine Peak, California. They also compared the
seismic signals caused by underground cavity collapse and recorded at the base and crest of
Butler Mountain, Nevada. They computed, in each case, the crest/base ratios of pseudo-relative
velocity response spectrum (with 5 per cent damping) and observed a large, frequency-dependent
amplification. In general, the wavelengths corresponding to these amplification frequencies are
comparable to the mountain width (see Figure 13), which is in good agreement with theoretical
results. Nevertheless, observed amplification levels both in the time (Figure 11) and frequency
(Figure 12) domain are much larger than the values predicted by theoretical models, as the
spectral amplification reaches 30 in some cases.
Rogers et al [19741 recorded an underground nuclear explosion at several sites across the
NASA Mountain, Nevada. They performed only time-domain comparisons of crest and base
motions, and the observed amplifications are about 25 per cent, which is in good agreement with
theoretical predictions. As in the theoretical and laboratory models, the NASA Mountain has a
rather smooth and regular two-dimensional geometry, and the incident wavefront was parallel to
the ridge axis.
Griffiths and Bollinger [1979] conducted a field program in the Appalachian Mountains,
where they recorded 137 events at the base and crest of six topographic features. Only one event
was natural; the other ones were quarry and mine blasts. The instruments were smoked-paper
recorders, and crest/base comparisons could be made only in the time domain. Once again, the
seismic motion was observed to be systematically larger at the top than at the base. For a given
crest/base pair of stations, amplification ratios obtained for different events exhibit larger scatter
than intra-event recordings from different pairs, but the average values are ranging between 1.7
and 3.4, which is significantly larger than the theoretical predictions. In this case, inconsistency
between experimental data and theory was attributed to the presence of a surface soft layer not
simulated in the analyses, and to the interaction between sub-parallel ridges of a quasi-periodic
topographic pattern, instead of the simulated isolated ridge.
Tucker et al [1984] measured the spectral differences of the seismic records obtained at two-
dimensional hard rock sites. For a small ridge, they observed that the spectral ratios were nearly
the same, independent of the azimuth, distance, and size of the seismic events, and that the
spectral amplification with respect to a nearby tunnel (not with respect to the ridge base) reached
ratios as high as 8. A discussion of this inconsistency between observations and simple theoretical
models can be found in Bard and Tucker [1985].
Finally, Umeda et al [1986] recorded aftershocks of the "Western Nagana Prefecture
Earthquake" of 1984 on a small (100 m high, 500 m wide) topographic feature where thrown-off
boulders gave evidence of anomalously high acceleration during the main shock. They observed
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crest/base spectral amplifications larger than 10. Although the ridge is nearly two-dimensional,
the local geological structure is in his case non-homogeneous.
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Fig. 11: Field experimental (open symbols) and theoretical studies (solid symbols) for peak-to-peak time-
domain crest-base amplification as reported in the literature and plotted as a function of the
apparent shape ratio (i.e. ratio between crest and base recording site altitudes to their horizontal
distance): Horizontal motion (left) and vertical motion (right) (data from Griffiths and Bollinger,
1979; Rogers ct al, 1974; Davis and West, 1973; Bard, 1982; Smith, 1975; Sills, 1978; Tucker ct al,
1984; Zhenpeng ct al, 1980; Boore, 1972; and Zahradnik and Urban, 1984, graph after Geli ct al,
1988)
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Fig. 12: Maximum crest to base spectral amplification as reported in the literature and plotted as a function
of the shape ratio: Horizontal motion (left) and vertical motion (right) [after Geli ct al, 1988]. For
explanation of symbols, see Figure 11
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Fig. 13: Dimensionless frequencies corresponding to the maximum crest to base spectral amplification peak
displayed in Figure 2, plotted as a function of shape ratio: Horizontal motion (left) and, Vertical
motion (right). The real frequencies were multiplied, for each case, by the quantity 2 1/f, where I is
the apparent half-width of the topography (measured at the base), and j8 is the S-wave velocity.
These values were estimated on the basis of the indications given in the quoted papers and are
more a guess than a reliable measurement. In the cases where there were two spectral peaks and a
marked three-dimensional topography, the lowest frequency was assumed to correspond to the
larger base width and the larger one to the smaller width [after Geli ct al, 1988]
The conclusions drawn by Geli et al [1988], based on the compilation of instrumental and
theoretical results, and revisited by Bard [1999], can be summarized in the following:
(i) There is a qualitative agreement between theory and observations about the existence of
seismic motion amplification at ridges and mountain tops, and de-amplification at the
base of hills. The amplification is generally larger for horizontal components (roughly
corresponding to S motion) than for the vertical component (mostly P motion).
(ii) The observed or computed amplification seems very roughly related to the "sharpness" of
the topography: the steeper the average slope, the higher the top amplification.
(iii) This amplification (or deamplification) phenomenon is frequency-dependent. There is a
satisfactory qualitative agreement between instrumental observations and theoretical
results for the relation between geometrical and mechanical characteristics of a given
topography and the frequency range where amplification is significant: the maximum
effects correspond to wavelengths comparable to the horizontal dimension of the
topographic feature.
(iv) However, from a quantitative viewpoint, there exists clear discrepancy between theory
and observations. Cases have been reported where field measurements exhibit only very
weak amplifications at ridge crests, and fit very well the numerical results [Rogers et al,
1974]. However, there also exist numerous cases where the observed amplifications are
significantly larger than the theoretical predictions obtained from sophisticated, two- or
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three-dimensional models [Bouchon et al, 1995]. There are numerous observations of
spectral amplifications larger than 10, but only very few predictions of such amplitude by
numerical models. This has been confirmed by some recent instrumental studies in
Greece, California and the French Alps [Pedersen et al, 1994; Nechtschein et al, 1995;
Bouchon & Barker, 1996; Leburn et al, 1999]. In the first case, only weak amplifications
are reported at ridge crest that fit very well the numerical results, in agreement with a
few previous observations [Rogers et al, 1974; Tucker et al, 1984]. Large amplifications are
however reported for the other sites, including very rapid variations of ground motion
amplitude along the slope: over horizontal distances smaller than 200 m, and altitude
differences of a few tens of meters, differences of about one order of magnitude have been
reported, in qualitative agreement with previous damage observations at the same sites.
This latter case also provided a good example of motion deamplification at valley bottom,
which leads to very high values (several tens) for the crest/base spectral ratio.
The focusing of seismic energy in convex topographies, as predicted by theoretical models,
certainly plays a significant role in observed amplification effects. It does not seem however to be
the only physical phenomenon involved. For this reason, controlled instrumental studies should be
performed with dense arrays and detailed geotechnical surveys, if advances in the understanding
of surface topography effects are to be made.
In addition, weak motion data may not be applicable to describe topography effects for strong
motion shaking, that is usually associated with nonlinear effects. Indeed, nonlinear soil response
cannot be described by means of elastic simulations and in fact, there exist very few -if any- well
documented case histories for strong seismic motion.
A case study from the Athens 7-September-1999 Earthquake is indeed an example where the
simultaneous effects of topography, soil profile, and strong motion characteristics resulted in the
amplification of the response on the crest of a canyon. Documented macroseismic observations,
weak and strong motion data from the seismic event, in conjunction with topographic survey and
geotechnical investigation data, are believed to provide the necessary components for a detailed
strong motion site-effect analysis.
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Chapter 3
The Athens Ms 5.9 Earthquake of September, 1999
3.1 Introduction
The Athens, Greece earthquake of 09.07.1999 occurred at 11:56:50.5 GMT at the western bounds
of the greater metropolitan area of Athens. Despite its moderate magnitude of 5.9 and the
medium focal depth of 16.8 km [Papadopoulos et al, 2000], it resulted in the loss of 143 lives, the
collapse of about 100 residential and industrial buildings and the severe damage of another
13,000. This seismic event was the first ever reported to have caused causalities within the urban
area of Athens and can be certainly considered as the worst natural disaster in the modern
history of Greece.
Despite the detrimental socio-economic impact resulting from such a seismic event, the 1999
Athens (Parnitha) Earthquake offers a valuable case history by demonstrating the significant role
of soil, topography and local conditions in the spatial variability of ground shaking amplification
and the resulting uneven distribution of structural damage, even within the boundaries of a small
town.
In this chapter, we present an overview of the historical seismicity of Athens and the
surrounding area, followed by a brief description of the geology and tectonics of the region that
relate to the event of September, 1999. Successively, we discuss the damage distribution in the
Athens metropolitan area. We then focus on the surprisingly heavy damage that occurred in the
small community of AdAmes, which borders the Kifissos River canyon at its deepest point. In
particular, we explore in detail the topography, soil conditions and seismic input motion
characteristics at this location, which will constitute the site-specific framework of our
investigation of the effects of local site conditions for strong ground motion.
3.2 Historical Seismicity of Central Greece
The region of central Greece presents a low to moderate seismicity, although its record and
history are imperfectly known and are by and large discontinuous. The period from 1800 onwards
is relatively well-documented in terms of major seismic events, yet further back in time data
become increasingly scarcer, and the uncertainty on the intensity of earthquakes increases.
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According to Ambraseys [1996], the total number of important earthquakes in central Greece
identified for the period between the 5th century BC and the 18th century AD amounts to just
over eighty (Figure 1). While it is certain that many small seismic events must be missing from
the record, it can reasonably be assumed that most of those that entered into the historical record
were relatively important events, including any major or damaging earthquakes in the vicinity of
the larger urban centers of the time.
A typical example of the incomplete earthquake record of Greece is that for the city of
Athens. The historical record of Athens appears to have been almost free of destructive
earthquakes, and there are very few literary sources and no epigraphic material referring to
seismic events in the area [Robert, 1978]. Earthquake damage known to have occurred in the city
during its 25-century long history has been very infrequent, small, and chiefly due to relatively
large earthquakes originating either on land or offshore at some considerable distance from the
city.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of earthquakes of M > 6.0 in central Greece (from Ambraseys, 1996 - updated from
Ambraseys and Jackson, 1990): (i) Epicenters of events after 1890 (solid circles), and corresponding
epicentral regions (shaded), (ii) Approximate epicenters of events of the 19th century (solid squares),
and (iii) Locations of events before 1800 (open squares). Dashed lines show major tectonic structures
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According to the Map of Seismic Hazard Zonation in Greece, the regions of northern and
southern Attica are included in zones II and I respectively. Within a distance less than 130 km
from the city center, the following seismic events have been reported [from Ambraseys, 1996]:
427 BC
The earliest known earthquake to have caused some concern in Athens occurred in the winter of
427 BC. During that period there were repeated shocks in Athens, but also in Evia and Boeotia,
particularly at Orchomenos. The passage in Thucidides [Histories, iii, 87] that refers to these
events clearly implies that these shocks originated some distance away from Athens, perhaps from
the region just south of Atalanti, about 90 km from the city, where they caused no damage.
426 BC
Archaeological evidence suggests that an earthquake in 426 BC was responsible for the dislocation
of the NE corner of the Parthenon, and for the displacement of about one third of the east facade
of the temple by about 2.5 cm [Korres, 1985]. The shock of 427 BC was apparently a precursor of
the large magnitude earthquake that followed in the summer of 426 BC in the region between
Atalanti and Scarpheia. An earthquake sufficiently strong to cause damage to the solid structure
of the Parthenon should have been more damaging or even destructive in the city of Athens,
probably with casualties, yet there is no documentary evidence on this. It is possible that the
Parthenon was damaged much later, possibly in the explosion of 1687, or alternatively, that its
ruins were dislodged by earthquakes after the 18th century.
420 BC
The second and last earthquake of the classical period reported from Athens occurred in the
summer of 420 BC [Thucidides, Histories, V, 45]. The shock is described as slight by Plutarch
[Lives, Nic., 271], presumably originating at some considerable distance from the city. According
to Bousquet & Pechoux [1978] its intensity was of the order of III.
2nd to 18th century
For the following 16 centuries there has been no information relating to earthquakes in Athens.
During this period the city gradually ceased to be a centre of importance; it became remote and
ultimately well removed from the great centers of literature and culture.
1705, September 3
The shock caused considerable damage to various structures in the Acropolis as well in Athens, to
buildings already weakened by the siege of 1687 and subsequently abandoned. There is no
evidence that the earthquake caused any loss of life among the inhabitants and garrison of the
Acropolis, or serious damage in the town itself. Although some doubt must remain as to the
actual date of the event, September 3 ', the year of the earthquake can now be fixed to 1705. The
epicenter of the event has been located somewhere between Oropos and Plataeae, some 30 km
distant from Athens. Ambraseys [19961 reports a magnitude M. = 6.0 corresponding to this event.
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1785, June 13
Another earthquake was felt in Athens on June 13th, 1785 (Old Calendar) [Burnias, 1892], but it
is very unlikely that it caused any damage. It is believed that this earthquake originated most
probably in the region of Oropos, 35 km N of Athens, where it caused considerable damage that
extended to the fortress of Egribos (Chalkis) and to Oropos village.
19th century
With the advent of the 19th century, there is an obvious improvement in the volume and quality
of data, which becomes more complete with the approach of the 20th century. This is largely due
to the availability of additional published sources of information. Archival material nevertheless
continues to provide much useful data. Thus, the number of earthquakes identified in Greece for
the 19th century amounts to over 1500. However, only very few caused concern in Athens, mainly
relatively large, distant earthquakes, the more important of which are the following:
1805, November 17
On the night of 17 September a shock was felt in Athens as a result of which "some blocks of the
western tympanum (of the Parthenon) were thrown down" [Dodwell, 1819]. The shock caused no
damage in Athens and it is not mentioned in other sources. However, according to Sieberg [1932],
this earthquake was responsible for great damage in the town and this inaccurate information was
repeated by later writers. This was a small, probably local shock that triggered the fall of pieces
of marble from the Parthenon, loosened by the dismantling operations of 1801-1803.
1837, March 18
An earthquake in the southern part of the Saronic Gulf near Hydra, of a probable magnitude M,
= 6.4, caused great panic and some damage in Athens, 58 km away. In the Agora, blocks of
marble from the gable-end of the tetrakionion were thrown down to the west [Schmidt, 1879].
1853, August 18
This earthquake had an estimated magnitude of M. = 6.0, and affected the region of Thiva, about
53 km from Athens. The shock caused considerable panic in the city but no damage. This event
could not be associated with damage to historical monuments in Athens.
1874, January 17
According to Schmidt [1879], the shock caused the collapse of a part of the wall of the Acropolis
built by Odysseus Androutsos in 1822. Otherwise, the shock was not felt by the majority of the
inhabitants of the city and it was not reported from other places. Galanopoulos [1956] says that
this was a damaging shock, which is probably an exaggeration. Apparently this was a small local
earthquake and the collapse of the wall was due to its vulnerability rather than the severity of the
earthquake.
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1889, January 22
At 6h 15m an earthquake caused some damage to the monastery of Daphni, causing vertical
cracks to open in the dome and walls of the church and in some of the cells [Galanopoulos, 1953].
1894, April 20
The M. = 6.4 earthquake of April 20 originated in the region of Martino. In Athens (epicentral
distance 90 km), a few old houses were thrown down and several buildings were fissured. A block
of marble fell from Adrian's Gate and the capital of an old column in the Agora was thrown
down.
1894, April 27
A few days later, a larger earthquake of magnitude M, = 6.9 occurred at Atalanti, 100 km NW of
Athens. In the city, the shock caused great panic and some minor damage, but no casualties. In
the Acropolis, a few existing cracks in the eastern pediment of the Parthenon were enlarged by
the shock and small blocks of marble fell of the epistyle.
20th century
After 1900, the availability of documentary information continues to improve, supplemented by
instrumental data. During this century, few earthquakes pass unrecorded, generally only so far as
minor events are concerned, only very few of them being of any consequence in Athens. Of the
many hundreds of shocks felt in the city during this century, the following caused some concern
or damage to historical monuments:
1914, October 17
This earthquake occurred between Thiva and Chalkis and had a magnitude M. = 6.2. In Athens,
at an epicentral distance of 47 km, the shock caused panic; a small number of dilapidated houses
collapsed and a few buildings suffered minor damage. There was no damage to the monuments on
the Acropolis.
1928, April 22
This was a magnitude 6.3 earthquake near Corinth. In Athens, at an epicentral distance of 77 km,
the shock caused some panic and minor damage to a small number of old houses. There is no
evidence that it caused any concern to those involved at the time with the restoration of
Acropolis monuments.
1930, April 17
This 5.9 magnitude shock occurred on the SW coast of the Saronic Gulf, 59 km from Athens. In
the city, 4 old houses collapsed, and few were cracked. There is no indication that the shock
caused any damage to historical monuments in the city.
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1938, July 20
The earthquake in Oropos, 37 km north of Athens, had a magnitude 6.1. It was strongly felt in
the city where it caused little panic and insignificant damage. No information related to damage
of historical monuments in Athens has been found.
1965, July 6
This earthquake had a magnitude 6.4 and an offshore epicentre in the Gulf of Corinth, 122 km
from Athens. It was generally felt in the city where it caused absolutely no damage.
1981, February 24
The main shock of the earthquake sequence in the Alkionides had a magnitude 6.7. In Athens
(epicentral distance 77 km), the main shock and its strong aftershocks ruined about 500 houses
and caused widespread but minor damage to a number of public buildings. In archaeological
museums a number of exhibits were broken and the Parthenon sustained minor damage; the SE,
but primarily the NE corner of the monument were displaced by a few centimeters and some of
the joints were caused to open up [Zambas, 1985]. Five hours later, there was a strong aftershock
of magnitude 6.4, originating from an epicentral distance of 60 km. This shock caused no further
displacements and had no effect on the opening of the joints, [Korres and Bouras, 1983].
3.3 Geology, Tectonics and Field Observations
Greece is undergoing active extension in a back-arc setting, due to the subduction of the African
plate beneath the Eurasian plate at the Hellenic Arc. In regions such as the Gulf of Corinth, just
a short distance from the epicenter of the Athens earthquake, damaging, moderate-magnitude
shocks are relatively frequent. As reported above however, few damaging earthquakes have been
documented in northern Attica (Figure 2), with the 1981 Gulf of Corinth earthquakes being the
most recent to cause damage in Athens [Psycharis et al, 1999].
The geological structure of Attica comprises two groups of alpine basement rocks and post
alpine sediments (Figure 2):
(i) The upper group primarily consists of Mesozoic carbonate rocks (limestones and dolomites of
Triassic and Jurassic age) overlying a clastic formation of shales and sandstones including
cohesive conglomerates of Permian limestones. Some ophiolithic rocks are locally preserved
over the carbonate platform, tectonically emplaced during the palaeoalpine orogeny
(mountain formation) of Late Jurassic - Early Cretaceous. Upper Cretaceous shallow water
carbonates and early Tertiary flysch (sandstones and schists) cover the previous formations,
which belong to the geotectonic unit of Eastern Greece (composed of the Sub-Pelagonian
palaeotectonised Unit, the ophiolite surface of the Axios-Vardar oceanic basin and the Upper
Cretaceous faulty platform). This upper unit extends only to the northwestern part of
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Attica, forming the major mountain range Parnitha and other minor mountains like Aegaleo
on the western side of the Athenian basin.
(ii) The lower group consists mainly of metamorphic rocks, including marbles and mica-schists,
cropping out in the area of Penteli mountain to the east and Imittos mountain to the south
of the Athenian basin.
The tectonic contact between the two groups of the alpine basement strikes in the NE-SW
direction and dips towards the NW. Although usually covered by post-alpine sediments (mainly
lacustrive lignite bearing deposits and continental quaternary formations), its position is marked
approximately by the Kifissos River, whose outlet is in the area of Pireaus.
The neotectonic structure of the region is characterized as complex, comprising thrusts
associated with the Alpine orogeny cutting through Triassic-Jurassic crystalline limestone and
post-Alpine normal faults within pre-Neogene formations [Pavlides et al, 19991. In the epicentral
region, (USGS epicenter 38.13 N, 23.55 E) a number of normal faults have been mapped (Figure
2). Of particular interest for the event studied are the Fili fault, the Aspropyrgos-Eleysis fault
and the Thriassion-Pedion fault.
Fig. 2: Epicentral region with mapped faults [after Kontoes et al, 2000]. The red star denotes the USGS
epicenter (38.13 N, 23.55 E) (Upper group denoted is marked green and lower group brown)
The Fili fault runs approximately NW-SE with a visible length of about 11 km [Pavlides et
al, 1999] and is associated with a steep 100 m escarpment [Tselentis and Zahradnik, 2000],
indicating significant past activity. The Aspropyrgos-Eleysis fault is younger than the Fili fault
and gives rise to the most pronounced relief in the area [Psycharis et al, 1999]. Finally, the
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Thriassion-Pedion structure lies almost parallel to the Fili fault and is covered by talus and scree
[Pavlides et al, 1999].
Pavlides et al [1999] conclude that activity directly related to the earthquake did not occur on
the Thriassion-Pedion fault, where unconsolidated deposits are undamaged. Gravitational cracks
and rock falls were mapped around the other two faults, the most damage being observed close to
the Fili fault.
No fault in the epicentral region showed clear evidence of rupture propagation to the free
surface during the mainshock, a fact which caused great uncertainty and confusion among the
geoscientific community with respect to triggering mechanism. Nevertheless, the identification of
the seismogenic fault is of great significance for the understanding of the seismic process and the
reliable seismic hazard evaluation of the area. Therefore, field observations were employed for the
examination of permanent effects (ground failures, such as rock falls and gravitational cracks) on
the surrounding landscape that enable geologists to infer the degree of seismic activity [Pavlides
& King, 1998]. In what follows, a brief description of the reported evidence that led to the
identification of the causative fault is provided [Pavlides et al, 2002; Kontoes et al, 2002].
3.3.1 Macroseismic Evidence of Rock Falls
Seismic damages include extensive building collapses that are concentrated on the eastern
extension of the seismogenic fault (Ano Liossia, Acharnai and other suburbs of western Athens),
and along the Fili fault (Fili town and Fili Castle of 4th century BC) (see map in Figure 7a). The
Fili castle, established in the 4th century BC, is located at the NW part of the epicentral area. It
suffered severe damage, such as wall collapses, cracks and falls of structural elements, which
provide indirect evidence of its proximity to the earthquake epicenter. The town of Fili was also
struck, with half of its buildings marked "for repair works" and many "for demolition". Ano
Liossia and Acharnai, on the surface extension of Fili fault, are the urban areas with highest
observed intensities (VIII to IX locally). An exceptional area with serious damages is the
Thrakomakedones suburb, lying on the NE-Athens basin marginal fault. In the area bounded by
the Thriassion fault (Thriassion Pedion - Aspropyrgos basin) the damage was less extensive and
the fault did not show co-seismic deformation. Unconsolidated sediments, talus cones and
colluvium remained intact and unbroken with the exception of isolated rock falls. Neither an
active landslide was re-triggered, nor the water supply pipeline showed any movements due to
primary fault effects or ground shaking. No typical Holocene scarps exist within the fault.
Furthermore, the towns of Salamis and Aspropyrgos that lie 5-8 km to the south of the
Thriassion fault (in its hanging-wall), suffered much less damage than other suburbs of Athens,
with intensity not higher than V to VI degrees. Rock falls were widespread on the whole central
and southeastern Parnitha area in particular. In most cases rock falls were directly associated to
pre-existing discontinuities and steep slopes within the crystalline limestone.
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3.3.2 Description of Surface Ruptures
Attempting to identify surface ruptures on the epicentral area, various freshly exposed seismic
induced dislocations were observed and were examined in detail. Minor ground gravitational
cracking was mapped in the ancient Fili Fort (4 th century B.C.). The castle wall that consists of
rectangular marble-blocks, partly collapsed and the foundation was cracked. The average strike of
fissures was NNE-SSW to NS. Very close to the castle, at the WNW extension of the Fili fault,
bedrock small fault scarps were observed. Light bands (about 10 cm) on the carbonate fault
surfaces were detected. The freshness of the bedrock cropping out along the strip, the lack of
weathering on it, in contrast to the bedrock surface above, indicate "older", but still very young,
possibly historical co-seismic reactivation of the fault [see also Jackson et al, 1982; Stewart and
Hancock, 1988, 1991; Stewart, 1993; Caputo, 1993 and others]. A well developed WSW-ESE
trending and SW dipping fault scarp within the crystalline carbonate rocks is exposed
northwestern of the Fili town along the homonym fault. This is a well expressed polished fault
surface that is a fresh non weathered surface, up to 10 m high, typical of active faults, known also
from other seismogenic faults [e.g., Jackson et al, 1982]. That is the well-known Aegean type,
typical characteristic, morphology of active faults [see Stewart and Hancock, 1988, 1991]. The
observed dislocations extend along a total length of about 100 m, are open fissures (1-2 cm) and
show variable vertical displacements (6-10 cm). The ruptures affected mainly basement rock and
some very thin loose deposits, believed to be of co-seismic origin.
A characteristic piece of evidence at the Fili castle site, where the possible co-seismic fractures
exist, are the stones and boulders thrown from their sockets during the main shock. Thrown
stones and boulders in association with the high density of crack distribution and rock falls
indicate high acceleration on the fault zone [see also Umeda, 1992].
All these seismic breaks are elongated WNW-ESE in the vicinity of the Fili fault. Some additional
typical gravitational cracks were observed some kilometers northern on the NE-SW Athens basin
marginal fault or mountain slopes.
3.3.3 Satellite Radar Interferometry
Soon after the major event, a parallel operation using radar interferometry, was initiated at the
Institute for Space Applications and Remote Sensing of the National Observatory of Athens
(ISARS/NOA) in order to measure the surface deformation and its characteristics. The study was
done in collaboration with the National Technical University of Athens/Department of Surveying
Engineering, Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) and the Geodynamics Institute of
NOA (NOAGI). From the interferograms it is apparent that the main shock and aftershocks have
induced a co-seismic surface deformation, which appears with at least two concentric, but not
symmetric, fringes centered at 38.10'N; 23.60'E - located in a distance of less than 3 km away
from the main shock epicenter. The concentric fringes are apparent in all co-seismic
interferograms spanning the periods [December 2 8th, 1995 to September 2 3rd, 1999], [November
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27th, 1997 to September 2 3rd, 1999], [September 19t", 1998 to October 9th, 1999]. Figure 3 shows
one of the calculated interferograms [September 19th, 1998 to October 9 th, 1999]. It should be
noticed herein that the interferograms composed from images acquired before the seismic event,
do not show fringes in the affected by the earthquake area.
The fault which caused the major seismic event of September 1999 was identified by means of
a multi-disciplinary approach that employed the use of the following techniques: (a) Field
observations, mapping and fault measurements along the three main faults of the epicentral area
(Table 1); (b) Morphotectonic approaches, using also 20-m Digital Elevation Models, (c) Landsat
imagery interpretation; d) Macroseismic effects evaluation; and (e) Aftershock distribution data
and focal mechanisms solutions of the main shock were also taken into consideration. Additional
data came from radon soil emission measurement some days after the earthquake, which are
concentrated mainly along the eastern edge of the Fili fault. A comparative picture of the criteria
used is given in Table I.
Fig. 3: Typical calculated ERS-2 Satellite Radar interferograms, showing relative ground surface displace-
ments during the period [September 19-, 1998 to October 9-, 1999]
It should be noted that the results of the SAR Radar Interferometry suggest that the
activation of a fracture zone located at the Fili broad area (southern Parnitha mountain), is more
likely associated with the Athens earthquake, resulting in the observed surface deformations
According to the model developed, the main fault segment is located at the NW extension of the
ili fault, as mapped by Pavlides et al [1999], while the eastern branch does not fit well with
surface neotectonic structures.
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Attempting to justify the location of the eastern branch, Kontoes et al [2000] introduce a
secondary smaller parallel seismogenic fault. Additionally, aftershock data show an activation of
high angle fault (or faults) at depths of 3 to 16 km [Papadopoulos et al, 2000], which did not
create typical surface co-seismic traces. The absence of shallow seismic activity prevented the
rupture propagation towards the earth surface and hindered the direct identification of the
seismogenic fault. The gravitational phenomena and especially the small but clear displacements
observed for some tens of meters along the Fili fault could be considered as triggering superficial
phenomena on the seismogenic structure. The hypothesis of blind fault must therefore be
excluded, since the Fili fault, which fits better with aftershock distribution, focal mechanism, and
ground deformation, is the most active fault in the area.
Thus, the co-seismic structure of the Athens September 1999 shock, which fulfill all the
criteria, that is field and instrumental data (Table 1), can be identified as the 8 km long, WNW-
ESE striking and SW (45" -56*) dipping Fili fault, which possibly extends 2 to 5 km ESE towards
the Athens suburbs Ano-Liossia and Acharnai - where its geometry is not well known. Aftershock
distribution indicates a longer 20-30 km seismogenic structure at depth [Papadopoulos et al,
2000].
Table 1. Summary of geomorphic and seismotectonic criteria applicable to the selection
structure
of the seismogenic
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Criteria NE fault Thriassion fault Fili fault
Focal mechanism - N120' /
Aftershock distribution NW-SE V
Epicenter location - Thriassion
Epicenter distance to fault
12 km for 450
Damage distribution VIII-IX(MMI)
Quaternary basin
Previous earthquakes
Rocks falls - limestone
Surface breaks cm size gravitational
Destruction Fili Fort (400 BC):
Hanging wall
Remote sensing >10 km
Radon emission (IGME)
Interferometry [Kontoes et al, 2000]
In contrast to the majority of important earthquakes -during which the slip diminishes
progressively during the rupture propagation until it stops- the rupture propagation during the
Athens seismic event stopped abruptly. Based on the observations mentioned above, the following
rupture process model has been proposed: the rupture nucleated at the deep western edge of the
fault plane and propagated eastward, until it stopped abruptly at the roots of Aegaleo Mountain.
The Aegaleo Mountain acted therefore as a barrier of the rupture process, causing interference
phenomena, diffracted waves and impact type effects associated with high acceleration / high
frequency components of the resulting seismic motion. This abrupt stopping can explain the
extensive damage observed close to the eastern edge of the fault plane, as well as the
concentration of the aftershocks in this area.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the plan distribution of epicenters and vertical distribution of
hypocenters of the main aftershocks. The spatial distribution of aftershocks - increasing towards
the eastern part of the fault (i.e. the part closer to Athens) - along with the aforementioned
proposed rupture mechanism of the causative fault, suggest that forward-directivity effects should
be expected at sites located to the east of the rupture zone - located within a distance of a few
kilometers. Further detailed seismological information is considered beyond the scope of the
present dissertation - and the reader is referred to Stavrakakis (1999], Delibasis et al [2000],
Tselentis & Zahradnik [2000], Rondogianni et al [2000] and Pavlides et al [2002].
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Fig. 4: (a) Epicenters and, (b) Hypocenters of the main aftershocks of
fault zone.
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3.4 Structural Damage Distribution and Characteristics
As a result of the seismic event, structural damage was extensive in the NNW part of the Athens
metropolitan region: about 80 residential and industrial buildings collapsed, and more than 1500
buildings were damaged "beyond repair". Repairable damage was far more widespread over a
metropolitan region with about one million inhabitants. More significantly, 145 people died under
the ruins of 30 buildings and more than 7.000 were injured; this constitutes one of the largest
casualty figures for an earthquake in Greece during the 2 0th century. The geography of the heavily
damaged region is schematically illustrated in Figure 5 - where the exact location of the buildings
which caused fatalities (indicative of the damage intensity) is also depicted.
The damage distribution was strongly non-uniform in the majority of the hardest hit regions
and towns. The 3-D geographic view of Figure 6 points out the four locations where damage
reached MMI = IX _. The characteristics of the most severely stroke regions, in terms of intensity
and distance from the fault, are summarized in Table 2. The surrounding areas sometimes
suffered much less, with MMI not exceeding VII at nearly rocky sites (a difference of two units in
MMI). As a striking example, in the town of Menidi (at 2-5 km distance from the fault), the
damage varied from a catastrophic MMI = IX in the northern part of the town to a modest MMI
= VII+ south of the town center, a distance less than 1 km. Although numerous factors may have
contributed (to a larger or smaller extent) to such non-uniformity, it is believed that local
geotechnical and geological conditions exerted a major influence on the ground motion
characteristics and the resulting damage patterns.
Collapsed buildings
with fatalities
. 1 sb
Projection ofc
rupture raesurface
ASPLBA
KEDEAA
Accelerograph
10 kmn stations
Fig. 5: Sketch of the map of the earthquake stricken region showing the surface projection of the fault, as
proposed in the seismological literature. Most of the accelerograph stations (triangles) were close to
the city-center; four of them (shown with filled triangles) are utilized in our study. The severely
damaged regions were 10-15 km to the north of the city center. The circles show the location of the
28 collapsed buildings with human casualties.
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Table 2. Damage Intensity in regiors/towns of
towns (f)
collapsed buildings (a-e) compared to damage in three nearby
Observed MMI
Region Name Distance to fault [km]
Max Min
a Ano Liosia IX VII 1-3
b Menidi IX VII 3-5
c Chelidonou IX VII 6-7
d Metamorfosis VIII+ VII- 7-8
e Adcmes IX VII 8-10
Kamatero VIII VII 5-6
f Petroupolis VIII- VII 7-8
Peristeri VII+ VII 8-10
Fig. 6: 3-D view of the Athens Metropolitan area showing the areas that experienced the highest Modified
Mercalli Intensity IX: Addmes, Menidi and Liosia.
From the structural viewpoint, the earthquake primarily affected low and middle-rise
buildings (two to five-storey) in the broader area of Athens. Most of the damage occurred within
12 km of the epicenter and decreased rapidly with distance. In what follows, the main conclusions
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of the Preliminary geological-geotechnical study in the NW Athens Basin, submitted to the
Ministry of Environment, Planning and Public Works, are summarized, and the Soil Seismic
Hazard Map (Figure 7a) and Damage Distribution Map (Figure 7b) of the area developed within
the same project framework are shown, in attempt to strengthen the significance of local site
conditions to the observed casualty pattern (the numbers in brackets next to the region name
refer to the numbering provided on the aforementioned maps):
a. The severe and heavy damage, were concentrated in the areas of Ano Liosia (1), Axarnai (2)
and Thrakomakedones (6), at a distance 6 - 12 km from the epicentre. The acceleration levels
at these areas should have obviously been high, considering the small distance from the
epicentre, yet are not known, due to lack of corresponding time history recordings at the
sites.
b. Severe and in some cases heavy damage was observed in scattered areas far away from the
epicentre, such as Adames (1), Nea Liosia (5) and Western Metamorfosi (3). In these areas,
damages cannot be merely associated to the small epicentral distance. On the contrary,
damage in these areas indicates the significance of additional factors causing amplification of
the earthquake ground motion. In particular, soil conditions, topography effects, direction of
rupture (directivity effects), as well as particularities of a significant underground geological
structure of the bedrock in the broader area may have well contributed to the resulting
damage pattern in the aforementioned areas.
c. The indications for local amplification of earthquake ground motion in recent deposits,
resulting from the comparative examination of the geological and damage distribution maps
are strong, both in the epicentral area, as well as further out. The most important are
summarized in the foregoing:
* In the Axarnai (2) area, there is a clear separation between the north area - where the
damage was heavy - and the south area where there was moderate damage. The limit
between these two areas is more or less in accordance with the limit between the recent,
looser soil deposits in the north area, and the rock structure in the south.
* In Ano Liosia (4), heavy damage and collapses are located within the broader area of
Zone 2 and in the central area - where the alluvium deposits prevail.
* In Nea Liosia (5), the severe and heavy damage is concentrated in areas characterized by
thick, cohesive soil deposits, and are bounded perimetrically by indications of rock
structure on the surface of Zone 1.
d. In several cases, there is strong indication of the influence of topography on local
amplification of ground motion. In particular, heavy damage occurred in buildings (especially
industrial) located on the West bank of Kifissos River close to the Municipality of Adames
(1).
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Zones
(1] lRociy basement
Limestones, schists, sandstones, marts NEDC(*) ranking A or B,
when they are surficially weathered and their mechanical behaviour
resembles that ofcompact soil formations
121 Cohesive or dense soils.
Scree. talus cones, conglomerates, gravel in clay matrix, hard clays
red loams In addition, the soils of zone (3) are also included, when
their thickness is less than 2 m. and they cover the formations of
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adverse, because of the topography, possible slope failure and
uncontrolled artificial fill. The zone boundaries on the map are given
here for overview purpose only and should not be used for seismic
risk evaluation, as NEOC requires further investigatlon for this type
of soils (X) Note also that additional, environmental and other
restrictions on building activity apply to this zone
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G.I.S. development (WIS Arclinfo 7.1.2,) at the Research
Unit on Applications of Dynamic and Tectonic Geology at
the University of Athens by Geologists: S.VASSILOPOULOU
and iLANTONOU
Fig. 7a: Soil Seismic Hazard map, as prepared by the University of Athens (Department of Dynamic,
Tectonic and Applied Geology), and the Technical University of Athens (Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering), submitted to the European Centre on Prevention and Forecasting of
Earthquakes
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Fig. 7b: Damage distribution map, as prepared by the University of Athens (Department of Dynamic,
Tectonic and Applied Geology), and the Technical University of Athens (Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering), submitted to the European Centre on Prevention and Forecasting of
Earthquakes
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Nevertheless, the variability of seismic performance for practically adjacent structures (i.e.
within a distance of less than 50 meters) (Photos 1, 2), indicates the significant role played also
by: (i) the general design considerations, (ii) the seismic code prescriptions, and (iii) the quality of
construction.
Photos 1,2. Seismic performance of structures located within a distance of less that 50m, indicative of the
significance of seismic code perscriptions applied, as well as the quality of construction
In what follows, the seismic code provision framework along with a brief description of the
structural damage pattern observed in the meizoseismal area is provided, prior to introducing the
contributing factors on which the present research focuses, namely:
" the local soil conditions in amplifying the seismic motion one-dimensionally, and
* the irregular site topography, in further intensifying the surface response (two-
dimensional amplification).
3.4.1 Seismic Code Provisions
The dominant construction systems in the heavily damaged areas are reinforced concrete frames
and one or two-story buildings with masonry walls. Most of the structures were built according to
the (now obsolete) 1959 Greek Seismic Code; also, a significant number of mainly residential
buildings were built illegally, without seismic provisions at all.
The great majority of buildings in Athens and suburbs were designed with a seismic
coefficient of 0.04, 0.06 or 0.08 for firm, intermediate and soft soil conditions, respectively (1959
Seismic Code). The seismic force, assumed constant, was to be applied uniformly to all structures,
irrespective of their individual dynamic characteristics.
To assess the ductility demands imposed by the earthquake on the buildings of Athens, the
normalized peak values of its elastic response spectra are compared with the corresponding design
base-shear coefficients, modified to account for ultimate-strength design requirements (Figure 8).
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Since the 1959 Code was based on the allowable-stress design method, the coefficient has been
modified to account for a factor of safety 1.75, a 20% increase in allowable stresses for seismic
design and a multi-degree of freedom effect expressed by the factor 0.85 (estimated for a 4 to 6-
storey building) [Anagnostopoulos et al, 1987, Pitilakis et al, 1992]. Thus, using a mean safety
factor of 1.75/(1.20*0.85) = 1.72, the respective coefficients for ultimate strength design are found
to be s' = 0.07, 0.10 and 0.14. Thus, the ductility demands imposed on the buildings of Athens,
constructed according to 1959 code, were quite high (above 6). However, strength reserves of the
existing buildings, such as redundancy, over-strength of individual structural members and infill
walls, contributed to a significant increase of their behavior factor [Bertero, 1989]. In this way one
can explain the survival of many buildings, regardless of the observed high spectral accelerations.
0.5
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1995 New Greek Seismic Code
(Zone II)
0.3 - - -
0.2 - -
Soft Soil
Intermediate Soil
0.1 - -Firm Soil
(1959 Greek Seismic Code)
0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
T [sec]
Fig. 8: Elastic design spectra of the New Greek Seismic Code (NEAK) enforced in 1995, and the seismic
coefficients of the 1959 and 1984 Seismic Code
Comparison of the ductility demands, which depend on the ratio between the two above
quantities, with what is estimated to be the available ductility reserves of the buildings provided
by the code in force shows that the former exceed the latter in the critical period range. The
earthquake, as revealed by the response spectra of the recorded motion, had the strongest effect
on low to mid-rise buildings (two to four stories). In this period range (0.2 - 0.4 s), the shaking
intensity considerably surpassed the provisions of even the more conservative 1995 New Greek
Seismic Code, based on ultimate-strength design. At periods corresponding to buildings with more
stories (T > 0.4 s), spectral accelerations decrease rapidly.
According to the new Greek seismic code (NEAK) the city of Athens and its suburbs belong
to the seismic zone II, with effective acceleration equal to 0.16g. The effective peak accelerations
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recorded, at least by ITSAK's strong motion network in downtown Athens, were 0.11g, 0.14g and
0.25g. Those values coincide almost to effective accelerations of the first three zones of the new
Greek seismic code. The fact that almost all buildings - with the exception of those located in the
vicinity of the epicentral area - performed satisfactorily, indicates to a first approximation, that
the city of Athens reasonably belongs to the zone II of the new Greek seismic code. However, in
the meizoseismal area where strong ground motion should be much higher (probable peak ground
acceleration >0.50g) compared to the observed ones downtown, the degree of damage reached up
to IX in modified Mercalli intensity.
3.4.2 Structural Damage Characteristics
The damage evaluation performed by state inspectors, which preceded the earthquake, was based
on the following three-color system:
Red: Dangerous structure; heavy damage to structural elements; the building should not
be used until it is repaired; might require demolition.
Yellow: Damaged structure; minor damage to structural elements and significant damage to
nonstructural elements; do not use as a dwelling; building requires repairs before
reoccupation.
Green: No visible damage affecting the structural capacity; building can be occupied
The report submitted to the Ministry of Environment, Urban Planning and Public Works,
foreseeing the inspection of approximately 217.940 dwelling and non-dwelling buildings, is
summarized in Figure 9.
3.0%
40.7% Red: 3.0%
Yellow: 40.7%
56.3% Green: 56.3%
inTo be DEMOLISHED OTo be REPAIRED ENo VISIBLE DAMAGE
Fig. 9: Overall damage distribution in the Athens Metropolitan Area
The structural damage is hereafter categorized with respect to the type of facility, structural
frame (R/C concrete, unreinforced masonry, adobe), and type of failure which initiated the
total/partial collapse of the corresponding structures.
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3.4.2a Classification of Damaged Facilities
Residential Housing
The majority of residential housing in the area of interest consists of 2- to 5- story reinforced
concrete apartment buildings, usually with ground level garages, a common feature of Greek
residential structures. Unauthorized development and construction of residences (even by the
owners themselves) was revealed in abundance by the inspection committee, resulting in highly
variable level of engineering design and control exercised. This resulted in numerous heavily
damaged structures and partially collapsed buildings, with loss of one or two stories (Photo 3).
Also at least forty complete collapses have been reported (Photo 4), stemming from both the lack
of good design practice as well as poor detailing, especially with respect to steel confinement.
Photos 3,4. Partially (left) and completely (right) collapsed residential buildings
Industrial Facilities
A large number of industrial buildings are located in the area of interest, typically medium-sized,
not exceeding 100.000m 2 in overall area. The structures consist mainly of 2-5 stories, cast-in-place
reinforced concrete frames. A small number of steel structures located in the area, are typically
one-story light-weight buildings with open sides (used as warehousing facilities), and showed no
signs of damage.
Three factory facilities suffered dramatic collapses, contributing significantly to the overall death
toll. Photos 5, 6 shown the debris of Ricomex, which was built on the cliffside of a topographic
configuration similar to the one analyzed in the present dissertation. Typical damage consisted of
cracking of reinforced concrete columns, loss of infill panels, and soft-story failures.
Masonry Structures
In the meizoseismal area, most adobe structures with undressed stones, constructed in the first
half of the century, suffered significant damage. This included partial collapse of external walls,
collapse of corners, separation of the two walls converging at a corner, and extensive cracking.
Brick masonry houses with RC lintel bands or concrete roof slabs, survived with much less
damage.
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Photos 5,6. Collapse of the Ricomex factory located in Metamorfosis. The right photo shows the topography
at the structure location, which may have contributed to the seismic motion aggravation
3.4.2b Classification of Failure Characteristics
The most common structural defects which lead to heavy structural damage are summarized in
the foregoing, as reported by the state inspector loss assessment committee. It should be noted
herein that in almost no case among the severely damaged structures, was the soil profile judged
inappropriate for foundation purposes. On the contrary, apart from the structural defects, the
majority of heavily damaged structures were designed to sustain significantly less seismic loads
that the ones experienced during the particular earthquake. Photos 7-10 show characteristic
failure mechanisms observed in the inspected structures.
Damage of column-beam joints due to bad concrete quality and insufficient reinforcement
In many cases, stirrup reinforcement was almost non-existing, and the quantity of steel (especially
hoop or spiral steel and steel at connections) was too low to strengthen the building against the
swaying motion imposed by the seismic ground motion. As a consequence, these buildings are
prone to catastrophic rupture and fracturing of the concrete, with lethal consequences for the
occupants. Such damage was common in less prosperous areas, as for example in Ano Liosia,
where many of the structures were constructed without legal permission, and it is doubtful
whether a structural design had been applied.
Damage of columns due to the short column effect
Damage due to the short column effect occurred in many industrial buildings, in which brick infill
walls had been raised between the columns of the perimeter up to 1/2 to 2/3 of the story height.
As a result, the columns along the perimeter performed as short columns in comparison to the
interior ones. The damage was due to shear failure, which in many cases caused a total
deterioration of the columns. Thereafter, these columns could not bear vertical loads, and
settlement of the upper floors occurred.
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Photos 7-12. Member and detail failures, observed in the structures of the area of interest, resulting in
partial or complete collapse
Damage of buildings with a soft ground floor (pilotis)
Buildings with a soft ground floor are a common practice in Greece. Significantly lower stiffness
of the ground floor, compared to the rest of the building, leads to large deformations of that soft
story. The damage occurred mainly to the joints, which were totally destroyed in a number of
cases. As a result, the structural system became a mechanism, and large permanent horizontal
displacements were observed. In some cases, collapse of the soft story occurred as a result of P-6
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effects combined with high vertical accelerations. The soft-story effect was more pronounced in
buildings without shear walls.
Damage due to pounding of adjacent structures
Pounding between adjacent buildings or structurally separate parts of the same building also
resulted in serious damage, mainly in the meizoseismal area, since transfer of kinetic energy from
one to the next (adjacent) building during impact, leads to substantial increases of inertia forces.
Damage due to construction of additional stories
Although the majority of brick masonry houses, with RC lintel bands or concrete roof slabs built
in recent years, behaved well, there were exceptions in cases where one or two stories, supported
by an independent RC frame, were added on the top of the masonry house (in attempt to expand
the residential building vertically, without demolishing the old structure). Although the RC
structure is statically independent from the masonry building, the slab of the first floor is usually
connected to the masonry walls. In such "mixed" systems, severe damage occurred to the walls of
the masonry house, while the RC structure did not suffer any damage.
3.5 The Town of Adames: Observations and Site Conditions
The region called Adames (denoted as location (e) in Table 2) is a community of medium to low
population density, roughly 1200 m in length and 300 m in width, lying next to the deepest
canyon of Kifissos river, the main river of the Athens metropolitan area. Built mostly in the
1970's and early 1980's, and administered by the neighboring affluent suburb of Kifisia, AdAmes
comprises mainly 2-storey to 4-storey reinforced concrete buildings, with very few 1-storey houses
and 5-storey buildings.
Overall, structural quality in AdAmes is judged as being not worse (or even perhaps better)
than that of the buildings in numerous other towns located between the center of Athens and the
earthquake source (such as Kamatero, Petroupolis, Peristeri), at equal or smaller distances from
the source. Yet, the MMI in these four towns/regions did not exceed VIII (compared to Adimes:
IX), while there were only two casualties in a single collapsed building. By contrast, the collapse
of three industrial and two residential buildings in AdAmes caused 18 deaths, in addition to
several injured survivors who had to be extricated from the ruins. Many other buildings either
collapsed or had their ground floor (usually a "soft", columns-only, storey) destroyed, and were
subsequently demolished. Their location is depicted in Figure 10.
In the map of Figure 10 it is clear that damage is greater in at least two regions: one right
next to the Kifissos canyon (within one or two blocks from the crest of the cliff) - Site 3, and one
at a distance of about 200 to 300 meters from it - Site 2. Some scattered (but less spectacular)
damage is also observed at intermediate distances.
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Fig. 10: Plan view of AdAmes, showing the heavily damaged and collapsed residential (circles) and industrial
(squares) buildings. The location of the geotechnical boreholes (B - B.) and the topographic cross
sections M-M' and K-K' are also presented.
The damage distribution pattern, along with the structural quality of the collapsed buildings
in comparison with those of adjacent (less affected) towns, indicates the key role played by local
site conditions on the modification of surface ground motion in the area of interest. This concept
will be explored in detail in the ensuing, attempting to evaluate the relative significance of
topography (geometry) and soil effects on the formulation of the seismic input.
The selection of the particular case study as a pivot point for a series of parametric studies to
follow, offers, in addition to a realistic problem with observational evidence of topography effects,
the following documented details:
* Detailed components of a complete site-specific analysis terms of geometry, soil properties
and input motions
* Available aftershock recordings, allowing the validation of the numerical model
* Typical soil profiles at the area of interest spanning a significant fraction of the
categorized site-specific conditions in the European Seismic Code
* Geometry of the Kifissos canyon, with important wave diffraction and amplification
potential according to the literature (see Chapter 2)
We shall now present the necessary components for our site-specific analyses, namely the
geometry of the irregular topography, the soil conditions in the area of interest and the input
motions characterizing the seismic event under investigation.
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3.5.1 Site Topography
A topographic survey of the canyon (by the Survey Division of the National Technical University
of Athens, March-April 2000) produced the cross-sections (M-M' and K-K') shown in Figure 11.
The slightly idealized geometry used in our investigation is also shown in this figure. The 40m
deep and the nearly 2:1 (= h:v) slope of the canyon cliff are also depicted in Photo 13.
As can be seen, the simplified geometrical configuration consists of a single cliff, instead of the
original canyon-type topography. The validity of this approximation is based on elastic numerical
and analytical results published in the seismological literature. They show practically no
interaction between adjacent slopes for vertically propagating incident waves, for a separation of
the order of magnitude of the riverbed in the particular geometry.
Adames <300 m
|<50m
40
30*
80 m i------ --------  -- -
>;25m
Section M-M' BEDROCK
Adames < 300 m
Q <50m
40 m 00
80 m
>75m
Section K-K' ) BEDROCK
Fig. 11: Typical cross section of the topographic relief of Kifisos river canyon and the region of Addmes. Site
3 is located 10 to 50 meters from the edge of the cliff, while Site 2 at about 300 m. The idealized
geometry used in the foreseeing 2-D analyses is also shown (dashed line).
ADAMES
Site 3
Photo 13. Bird's eye view of the cliff of the Kifissos canyon
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3.5.2 Soil Stratigraphy
Geotechnical investigations of the area carried out by the Organization for Seismic Planning and
Protection of Greece comprised the drilling of ten (10) boreholes with Standard Penetration Blow
Count (NsPT) measurements and laboratory testing for the definition of the variation of plasticity
index (I) with depth. Eight of these were performed down to a depth of about 35 m, and two
reached almost 80 m. Some indirect evidence for greater depths was "extrapolated" from two 150-
m-deep boreholes drilled for the under-construction Olympic Village, 1.5 km west to northwest of
Adames.
Nevertheless, the geotechnical investigations performed did not include enough field tests for
the direct measurement of dynamic soil properties. Therefore, the variation of shear wave velocity
V, with depth -and the corresponding low strain shear modulus Ga- needed to be indirectly
specified from the available Standard Penetration Test measurements NSPT. The empirical
correlation selected for this purpose, is the one proposed by Imai & Tonuchi [1982]:
0314
V, [m/s] = 9 7 .ONspT
It should be noted that shear-wave-velocity profiles were -at a later stage of this study-
obtained directly at four locations with use of the cross-hole technique, and the resulting
measurements were used along with the ensemble of NSPT inferred values for the characterization
of local soil conditions.
Cumulative results emerging from this investigation are plotted in Figure 12, in which typical
low-strain shear-wave-velocity (Vs) profiles are constructed for three characteristic profiles in the
area of interest, referred to in the ensuing as profiles A, B and C. This figure shows both the
measured variation of cross-hole shear wave velocity, as well as the idealized stratified profiles
used for the purpose of this study. The enumeration of boreholes refers to the corresponding
legend in Figure 10.
The following conclusions are drawn:
* All profiles comprise alternating soil layers of silty-gravely sands and sandy-gravely clays
to a depth of 20 - 30 m from the surface. Intervening layers of sandstone or marl were
also found in some boreholes.
* The approximate average velocity, V, of the 30m surface soil layers for the three sites
are: 500 m/sec for profile A, 400 m/sec for profile B and 340 m/sec for profile C,
indicative of very stiff (profile A), just stiff (profile B), and moderately stiff (profile C)
soil formations according to the European Seismic Code (EC8).
* Although no bedrock was found down to a depth of 80 m, the layers beneath 30 m depth
include soft rocks (marls and sandstones) with V, = 550 - 800 m/s.
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and shear wave velocity variation with depth (bottom) for the three characteristic soil profiles in Adames.
The distinct values in the shear wave velocity graphs correspond to cross-hole shear wave velocity measured at the corresponding locations. The location
of boreholes refers to the notation on Figure 10.
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On the basis of the stiffness (mean shear wave velocity), site-specific response spectra defined
by the European Seismic Code EC8, categorize soil conditions as follows:
* Class A: Stiff deposits of sand, gravel or overconsolidated clay at least several tens of
meters thick, characterized by a gradual increase of the mechanical properties and by V,
values of at least 400m/s at a depth of 10m.
" Class B: Deep deposits of medium dense sand, gravel or medium stiff clays with several
tens of meters thickness, characterized by V, values of at least 200m/s at a depth of 10m,
increasing to at least 350m/s at depth of 50m.
" Class C: Loose cohesionless soil deposits with or without some soft cohesive layers,
characterized by V. values below 200m/s in the uppermost 20m.
As can be seen, the soil profiles considered in this dissertation cover most of the soil types in
the European Seismic Code.
3.6 The Strong-Motion Records of the Earthquake
Fifteen strong-motion accelerograph stations were triggered by the main shock within 25 km from
the causative fault, recording peak ground accelerations (PGA) ranging from about 0.05 g up to
0.50 g. Nevertheless, there were no records in the meizoseismal area. The location of the
accelerograph stations is depicted in Figures 5 and 6. Emphasis is given herein on the four
stations with the strongest (in terms of PGA) motions (shown as filled triangles in the figures):
the station name, the fundamental period of the corresponding site (as estimated by the
horizontal to vertical spectral ratio or HVSR), its largest PGA, and its approximate distance from
the earthquake source are given in Table 3.
Due to lack of acceleration records in the area of interest, the aforementioned strong motion
time-histories were selected for our analyses. These ground surface recordings are briefly examined
in the ensuing, to identify the effects of the underlying soil conditions and presence of adjacent
underground structures. Note that the corresponding acceleration time-histories at rock-
outcropping need to be recovered, to be successively used as input motions for the numerical
simulations. The variation of soil density (p), plasticity index (I,) and the measured SPT blow-
counts (NsPT) at the location of the strong-motion recordings are shown in Figure 13. To obtain
the rock-outcrop motion, one-dimensional and two-dimensional deconvolution analyses were
performed, based on these geotechnical properties. The shear wave velocity profile was extracted
from the NsPT data, following the same methodology as described in Section 3.5.
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Table 3. Accelerograph stations which recorded the strongest motions (at stations of the Geodynamic
Institute and ITSAK)
Station Name Component T [sec] PGA [g] Distance [km]
MNSA Long 0.31 0.229 10
Trans 0.20 0.512
SPLB Long 0.30 0.324 8
Trans 0.30 0.312
KEDE Long 0.24 0.264 12
Trans 0.22 0.303
SGMA Long 0.12 0.149 11
Trans 0.16 0.239
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Fig. 13a: Geotechnical investigation at the location of the MNSA record: density (p [Mg/rn]), Standard
Penetration Test Results (N_) and Plasticity Index (I [%])
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Fig. 13b: Geotechnical investigation at the location of the KEDE record: density (p [Mg/m]), Standard
Penetration Test Results (N_) and Plasticity Index (1, [%])
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Fig. 13c: Geotechnical investigation at the location of the SPLB record: density (p [Mg/ml), Standard
Penetration Test Results (N_) and Plasticity Index (I. [%])
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Fig. 13d: Geotechnical investigation at the location of the SGMA record: density (p [Mg/rn']), Standard
Penetration Test Results (N_) and Plasticity Index (I [%])
3.6.1 The MNSA Record
The accelerograph station MONASTIRAKI (MNSA) recorded a very high PGA, 0.51 g, in the
transverse direction. The acceleration record and its elastic response acceleration spectrum SA(T)
for 5% structural damping are plotted in Figure 14. The very low dominant periods that are
evident in this record (0.08 and 0.15 seconds) could only partly explain the small degree of
building damage in the neighborhood of the station in spite of spectral accelerations exceeding
1.50 g.
However, having been recorded next to a deep shaft of an under-construction Metro Station,
suspicion arose with respect to the effect of the underground structure on the recorded surface
motion. Indeed, in addition to the shaft, two other underground "structures" were present very
close to the instrument. Figure 15 shows a vertical plane section almost parallel to the strongest
component of motion. As can be seen, a heavy-walled shallow tunnel of the old metro line (18 m
wide and 10 m deep) and a 5-m-deep open archaeological excavation pit lie between the
instrument position and the shaft. The soil profile comprises stiff sandy clays and highly
weathered rock formations down to at least 60 m depth. The weighted average value of velocity
at depths z 30 m is about 400 m/s.
An inverse numerical procedure was implemented, using a finite-element model of the
"structure" in Figure 15, in which the recorded motion was prescribed at the surface. Equivalent-
linear soil properties were assigned to the soil elements and vertical SV wave excitation was
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assumed. The method of analysis is essentially the same as the one described in the ensuing, in
connection with the study of the Adames topography.
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Fig. 14: The strongest component of the MONASTIRAKI (MNSA) station: acceleration recording and 5%
damped response spectrum (from Geodynamic Institute N.O.A.)
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Fig. 15: Vertical cross-section across the MONASTIRAKI (MNSA) seismographic station
The aforementioned study confirms that the presence of the three underground structures has
indeed affected the acceleration amplitudes in one of the horizontal components of the
instrument. Wave diffraction at the corners has apparently led to an increase of about 30% in
peak ground acceleration compared to what would have been recorded under true free-field
conditions. The results of the investigation reveal that the motion recorded at accelerograph
station (PGA 0.51 g):
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(i) could be numerically derived from a base (-60 m) motion of PGA 0.20 g, and
(ii) is consistent with free-field ground- surface acceleration amplitudes of PGA 0.30 g. The
latter value is in better agreement with the peak values of the neighboring stations
(KEDE 0.30 g and SGMA 0.25 g).
For a general description of the base motion, the rock-outcrop motion has been computed; it
is shown in Figure 16 along with its response spectrum. Evidently, both soil flexibility and
underground "obstacles" have had their imprint (one-dimensionally and two-dimensionally) on
the record.
3.6.2 The KEDE and SPLB records
These two accelerograms are essentially (if not strictly) free-field motions, recorded on the surface
of stiff soil deposits. The KEDE profile comprises a 10 m soil stratum of average V, = 320 m/s-
400 m/s, with the underlying soft rock having similar stiffness with the base in MONASTIRAKI
station. The SEPOLIA (location of the SPLB record) profile is less stiff, comprising of 13 m of
alluvium with V. = 300 m/s, underlain by stiffer "rock".
One-dimensional equivalent-linear deconvolution analyses have led to the rock-outcrop
motions shown in Figure 16, along with the other motions used as a description of base excitation
in the foregoing analyses.
3.6.3 The SGMA record
This motion (SGMA) was recorded inside a station of the just completed (at that time) Athens
Metro, at 7 m depth. There are reasons to believe that the recorded motion was affected by the
station structure, yet the ground supporting and surrounding the station is only-slightly-
weathered rock, while the spectral characteristics of the recorded motion are rather similar to
those of the nearby MONASTIRAKI station. This record was therefore considered to be
characterized as rock-outcrop motion, with no other modification. The acceleration time history
along with the corresponding response spectrum, are also shown in Figure 16.
3.6.4 Forward-Directivity effects
The above four rock-outcrop accelerograms were used as input excitation in the following analyses
on topographic effects in AdAmes, in view of the roughly similar distances from the surface
projection of the fault. Nevertheless, these four motions were recorded within a narrow region
located 10 km away from the end of the ruptured zone, in a direction perpendicular to it, whilst -
by contrast - the studied areas (a-e) and especially Adimes (e) lie in front of the rupture zone
(refer to Figures 5 and 6).
There is, therefore, strong indication that forward rupture directivity is likely to have affected
the ground motions in the aforementioned areas (a-e). Since the shear dislocation of the
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earthquake process begins at a point and spreads out at a velocity which is almost as large as the
shear wave velocity, the propagation of the rupture towards a site causes most of the seismic
energy to arrive coherently in a single long pulse of high amplitude that occurs in the beginning
of the record. Accounting for near fault effects implies the selection of appropriate time histories
characterized by a relatively simple long period pulse of strong motion having relatively short
duration, which cannot be described by a relatively long stochastic process, as is indeed the case
in more distant seismic events.
Research in the world data bank led to the identification of two historic accelerograms from
the 1966 Ms 5.6 Parkfield, California Earthquake, which encompass such high-period
characteristics. They were recorded on soft rock at Cholame Shandon No. 8 and Temblor Stations
[Leeds 1992]. As seen in Figure 16, these two records (both having a PGA of about 0.27 g)
resemble the aforementioned four rock-outcrop motions from the 7-9-99 event, in the time as well
as in the frequency domain. Notice that the TEMBLOR response spectrum exhibits a plateau of
about 0.70 g in the period range of 0.20 to 0.40 seconds, resembling the SEPOLIA base-outcrop
motion.
Accounting for the general strong motion characteristics of the seismic event under
investigation by means of the strong motion records, as well as for directivity effects anticipated
to be present in the area of interest, it is believed that the ensemble of these six selected motions
offers a realistic (and perhaps almost complete) description of the free-field base motion for
AdAmes.
3.7 Overview
In the present chapter, the framework of the site specific analyses to be performed is defined.
After presenting the motivation of the study in terms of the damage level distribution associated
with the surface topography at the site of interest, the following components necessary for the
evaluation the proposed study of site effects have been described, namely:
* The geology and tectonics of the region under investigation, for the identification of the
rupture mechanism which triggered the event,
" The geometry of the irregular topographic feature under investigation,
* The characteristic soil profile at the site of interest,
* The strong motion records of the seismic event to be used as input motion in the analyses,
and
* The structural characteristics of the damaged buildings - the role of which will be
investigated in the foregoing soil-structure interaction analyses.
In the ensuing, the contribution level of the various parameters affecting the surface response
close to the irregular topographic feature under investigation will be in detail investigated,
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attempting -given the limitations of a site-specific study- to derive more general conclusions
regarding the seismic motion aggravation attributed to the so-called local site effects.
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Chapter 4
Geometry, Stratigraphy and Input Motion Characteristics
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we attempt to establish the governing parameters of the problem by means of
dimensional analysis and to assess their effects on the overall ground motion response. In
particular, we investigate the role of topographic geometry and incident motion characteristics
(wave type and frequency content) by means of elastic simulations. The effects of soil
stratigraphy are evaluated using simplified models of homogeneous and two-layered soil profiles of
finite thickness overlaying elastic bedrock.
4.2 Ray Decomposition of Wavefield
As it has been already illustrated in Chapter 2, a simple exact solution exists for the motion at
the apex of a wedge, due to incident SH waves polarized in the direction of the vertex. As pointed
out by Sanchez-S6sma [1985], MacDonald's [1902] solution gives the amplification at the vertex to
be 2 / v (where 0 < v < 2), for any incidence angle. In a simplified case, such as the infinite
wedge, an understanding of wave scattering phenomena can be provided by means of ray
decomposition of the incident, reflected and diffracted wavefields. Both the in-plane and anti-
plane problems are illustrated in the ensuing. The simplicity of SH-incidence lies on the
polarization of particle motion, due to which no mode conversion occurs upon reflection at the
free surface.
In the light of the geometry configuration of the Kifissos canyon, we decompose the cliff into
two infinite wedges (lower and upper corner), and study the wavefield in the vicinity of each one,
in the absence of the other. Figure 1 shows the wave fields of direct, reflected and diffracted
waves for an infinite slope of dip angle i subject to an SH-wave with incidence angle 8. In the
schematic representation, rays are shown by solid arrows and wavefronts by dotted lines.
As can readily be seen, reflected rays create a shadow zone in which no reflected ray exists.
Due to the displacement discontinuity between illuminated and shadow zones, diffracted waves
are generated, which fill the gap. Therefore, diffracted waves appear to originate at the corner
point and spread our cylindrically, whereas the origin of the diffracted wavefield is not the
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singularity but the discontinuity between adjacent rays. As expected, larger amplitude of
diffracted waves is present at the boundaries between the shadow and illuminated zones.
The wave field at the upper corner of the slope, illustrated in Figure lc, differs in the sense
that instead of a shadow zone, now an illuminated zone comprised of two rays exists. It is
therefore intuitive that the amplitude of waves at the upper corner is larger than at the lower
corner, due to differences in ray density.
Fig. la: A two-dimensional slope with dip angle i, as a simple example of surface irregularity
(a) Direct Wave (b) Reflected Wave (c) Diffracted Wave
Fig 1b: Decomposed wavefield for a two-dimensional slope subjected to an SH-wave with angle of incidence p
Fig. 1c: Typical configuration for the upper part of a slope, considered as an infinite wedge
In the case of SV-incidence, typical for two-dimensional seismic wave propagation problems,
as well P-wave and Rayleigh wave incidence, the reflected / diffracted wavefield becomes more
complicated. Due to the in-plane nature of the motion, stress compatibility and stress free
boundary conditions cannot be satisfied by a single wave-mode, and therefore mode conversion
takes place upon incidence of the seismic rays at an interface or at the free surface. The
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fundamental features of P-SV and SV-P conversion have been discussed by many authors, and
details can be found in Achenbach [1973], Sato [1978] and Aki & Richards [1980].
As in the case of SH-wave incidence, diffracted waves are generated at the lower corner,
which smooth the discontinuity between illuminated and shadow zones. In addition, a Rayleigh
wave is generated by the discontinuity. In the region close to the corner, the Rayleigh wave
cannot easily be distinguished from the diffracted SV wave, due to their very small arrival time
difference. Away from the corner, however, the diffracted SV wave that propagates close to the
surface attenuates quickly, and the Rayleigh wave eventually dominates, since neither SV-waves
nor P-waves can alone satisfy the stress boundary conditions at the surface. A schematic
representation of the reflected/diffracted wavefield is shown in Figure 1d.
(a) Reflected / Diffracted (b) Reflected / Diffracted (c) Rayleigh Wave
SV-Waves P-Waves
Fig. 1d: Decomposed wavefield for a two-dimensional slope subjected to SV-waves with angle of incidence 8
Using ray decomposition, we can obtain a general description and understanding of the
diffracted wavefield in the vicinity of the crest for a slope-type topographic irregularity, upon
seismic wave incidence. It should be noted, however, that whereas some of the procedures and
concepts developed for the analysis of infinite ridges can also be extended to slope topographies,
their response may also show significant differences. According to Ashford et al [1997], this
divergence can be attributed to one-dimensional resonance phenomena of the far-field, in the case
of finite slopes on horizontally stratified profiles.
4.3 Numerical Model and Boundary Conditions
The effects of slope geometry, soil stratigraphy and incident wave characteristics are herein
investigated by means of finite element simulations. Despite the fact that numerous methods have
been developed solely for the analysis of site effects -usually in the frequency domain- rendering
the algorithms more efficient in terms of computational effort, they all imply elastic behavior of
the material. Since the finite element method allows the simulation of inelastic soil response,
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which will be accounted for in the ensuing, it has been selected for consistency throughout the
study.
A typical configuration of the numerical model used in our investigation, is shown in Figure
2a. The configuration is subjected to plane vertically-incident SV-waves, prescribed at rock-
outcropping. To control the frequency-dependent phenomena associated with wave-diffraction, a
narrow-band pulse will be initially used for the approximation of seismic input motion. For this
purpose, a Ricker wavelet of so-called type beta is selected (Ricker, 1960):
u(t) = f1-2b(t-to)21 exp -b(t-to )2 Ill
where b= (7r f ), fo is the characteristic frequency, and to is the time corresponding to max[u(t)]. A
typical waveform of the incident pulse for characteristic frequency fJ = 3Hz is shown in Figure 2b.
The finite element discretization of the two-dimensional problem consists of 4-node
quadrilateral and 3-node triangular elements, the size of which is selected according to the
frequency content of the incident motion and the shear wave velocity of the medium considered,
for the effective representation of the propagating wavelengths.
Fig. 2a: Typical two-dimensional finite element model developed for the elastic parametric study of the
problem
1.0
0.5
0
-0.5
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
t / to
Fig. 2b: Typical displacement waveform of a Ricker pulse used in the foregoing analyses, with central
frequency f = 3Hz
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In the numerical model, the input motion is prescribed in the form of effective forcing
functions at the base and the lateral boundaries of the model, whereas spurious reflections from
the boundaries are avoided by placing absorbing elements around the simulated domain. Thus,
the seismic excitation is prescribed directly on the area of interest by means of time-dependent
forces, which for the lateral boundaries are evaluated from the 1D response of the corresponding
soil columns. The difference between the 1D motion and 2D response evaluated at the far-field is
actually the scattered energy of the system, which propagates outwards from the irregularity and
is absorbed by the artificial boundaries.
The evaluation of consistent boundary conditions prescribed around the numerical domain of
interest is based on the so-called Substructure Theorem. According to this theorem, the free-field
vibration problem can be decomposed into substructures (the far-field and the 2D irregular
topographic configuration) as shown schematically in Figure 3a.
U
U *
Fig. 3a: Schematic representation of the Substructure Theorem for soil-structure interaction problems (the
interaction problem is shown on the top, and the free-field problem on the bottom Figure)
Since the excitation is exactly the same for the far-field and the interaction problem,
differences in the interface displacements (AU = U - Ub) are solely attributed to differences in
the interface stresses (AS = Sb - S'b). If the far-field is now subjected to forces AS, in the absence
of seismic excitation, displacements AU will be produced, such that AS = X AU, where X is the
frequency-dependent dynamic impedance matrix of the far-field, i.e. the stiffness of the far-field as
seen by the interface. Substituting the forces and displacement differences at the boundaries, we
obtain:
--S = -XUb + X bU - Sb [2]
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Denoting with sub-index a the degrees of freedom associated with the interaction problem,
and sub-index b the degrees of freedom associated with the far-field, the equations of motion for
the 2D configuration are given in the partitioned matrix form as follows:
{Kaa 'tab ][ua}[01 3
ba fbbI -Sbj[3]
where the stiffness matrix is frequency-dependent. Substituting equation [2] in equation [3], we
obtain: I(. *0 ~ b]u ~ J [4]
Kba kb+X Ub XUh - S
The infinite domain of the far-field problem is, therefore, truncated by substitution with
dashpots. Since the domain is infinite, the equivalent spring stiffness implied by X is zero. The
stressesX U,* - S,* correspond to the far-field motion and are applied to the lateral boundaries.
For the wave-propagation problem analyzed herein, the far-field motion is defined as the response
of a one-dimensional soil column, subjected to the input motion prescribed at the base of the two-
dimensional configuration. Successively, the fictitious forces prescribed at the lateral boundaries of
the two-dimensional model are determined as follows for the case of SV-wave incidence (see
Figure 3b):
* S corresponds to the vertical reaction preventing the vertical motion at the far field
boundary, and
* X U* = V, U corresponds to the product of the calculated far field (1D) response and
impedance, where UO the velocity time history at the ID column nodes, and V, the P-
wave velocity at the corresponding location.
R*(t)
U*t C,.n*(t)
~}- C= p V, A
R*(t) C,= p VA
~}-I
Fig. 3b: Evaluation of far-field boundary conditions for seismic wave propagation problems, based on the
substructure theorem
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It should be noted that the substructure theorem is based on the principle of superposition,
and is therefore applicable to linear problems, as these studied in this chapter. For nonlinear
problems, the material stiffness and damping are adjusted to the instantaneous levels of strain
induced by the propagating waves, at every time step of the time-domain solution. Therefore,
since the far-field ID model used for the calculation of the lateral boundary forces does not
simulate the scattered wavefield of the 2D far-field motion, their corresponding material response
is also different. If however the far-field boundaries are placed well away from the scatterer, a
large fraction of the diffracted wave energy is dissipated as it propagates towards the far-field.
4.4 Dimensional Analysis
There exist two free-field locations in cliff-type topographies, in contrast to infinite wedges
illustrated above: behind the cliff crest and in front of the cliff toe. At these locations, two-
dimensional topography effects play negligible role in the resulting surface response (see Figure 4).
To measure the intensity of topographic amplification phenomena, the peak time-domain and
spectral amplitude of motion in the vicinity of the crest is herein normalized by the corresponding
quantities at the far-field behind the crest (a.. / aff). As mentioned in foregoing sections, the
computed response is maximized close to the vertex of convex topographic features. Furthermore,
the far-field is selected, as in all cases analyzed, at distance x = 300m behind the crest.
Based on published theoretical and numerical results, the following dimensionless parameters
are considered to play significant role in the response of the analyzed configuration and will be
examined in the ensuing:
1. The slope inclination, i.
2. The frequency-content of the input motion normalized by the shear wave velocity of the
medium and the height of the topographic feature a, = w0 (H-h)/7r V,
3. The bedrock-soil impedance ratio p. V / pR VR.
4. The fundamental frequency of the far-field normalized by the central frequency of the
incident Ricker pulse V, / 4H f,.
5. The thickness and flexibility of a surface soil layer in a two-layered soil profile
h, / H, V / V 2 (see Figure 5b), for the evaluation of the effects of soil stratigraphy.
6. The proximity of an anti-symmetric irregularity D / (H - h) (see Figure 5c).
A schematic representation of the numerical models generated, along with the definition of
the aforementioned symbols, is shown in Figure 5. The values of the dimensionless parameters
considered in the cases analyzed are outlined in Table 1.
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Fig. 4: Definition of dimensions and symbols for the study of cliff topography effects, with the two free-field
locations (after Ashford & Sitar, 1997)
For the evaluation of topography effects, the following variables will be examined:
1. The spatial distribution of the peak normalized response behind the crest, with respect to
the far-field motion (ah / aff, , a, / agf, ),
2. The Fourier amplitude surface behind the crest and empirical transfer function from the
far-field to the location of peak response,
3. The spatial distribution of the normalized peak kinetic energy.
In addition, seismogram synthetics of the two-components of acceleration and snapshots of the
acceleration vector field are illustrated for selected simulations.
Soil [Vs]
Bedrock [V]
-------------- --------- (a)
C.-- Soil [Vj
Y t4t
Bedrock [Vl
- ----- ---- ---------- (b)
Fig. 5: is continued
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Fig. 5: Schematic representation of the numerical models used in the parametric study
Table 1. Dimensionless variables considered in the parametric study
[. (H -h)
10 [. X VR / V, h1 H
30 0.5 1.0 0.25
45 1.0 2.0 0.50
60 1.5 10.0 0.75
90 2.0
Two-layered Soil Profile
V.1 V.2 hi (H- h)
0.5 0.25
2.0
Canyon-type Topography
D / (H-h)
3
2
1
4.5 Homogeneous Halfspace
We will first examine the wavefield generated by a cliff at the surface of a homogeneous
halfspace, upon incidence of vertically propagating SV-waves. The geometric characteristics of the
configuration are: (i) slope inclination i = 300, (ii) far-field soil column height H = 80m, and (iii)
height of cliff h = 40m. The elastic material properties are: (i) Poisson's ratio v = 0.35, and (ii)
shear wave velocity V = 200 m/sec. Finally, the incident SV-wave is a Ricker wavelet with
central frequency f0 = 2.5Hz. The geometric configuration resembles the topography conditions in
AdAmes, and corresponds to the following case of the parametric study:
i = 30', ao = 1.00, VR = 1.00, h / H = 0.5
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Homogeneous Soil Layer
Figure 6 illustrates the seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical acceleration
components, computed at the free surface of the numerical model. The direct / diffracted
wavefield shown on the Figure comprises the following waveforms:
* Direct SV waves (denoted SV in the Figure), which as expected arrive simultaneously at
all locations of the upper and lower level surface of the configuration, since the angle of
incidence of the plane wave is 0' (i.e. the SV-wave propagates vertically).
* Forward scattered Rayleigh waves (denoted R1) generated at the boundaries of the
shadow / illuminated zone at the lower corner of the cliff, propagating along the cliff and
being forced to change direction at the upper corner. Since Rayleigh waves involve both
horizontal and vertical particle motion, they are identified in the seismograms of both
components. The velocity of propagation of the Rayleigh wave as inferred from the
synthetic seismograms is approximately 180 m/s = 0.90 V,.
* Backward scattered Rayleigh waves (denoted R.2 ) generated at the boundaries of the
shadow / illuminated zone at the lower corner of the cliff and propagating outwards -
with the same characteristics as the aforementioned surface waves.
* Surface waves (denoted SP) that are generated along the cliff and propagate upwards
approximately with the P-wave velocity. As a result of this, they arrive in the vicinity of
the crest almost simultaneously with the direct SV-wave.
The significant enhancement of forward scattered Rayleigh waves (resembling forward
directivity effects), along with the presence of surface waves traveling along the slope with
velocity of propagation which approaches the P-wave velocity can be explained from the
combination of the slope angle and material Poisson's ratio corresponding to the present analysis:
for v = 0.35, critical incidence is calculated as:
01 = arcsin (- = 28.710 i =30
Therefore, vertically propagating waves strike at the free surface of the slope with almost critical
incidence, resulting in the transformation of practically all the incident energy into surface waves
which travel along the slope and constructively interfere with the direct SV waves that arrive
behind the crest. The acceleration wavefield corresponding to this simulation is also illustrated by
means of acceleration vector snapshots in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7: is continued
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Fig. 7: Snapshots of acceleration amplitude and vector field, for the case: i = 30*, ao = 1.0, VR / Vs= 1.0, h / H = 0.5, v = 0.35
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Successively, Figure 8 illustrates the spatial distribution of peak horizontal and vertical
acceleration, normalized by the far-field peak horizontal acceleration. Time histories of the
horizontal and vertical components of acceleration at selected locations along the surface of the
configuration are plotted Figure 9. By means of this simulation, the following preliminary
conclusions can be drawn:
* The presence of the cliff-type topography for SV-wave incidence results in a very complex
reflection / diffraction pattern, characterized by both constructive and destructive
interference with the direct waves. Therefore, significant differential motion is observed
not only along the slope, where transition between the convex-type amplification and
concave-type deamplification occurs, but also behind the crest. In particular, within a
distance of 100m, the normalized peak acceleration amplitude decreases from almost
1.50-an to almost 0.85-a'. One should recall at this point that in the case history of
Addmes, practically no damage was observed in intermediate regions between the crest
and the far field.
* Despite the horizontally-polarized particle motion of the incident seismic input (vertically
propagating SV waves), a parasitic acceleration component is generated that corresponds
to the vertical particle motion of surface diffracted waves, and carries significant portion
of the seismic wave energy. For the illustrated case in particular, its normalized
amplitude is of the order of 35% of the corresponding peak acceleration of the far-field.
* For the particular case analyzed, namely a Ricker wavelet with central frequency f =
2.5Hz, the dominant wavelengths correspond roughly to the frequency region [0.5f, 3f],
namely [0.67(H-h), 4.16(H-h)], where (H-h) is the height of the topographic irregularity.
The incident motion is thus dominated by wavelengths comparable to the dimensions of
the topographical feature, and the resulting topographic amplification of motion behind
the crest extends to a zone approximately (H-h) = 40m.
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Fig. 8: is continued
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Fig. 8: Spatial distribution of normalized horizontal and vertical peak acceleration along the surface, for the
case: i = 30,, a. = 1.00, V / Vs = 1.00, h / H = 0.5, v = 0.35 (note that the cliff crest is located at x
= 300m)
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Fig. 9: Horizontal acceleration time histories at selected locations along the surface behind the cliff, for the
case: i = 3G, a, = 1.00, V / Vs = 1.00, h / H = 0.5, v = 0.35 (note that for the numerical model
used, the cliff crest is located at x = 300m)
In order to complete the description of topography effects on the modification of the motion
along the surface of the configuration for this particular case, the frequency characteristics of the
motion along the surface are investigated. In particular, Figure 10 illustrates the Fourier
amplitude spectrum along the free surface, for the identification of the enhanced frequency
components, and the locations where constructive / destructive interference occurs. In addition,
the transfer function of the motion from the far field to the location of maximum and minimum
acceleration behind the crest (x = 282m and x = 242m) are plotted in Figure 11. It should be
noted that due to the narrow-band nature of the input signal [0.5f), 3f)], topography effects
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observed may not completely characterize a real earthquake motion. The response of the
configuration to real seismic acceleration time-histories will be evaluated in Chapter 5.
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Fig. 10: Fourier amplitude surface along the surface of the configuration, for the case: i = 300, ao = 1.00, VR
/ V = 1.00, h / H = 0.5, v = 0.35 (note that the cliff crest is located at x = 300m)
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Fig. 11: Transfer function of the motion from the far field (x = 0) to the location of maximum and minimum
acceleration behind the crest (x = 282m and x = 242m), for the case: i = 300, ao = 1.00, VR / V
1.00, h / H = 0.5, v = 0.35
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As can readily be seen from the frequency domain characteristics of the response at the
location of peak horizontal acceleration (x = 2 82m), amplification occurs for a rather broad-band
region of frequencies, which correspond to wavelengths comparable with the dimensions of the
topographic irregularity [3Hz, 6Hz]. The spectral amplification of these components is almost
uniform, approximately 60%. At the location of minimum peak acceleration behind the crest (x =
242m), motion de-amplification is attributed to the aforementioned frequency components as well.
In this case, spectral attenuation is on the order of 50%.
An important observation resulting from this example is that there seems to exist an onset
frequency, above which both amplification and deamplification of the frequency components
occurs. This frequency corresponds to wavelengths comparable to the width of the topographic
feature. The importance of the horizontal dimension of the irregularity is also illustrated by
means of the Fourier amplitude surface of ground motion, where the lobes of constructive
interference occur systematically at distances equal to the width of the feature.
It should be noted that the geometry characteristics of the configuration analyzed in this
section coincide with the idealized topography of the Kifissos canyon, as shown in Chapter 3. In
addition, the Poisson's ratio used (v = 0.35) is representative of sandy / clayey soils above the
water table. Therefore, the site conditions in Adimes satisfy a priori conditions which favor
complicated and detrimental diffraction potential, simply by considering the elastic response of
the canyon cliff.
In fact, the importance of SP waves generated upon critical incidence of SV waves has been a
subject of major practical importance, as pointed out by many authors. As an example, Sammis
et al (1987) and Kawase & Aki (1988) attributed the extremely localized damage pattern
observed during the Whittier Narrows Earthquake (1987) in the vicinity of a mild slope (i = 200),
solely to free surface effects of SV waves converted to P waves and propagating along the free
surface.
In addition, the assumption of vertically propagating waves for the simulation of the seismic
input is considered also realistic, for the thickness and stiffness of the surface layers analyzed.
Despite the fact that the amplification observed for the particular geometry and material
properties is shown to be rather sensitive to the wave angle of incidence, the epicentral distance is
large compared to the top 80m of soil considered in this study. This implies that independent of
the angle of emergence of the rupture, the seismic rays will have bent to an almost perpendicular
direction at the depth where the input motion is specified in the particular problem.
The role of the parameters governing the ground surface response in the vicinity of the crest,
are investigated in the ensuing by means of parametric simulations.
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4.6 Frequency Content of Incident Motion
We initially examine the effect of frequency content of the incident motion, simulated herein by a
Ricker pulse with varying central frequency. For these simulations, the slope inclination (i = 300)
and the depth to bedrock ratio (h/H = 0.25) are being fixed, whereas the effects of the
dimensionless frequency (a,) are examined for all bedrock-soil impedance ratios (VR / Q.
Results are shown in Figures 12 - 14 for each case of the rock-soil impedance ratio, in terms
of: (i) the normalized peak horizontal acceleration along the surface behind the crest (with respect
to the peak acceleration of the far-field), (ii) the spatial distribution of the Fourier amplitude
corresponding to the central frequency of the Ricker wavelet and (iii) the spatial distribution of
the peak vertical (parasitic) acceleration, normalized by the amplitude of the peak acceleration of
the far-field.
We also illustrate the effects of far-field resonance phenomena on the topographic aggravation
of motion, for input signals rich in frequencies close to the fundamental frequencies of the ID soil
columns at the lateral boundaries. Obviously, since the elastic bedrock controls the radiation
damping of the system, the intensity of 1D motion amplification increases with increasing
bedrock-soil impedance ratio. Results are shown in Figures 15 and 16 by means of: (i) the
transfer function from the location of maximum peak horizontal acceleration behind the crest to
the far-field surface response, and (ii) the Fourier amplitude surface along the surface of the
configuration, computed for an incident Ricker wavelet of central frequency fo = 5.0Hz (ao = 2.0).
The main conclusions that can be drawn from this investigation are the following:
* The diffraction problem of topographic amplification is strongly frequency-dependent, as
can readily be seen in the following figures. The location of peak horizontal acceleration
behind the cliff is controlled by the dominant wavelength of the incident motion
(corresponding to the central frequency of the Ricker wavelet) and is systematically
observed at a distance x = 0.2 X0 from the crest. The amplitude of peak acceleration at
this location is also frequency-dependent. Larger amplification is observed for higher
frequency components of the motion, yet within a narrower zone in the vicinity of the
crest.
* The amplitude of the parasitic acceleration component is also frequency-dependent. For
input signals rich in high-frequencies, the computed peak vertical response is on the order
of 60% of the corresponding far-field horizontal response. Since the location of peak
vertical acceleration is also frequency-controlled, higher frequency components are
amplified within a narrower zone in the vicinity of the crest.
* The lobes of constructive and destructive interference along the surface of the
configuration, which controlled by the frequency content of the incident motion, result in
significant differential surface motion, both along the surface behind the crest as well as
along the slope, where transition occurs between the convex and concave part of the
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topography. This observation is found consistent with the damage pattern observed in
Adimes.
* The bedrock-soil impedance ratio that controls the seismic energy trapped in the surface
layer and the corresponding one-dimensional amplification of the motion, introduces
additional complexity to the problem studied. The effects of bedrock stiffness can be
summarized as follows:
(i) Resonance phenomena associated with the response of the ID soil column in front of
the slope toe, result in consecutive reflections of the seismic energy and continuous
generation of surface waves at the lower corner of the cliff. These waves successively
travel towards the crest and enhance significantly the forward scattered surface
waves that are generated upon incidence of primary SV waves on the slope. As can
be readily inferred, the duration of surface response is also prolonged.
(ii) Resonance phenomena associated with the ID soil configuration behind the crest,
result in additional aggravation of the surface motion close to the vertex. This can be
attributed to the constructive interference mechanism, which is altered by the
pronounced amplification of selected frequency components of the incident pulse.
These effects can be readily observed in Figures 14a-c, which illustrate results of the
simulations performed for a practically rigid bedrock halfspace (VR / Vs = 10.0). In
particular, the incident Ricker with fo = 1.25Hz (a = 0.5) almost coincides with the
resonant frequency of the shallow profile, whilst the incident Ricker with .f = 3.75Hz (a.
= 1.5) almost coincides with the resonant frequency of the deeper profile.
Finally, the effect of the incident motion frequency content on the topographic aggravation of
surface response, is illustrated by means of seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical
acceleration components for an incident Ricker wavelet with central frequency f) = 5.0Hz (a =
2.0) and for bedrock-soil impedance VR / Vs = 1.00 and 10.00 (Figure 17).
The effect of high frequency content of the incident motion in this simulation may readily be
observed by comparing the case of the homogeneous halfspace with the response illustrated in
Figure 6 (evaluated for ao = 1.0). In these two simulations, the geometry characteristics of the
topography are common and therefore, the diffracted wavefields are characterized by the same
wave-types. For the high frequency input however, amplification of the motion is confined in a
narrower zone behind the crest. Snapshots of the acceleration wavefield for f0 = 5.0Hz (a. = 2.0)
and VR / Vs = 1.00 are given in Figure 18. By comparison with Figure 7, the frequency-
controlled diffraction pattern may be readily observed.
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Fig. 12a: Effect of frequency content of the incident Ricker wavelet on the distribution of the normalized
peak horizontal acceleration along the free surface behind the cliff (VR / V, = 1.00)
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Fig. 12b: Effect of frequency content of the incident wave on the spatial distribution of the horizontal
acceleration Fourier amplitude, at the central frequency of the Ricker wavelet (VR / Vs = 1.00)
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Fig. 13a: Effect of frequency content of the incident Ricker wavelet on the distribution of the normalized
peak horizontal acceleration along the free surface behind the cliff (VR / Vs = 2.00)
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Fig. 14b: Effect of frequency content of the incident wave on the spatial distribution of the horizontal
acceleration Fourier amplitude, at the central frequency of the Ricker wavelet (VR / Vs = 10.00)
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Fig. 15: Effect of the bedrock-soil impedance ratio, on the transfer function at the location of maximum peak
horizontal acceleration x = 0.2 X0 behind the cliff), evaluated for an incident Ricker wavelet with
central frequency fo = 5.0Hz (ao = 2.0)
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Fig. 17a: Seismogram synthetics of the horizontal acceleration component at the surface, for the
case: i = 300 , a. = 2.0, h / H = 0.25, VR / V, = 1.0 (top), V. / V, = 10.0 (bottom)
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Fig. 17b: Seismogram synthetics of the vertical acceleration component at the surface, for the
case: i = 300 , ao = 2.0, h / H = 0.25, V / V, = 1.0 (top), V/V =10.0 (bottom)
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Fig. 18: Effect of frequency content of incident motion: Snapshots of acceleration amplitude and vector field for the case i = 300, ao = 2.0, h / H = 0.5,
V/ V, = 1.0, v = 0.35
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4.7 Effect of Slope Inclination
We next investigate the effects of geometry characteristics of the topographic feature on the
observed motion aggravation. For this purpose, the response of the original configuration is
compared with that of identical (in terms of material properties, far-field response and input
motion) cliffs, yet with variable slope inclination, i. In this series of parametric simulations, the
depth to bedrock ratio (h/H = 0.25) is retained constant, whereas the effects of geometry are
illustrated for all dimensionless frequencies (a0 ) and all bedrock-soil impedance ratios (VR / Vs)
The numerical models of the configurations considered are shown in Figure 19.
Fig. 19. Geometry of the analyzed configurations in the present section - investigation of the effects of slope
inclination i on the response of the cliff topography subjected to an incident Ricker wavelet
Time-domain results are plotted in Figures 20-22 for an incident Ricker wavelet with
dimensionless central frequency ao = 1.00, for all slope inclinations and bedrock-soil impedance
ratios. This particular incident wave has the advantage of being rich in propagating wavelengths
comparable with the dimensions of the topographic feature.
Frequency domain results are successively illustrated in Figures 23-24 for a, = 2.00, since it
allows a broader region of the spectrum to be examined. The transfer functions in Figure 23 and
Fourier amplitude surfaces in Figure 24 correspond to the elastic bedrock case, where excessive
amplification of the resonant far-field frequencies is reduced by radiation damping. The selected
frequency content of incident motion (a = 2.00) allows a broader region of the spectrum to be
represented [2.5Hz - 15Hz].
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Finally, seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical acceleration components are
shown in Figure 25 for inclinations i = 450, 600 and 900, VR / V= 1.00 and incident Ricker
wavelet with central frequency ao = 1.00. These can be readily compared with the synthetics of
the geometry corresponding to the Kifissos canyon (i = 30') in Figure 6. As can be seen, the
diffracted wavefield of the original configuration differs significantly, as a result of the almost
critical incidence of the incident waves on the slope.
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Fig. 20a: Effect of slope inclination on the spatial distribution of normalized peak horizontal surface
acceleration (a. = 1.0, VR /V= 1.0)
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The effects of geometry characteristics can be summarized in as follows:
* Counter-intuitively, the 30* slope that is indeed the milder investigated results in the
higher values of motion amplification behind the crest. This is attributed to the almost
critical incidence of direct waves on the inclined surface, as a result of which a significant
fraction of the incident energy is transformed into surface waves. These surface waves
travel along the slope towards the crest with the P-wave velocity of the medium, and
have a pronounced particle-motion component parallel to the direction of propagation.
The topographic amplification of surface horizontal motion, which is approximately 50%
of the corresponding far field motion, results from constructive interference of the
scattered wavefield with the primary incident SV-waves behind the crest. This may
readily be observed in the seismogram synthetics that are illustrated in Figure 25. For
steeper slopes than 300, critical incidence phenomena are not encountered, and the
diffracted wavefield comprises merely of Rayleigh waves traveling uphill.
* For the 60' and 90* slope inclination, the maximum values of acceleration occur exactly
at the crest and decrease very rapidly outwards. This phenomenon is observed both for
the horizontal as well as for the vertical components of acceleration.
" The amplitude of the vertical motion is not affected by the critical incidence of primary
SV-waves on the slope. In fact, it is found to be proportional to the slope inclination:
steeper features result in higher amplitude of the parasitic vertical acceleration.
* The effect of bedrock stiffness, which controls the fraction of incident energy trapped in
the soil layer of the configuration, is similar for all slope geometries investigated. This is
clearly shown in Figure 24, where the Fourier amplitude surfaces are plotted for all the
cliff inclinations analyzed: practically the same frequencies components are amplified by
the same factor. This observation reveals the important role of the resonant frequencies of
the far-field in the formulation of the two-dimensional response.
By means of the results obtained in this section, we confirm the detrimental diffraction
potential of the geometry of the Kifissos canyon. We also highlight the significance of the
parasitic vertical motion component close to the vertex, which may obtain values of the same
order of magnitude as the primary horizontal motion even for mild slopes.
For the investigation of wave diffraction problems, both time-domain and frequency-domain
investigations are necessary. Most studies published in the seismological literature primarily focus
on the frequency characteristics of the response. Nevertheless, incident waves with similar
frequency content may well result in completely different patterns of amplification when forward-
scattered waves interact with the primary incident waves. The computed ground motion in these
cases however, may still have similar energy distribution in the frequency domain, controlled by
the frequency content of the input motion and the elastic properties of the medium.
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4.8 Effect of Far-Field Resonant Frequency
The effect of far-field resonance phenomena on the topographic enhancement of surface ground
motion is examined in the ensuing, by means of parametric simulations with varying depth to
bedrock ratio (h/H). Given the elastic properties of the medium, this quantity controls the
resonant frequencies of the far-field soil columns. Since the frequencies of the incident motion to
be amplified are controlled by the far-field configuration, phenomena associated with resonance of
the far-field soil columns may alter the focusing mechanism responsible for the topographic
amplification. In the following analyses, the geometry of the slope is retained constant (i = 300),
whereas the following parameters are examined:
" Depth to bedrock ratio h/H = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75
" Rock-soil impedance ratio V. / V, = 1.0, 2.0 and 10.0
* Dimensionless frequency (aO = (H-h) / 7tV, = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0)
The numerical models studied are shown in Figure 26. Results are herein presented in the
format of the previous sections, for the identification of time and frequency domain characteristics
of the response (Figures 27-30). In addition, the spatial distribution of the maximum kinetic
energy at the surface of the configuration -normalized by the corresponding value at the surface
of the deep far-field soil column- is used to identify the mechanism of energy transfer from the
lower corner of the cliff to the crest, which results in the topographic amplification of the motion
(Figures 31-32).
0 100 200 300 400 500
x [m]
Fig. 26: Numerical models of the analyzed configurations for the study of the effects of the far-field resonant
frequencies, corresponding from top to bottom to the following cases analyzed h/H = 0.25, 0.50 and
0.75
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To illustrate the effects of far-field resonance phenomena on the two-dimensional
amplification mechanism, Table 2 shows the ratio of the fundamental frequency of the lower fih
(Table 2a) and deeper fH (Table 2b) far-field soil columns to the central frequency of the incident
motion, f. The cases where resonance of either far-field profiles is identified are also highlighted
on the Table.
It should be noted that due to the nature of the input pulse, whose energy is primarily
distributed in the region [0.5fo, 3fo] of the spectrum, resonance phenomena may be pronounced
even if the central frequency of the wavelet does not exactly coincide with the fundamental
frequency of the soil column (as would be the case for a monochromatic input). In addition,
despite the fact that material damping is included in the simulations at this stage of the study,
radiation damping of the wave energy to the bedrock halfspace results in reduction of the peak
amplification at the resonant frequencies of the soil profile.
Table 2. Ratio of the fundamental frequencies of the (a) shallow, and (b) deep far-field soil columns, to the
central frequency of the incident Ricker pulse
h Ih/H
f,/f 0.25 0.5 0.75
0.5 2.86 1.00 0.33
o 1.0 1.43 0.50 0.17
1.5 0.95 0.33 0.11
2.0 0.71 0.25 0.08
f, H/ foh/H
f 0.25 0.5 0.75
0.5 0.93 0.50 0.25
o 1.0 0.37 0.25 0.13
1.5 0.25 0.17 0.08
2.0 0.19 0.13 0.06
(a)
(b)
As can readily be seen in Figures 27-29, the two-dimensional aggravation of surface motion in
the vicinity of the crest is not significantly affected by the proximity of the bottom boundary of
the numerical model. Nevertheless, since we attempt to describe the principle topographic
aggravation mechanism, 1D resonance phenomena should be identified, since they may be altering
the energy focusing mechanism.
Such phenomena are indeed observed in the cases highlighted in Table 2, which occur due to
the proximity of the 1D far-field fundamental frequency to the central frequency of the incident
pulse, for high soil-bedrock impedance contrast (VR / Vs = 10.0). Seismogram synthetics of the
cases h/H = 0.25, ao = 1.5, VR / Vs = 10.0 and h/H = 0.25, ao = 0.5, VR / Vs = 10.0 are plotted
in Figures 33 and 34.
It should be reminded however, that results are always shown normalized by the far-field
surface motion. Therefore, for the cases where resonance phenomena are not encountered, even if
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the motion amplification due to the presence of the topographical feature (i.e. in excess of the
one-dimensional surface response) may be almost identical, the absolute ground surface
acceleration is not.
A A _1A Ak
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
t [sec]
Fig. 33: Seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical surface acceleration, for the case:
i = 300 , a, = 1.5, h / H = 0.25, V, / V, = 10.0 (resonance of the shallow far-field soil column)
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Fig. 34: Seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical
i = 300, ao = 0.5, h / H = 0.25, V1- /17, = 10.0 (resonance of
3 3.5 4
surface acceleration, for the case:
the deep far-field soil column)
Figure 33 shows the surface acceleration response when resonance of the shallow far-field soil
column occurs. In this case, the vertical response close to the vertex is shown to be significantly
enhanced. Note that this parasitic component evolves from wave diffraction at the cliff toe.
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Therefore excess amplification of the motion at the shallow far-field results in continuous
generation of high-amplitude surface waves (Figures 29a-d).
In addition, the frequency characteristics of the horizontal response are altered. In particular,
components corresponding to the resonant frequencies of the shallow column are amplified in a
broad zone behind the crest. Nevertheless, the magnitude and spatial distribution of the
normalized peak horizontal acceleration along the surface behind the crest are not significantly
affected, when compared to the ensemble of simulations where no resonance phenomena are
encountered.
Figure 34 shows the surface acceleration response when resonance of the deep far-field soil
column occurs. In this case, the spatial distribution and magnitude of the peak normalized
horizontal acceleration behind the crest is affected, due to altering of constructive interference
mechanisms. The resulting two-dimensional aggravation of motion is more intense (50% as
opposed to 25% predicted by the deeper configurations analyzed), and occurs in a broader zone
behind the crest. In contrast, the frequency content of the response (which is controlled by the
variation of soil properties with depth and the frequency content of the input motion) and the
magnitude of the parasitic acceleration component (which is governed by the response of the
shallow column) are practically unaffected.
Cumulative results for the variation of peak normalized horizontal and vertical acceleration
behind the crest with dimensionless frequency a,, are presented in Figure 35. The cases where
resonance of either far-field soil columns occurs and alters the topographic aggravation mechanism
are identified.
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Fig. 35: is continued
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Fig. 35: Cumulative results of the peak normalized horizontal and vertical surface acceleration, as a function
of the dimensionless frequency a.
The frequency-dependence of the amplification mechanism can be summarized as follows:
(i) for a constant input motion, topographic aggravation of the response increases with
increasing height of the topographic feature (h I), and
(ii) for a given feature, higher frequency components result in higher values of
acceleration, yet within a more confined zone in the vicinity of the cliff (a.." is
shown to occur at x = 0.2 from the crest for slope inclination i = 30*)
In order to avoid unrealistic resonance phenomena that would alter the primary scattering
mechanism, the numerical model that will be used for the site-specific simulations in the ensuing,
is selected to be the h/H = 0.50 configuration. This is justified in the light of the results obtained
above, given that:
(i) the major part of seismic energy is carried usually by frequencies in the vicinity of
4Hz, and
(ii) the characteristic soil profiles in AdAmes are rather stiff formations (V, >350m/s),
with resonant frequencies on the order of 1-2 Hz.
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4.9 Canyon-type Topographic Feature
We here investigate the effects of an anti-symmetric topographic feature on the surface response
of the cliff. Recall that for the purpose of this study, the topography of the Kifissos canyon has
been idealized by a cliff. We thus attempt to identify potential interaction between adjacent
topographic features (separated by distance 2D) upon the incidence of vertically propagating SV-
waves, and investigate the applicability of the results obtained in the preceding sections, to
canyon-type topographies.
A schematic representation of the numerical model used herein is shown in Figure 5b. For the
simulation of the anti-symmetric feature, roller boundaries preventing the vertical motion have
been placed at the shallow far-field boundary of the finite element model.
For these simulations, the geometry of the slope (i = 300), the depth to bedrock ratio (h/H =
0.50) and the rock-soil impedance ratio VR / V, = 1.0 have been retained constant. The
frequency-dependent amplification phenomena for all three separation distances D / (H-h) = 1, 2
and 3, will be evaluated by varying the dimensionless frequency an. Results are shown in Figures
36a-d in the same format as in the preceding sections.
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Fig. 36a: Effect of the proximity of a symmetric cliff D/(H-h) on the spatial distribution of normalized peak
horizontal surface acceleration ( VR /V = 1.0 )
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Fig. 36b: Effect of the proximity of a symmetric cliff D/(H-h) on the
amplitude, at the central frequency of the incident Ricker wavelet
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Fig. 36c: Effect of the proximity of a symmetric cliff D/(H-h) on the spatial distribution of normalized peak
vertical surface acceleration ( V V = 1.0)
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Fig. 36d: Effect of depth to bedrock ratio (h/H) on the transfer function at the location of maximum peak
horizontal acceleration ( ao = 2.0, VR /V, = 1.0 )
As can readily be seen, the presence of an anti-symmetric feature has insignificant effects on
the amplification pattern computed for a single cliff, for the separation distances of interest.
Minor altering of the surface response of the configuration occurs only in the case where the toe-
to-toe distance is of the same order of magnitude as the height of the cliff.
The effect can be observed only for the low frequency / long wavelength incident Ricker
wavelets, and is mainly identified on the spatial distribution of the vertical parasitic acceleration,
and the frequency content of the horizontal response. It is therefore concluded that for typical
seismic input motion, as is to be used in the ensuing, and for vertically propagating incident
waves, the simplification introduced for the geometrical configuration of the Kifissos canyon
topography is adequate to simulate the topographic aggravation of motion.
4.10 Two-Layer Soil Profile
In this section, we examine the effects that a surface soil layer may have on the aggravation of
motion in the vicinity of the crest. By means of these simulations, we attempt to identify possible
enhancement or deduction of the incident wave scattering, due to multiple reflections and
refractions occurring at the soil layer interfaces. The results obtained herein are be successively
compared with the topographic amplification pattern identified in the preceding sections for a
homogeneous soil profile.
The effect of soil stratigraphy is examined by means of a single surface layer with thickness h,
/ (H-h) = 0.25 overlaying a homogeneous halfspace. In the following analyses, the geometry of the
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slope (i = 300), the depth to bedrock ratio (h/H = 0.50) and the rock-soil impedance ratio VR
V, = 1.0 are retained constant, whereas the parameters studied are:
1. The stiffness of the surface layer (V1 / Vs2 = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0), and
2. The frequency content of the input motion (dimensionless frequency ao = c0 (H-h) / RYV
= 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0)
The configuration used for the numerical simulations, is schematically illustrated in Figure
5c. Results are plotted in Figure 37a-d, in the same format as in the preceding sections. For
comparison, time-domain and frequency-domain results of the analyses performed for a
homogeneous soil layer with the same geometry and soil characteristics are also plotted in the
aforementioned figures.
To identify the characteristics of the scattered wavefield in the presence of a surface soil
layer, seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical components of acceleration are shown
in Figures 38a and b for V / Vs2 = 0.5 (soft surface layer), and V ; / Vs2 = 2.0 respectively, for
dimensionless frequency of the incident pulse ao = 2.0. In addition, snapshots of acceleration
vector fields are illustrated for the visualization of these simulations in Figure 39. Finally, the
effects of the stratified profile on the frequency content of the response are illustrated in Figures
40a-c for the aforementioned configurations. The homogeneous soil layer case is also plotted for
comparison.
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Fig. 37a: Effect of the stiffness of the surface layer (V/ V) on the spatial distribution of normalized peak
horizontal surface acceleration (VR / V, = 1.0 )
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Fig. 37c: Effect of the stiffness of the surface layer (V/ V) on the spatial distribution of normalized peak
vertical surface acceleration ( VR /, = 1.0 )
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Fig. 37d: Effect of the stiffness of the surface layer (V/ V) on the transfer function at the location of
maximum peak horizontal acceleration (aO = 2.0, VR / V, = 1.0 )
As shown in the foregoing figures, the presence of a surface soil layer does alter the scattering
potential of the topographic feature. This phenomenon is reflected both in the time and in the
frequency domain of the response. In particular:
* In the soft surface layer case, the incident wave energy is trapped within the surface
layer, and multiple reflections interact with the surface waves that propagate uphill, and
originate from the lower corner of the slope. The scattered wavefield at the ground
surface comprises Rayleigh waves generated at the crest and traveling along the surface
with the Rayleigh wave velocity of the surface layer, VR1 , and reflections of waves
traveling along the layers interface with the Rayleigh wave velocity of the lower (stiffer)
layer, VR2 (Figures 38a, 39 follow).
* In the hard layer case, the incident energy is almost completely reflected at the soil layer
interface. As a result, seismogram synthetics of the horizontal acceleration component
only illustrate the incident SV-waves, whereas the vertical component consists of a single
reflection corresponding to Rayleigh waves generated at the base of the slope,
propagating upwards and changing direction at the crest (Figure 38b, 39 follow).
* In the time domain and for the high frequency input motion, the stratified soil
configuration results in decrease of the maximum normalized acceleration for the soft
surface layer case and increase of the same variable for the stiff surface layer case (when
compared to the corresponding normalized value of the homogeneous soil layer). The
picture is reversed for the low frequency incident pulse. The divergence increases as the
dimensionless frequency increases, since the high frequency motion (for the same
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geometry) corresponds to shorter wavelengths. In addition, since the problem studied is
frequency-dependent, the width of the zone of topographic aggravation is decreasing with
decreasing stiffness of the surface layer.
* For the vertical parasitic component however, the effects are very remarkable in the soft
surface layer case. Incident waves trapped within the layer interact with the uphill
traveling surface waves exactly at the crest, resulting in amplitudes of the vertical
component of motion 20% larger than the corresponding horizontal response of the far-
field. This effect is prominent for the high frequency incident waves, whereas in the low
frequency region, the maximum normalized vertical acceleration is not significantly
affected by the presence of the surface layer. For the stiff layer case on the contrary, since
upwards propagating surface waves are mainly guided to travel along the interface of the
surface layers, the amplitude of the parasitic acceleration component is decreased.
* In the frequency domain, the effects of layering are again noticeable for wavelengths
comparable to the thickness of the surface layer. The transfer functions between the far-
field and the location of peak horizontal motion, evaluated for a halfspace and a stiff
layer over a halfspace, are similar to each other. The transfer functions for a soft layer
over halfspace however, are shown to be much more erratic in the high frequency regime,
reflecting the resonant frequencies of the surface layer.
It should be however pointed out, that absolute motion amplification occurs only in the case
of the soft surface layer, a fact that is attributed primarily to the far-field soil stratigraphy. The
wave energy trapped in the surface layer results in significant aggravation of the motion due to
multiple reflections/refractions, which also alters the resulting 2D response as shown above. In the
stiff layer case, the absolute surface response is significantly de-amplified, a fact which may be
readily observed in the Fourier amplitude surface plotted in Figure 40 (follows).
Results obtained in this section are indeed very important for the evaluation our site-specific
analyses. We have shown that soil stratigraphy not only controls the far-field amplification or
deamplification of motion, but also plays a major role in incident energy diffraction from
topographic features. Especially for the soft surface layer examined, as is indeed the case in most
stratified profiles, the vertical component of acceleration is found to be excessively amplified. This
alone could have a detrimental effect on structures located behind the vertex.
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Fig. 38a: Seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical surface acceleration, for the case:
z = 300, ao = 2.0, h / H = 0.5, VR /V 2 = 1.0, V,, /V 2 =0.5 (soft surface layer)
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Fig. 38b: Seismogram synthetics of the horizontal and vertical surface acceleration, for the case:
i = 300 , ao = 2.0, h / H = 0.5, VR /V, 2 = 1.0, VI /V 2 =2.0 (stiff surface layer)
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Fig. 39: Snapshots of acceleration for a two layered soil configuration for the cases: i = 300, a. = 2.0,
h / H = 0.5, VR, /,2 = 1.0, V,//V,2=0.5 , and V /V.2=2.0.
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4.11 Overview
In the light of the Kifissos canyon geometry, soil properties and ground motion characteristics, we
attempted to obtain an understanding of the physics governing topography effects. For this
purpose, we identified the governing parameters of the problem and performed a time-domain
parametric investigation. In particular, we have examined the effects of the cliff geometry, the
material properties and stratigraphy of the soil profile and the incident wave characteristics.
In our simulations, the incident motion consists of vertically propagating SV-waves (Ricker
wavelets). The selected waveform has a narrow-band spectrum, by which we may control the
frequency content of input motion in order to examine the frequency-dependent nature of wave
diffraction. The frequency content was selected such that the propagating wavelengths are
comparable with the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the topographic feature.
The effects of surface topography have been evaluated by comparison of the two-dimensional
response with the corresponding far-field surface motion of the configuration. By means of this
normalization, we investigated the time and frequency characteristics of motion aggravation that
occurs in excess of one-dimensional wave amplification, attempting to decouple soil and
topography effects -when possible. The main conclusions of the study are summarized as follows:
" Referring to Bard [1982], "incident SV-waves possess the greatest scattering power, and
are associated with the most complicated diffraction scheme", when compared to incident
P- and SH-waves. This is also in agreement with the results of our simulations on the
effect of slope inclination. Intuitive reasoning that indicates that the intensity of the
diffracted wavefield strengthens with increasing steepness of the feature actually fails in
this case. The importance and sensitivity of S-P reflections generated at the cliff slope,
intense forward scattering of Rayleigh waves generated at the toe, and constructive
interference of scattered and incident waves behind the crest result in excess amplification
of the motion for the mild configuration of interest (i=300 ), when compared to the steeper
topographies studied. These scattered waves control the displacement field over a wide
area in the vicinity of the irregularity, and result in strong differential strain, over
distances of man-made structures and for frequencies in the range of real earthquake
loading.
* The problem studied is strongly frequency-dependent. In particular, it is shown that the
magnitude of 2D motion aggravation increases almost linearly with increasing frequency.
This result holds not only for the primary horizontal component of ground motion, but
also for the parasitic vertical component generated due to diffraction of incident waves on
the irregular surface topography.
* For the range of frequencies examined, the estimated maximum amplification of
horizontal acceleration is found to be of the order of 25%-75%, and is consistently
observed at a distance x = 0.2k from the crest (X is the wavelength corresponding to the
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Ricker wavelet central frequency). This is also the case for the parasitic vertical
component, which attains maximum value at the crest and may in some cases exceed the
amplitude of the corresponding horizontal response at the far-field. The excessive
enhancement of the parasitic motion is considered to be of great importance in
earthquake engineering studies.
* Exceptions to the aforementioned rule are cases where resonance phenomena occur at the
lower of deeper far field soil column of the configuration. In this case, the horizontal and
vertical components of the response are excessively amplified, affecting a significantly
larger area behind the crest.
* The frequency domain results show that there exists an onset frequency, above which
topography effects govern two-dimensional motion aggravation. This frequency
corresponds to wavelengths comparable to the horizontal dimension of the topographic
feature.
* In the case of a layered soil profile -as opposed to a homogeneous layer- the diffraction
pattern is affected by soil layering, resulting in additional 2D amplification of the motion
within a broader area, even in the case of the a surface stiffer layer (where the natural
frequencies of the 1D far-field configuration result in deamplification of the overall
response).
* The most significant effect of soil stratigraphy occurs for a surface soft layer, as is indeed
the case for the majority of sites, where excess vertical motion with amplitude as high as
120% of the corresponding far-field response develops.
Topography effects are shown to be complex and multi-parametric, even for the simple
geometrical models investigated herein. The influence of incident motion characteristics and soil
stratigraphy are so far addressed and additional effects resulting from the broadband nature of
true seismic input, the stratified (or even random) distribution of soil properties and the nonlinear
soil response are to be investigated in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5
Soil Heterogeneity and Wave Scattering
5.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we investigate the effects of material heterogeneity on the diffraction mechanism
that results in topographic amplification of seismic motion. For this purpose, we initially generate
Gaussian shear wave velocity stochastic fields using separable correlation structures in the
horizontal and vertical direction. Successively, we employ the Monte-Carlo technique by mapping
the stochastic properties on the finite element model and performing deterministic simulations.
We thus attempt to illustrate the effects of correlation distance of the random media relative to
the dominant propagating wavelengths. The geometry characteristics of the two-dimensional
configuration are based on the Kifissos River canyon topography, and the incident motion
comprises single and multiple Ricker waveforms. By comparison of time and frequency-domain
results with the corresponding response of a homogeneous medium with the same background
stiffness, we identify phenomenological attenuation due to scattering for long wavelengths and
enhancement of the frequency components whose wavelengths are comparable with the
correlation distance of the random medium.
5.2 Seismic Wave Scattering in Seismology
The structure of the earth has been extensively studied using seismic waves generated by natural
earthquakes and man-made sources. In classical seismology, the earth is considered to consist of a
sequence of horizontal layers having different elastic properties, which are determined from travel-
time readings of body waves and the dispersion of surface waves. Most recently, three-dimensional
inhomogeneity having larger scale than the predominant seismic wavelength has been chara-
cterized using travel-time data with velocity tomography. Forward and inverse waveform
modeling methods for deterministic problems have been developed, which can simulate compli-
cated structures allowing many features of complex waveforms to be explained.
High-frequency (>1 Hz) seismograms of local earthquakes however, often contain continuous
wave-trains that follow the direct S-wave and cannot be explained by the deterministic structures
developed by means of tomographic or other methods. Array observations have shown that these
wave-trains, known as coda waves, are incoherent waves scattered by randomly distributed
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heterogeneities having random sizes and contrast of physical properties. The characteristic scale
of the heterogeneity that has the most influence on a given wave is usually of the same order of
magnitude as the wavelength of the seismic wave. Strong random fluctuations on seismic velocity
and density having short wavelengths superposed on a step-like structure are found in well-logs of
boreholes drilled even in old crystalline rocks located in stable tectonic environments. These
observations suggest a description of the earth as a random medium with a broad spectrum of
spatial velocity fluctuations and highlight the importance of seismic wave scattering.
The heterogeneous nature of the earth's crust has been investigated in detail by geologists
and geophysicists. Geophysical characterization includes measurement of soil properties such as
seismic velocity and rock density. Geological characterization includes mineralogical composition
and grain-size distribution, both controlled by the material evolution. This includes both the
geochemical and geological formation process, as well as the process of folding, faulting and large
scale crystal movements associated with plate tectonics.
Apart from the geological and the geophysical evidence of the existence of spatial variation of
elastic properties in the earth's lithosphere, along with deterministic imaging processes using
seismological methods (velocity tomography, refraction/reflection surveys), scattering of high
frequency seismic waves is considered to be the most prominent evidence for the existence of
small scale heterogeneities in the surface layers of the earth's crust. Stemming from the pioneering
work of Aki [1960], observations and analyses of seismic scattering have developed into a well-
defined subfield in seismology, providing insight into the complexity of seismic wave propagation
and the character of the earth's lithosphere, as well as reliable means to obtain practical
information like relative site amplification factors and relative source radiation as a function of
frequency.
We here give a brief description of reported evidence on the earth's surface heterogeneity that
results from coda-waves studies, as well as the inferred attenuation mechanisms of seismic wave
energy. Successively, we show an example of the spatial variability of surface spectra as a result
of soil heterogeneity, even for a horizontal surface configuration subjected to coherent base
motion. For consistency of the following overview with the corresponding literature references, the
energy loss along the propagation path of seismic waves will be expressed by means of the quality
factor Q, which is related to the fraction of critical damping as Q = 1 / 2 .
5.2.1 Attenuation of High-Frequency Seismic Waves
Seismic wave amplitude generally decreases with increasing travel distance. With the exception of
wave interference, the observed change in amplitude is usually exponentially related to travel
distance, and decay rates are proportional to Qj2 and Q) that characterize the spatial
attenuation for P- and S-waves, respectively. For plane waves of frequency f, the exponential
decay with travel distance r is given by -7 r f Q' / ao for P-waves and - 7 r f Qp' /3 for S--
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waves, where ao and P. are the P- and S-wave velocities respectively. For spherically outgoing
body waves in a uniform velocity structure in 3-D space, there is an additional geometrical
spreading factor r', so the spectral amplitudes of P- and S-waves, u' and us decay approximately
according to the following expression:
-7rrf Qj,' /o -7r f Q,' / 30
up (r; f) e - - us (r; f)N e
A popular method applied by the seismologists to perform attenuation measurements is the
spectral decay method for body or surface waves. For the application of the method, meas-
urements of spectral amplitudes as a function of frequency are evaluated, for at least two
propagation distances, denoted as r, and r2. If the spectral amplitudes up(r; ) and up(r; f) are
known, then:
In = -7rr2 -r) f Q /ao + Const. [1]
r U' (r;f)
If Qj2 is assumed to be frequency independent, its value can be determined from the slope of
the left-hand side of [1] as a function of frequency, f, from data at a single station. Other
measurements have been based on observations of the change in direct-wave amplitude with
distance, using the coda-normalization method and data from a single station as it will be
described in the ensuing. More recent Q;' measurements have been based on the multiple lapse-
time window analysis' of whole S-wave seismograms.
From published S-wave and P-wave attenuation measurements, their characteristics may be
summarized as follows: Qj' is of the order of 0.01 at 1 Hz and decreases to the order of 0.001 at
20 Hz. Based on these observations, the frequency dependence of attenuation is expressed in the
form of a power law asQil oc f " for frequencies higher than 1 Hz, where the power n ranges from
0.5 to 1. The frequency dependence at 0.1-1 Hz remains poorly understood since seismic
measurements in this frequency band are difficult to evaluate.
Spatial attenuation of P-waves (Qi') also decreases with increasing frequency, for frequencies
higher than 1 Hz. For frequencies lower than 0.05 Hz, the ratio Qj2 / Qil is assumed to be a
constant less than 1. In contrast to many researchers who have assumed that the ratio for higher
frequencies is the same as for low frequencies, recent observations have clearly shown that the
ratio Q,' / Qsi' ranges between 1 and 2 for frequencies higher than 1 Hz. [Yoshimoto et al, 1993].
The multiple lapse-time window analysis, developed by Fehler et al [1992] and Hoshiba et al [1991] is based
on the following observations: (i) the early portion of an S-wave seismogram is dominated by the direct S-
wave whose amplitude variation with distance is controlled by the total attenuation of the medium, and (ii)
the S-code portion of the seismogram is composed entirely of scattered S-waves whose amplitudes are
contolled by the total scattering coefficient. According to the method, scattering is assumed to be isotropic
and radiation is spherically symmetric.
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There have been many attempts to derive attenuation tomogram images from the spectral
decay analysis of recorded body waves [Clawson et al, 1989; Scherbaum and Wyss, 1990; Al-
Shukri and Mitchell, 1990; Ponko and Sanders, 1994]. Overcoming the trade-off between the
frequency dependencies of source spectra and seismic energy attenuation Q', and removing site
amplification factors near the recording station, are equally important for imaging the attenuation
tomogram.
It should be noted that seismic attenuation is usually considered to be a combination of two
mechanisms, scattering loss and intrinsic absorption, yet measurements of attenuation by means
of direct seismic waves provide values for the level of total attenuation. Whilst scattering
redistributes wave energy within the medium, intrinsic absorption refers to the conversion of
vibration energy into heat. In an attempt to separate the two effects of energy loss along the
propagation path, Wu [1985] introduced the concept of seismic albedo B0 as the ratio of scattering
loss to total attenuation.
5.2.1a Intrinsic Absorption
There are several review papers that discuss proposed mechanisms for intrinsic absorption that
lead to frequency-independent Qj' and Qi' [Knopoff, 1964; Jackson and Anderson, 1970; Mavko
et al., 1979; Dziewonski, 1979]. For seismic waves to remain causal when attenuation is simulated,
a relationship between frequency-dependent Q' and velocity dispersion was discussed by Liu et al
[1976].
Many proposed mechanisms are based on the observation that crystal rocks have microscopic
cracks and pores which may contain fluids. These features have dimensions much smaller than
the wavelengths of regional seismic phases. Walsh [1966] proposed frictional sliding on dry
surfaces of thin cracks as an attenuation mechanism. Nur [1971] proposed viscous dissipation in a
zone of partially molten rock to explain the low velocity/high attenuation zone beneath the
lithosphere. Even though the addition of water reduces the melting temperature of rocks, it is
unlikely that melted rock exists in most regions of the lithosphere. Mavko & Nur [1979] examined
the effect of partial saturation of cracks on absorption: fluid movement within cracks is enhanced
by the presence of gas bubbles. O'Connell & Budiansky [1977] proposed a model in which fluid
moves between closely spaced adjacent cracks. Tittmann et al [1980] measured an increase of Qi'
with increasing content of volatile in dry rocks. They found that the rapid increase was due to an
interaction between adsorbed water films on the solid surface in the form of thermally activated
motions. Thermally activated processes at grain boundaries have been proposed as an absorption
mechanism for the upper mantle [Anderson & Hart, 1978; Lundquist & Cormier, 1980]. According
to Zener [1948] and Savage [1966a], spatial temperature differences induced by adiabatic
compression during wave propagation are reduced by thermal diffusion, which removes
vibrational energy from the wave field. Grain-size heterogeneities in the rock-mass increase the
amount of predicted absorption by this mechanism, which is called thermoelastic effect. Savage
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[1966b] also investigated thermoelasticity caused by stress concentrations induced by the presence
of cracks.
Most of the mechanisms discussed above can predict Qj' having values in the range of 0.001;
however, the importance of various mechanisms varies with depth, temperature, fracture content,
fracture aspect ratios, pressure, and the presence of fluids. Aki [1980] proposed a relation between
physical dimensions and the observed -and partially conjectured- frequency-dependence of Qi',
having a peak on the order of 0.01 around 0.5 Hz. According to this study, thermoelasticity is
considered the most viable model at lithospheric temperatures, since the required scales for rock
grains and cracks and the observed amount of attenuation are in closest agreement.
5.2.1b Scattering Loss
Scattering due to heterogeneities distributed in the earth also causes a decrease in amplitude with
travel distance [Aki, 1980]. For this mechanism of energy attenuation, the frequencies affected are
determined by a characteristic spatial scale, such as the correlation length of random media or the
crack length. In order to illustrate the effects of scattering, the scalar wave equation in
inhomogeneous media will be treated as an example.
Born Approximation for a Localized Velocity Inhomogeneity
The wave propagation velocity of a medium can be expressed as the summation of an average
background velocity V and a homogeneous and isotropic spatially varying fluctuation of
coordinate x:
V(x) VO + 6V(x) = V 11 + (x) [2]
where the fractional fluctuation is assumed to be small, 141 << 1. We first simulate a localized
inhomogeneity around the origin, which has dimension L in the direction of propagation, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
Incident Wave
L
Fig. 1: Geometry of scattering by a localized inhomogeneity of dimension L in the direction of propagation.
The spherical coordinates and the base unit vectors are also illustrated.
The scalar wave equation is: A - 1 2 u xt = 0 [3]
w V (x)2t m b write as:
which for the small fluctuation in velocity introduced, may be written as:
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0 V2A fu - (x) Oiu= 0 [4]
V1 0
The wave equation - as formulated above for the localized inhomogeneity, is solved for a given
frequency by means of the first-order perturbation method. The total wavefield is written as a
summation of an incident plane wave u0 and a scattered wave u' as u = u0 + u', wherell <<
Ju01. Since the incident waves obey the homogeneous equation:
A - 12 U 0 = 0
we can substitute the definition of the complete wavefield in the formulation of the wave equation
in [4]. Successively, neglecting the cross-term ( 9 u , the wave equation of the scattered wavefield
is derived as follows:
V 2 02UI= 2 i92 U" [5]
where the incident wave appears on the right-hand side as a source term, expressing the
generation of the scattered wavefield as the interaction of the incident wave with the
inhomogeneity. The incident wave is next assumed to have unit amplitude AO =1 and angular
frequency co, therefore expressed asu" = AO e ('t, where k=o/V is the wavenumber of the
background medium. Substituting in equation [5] the expression for the incident wavefield, we
obtain:
[A - 9 U = 2k 2  AO elex-wt ) [6]
where e is the unit base vector in the direction of propagation of the incident wave. To solve
equation [6], we use the scalar Green's function G in 3-D homogeneous halfspace with background
velocity Vl, which satisfies:
A - 1o I G (x, t)= 6(x)6(t) [7]
where 6 is the Dirac delta function. The causal retarded solution is given by Morse and Feshbach
[1953], as:
G(x,t) = 4w-I6 t H (t). [8]
47r IxI VOI
By means of the Green's function, the scattered wavefield can be explicitly written as a
convolution integral over a volume of dimension L3 . For observation distance r = lxI >> L in the
far-field, the scattered wave can be approximated as an outgoing spherical wave with
wavenumber vector ke,:
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U x, t = k 2 - 1 f f f (x)e-""dx (ke, -ke) A e = F AO [9]
t(M)
The argument of (m) is the exchange wavenumber between the scattered wave and the incident
plane wave. The scattering pattern is characterized by the factor:
F= 2(Jr (m)(ke,-ke) [10]
which is called scattering amplitude for a localized inhomogeneity of extend L3. The scattering
amplitude is a function of frequency and is in general anisotropic.
For incident waves of angular frequency co, the energy-flux density in the direction of
propagation can be written as the product of the wave velocity V and the energy density E' as
[Howe, 1973]:
J" = VPO W2 JAO12 = V E"
E = (, u 12 +Vo2 IVuO 12 2I 2  [11]
In the same way, the energy-flux density of the outgoing spherically scattered waves in the far
field is given by:
J = V p 2 O (2 2JIAIIF2  [12]0 O(,21U2 2 [2
r r
Since the energy-flux density is defined as the amount of energy passing through a unit area
perpendicular to the direction of propagation per unit time, the amount of energy scattered per
unit time into a given solid angle element of internal angle dQ, is J r2 d2, where r' dQ is the
corresponding surface element. We define differential scattering cross section of the localized
inhomogeneity the ratio:
da. J'r2  2
d = = F|2  [13]
In other words, the differential scattering cross section is the square of the scattering amplitude
defined in equation [10].
Scattering by distributed velocity inhomogeneities
We here introduce the concept of an ensemble of inhomogeneities, for the statistical study of the
scattering power per unit volume for media having velocity heterogeneity.
Given an ensemble of random functions {(x)} with mean value ( )=0 , the inhomogeneous
medium is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, with autocorrelation function (ACF) and
probability spectral distribution function (PSDF) that are characterized by mean squared
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fractional variation &2 and correlation distance a. For the representation of the scattered
wavefield, the inhomogeneous medium is divided into blocks of dimension L, selected as L >> a.
Successively, the generation of outgoing scattered waves is simulated by means of the Born
approximation, for a scalar plane-wave with unit amplitude and angular frequency o, which
incites upon a localized inhomogeneity. Successively, the differential scattering coefficient is
evaluated based on the ensemble average of scattering amplitude at scattering angle V/. This
coefficient is the scattering power per unit volume, defined at angular frequency o as:
g '= -P 2k sinij
where k = o/Vo is the wavenumber and P is the power spectral density function (PSDF) of
random inhomogeneity. The fractional scattering loss of incident-wave energy per unit travel
distance is the average of g over a solid angle. This average is defined as total scattering
coefficient go by Aki and Richards [1980]. Dividing go by k, the scattering loss is evaluated as
follows:
BSQ (w) 
= P2ksin jsinVdO [14]
47rk 2x f I
where the superscript BSc refers to the scattering loss estimated by means of the Born
approximation.
In the case of an exponential ACF R(x)=e 2 e" a with PSDF P(m)=87r E2 a3 /(1+a2 m2)
the asymptotic behavior is BscQ (w)- 2 2 'k for ak >> 1 . The large scattering loss that is
predicted here for high frequencies is caused by strong forward scattering within a cone around
the forward direction, V < 1/ak.
It should be noted herein that the Born approximation does not account for the feedback of
scattered waves into the incident wavefield. This implies that the total energy conservation is not
obeyed. Note that the basic assumption of the Born approximation is that the scattered wave
amplitude is very small. Nevertheless, a small fluctuation for the random inhomogeneity is a
necessary yet not sufficient condition: the scattering amplitude becomes large enough to violate
the smallness condition near the forward direction for high frequencies, even for small velocity
fluctuations.
There is therefore a disagreement between BSQ-' (w) obtained from direct application of the
Born approximation and the observed scattering coefficient of S-waves (Qj'), which decreases
with increasing frequency for high frequencies. Wu [1982] proposed a method to calculate the
scattering loss by specifying a lower bound of scattering angle yc = 90* in equation [14], arguing
that this accounts only for the backscattered energy that is lost:
CSCQf P 2ksin±sin d [15]
2r IC2
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where the superscript CSc refers to the corrected scattering loss evaluated by means of the Born
approximation.
Sato [1982] suggested that the strong increase in attenuation for high frequencies is due to the
travel-time (phase) fluctuation caused by velocity fluctuation. He proposed a method to calculate
the scattering loss after subtracting the travel-time variability caused by velocity fluctuations
corresponding to wavelengths twice as large as the wavelength of incident waves. This
approximation is equivalent to c = 290 in equation [15]. For an exponential ACF, the corrected
scattering loss cscQ1 (w) has a peak of the order of E2 at ak ~ 1, and becomes
sQ E2 /a k for ak >>1. Solid curves in Figure 2 illustrate the scattering loss given by
expression [15] as a function of ak, whilst the dashed curve corresponds to the magnitude of
scattering predicted by the original formulation in equation [14].
4
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Fig. 2: Scattering attenuation vs. ak (measure of correlation distance relative to the wavenumber of the
incident plane wave) for scalar waves: dotted curve corresponds to the ordinary Born approximation;
solid lines correspond to the corrected Born approximation, where k = 0>/V., Xy=9- by Wu [1982a]
and y~,2 9- by Sato [1982)
The frequency-dependence of scattering loss predicted by means of the corrected approach, is
found to be in good agreement with the observed frequency dependence of attenuation. Extending
the above idea to elastic vector-waves and fitting the predicted scattering loss curve to observed
Qs', Sato [1984] estimated &2 =0.01 and a = 2 km for the lithosphere. The choice of Wc has been
numerically examined by several investigators [Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Roth and Korn, 1993;
Fang and Mufller, 1996].
There have been many studies on scattering attenuation by distributed cracks and cavities
[Varadan et al, 1978; Benites et al, 1992; Benites et al, 1997; Kikuchi, 1981; Matsunami, 1990;
Kawahara and Yamashita, 1992]. According to these studies, scattering by cracks gives a peak in
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Qr' when the wavelength is of the same order as the dimension of the crack; however, it is difficult
to imagine open cracks having dimensions large enough to be comparable to regional seismic
wavelengths deep in the earth.
5.2.2 Seismogram Envelopes of Local Earthquakes
High-frequency seismograms contain features that reflect the random inhomogeneities of the
earth. For local earthquakes, referring to those recorded at distances of less than approximately
100-200 km, high frequencies refer to components higher than 1 Hz. Traditionally, networks
record waveforms of local earthquakes with band-width of about 1-30 Hz, although recent
instrumentation allows the recording of higher frequencies. We shall here discuss briefly the
observed characteristics of seismograms from local and regional earthquakes, which can be
interpreted using scattering models.
5.2.2a S-Coda Waves
On typical seismograms, the direct S-wave is followed by wave trains whose amplitude decreases
smoothly with increasing lapse time. These trains are called "S-coda waves" or simply "S-coda".
In contrast to the direct S-wave amplitude, which decreases with epicentral distance, the average
S-coda amplitudes do not depend on the epicentral distance of the recording station, for lapse
times of the order of 100 sec. The appearance of coda waves in seismograms is considered to be
the most prominent evidence for the short-wavelength random heterogeneity of the earth.
Rautina and Khalturin [1978] studied coda amplitudes for a wide range of lapse times and
frequency bands. They found that early portions of the coda-waves are variable from station to
station, yet coda of bandpass-filtered seismograms have a common shape at all stations at lapse
time approximately equal to two-three times the S-wave travel-time from the source to the
receiver. It should be also noted, that small differences were also observed between horizontal and
vertical components of S-coda envelopes, for small local earthquakes.
The strongly incoherent nature of S-coda waves and -in particular- the observed smooth
decay of coda amplitude independently of the epicentral distance, led to the development of a
theoretical model by Aki & Chouet [1975]. The formulation of this model is based on the
assumption that S-coda waves are composed of S-waves, which are scattered by heterogeneities
distributed in a large region outside the zone that contains the wave path from the source to the
receiver. In their study, the characteristics of high-frequency S-coda waves of local earthquakes
are summarized as follows:
* the spectral contents of the later portions of S-coda observed at different stations are
nearly the same;
* the total duration of a seismogram, defined as the length of time between the P-wave
onset and the time when the coda amplitude equals the level of microseisms, is a reliable
measure of the earthquake magnitude;
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0 bandpass-filtered S-coda traces of different local earthquakes recorded within a given
region, have a common envelope shape that varies with lapse time independent of the
epicentral distance;
* the temporal decay of S-coda amplitudes is independent of earthquake magnitude, at
least for events with ML < 6;
* the S-coda amplitude depends on the geology of the recording site; and
* array measurements show that S-coda waves are not regular plane waves coming directly
from the epicenter [Aki & Tsujiura, 1975].
In addition to the aforementioned S-coda characteristics, the following observations have
established S-coda waves as one of the most compelling pieces of evidence to support the
existence of random heterogeneity in the lithosphere:
* S-coda waves have the same site amplification factor as direct S-waves, a fact that
confirms that they are primarily composed of S-waves [Tsujiura, 1978];
" Clear S-coda waves have been even identified on seismograms recorded at the bottom of
deep boreholes that were drilled in hard rock, beneath soft deposits [Sato, 1987; Leary
and Abercrombie, 1994].
Aki and Chouet [1975] proposed a phenomenological model for coda-wave generation, for a
collocated source and receiver, which is based on the following interpretation of the earth's
heterogeneity: the lithosphere is composed of a random and uniform distribution of point-like
scatterers in a homogeneous background medium, which has a constant propagation velocity.
Note that in this formulation, diffraction effects caused by gradual changes in velocity are
neglected. Extensions to this method, for the case of finite source-receiver separation distance,
were proposed by Sato [1977a] for body waves and by Kopnichev [1975] for surface waves.
Alternative phenomenological models for coda-generation have also been proposed. Prior to
the work of Aki & Chouet [1975], Wesley [1965] proposed a diffusion-like process as an
explanation for seismogram envelopes. The observed long duration of the coda of lunar
seismograms was studied using the diffusion model by Dainty & Toksoz [1981]. Due to the
extremely low intrinsic attenuation of the lunar crust and large amount of scattering, the
diffusion approach can adequately describe seismic wave propagation in the lunar crust. Frankel
& Wennerberg [1987] developed a model called the energy-flux model based on the uniform
distribution of scattered energy, which was found in finite-difference simulations of wave
propagation in 2-D random media.
The parameters that control the shape and amplitude of the coda envelopes, as predicted by
the phenomenological models, are the total scattering coefficient and the coda-wave attenuation.
By applying these models to observed seismogram envelopes, these two parameters have been
measured at various locations around the world [Herraiz & Espinosa, 1987; Rautian et al, 1981;
Kopnichev, 1985).
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Probably the most practical tool that has originated from the study of coda-waves is the
coda-normalization method, based on the assumption of a uniform spatial distribution of coda
energy for long lapse times. The coda-normalization method enables:
(i) the estimation of differences in site amplification factors as a function of frequency,
(ii) the evaluation of differences in source spectral characteristics, and
(iii) the measurement of attenuation using data from only a single station [Aki, 1969;
Phillips & Aki, 1986; Aki, 1980a].
Coda waves have been also used as precursors to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, based
on numerous reports of temporal change in coda characteristics [Jin and Aki, 1986; Sato, 1988c;
Fehler et al, 1988]. Temporal changes in coda have been studied using earthquake doublets, i.e.
events that are thought to have identical source location but occur at different times [Got et al,
1990; Aster et al, 1996]. The description of the temporal change in coda characteristics is
considered to be beyond the scope of the present dissertation.
5.2.2b Phenomenological Modeling of Coda- Wave Excitation
Single Scattering Model
Attempt to identify the origin of coda-waves and model their observed characteristics, Aki and
Chouet [1975] proposed the single back-scattering model for a collocated source and receiver
(Figure 3), to explain the time dependence of scattered energy density at the source location in 3-
D space. In their study, the following assumptions are made:
(i) The scatterers responsible for coda waves are distributed two-dimensionally over the
earth's surface, and their distribution is random and uniform (space stationarity),
and
(ii) The primary and secondary waves (i.e. waves originated from the rupture and waves
generated from the interaction with encountered heterogeneities) are waves of the
same kind. It is therefore assumed that both wave trains have a common group
velocity that is independent of frequency. In this formulation, dispersion is neglected
for simplicity.
In addition to the assumptions mentioned above, for r being the distance between station and
scatterer, R the distance between epicenter and scatterer, and A the distance between station and
epicenter, the following condition must be satisfied: r = R >>A. It is therefore readily inferred
that the model will be applicable to sufficiently later portions of coda waves, since the later the
arrivals, the farther the scatterers responsible.
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Fig. 3: Geometry of the single backscattering model
The characteristics of coda waves can be summarized in the following equation that describes
the coda-wave power spectrum P (wi t), observed at a time t measured from the earthquake origin
time:
P(W t) = IS(w) 2 C(W t), [161
where the S (w) term includes only the earthquake source parameters and the propagation
term C (LO It) is independent of distance and details of the wave path from the source to the
station.
In the single scattering model, the coda is considered as a superposition of wavelets
originating from discrete scattering sources. Each wavelet is assumed to arise from a single
scatterer, in absence of the others. Let t (w I r) be the Fourier transform of displacement due to
a backscattering wavelet from a single scatterer at distance r from the origin; I (w Ir) therefore
depends both on the earthquake source as well as on the scatterer. Assume that the scatterers
responsible for coda waves are distributed randomly but uniformly in space and let N(r) be the
number of scatterers within radius r from the station. Then, the number of scatterers located
within a zone bounded by (r, r + Ar) will be (dN / dr) Ar.
Based on the assumption that both primary and secondary waves are of the same kind and
share the same propagation velocity (v), the backscattering waves from scatterers in the zone (r, r
+ Ar) will arrive at the station in the time interval (t, t + At), where t = 2r / v and At = 2Ar /
v. For a distance Ar large enough, so that the corresponding At is greater than the duration of an
individual backscattering wavelet, and for a random distribution of scatterers, the summation of
energy carried by backscattered waves arriving at (t, t + At) will be equal to At times the power
energy density of the coda waves P(wIt). Therefore:
P( it). At =" (W)I = A Ar Ij (I rf [17]
r<r, <r+Ar dr
where r. is the distance from the station to the nth scatterer.
Randomly inhomogeneous media are modeled as homogeneous background media having
propagation velocity VO and are filled with distributed point-like scatterers with number density
n. The distribution of scatterers is assumed to be randomly homogenous and isotropic.
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Successively, a stationary process is applied (Figure 4), in which the incident wave with energy-
density J4 interacts with a scatterer and generates spherically outgoing waves with energy-flux
density J . The energy-density is defined as the amount of energy passing through a unit area
perpendicular to the propagation direction per unit time. Then, the amount of energy scattered
per unit time into a given solid angle element dQ is J/rdQ, where rdQ is the corresponding
surface element. The differential scattering cross section is defined as the ratio:
d a J'r2
dQ Jo
Scattered Energy per Time
within Solid Angle dQ dD
dQ
Incident
Energy-Flux Density
J)
Scatterer
Fig. 4: Definition of differential scattering cross section for a single-scatterer model
For a medium filled with such scatterers, the scattering power per unit volume is given by the
product of the density of scatterers and the differential scattering cross section, which is called
the scattering coefficient [Aki & Chouet, 1975]:
g = 47rn - [18]
dQ
The quantity g has dimension of reciprocal length and allows the characterization of the
scattering power using only the scattering coefficient. In this formulation, no distinction is made
between the distribution of a small number of strong scatterers and a large number of weak
scatterers. The total coefficient is defined as average of the scattering coefficient g over all
directions:
go - gdf = n -- dQ = n oo 1 = SCQ-1 k [19]
47r ffdQ
where ao is the total scattering cross section, the integral of the differential scattering cross
section over a solid angle. The reciprocal of the total scattering coefficient is defined as the mean
free path (). The incident wave energy decreases with increasing travel distance due to scattering,
where the scattering attenuation Q -1 k is defined for waves of wavenumber k.
For plane-wave incidence, the energy-flux density at travel distance x decays as
exp(-gox) = exp (' Q -1 k x) . The simplest model is isotropic scattering:
do- = Oo and g = go [20]
dQ 47r
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Since the scatterers are considered randomly distributed, the scattered waves are incoherent,
so that phase may be neglected, and the scattered wave power may be obtained as a sum of
power from individual scattered waves.
Aki & Chouet [1975] considered the case of impulsive spherical radiation of total energy W
from the source located at the origin as illustrated in Figure 3. In their formulation, polarization
and partition energy into three components is not considered. The incident energy-density flux
upon a scatterer located at distance z is given by:
W r.
26 [21]4r V
where r,, = Izi. Single backscattered energy-flux density at the origin from a single scatterer is
given by:
W 't [22]
47rr VO r2 dQ,
The delta function includes the time delay for the round trip between source and receiver,
and the argument n indicates backward scattering. The energy density is obtained by dividing the
energy-flux density by the wave velocity VO. Successively, the energy density is integrated over
the whole space to include the effect of all scatterers. The resulting energy density at the receiver
is evaluated as follows:
W g't-
E' (X = 0, t)= -" H (t) - [23]
where the superscript 1 denotes single scattering and H(t) is the Heaviside step function. The
single scattered energy density at the source location decreases with the inverse square of lapse
time, that is, the route-mean-square (RMS) coda amplitude decreases with the inverse square of
lapse time. The single scattered energy is proportional to the differential scattering coefficient
g,, =4wrn(do-/dQ)j .
For practical analysis, phenomenological attenuation is introduced, by means of an
exponential damping factor at angular frequency o:
W g, H (t) _
Ek (x=,t)= V 2 2 e [24
where the parameter Q-' is called the coda-attenuation factor and will be discussed in more
detail in the ensuing.
Extensions of the single scattering model proposed by Aki & Chouet [1975] have been
successively developed for the spatiotemporal change in energy density for a receiver located at
distance r from the origin, both in two and three dimensions, again with the assumption of
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isotropic scattering, ignoring polarization and partition of energy into three components of
motion.
5.2.2c Multiple Scattering Models
Diffusion model
As lapse time increases, multiple scattering is expected to dominate compared to single scattering.
For large lapse times, it is reasonable to assume that direct energy is small and that multiple
scattering produces a smooth spatial distribution of energy density. For the modeling of this
problem, we consider a medium with a randomly homogeneous and isotropic distribution of
isotropic scatterers. Within this medium, energy W is spherically radiated from a source located
at the origin and the source time function is a delta function in time. A strong multiple scattering
process can be described by the diffusion equation [Morse & Feshbach, 1953 p.151]:
(a, -Dc A)E (x, t) = W(x)6(t) [25]
where the diffusivity for isotropic scattering is defined as D, = V / (3 go) = V, 1 / 3. The analytical
solution of expression [25] is known as the diffusion solution:
E D xt) W 3 /2 e 4Dt H (t) er t-3 / 2 at r=O [26]
(4 7r D, t)
Energy decreases with the -1.5th power of lapse time near the source location, which is slower
than that of the single scattering model. The diffusion solution is the continuous limit of the
discretized random approach. It should be noted that for the diffusion solution, energy spreads in
front of the wavefront violating causality. The total energy, given by the spatial integral of the
energy density in equation [26], is conserved. When introducing intrinsic attenuation IQ' at
angular frequency o, in addition to scattering attenuation, we may write equation [26] for
practical analysis as:
ED (XW t)/2 e 4Dt H (t) [27]
(47r D, t)
The diffusion model solution was used for the analysis of coda recorded near the hypocenter
of earthquakes [Wesley, 1965; Aki & Chouet, 1975] and the coda of lunar-quakes [Nakamura,
1977; Dainty & Toksaz, 1981].
Energy-Flux model
From analysis of 2-D finite-difference simulations of wave propagation in inhomogeneous media,
Frankel & Clayton [1986] observed the excitation of coda-waves. The results of these numerical
simulations, led Frankel & Wennerberg [1987] to the conclusion that waves scattered from the
direct wave rapidly spread over the spherical volume behind the direct wavefront. They proposed
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a phenomenological model for the spatiotemporal distribution of energy density that is consistent
with the following observations:
(i) seismogram envelopes recorded at different distances asymptotically approach a common
decay curve
(ii) coda-wave amplitudes are found to be similar in the region behind the S-wavefront for
large lapse times
For total energy W radiated spherically from a source at the origin, Frankel & Wennerberg
[1987] a priori assume that scattering leads to a spatially uniform distribution of coda energy
density EEF(x,t) within a sphere of radius VO t. The direct energy decreases due to scattering
attenuation at an exponential rate defined by sc q with increasing travel distance. This model
strictly discriminates between direct and scattered waves. In the absence of intrinsic absorption,
the conservation of total energy at angular frequency (>, leads to the following expression for the
coda energy density:
3W (1-e Qw)_3Ww sCQi
E EF (xt) = 3t2 H(t-rV 0 ) for sQ-'wt << 1 [28]
4,r (V t) 47r 0 t
For small lapse times, the energy density decreases with the inverse second power of lapse
time, in agreement with the single backscattering model. The amplitude of direct-wave energy
density at the wavefront depends on the source duration To.
According to the energy-flux model formulation, the spatial distribution of energy density is
uniform within the sphere behind the wavefront, and the temporal decay is common, irrespective
of distance -with the exception the near field conditions. This model has no clear mechanism to
explain how scattered energy is spread over space, but incorporates the effects of both multiple
scattering and causality. When we introduce intrinsic absorption 'Q', we may modify the
expression for coda energy density to:
3W (1 - e-'Q-w) e) 'Qwt
EEF(x,t) = HV  t-_ [29]
4 7r 0V t)3 VO
Frankel & Wennerberg [1987] point out that the phenomenological exponential decay factor
of coda amplitude QC' is not a simple combination of scattering and intrinsic attenuation, but is
far more sensitive to 'Q' than scQI
Simulation of Coda- Wave Excitation
Several numerical and physical simulations of wave propagation through inhomogeneous media
are reported in the literature, which focus on the approximation of seismogram envelopes and
coda characteristics. Among others, Frankel & Clayton [1986] evaluated the effects of wavelength
and correlation distance on the spatial coherence of coda-waves in a random medium from results
of 2D numerical simulations. They observed a decrease in correlation for a fixed separation
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distance as the wavelength and correlation distance become shorter. Menke & Chen [1984]
analyzed a 1D model of strongly scattering media composed by a series of layers with randomly
fluctuating impedance, to investigate the coda envelope of multiple scattered waves. Fitting an
exponential decay curve to the numerically simulated wave envelopes, they found that strong
multiple reflections make the fall-off rate slower than what predicted by the single backscattering
model. From various numerical simulations using RMS fractional fluctuations of impedance
between 1 and 20%, they found that early coda decay is slower for media having larger impedance
fluctuations. Numerical simulations of 2D SH-wave propagation through a medium containing 50
cavities using the boundary integral method were performed by Yomogida & Benites [1995] who
studied the relation between the seismogram envelopes, the wavelength of the SH wave, and the
diameter of the cavities.
Hestholm et al [1994] numerically simulated wave propagation through a complex
heterogeneous 2D medium consisting of a random velocity structure that was characterized by a
non-isotropic von Karman type ACF, superimposed on a layered velocity structure. Their
medium had an irregular surface topography and irregular Moho boundary along with a low-
velocity layer near the surface. They reported the importance for coda formation of scattering by
the irregular interfaces and surface including conversion from body waves to surface waves.
Physical model simulations of wave propagation through cracked media have also been
conducted. Matsunami [1991] measured ultrasonic wave propagation through a plate with many
holes. Changing the number of holes and frequency of incident waves, he found a strong
correlation between the strength of scattering attenuation and the excitation level of coda in 2D.
He also concluded that there is a large contribution of intrinsic attenuation to coda attenuation.
Vinogradov et al [1992] experimentally studied the excitation of scattered waves through a thin
Plexiglas sheet containing many parallel cracks. They reported not only the excitation of coda but
a delay of the peak arrival in highly cracked media.
It has been well established that there is a strong link between the medium heterogeneity and
the characteristics of seismogram envelopes; however, we note that there is not yet a wave
theoretical method to derive the observed coda attenuation Qd' from the stochastic
characterization of random media.
5.2.2d Coda Analysis
The phenomenological models for high-frequency seismograms of local earthquakes described in
the preceding sections can be used to estimate the scattering characteristics of the lithosphere
from seismic data. The two most commonly measured parameters are the total scattering
coefficient and the coda attenuation. The total scattering coefficient is the parameter that governs
the strength of S-coda excitation. The coda attenuation Qd' empirically characterizes the
exponential decay of the coda amplitude envelope with increasing lapse time. Temporal change of
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coda attenuation has been proposed as a precursory indicator for the occurrence of large
earthquakes.
Coda-Excitation Measurements
The energy density of coda waves in a frequency band of central frequency f, can be expressed as
the summation of the three components of mean square particle velocity of S-coda iS"o" (t;f:
Escoa (t;f)oS (t ; + Elastic Energy pE PO -" (t f [30]
where po is the mass density, elastic energy is the potential energy stored in the media, and
<...>T is a moving time average over a few cycles around time t. Expression [30] is obtained by
using the equality of kinetic energy and elastic energy, which is valid for stationary waves. Using
expression [30] in conjunction with the appropriate scattering model, the total S-to-S scattering
coefficient g0 can be estimated.
Coda Attenuation Measurements
As reported by Rautian & Khalturin [1978], the S-coda for a given region has a common
amplitude decay curve for lapse time greater than the twice the S-wave travel-time. The shape of
this decay curve is quantified using a parameter known as coda attenuation. For practical
analysis of data from a single station, equations [24], [28] or [29] are used in [30] to express the
mean-square velocity amplitude of coda in a frequency band with central frequency f vs. time, as
the product of a power of lapse-time and an exponential decay factor as:
KkS-Coda (f)I2) rKc iexp[-Q' (f)27rf tj [1
where the range of values for the power exponent n is [1, 2], depending on the dominance of
surface, diffusive, or body waves. Recently, most investigators have fixed the value of the
exponent n = 2 to describe for the geometrical decay in the single scattering model. The
exponential decay term in equation [31], defined by coda attenuation QC', is independent of the
source and station location, but depends on the frequency band.
It is therefore possible to measure QC' from analysis of records obtained at a single station,
which allows attenuation to be estimated even in regions of sparse station coverage. Larger Qd'
means rapid decay of coda amplitude. While equation [31] is valid for a single frequency, coda
attenuation is often measured from octave-width, bandpass-filtered seismograms [Tsujiura, 1978].
Therefore, for very small band-width, the filtered coda envelope changes rapidly and a stable
estimation of QC' becomes difficult. Estimations of QC' are typically made from plots of the
logarithm of the product of the lapse time raised to the correct power and the mean-square coda
amplitude measured over a few cycles against lapse time. Successively, QC' may be estimated
directly from the decay gradient against lapse time using the least square method. Takahara &
Yomogida [1992] proposed a way to estimate Q j based on the maximum likelihood method. In
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some studies, the estimate is stabilized by using data from many seismograms and simultaneously
selecting the decay gradient that best fits all the data [Fehler et al, 1988].
Regional measurements of Qd' made throughout the world have been compared with
seismotectonic activity and review papers on S-coda measurements have been published [Herraiz
& Espinosa, 1987; Matsumoto, 19951. General trends show that Qdj is about 10' at 1 Hz and
decreases to about 10' at 20 Hz, being generally larger in volcanic regions and in the shallow
crust.
Coda attenuation Qd' has been widely measured in the world, mostly in the frequency range
between 1 to 30 Hz, as a parameter for characterizing the heterogeneity of the lithosphere. There
have been some attempts to reveal shorter-wavelength heterogeneity, by means of seismogram
envelopes containing frequencies of more than several hundred Hz, analyzed as a part of surveys
for fracture detection and characterization in gold mines [Cichowicz & Green, 1989; Gibowicz &
Kijko, 1994].
5.2.2e Coda Normalization Method
The coda-normalization method provides a reliable way to estimate the frequency dependence of
important parameters quantifying the seismic source radiation and receiver site amplification,
both of which are used in seismic risk assessment. It also allows the investigation of propagation
effects. Most of seismology is focused on characterizing one of these three influences, source
radiation, propagation, and site amplification, on seismograms. Usually, this is accomplished by
eliminating the influence of two of the aforementioned parameters so that the one of interest can
be isolated and studied in more detail. Source radiation quantifies the frequency dependence of
the wavefield emerging in the vicinity of the seismic source. The propagation effect combines all
the influences on the seismic wavefield between the seismic source and the recording site. This
includes the effect of deterministic structure and other influences along the source-receiver path.
The site amplification effect includes influences of near-surface geology, which alters the recorded
waveform only near the recording site. Near-surface geology may cause reverberations, local
amplification of signal, or introduction of additional complexity in the waveform, which usually
cannot be modeled deterministically from the available information.
Estimates of the source radiation are most important for quantifying the size of earthquakes
and explosions. As a first-order description of the size of a seismic source, seismologists wish to
characterize this radiation as a function of frequency. On the other hand, site effects are
important in seismic hazards analysis. Obtaining reliable estimates of the relative ground motion
as a function of spatial location in seismically active zones is essential for establishing building
codes and in estimating which areas will be most prone to seismic hazards. Such estimates are
most useful if they are provided as a function of frequency, since they can be thus directly
applicable to the formulation of response spectra.
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Conventional methods for estimating source and site amplification factors at regional
distances, less than about 100 km, rely on use of the direct P or S-arrival on the seismic trace.
Since regional networks are usually designed to reliably record the time of the first arrival, the
first arrival waveform is often clipped in contrast to the later portions. This means that coda
methods may be the only means by which site and source information can be obtained from high-
gain regional seismic networks.
The coda-normalization method is based on the concept that at some lapse time, the seismic
energy is uniformly distributed within a certain volume surrounding the source. The limits of this
assumption have recently been investigated theoretically in the framework of the multiple
scattering processes, but the reliability of the results obtained by the coda-normalization method
support the validity of the assumption.
The fundamental assumption of the method is consistent with that used to develop the energy-
flux model, stemming from the empirical observations discussed in preceding sections, i.e. that the
length of a seismogram recorded by a regional seismic network is proportional to the magnitude of
the event. Another key observation in support of the coda-normalization method is that, for local
earthquakes recorded at times greater than roughly twice the travel time of an S-wave from a
source to a receiver, the envelope of a bandpass-filtered seismogram has a common shape that is
independent of the source-receiver distance. The amplitude of the envelope varies with source size
and recording site amplification.
Interpreting S-coda as an incoherent superposition of scattered S-waves, we may explicitly
write the S-coda power as a convolution of the source, propagation, and site effects using
expression [30] with either [25], [26] or [29] as:
fS - " " t; a W , (f ) IN ' (f )12p -Q -(f ) 2 7rf t) 3 2
where ( -itCd (t; f is the S-coda velocity wavefield at receiver j filtered in a frequency band
having center frequency f, WS (f) is the energy radiation from source i in the same frequency
band, NS, (f) is the S-wave site amplification factor for site j, and power n is 1-2 depending on
the dominance of surface, diffusive, or body waves. By means of the coda normalization method,
site amplification, source radiation as well as attenuation measurements are performed by the
seismological community.
5.2.2f Spatial Coherence of Seismic Array Data
The common practice to deal with multi-scale, broadband heterogeneities in seismology is to
smooth both the observed wave field and the heterogeneity model. In this way the information
about small-scale heterogeneities is ignored and the obtained image can only recover the slowly
varying, large-scale heterogeneities.
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Stochastic methods, on the other hand, can obtain some statistical characteristics of the
small-scale heterogeneities from the statistics of the wave field fluctuations. Statistical parameters
of the medium include the RMS perturbation of velocity distribution, the characteristic length-
scale (i.e. correlation distance) and the power spectrum or correlation function of velocity
perturbations. Therefore, deterministic and stochastic methods are complimentary to each other
when exploring multi-scale complex media. In the overlapping spectral band, the deterministic
and stochastic methods are observing the same object from different aspects and using different
simplifications during the analysis process.
The study of stochastic characteristics of random media using forward scattered waves
started a few decades ago. In the earlier studies [e.g. Nikolaev, 1975; Aki, 1973; Capon, 1974;
Berteussen, 1975; Berteussen et al, 1975, 1977; MacLaughlin & Anderson, 1987], only variance
and transverse coherence functions (TCF) of phase and amplitude fluctuations were used. Limited
by the amount of information contained in these coherence functions, the medium model
description was restricted to a single-layer of uniform, isotropic random medium. Through the use
of the scattering theory of Chernov [1960], several statistical parameters, such as the RMS
velocity perturbation, the average scale length and the total thickness of the layer, were inferred
from the observed data.
At the end of the 1980's, Flatt6 & Wu [1988] introduced a new statistical observable, namely
the angular coherence function (AnCF), which increased significantly the statistical information
in the reduced data sets, and allowed the authors to derive a simple model of a layered, multi-
scale random media. More recently, Wu [1989], Wu & Flatt6 [1990], and Chen & Aki [1991]
introduced the new joint coherence function (JCF) or joint transverse-angular coherence function
(JTACF) and derived the theoretical relation between the joint coherence functions of array data
and the heterogeneity spectrum (hetero-spectrum) of the random media.
Successively, Wu & Xie [1991] conducted numerical experiments to test the performance of
inverting JTACF to obtain the depth-dependent heterogeneity spectrum. The recent development
in theory and methods increases greatly the amount of information in the statistical data set to
be used, and therefore improves significantly the model resolution, especially the depth resolution
of the heterogeneity spectrum.
5.2.2g Observations of Amplitude and Phase Fluctuations
Due to wave diffraction, focusing and defocusing effects caused by heterogeneities in a medium,
wave front distortion and fluctuations of various parameters of the wave field such as amplitude,
arrival time and arrival angle may occur. Nevertheless, the pattern of fluctuations may change
drastically even between nearly collocated events.
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Definitions of various coherence functions
Coherence analysis is an effective method of describing statistical properties of the wave field. The
transverse coherence function (TCF) defines the coherency (or similarity) of two transmitted
wave fields as a function of horizontal separations between receivers; the angular coherence
function (AnCF) defines the coherency as a function of angles between incident waves. For the
more general case, the joint transverse-angular coherence function (JTACF) provides the measure
of coherency between two transmitted wave fields with different incident angles and observed at
different stations.
When compared to TCF and AnCF, JTACF changes the coherence data from a 1D to a 3D
matrix (a function of station separation, dip, and azimuth angles) and therefore significantly
increases the information content of the coherence data set, by providing additional constraints
for the determination of medium properties under the array. However, the advantage of
increasing the resolving power is offset by associated statistical instabilities. For real array data
sets, the compromise between resolution and stability depends on the amount of data and angular
coverage of the events. In practical array measurements, the influence of array aperture to the
calculation of coherence functions has to be taken into consideration [Flatt6 & Xie, 1992].
TCF AnCF JTACF
Fig. 5: Comparison of the data reduction geometry for TCF (transverse coherence function), AnCF (angular
coherence function), and JTACF (joint transverse-angular coherence function)
5.2.2h Fundamentals of Coherence Analysis and Inversion
The theory of transverse coherence of wave field after passing through a uniform random media
has been available in the literature for a long time [Chernov, 1960; Tatarskii, 1971; Munk &
Zacharasen, 1976; Flatt6 et al, 1979]. However, the formulations for angular coherence and for joint
coherence functions has only been derived recently by Wu & Flatt6 [1990] using the Rytov
approximation and Markov approximation. Chen and Aki [1991] independently derived similar
formulas using the Born approximation. The theory of the joint coherence functions includes the
TCF and AnCF as special cases. In the derivations of Wu & Flatt6 [1990], spectral representation
of random media is used and the depth dependency of the spectrum is introduced. Therefore, the
new theory is more general and more suitable for the multi-scale, depth-dependent earth
heterogeneities.
In transmission fluctuation analysis, only the initial P-wave arrival of a seismogram is used.
By doing so, all the backscattered and large-angle scattered waves are neglected. Therefore, the
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problem becomes a forward scattering or small-angle scattering problem, for which the scalar
wave approximation can be used [Wu and Aki, 1985; Wu, 1989]. In such scattering problems,
only the wave speed perturbations affect the scattered field. In the past, the space domain
formulation of Chernov [1960] was used for fluctuation analysis and explicit expressions were
derived for the case of a Gaussian ACF by Chernov [see also, Sato & Fehler, 1998].
Table 1. Fundamental observations that have led to advances in stochastic seismology to model scattered
waves, theory and methods used to explain the observations, and the parameters that may be
inferred from the methods [after Sato & Fehler, 2003]
Observation Theory & Interpretation Method Parameters Estimated
* Phenomenological * Coda Attenuation
Existence of Coda Coda Normalization Method * Scattering 
Coefficient
* Energy Scattering Approximation * Relative Site Amplification
* Energy-Flux Model e Relative Source Factors
* Scattering Coefficient
E Radiative Transfer Theory * Seismic Albedo (Scattering
Envelope Shape of Local
E Multiple Lapse-Time Window Loss, Intrinsic Absorption)Earthquakes
Analysis e High Frequency Radiation
from Fault
* Spectral Decay with Distance
Attenuation * Coda Normalization Method
Born Approximation * Fractional Velocity
Fluctuation
* Diffraction/Forward Scattering
* Scale Length (Correlation
Array Phase / Amplitude 9 Parabolic Wave Equation and Rytov Length) of Heterogeneity
Characteristics Approximation
o Spectra of Heterogeneity
* Theory of Coherence Analysis e Spta VarHtonet
* Spatial Variation of
Envelope Broadening of * Diffraction/Forward Scattering Characterization of Medium
* Parabolic Wave Equation
Regional Seismograms q
* Markov Approximation
5.2.2i Statistical Characteristics of Earth Crust Heterogeneities
Estimations of turbidity in the crust and upper mantle
In the 1960's, Russian scientists conducted extensive investigations using the log-amplitude
fluctuation of P-wave first arrival from explosions and earthquakes, to infer the crystal and upper
mantle "turbidity coefficients" at different depths [see Nikolaev, 1975]. The turbidity coefficient is
defined as the variance of log-amplitude fluctuations produced by unity travel distance. The
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depth of heterogeneities that contribute to the measured turbidity was estimated by determining
the seismic ray travel paths. In these measurements, the turbidity coefficients were rather
phenomenological or apparent parameters which might have included spatial variations of site
factors and the variations of intrinsic attenuation. Nikolaev [1975] concludes that the turbidity for
5 Hz P-waves in the crust and upper mantle is 0.0001-0.0025 km-, with an error factor of about
two.
Uniform random medium model for the lithosphere
For the single layer Gaussian medium model, the model parameters are the RMS velocity
perturbation c, the correlation length a, and the layer thickness H. The correlation length a can
be estimated from a measurement of the transverse correlation of log amplitude and phase. The
layer thickness H and the wave speed perturbation c can be obtained from the measured variance
and covariance of the medium velocity (V,,) and phase angle (rp). This single layer isotropic
Gaussian medium model has been used to analyze the data at LASA [Aki, 1973; Capon, 1974;
Berteussen et al, 1975], NORSAR [Capon & Berteussen, 1974; Berteussen et al, 1977], and the
Gauribindanur seismic array (GBA) in Southern India [Berteussen et al, 1977]. It is found that the
estimate of correlation length is much better constrained than the layer thickness H and
perturbation E. For LASA, a = 10-12 km, but H ranged from 60 km to 120 km with e varying
from 4% to 1.9% from different investigations.
Non-Gaussian nature of the heterogeneities
The Gaussian correlation function characterizes single-scale smoothly heterogeneous media, while
real heterogeneities in the earth are often multi-scaled. Flatt6 & Wu [1988] showed that the
exponential or Kolmogorov correlation functions fit the data much better than the Gaussian
correlation function. The non-Gaussian nature of the lithospheric heterogeneities has been
established also from velocity well-logging data [Sato, 1979; Wu, 1982].
Depth dependent random medium model for the crust and upper mantle
As many investigators pointed out [Berteussen et al, 1975; Flatt6 & Wu, 1988; Wu & Flatt6, 1990],
the use of only TCF resulted in poor determination of the random medium thickness and the
ambiguity in resolving the medium perturbation strength (variances) and the thickness. After
introducing the AnCF, Flatt6 & Wu [1988] were able to invert both the TCF and AnCF for a
more complex random medium model. They showed that a single-layer uniform random medium
failed to explain the observed fluctuation coherences represented by both TCF and AnCF and
proposed a two-layer (overlapping) random medium model for the crust and upper mantle
beneath the NORSAR. Each layer has different perturbation strength and a different power-law
heterogeneity spectrum. The best model has the top layer extending to a depth of 200 km with a
flat spectrum, representing the small-scale heterogeneities in the lithosphere, and the second layer
located between 15 and 250 km.
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Based on the theory of general coherence analysis in random media, it is clear that TCF has
no depth resolution and AnCF has only limited depth resolution that degenerates quickly with
increasing depths. On the other hand, the joint coherency functions (JCF) increase tremendously
the information content and provide high depth resolution. JTACF have been calculated for the
NORSAR data [Wu et al, 1994] and the Southern California Seismic Network data [Liu et al, 1994;
Wu et al, 1995], and some interesting findings were reported.
5.3 Spatial Variability of Soil Stiffness
The necessarily limited number of soil tests and the difficulties associated with reproducing in-situ
material behavior are significant sources of uncertainty in the evaluation of site response analyses,
while the uncertainty on the accuracy of analytical or numerical models used for the analysis is in
general less significant. Moreover, uncertainty in field data is increased by the inherent soil
heterogeneity, namely spatial variability of soil properties within so-called homogeneous soil
layers. Therefore, deterministic descriptions of the spatial variability of soil properties are not
always feasible, and the sufficiently large degree of disorder exhibited, leads to the use of
statistical methods in describing their distribution within a "statistically homogeneous" soil zone.
While the natural variability of soil properties is known to affect the soil system behavior, the
consequences of spatial variability are not well understood yet, and their exploration requires the
use of stochastic field based techniques of data analysis. In this respect, we refer here to the work
of Ohtomo & Shinozuka [1990], Fenton [1990], Ural [1995], Popescu [1995] and Popescu et al
[1997] on the effects of spatial variability on soil liquefaction, Griffiths & Fenton [1993], Dham &
Ghanem [1995] and Fenton & Griffiths [1996] on seepage through spatially random soils, Paice et
al [1996] on settlements, Nobahar and Popescu [2000] and Fenton and Griffith [2001] on shallow
foundations, among others. All the aforementioned studies use the Monte Carlo simulation
method, which combines digital generation of stochastic fields representing the spatial variability
of certain soil properties over the analysis domain with finite element analyses using stochastic
input parameters.
We shall now evaluate the effects of simultaneous scattering of seismic energy propagating
through an elastic heterogeneous medium with irregular surface topography. The methodology
employed for this purpose consists of Monte Carlo simulations of the seismic surface response, for
which Gaussian stochastic vector fields of small strain stiffness are combined with deterministic
finite element analyses.
5.4 Simulation of Gaussian Stochastic Fields
Results of numerous studies on the probability distribution of soil properties are reported in the
literature. Based on field measurements and empirical correlations, researchers have fitted both
Gaussian and non-Gaussian stochastic fields to various soil conditions [e.g. Schultze, 1971].
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According to Popescu [1995], however, it is concluded that: (1) most soil properties exhibit
skewed, non-Gaussian distributions, and (2) each soil property can follow different probability
distributions for various materials and sites, and therefore the statistics and the shape of the
distribution function have to be estimated for each case. In this respect, based on a limited
amount of field data, Popescu et al [1998a] have shown that the soil strength is likely to follow
skewed probability distributions for shallow layers, and more symmetrical ones for deep layers.
Once the probabilistic characteristics of the spatial variation of soil properties are known,
sample functions of the underlying stochastic field can be digitally simulated using one of the
methods referred in the literature, such as: the Auto-Regressive-Moving-Average (ARMA)
models, the covariance matrix decomposition method, the spectral representation method and the
conditional probability function method (for a literature review the reader is referred to Soong &
Grigoriu [1993]).
As mentioned above, most soil properties exhibit non-Gaussian distributions, which unlike
Gaussian fields - where the first two moments provide complete probabilistic information -
require knowledge of moments of all orders. This renders the estimation procedure cumbersome,
as it difficult to estimate moments higher than order two from actual (non-Gaussian) data.
Therefore, the simulation of material properties is done in practice using limited available
probabilistic information, namely the cross-spectral density matrix and the marginal probability
distribution functions.
Nevertheless, we here shall illustrate the effects of spatial distribution of soil properties by
means of Gaussian stochastic fields, thus limiting the amount of parameters investigated in our
study. For this purpose, we employ the spectral representation method, in which the use of the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) substantially improves the computational efficiency. A description
of the spatial variability statistics considered is given in the ensuing.
Probability distribution functions
The candidate theoretical models employed in the literature to fit the empirical distributions of
experimental data are divided in: (i) common distributions (Gaussian, Lognormal, Uniform, etc.),
and (ii) the so-called Beta distribution, a two-parameter function that is more flexible and
therefore more appropriate for curve fitting to available field data. For our parametric study, the
Gaussian distribution function is used, for which the standard deviation is selected to be Y =
15% I/s, where V, is the shear wave velocity of the background medium.
1D correlation structure and Spectral Density Function (SDF)
Accounting for the mechanisms of soil deposit formation, leading to different spatial variability
characteristics in the vertical direction (normal to soil strata), as compared to those in the
horizontal direction, separable correlation structure models [Vanmarcke, 1983] seem appropriate
to simulate spatial variability of soil properties. Moreover, these models are easier to handle in
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multi-dimensional analyses. Under the separable correlation structure assumption, the correlation
function (or correlation coefficient function) is expressed as:
P.. (w = A, (5) [331
where the subscript u has been dropped from the right-hand side of equation [33], n is the number
of spatial dimensions, is the separation distance, and pi represents the correlation function in
spatial direction i, which is function of the separation distance 4j. The same stands for the
correlation domain, which is expressed as a product of correlation distances in each spatial
direction.
Several common correlation models can be used as theoretical models for the correlation
structure (e.g. squared exponential, triangular, exponential, cosine decaying etc.). As mentioned
above, correlation structures depending on more than one parameter can cover a larger palette of
shapes and, hence, can be better fitted to sample functions obtained from field data. Nevertheless,
to limit the number of parameters in the analyses to follow, we here shall use a single variate
model, namely the Cosine Decaying spectral density function, given by equation [34]:
SED (0) = 2 e-, 0>0 [34]2
cos 2 tan'
pED( =2 f Ks() cos()dK I [35]
1 + )2
In our investigation, the background velocity of the represented random medium is selected
to be the same with that of the homogeneous halfspace (V, = 200m/s) investigated in Chapter 4.
Therefore, results of the homogeneous medium can be used as a reference when illustrating the
effects of spatial variability of soil properties on the surface ground motion. Since the diffraction
problem is frequency-dependent, the correlation distances of the stochastic field are normalized
with the dominant propagating wavelengths in the background medium. The parametric
simulations performed are summarized in Table 2. Note that for all the realizations, the
correlation distance of the vertical direction is constant (0z = 2.50m) and always smaller than the
horizontal correlation distance, a typical characteristic of sedimentary soil deposits.
Successively, Figure 6 shows a 3D illustration of the spectral density function for each family
of simulated random fields, along with a typical realization of the corresponding random medium
mapped on the deterministic finite element mesh.
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Table 2. Parametric study on the effects of horizontal correlation distance on
surface response. Values are shown normalized with the dominant
corresponding to the simulated incident motions.
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Fig. 6a: 3D representation of spectral density function, for various horizontal correlation distances
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Fig. 6b: Typical realizations of stochastic fields, for various correlation distances variability statistics of the
random field <V> = 200m/sec and a = 0.15<V>
5.5 Deterministic Finite Element Analyses
Our investigation uses the Monte Carlo simulation method in the sense that digital simulations of
stochastic fields are combined with deterministic finite element analyses, while the material
properties over the spatial domain of interest are modeled as univariate, multi-dimensional,
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Gaussian stochastic fields. Inasmuch as typical soil profiles exhibit non-Gaussian distributions,
the selection of Gaussian probability function for the representation of the random field allows a
more controlled parametric study, especially when no flexibility of the distribution function is
necessary, as would be the case for curve fitting purposes to a potential empirical distribution
function.
Once the vector field is expressed in terms of the elastic soil stiffness, a mapping technique is
employed to transform the sample fields (where the random variables are evaluated at predefined
spatial locations) to the finite element mesh for the deterministic analyses.
The finite element mesh size is dictated by the condition of accurately representing the
correlation structure - with bounds of about 0.25 to 0.5 of the correlation distances (e.g. Der
Kiureghian & Ke [1988]). The mesh size for stochastic field generation is dictated by other criteria
(primarily computational effort), and may be different from the finite element mesh. Therefore,
due to the incompatibility of the criteria, a mapping technique referred to as "the midpoint
method" was employed, according to which the random field is represented by its values at the
centroids of the finite elements. The aforementioned approach referred to as "indirect simulation",
involves more computational effort, when compared to the "direct" approach. It is nevertheless
deemed as a more robust approach.
In summary, the Monte Carlo procedure followed in the present study involves three basic steps:
(i) digital generation of sample functions of a two-dimensional, Gaussian stochastic field,
each simulated sample function representing a possible realization of soil property values
over the analysis domain,
(ii) mapping of the random variables at the finite element centroids, and
(iii) deterministic finite element analyses using stochastic parameter input derived from each
sample field of soil properties; a sufficient number of finite element simulations has to be
performed to derive the statistics of the response.
In our study, twenty (20) realizations of each stochastic field were performed. Inasmuch as
the amount of simulations is not considered adequate for a complete statistical analysis, the
volume of analyses was constrained by the required computational effort. Nevertheless, we believe
that the fundamental effects of soil randomness both on the time and frequency-domain
characteristics of the surface response are captured.
The incident motion in the numerical simulations, consist of Ricker wavelets with varying
central frequency f0. Time domain results are shown in the ensuing for a single Ricker pulse with
central frequency fo = 5.0Hz, whilst frequency domain results are illustrated for three Ricker
wavelets in series, with fo = 3.0Hz, 5.0Hz and 10.0Hz respectively. As mentioned above, the
narrow-band nature of a single Ricker wavelet is not adequate for the illustration of the effects of
soil randomness over the frequency domain [0-20Hz], which is of interest in earthquake
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engineering studies. The velocity time-histories and Fourier spectra of these input waveforms are
shown in Figure 7.
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Results are organized in the following figures as follows: (i) the mean and standard deviation
of the ensemble of simulations for the spatial distribution of normalized peak surface acceleration
are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, (ii) acceleration time histories recorded at the location of peak
horizontal and vertical response behind the crest for typical realizations of the stochastic fields are
shown in Figure 10, (iii) seismogram synthetics of horizontal and vertical surface acceleration for
typical realizations are plotted in Figure 11 for an incident Ricker wavelet with central frequency
f = 5Hz and in Figure 12 for the train of Ricker wavelets with f0 = 3, 5, 10Hz, (iv) the mean and
standard deviation of the crest/far-field and crest/base transfer functions for the ensemble of
realizations are shown in Figures 13 and 14, and (v) Fourier amplification surfaces of the ground
horizontal and vertical acceleration for typical simulated random fields are shown in Figures 15a
and 15b respectively. Note that for comparison, cumulative results are compared with the
corresponding response of a homogenous soil layer with the same background shear wave velocity.
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5.6 Conclusions
As can readily be seen, the spatial variability of small-strain stiffness alters the focusing
mechanism that is responsible for topographic seismic amplification behind the crest of the cliff.
As expected for a frequency-dependent problem, the correlation distance of the random profile
relative to the dominant propagating wavelengths controls the extent of the observed effects.
These are apparent both in the time and frequency domain of the recorded surface response, and
in particular:
a. The duration of the recorded motion at the surface, both the primary horizontal and
the parasitic vertical is shown to be extended, due to multiple reflections/refractions of
the propagating waves at the localized inhomogeneities of the random field.
b. The mean spatial distribution of peak normalized surface response is shown to be
slightly reduced for the random realizations, when compared to the homogeneous
halfspace. This phenomenon can be interpreted by means of the energy diffusion
mechanism described in previous sections, i.e. the scattering of wave energy and
reduction of focusing at the vertex of the topographic feature.
c. The mean spatial distribution of parasitic acceleration is shown to be slightly higher
than the corresponding homogeneous soil profile, especially when the horizontal
correlation distance is comparable with the dominant propagating wavelengths.
Nevertheless, standard deviation of the results is relatively high -partially attributed to
the limited number of realizations- and therefore in isolated simulations, the
enhancement of the vertical component due to soil randomness can be rather
substantial.
d. In the frequency domain, the transfer function spectra evaluated for the random
simulations -both crest/far-field and crest/base- are shown to be more erratic than
those computed from the homogeneous halfspace surface response. Components
corresponding to wavelengths of the same order of magnitude as the horizontal
correlation distance are shown to be enhanced. Overall, the mean distribution of the
horizontal surface response is similar to the one obtained for a homogeneous soil
profile, yet again the standard deviation of the response is rather large.
e. Finally, the frequency domain characteristics of the vertical component are shown to
be significantly affected by the randomness of soil properties. The distribution is
substantially more fluctuating, and both low- and high-frequency components are
shown to be enhanced when compared to the homogeneous surface case.
As a general observation from the ensemble of simulations performed, soil randomness is
significant for small correlation distances relative to the propagating wavelengths, dominates for
correlation distances of the order of magnitude of the seismic waves, and diminishes for larger
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correlation distances. The later is attributed to the fact the propagating waves cannot see the
random properties for very large fluctuations of the stochastic field.
The amplitude and frequency content of the parasitic response, especially in the high
frequency region of the spectrum, along with the duration of response that is elongated from
multiple reflections/refractions of the propagating waves, are characteristics of the surface motion
that cannot be captured without accounting for spatial variability of soil properties. These effects
may partially explain the observed discrepancy between predictions of theoretical models of
homogenous media and weak motion data, which is particularly evident for the high frequency
components of surface response.
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Chapter 6
Local Site Conditions, Broadband Input Motion
& Comparison with Aftershock Recordings
6.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we investigate the effects of wave diffraction by surface topographic
irregularities, for the geometry and stratigraphy of the Kifissos canyon, and the strong motion
records of the Athens 1999 event.
By means of elastic parametric simulations described in Chapter 4, we have identified the
strongly frequency-dependent nature of the problem by means of narrow-band input signals. We
showed that the topographic aggravation of surface horizontal response increases almost linearly
with increasing frequency content of the input motion. Similarly, the width of the zone where 2D
amplification occurs is proportional to the propagating wavelengths.
We have also illustrated that even the presence of a single soft soil layer on the surface of a
homogeneous halfspace results in significant enhancement of the vertical acceleration component.
In fact, the absolute magnitude of the parasitic surface response can attain values of the order of
magnitude of the corresponding far-field horizontal surface response, even when the input consists
solely of vertically propagating SV-waves.
Finally, using Gaussian random fields of small-strain soil stiffness, we have shown in Chapter
5 that soil heterogeneity can significantly affect the frequency content and amplitude of seismic
input motion, especially for wavelengths comparable with the correlation distance of the
stochastic propagating medium.
In all simulations described above, however, seismic incident waves are approximated by
means of narrow-band pulses. Nevertheless, the energy distribution of typical seismic motions
spans a rather wide region of frequencies [0-15Hz]. Furthermore, the effects of soil stratigraphy
have been illustrated for simplified, two-layered soil configurations, whilst soil profiles are usually
multi-layered. Therefore, in order to assess the extent of topographic amplification for the Kifissos
canyon site, we need to simulate both the stratified soil profile and the broad-band nature of
seismic input motion. For this purpose, we here perform elastic simulations using the three
characteristic soil profiles in Adimes and the six acceleration time histories defined at rock-
outcropping, as presented in Chapter 3.
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Obviously the assumption of elastic soil response is unrealistic for the amplitude of strong
motion data (~ 0.3g) from the Athens 1999 event. Results will however be validated by
comparison with available aftershock recordings of the event, obtained at the crest of the canyon
and the far-field. The intensity of weak motion data allows the approximation of elastic material
response, especially for the stiff soil formations characterizing Kifissos canyon site. Based on this
approximation, the empirical transfer functions evaluated from these recordings should be
independent of the intensity and frequency content of input motion, and can be readily compared
with the results of our elastic simulations.
6.2 One-Dimensional Elastic Analyses
We will initially investigate the role of local soil stratigraphy on the topographic aggravation of
motion, by means of one-dimensional elastic soil amplification analyses. By means of the following
analyses, we will assess the surface response of the deep far-field soil column, by which the
corresponding 2D response will be successively normalized. As already shown in Chapter 4, this
normalization allows the decoupling soil and topography effects.
For the numerical modeling of the problem, we follow the same approach as described in
Chapter 4 for the parametric elastic analyses. In addition, material damping 4 = 5% is assigned
to the surface 40.Om of the configuration and 4 = 3% for the deeper soil layers, to avoid resonant
phenomena that would result in unrealistic motion amplification. It should be noted herein the
material damping for elastic analyses is introduced in the numerical finite element code by means
of Rayleigh damping. In this approximation of hysteretic energy dissipation, the mass
proportional and stiffness proportional components of the damping matrix need to be determined
for specific frequencies. These are selected to be the fundamental frequency of the profile and the
mean frequency of the input acceleration time-histories.
The mean shear wave velocity and fundamental resonant frequency of the simulated soil
profiles are summarized in Table 1. The quantity VI.,3o corresponds to the mean shear wave
velocity of the top 30m of the profile, which is used for site characterization in the European
Seismic Code (EC8). The bedrock/surface and rock outcrop/surface transfer functions of the
profiles are successively illustrated in Figure 1.
Table 1. Stiffness and frequency characteristics of soil profiles A, B and C in Adanmes
f, [Hz] V, [m/s] K,30 [m/s]
Profile A 1.88 591 489
Profile B 1.53 514 395
Profile C 1.35 466 326
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Fig. 1: Surface/Bedrock (top) and Surface/Rock Outcropping (bottom) transfer functions of the three
profiles under investigation: 1D far-field soil configuration
By means of the surface/rock outcrop transfer functions illustrated in Figure 1b, the three
stratified configurations result in completely different amplification patterns in the frequency
domain, despite the fact that they show minor differences in terms of fundamental resonant
frequencies. The normalized response spectra at the surface of the three soil profiles, computed for
the ensemble of seismic input motions, are plotted In Figure 2. The site-specific design spectra
defined in EC8 for strong and weak seismic events are also plotted in the same Figure. The two-
dimensional surface motion will be in the ensuing normalized by these response spectra, to assess
the additional (topographic) amplification of surface motion in the vicinity of the crest.
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Fig. 2: Normalized elastic response spectra at the surface of profiles A, B and C - subjected to six seismic
rock-outcrop motions. The bold line corresponds to the mean value of the ensemble of results for
each profile and the dashed lines to the site-specific 5% elastic design spectrum of EC8 for
magnitudes M. < 5.5 and M. >5.5
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6.3 Two-Dimensional Elastic Analyses
The stratified soil configurations used in the following elastic two-dimensional simulations are
illustrated in Figure 3. Due to lack of geotechnical investigation data for locations in front of the
cliff toe, soil layers at depth below 40.Om behind the crest are assumed to also extend forward.
Based on the results of the parametric simulations, two-dimensional amplification at the crest
arises mainly from surface waves generated due to diffraction at the toe of the cliff and
propagating upwards (primarily affected by the stratigraphy of the deep far-field soil column).
This simplification is therefore believed not to significantly affect the accuracy of the results.
* -4;+. 'U
- '-4" 4; Profile A
100 200 300 400
Profile B
100 200 300 400
Profile C
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x [m]
250 500 750 V.m1/sl
Fig. 3: Two-dimensional shear wave velocity distribution with depth corresponding to profiles A, B and C
Simulations are initially performed for an incident Ricker wavelet of central frequency fo =
3Hz. As may readily be seen in Figure 4, the frequency content of this Ricker pulse is similar to
that of the input motions used in the analyses, and therefore the frequency-dependent diffraction
mechanism is expected to crudely approximated by the following simple simulation.
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Fig. 4: Fourier amplitude spectra of the six seismic strong motions: comparison of spectral content with
simple Ricker wavelet of central frequency f = 3Hz
Time-domain results, namely the spatial variability of normalized peak horizontal and
vertical acceleration components along the cliff and the surface behind the crest, are shown in
Figure 5a, b for the three simulated soil profiles. The corresponding Fourier amplitude surfaces
are illustrated in Figure 6. Note that a Ricker wavelet with central frequency fo = 3Hz has been
used to approximate the seismic input motion. Due to the narrow-band nature of the incident
pulse, only frequencies in the range [0.5 fo, 3.0 f0 ] can be simulated. Finally, empirical transfer
functions from the location of the peak horizontal acceleration behind the crest to the far-field are
illustrated in Figure 7. The transfer functions are evaluated for an incident Ricker wavelet with
central frequency Jo = 5Hz, to represent the spectral contents of the response for a broader
frequency window.
As has been already identified in the parametric study, the stratified nature of the soil profile
is critical for the enhancement of the parasitic acceleration component in the vicinity of the crest.
For profile C in particular, that is characterized by the lowest mean stiffness, the magnitude of
peak vertical acceleration is approximately equal to 40% of the corresponding horizontal far-field
response. For the stiffer profiles A, B, the corresponding maximum value is 20% and 25%
respectively.
The spatial distribution of peak normalized horizontal acceleration does not show significant
variation for the three profiles. Nevertheless, the softer profile results -even marginally- to the
highest topographic amplification (25% of the corresponding far-field amplitude). This reveals the
primary role played by the geometry characteristics of the configuration, for a given frequency
content of the input motion.
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Rickerf. = 3Hz
Finally, the frequency domain representation of the response clearly shows the dominant role
of 1D soil amplification, with profiles B and C (characterized by soft surface layers) resulting in
significant absolute amplification of the input and strong differential motion along the surface.
The 2D/1D transfer functions evaluated successively, where the effects of soil stratigraphy are
being eliminated, show similar trends for all three profiles. Maximum amplification occurs for
wavelengths corresponding, approximately, to the lateral dimension of the topographic feature.
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Fig. 5: Spatial distribution of the normalized horizontal (a) and vertical (b) acceleration components of the
response along the cliff and behind the crest (x=300), for the three profiles examined, subjected to
an incident Ricker pulse with central frequency f = 3Hz
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surface response, for profiles A, B and C, evaluated for an incident Ricker wavelet with central
frequency f = 5Hz (L corresponds to the horizontal dimension of the topographic feature)
In the ensuing, we will assess the validity of the results evaluated for an incident Ricker
wavelet, by comparison with the corresponding output obtained for seismic input motion. For
these simulations, the location of peak normalized horizontal acceleration used for the frequency-
domain results corresponds to distance x = 20.Om from the crest, irrespective of the input motion.
Despite the fact that the location of peak horizontal response is expected to vary with the
frequency content of seismic input motion, the selected distance corresponds approximately to
1/5 Ad. for all profiles and all input motions simulated, where Adon is the mean dominant
wavelength computed for the mean shear wave velocity of the far-field soil column and mean
frequency of the incident motion.
The following results confirm the conclusions drawn for a Ricker-type input pulse. The
topographic amplification of the horizontal acceleration component is shown to be rather
insensitive to soil stratigraphy, yet enhanced in comparison to the homogeneous soil profile
examined in Chapter 4. The magnitude of parasitic acceleration however, which arises due to
diffraction of the incident motion at the lower corner of the slope and the inclined boundary,
shows strong dependence on the soil stratigraphy. This effect is primarily controlled by stiffness of
the surface layer. In particular, results show that the amplitude of the vertical acceleration range
from 25% af for the stiffer profile A to 70% aff for the softer profile C, where af is the
corresponding far-field peak surface acceleration. The conclusions drawn herein reveal the decisive
role of topography in the formulation of the surface ground motion.
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A more useful measure of topographic amplification in the frequency domain is the response
spectral ratio of the horizontal acceleration component at x = 20 m from the crest to the
corresponding far-field response. In the ensuing, we shall refer to this ratio as Topographic
Aggravation Factor (TAF), originally used by Faccioli [1991] for the frequency spectral ratio of
the response at the same locations.
This ratio is plotted in Figure 11 as a function of period (1), for the three profiles and the
ensemble of strong input motions. The normalization of the response in the vicinity of the
topographic irregularity to the far-field, which allows the decoupling of soil and topography
effects in the estimated response, could potentially be useful for the development of a simple rule
for the estimation of topography effects.
In the following Figures, we identify three characteristic frequencies in the spectrum of the
Topographic Aggravation Factor.
" The frequency corresponding to wavelengths comparable to the width of the topographic
feature (the corresponding period denoted as Tx). For a stratified profile, this frequency is
estimated from the mean shear wave velocity of the far-field, as TA = L /V,. In
accordance with the conclusions drawn in the elastic parametric study presented in
Chapter 4, TAF is maximized in the vicinity of T.
" The topographic frequency (so called by Ashford et al, 1997), determined from the
location where maximum amplification of motion behind the crest occurs. It corresponds
to (H-h) / A = 0.2 for a homogeneous soil profile. This is denoted as T and is
approximated by T, = 5 (H - h) / V for the stratified soil configuration. For
frequencies lower (periods larger) than the topographic frequency - topography effects are
shown to become less important.
* Finally, the fundamental frequency of the far-field soil column (denoted as T1), in the
vicinity of which TAF has almost half the maximum amplitude, i.e. TAF (T) ~V 0.5 TAF
(T).
In order to complete the description of the variation of TAF with period, a magnified region
of Figure 36 of Chapter 4 is plotted here for convenience. Since the mean frequency of a typical
seismic motion can be assumed (without loss of generality) to be in the vicinity of 4Hz, the
dimensionless frequency ao = w0 (H - h) / 7rV, can be approximated as ao 4 (H - h) / V, .
Using this approximation, the maximum topographic amplification of ground motion
(corresponding to T = 0 in the response spectrum) is estimated as aD / a~ 1.30 for all three
Profiles examined herein. This is indeed in accordance with the spectrum of TAF plotted in the
ensuing.
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It should be nevertheless reminded that the preceding conclusions are based on elastic
simulations. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the level of input seismic
acceleration does not justify the assumption of elastic response of the material, but the results of
the present section will be used as a guideline for the inelastic analyses to follow and will be also
validated in the ensuing by comparison with available weak motion data.
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6.4 Recorded Field Evidence
Significant corroboration of our elastic numerical simulations comes from two sets of ground
motions, recorded during two aftershocks of the Athens 1999 event. The instruments were
installed in the free field, at the locations shown in Figure 6 of Chapter 3: two were located at a
distance x ~ 300 m from the crest (near the boreholes B 3 and B 4), and one in the center of Site 3
- located at x ~ 10 m from the crest, next to borehole B1. The Site 3 and one of Site 2
seismographs belonged to the University of Athens Seismological Laboratory (courtesy of
Professor K. Makropoulos); the second instrument of Site 2 belonged to ITSAK (courtesy of Dr.
N. Theodoulidis).
The two major aftershocks have provided the empirical transfer function spectra that are
plotted in Figures 12 and 17. Since the seismographs were placed at locations with different soil
property characteristics (namely profile B and C), the Fourier spectra evaluated from the
aftershock accelerograms have been initially divided by the one-dimensional transfer function for
each profile. For the recorded peak accelerations being of the order of 0.015g, the low-strain
dynamic soil properties were used for this purpose, namely the results of elastic 1D propagation
analyses shown above. Thus, the variability arising from soil-column flexibility effects has been
eliminated.
Also plotted in the Figure 12, is the transfer function computed from the numerical
simulations for profile C by means of the incident Ricker wavelet fo = 5Hz shown in Figure 7. As
can readily be seen, the frequency content of this incident motion can represent the frequency
components of the aftershock recordings, yet the distribution of topographic amplification in the
frequency domain is not considered satisfactory.
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Fig. 12: Transfer function of the motion in the vicinity of the crest (x = 20m) and the far-field response (x =
300m) from the records of two strong aftershocks, and comparison with numerical results:
Horizontally stratified configuration corresponding to profile C stiffness distribution with depth
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Nevertheless, according to the results of Chapter 5, spatial variability of soil properties is
shown to alter the focusing mechanism at the vertex and results in additional amplification of the
high frequency components of incident motion. Therefore, the discrepancy between the empirical
transfer function and the numerical predictions may partially be attributed to the horizontally
stratified nature of the soil configuration in the aforementioned simulations.
Attempting to represent more accurately the local site conditions, and thus improve the
predicted distribution of topographic amplification in the frequency domain, the numerical
simulation is repeated for a heterogeneous soil formation. The stochastic field realizations are
based on the procedure described in Chapter 5: Gaussian probability distribution function and
cosine decaying correlations structures for both dimensions of the 2D-1V random field are used for
the normalized spatial distribution of small strain stiffness. Thereafter, the field is denormalized
using the mean stiffness variation and standard deviation of the statistically homogeneous field.
For the purpose of these simulations, the mean stiffness distribution corresponds to the variation
of the horizontally stratified profile and the standard deviation was selected to be 15%,, where
V, is the mean shear wave velocity of the profile with depth. Thus, the stiffness deviation of the
shallow layers is higher than the one of the deeper layers, a fact which is typical in sedimentary
soil profiles.
Since the aftershock recordings were obtained at Site 3, where the underlying soil profile
corresponds to profile C, the stochastic field is generated based on the stiffness variation of this
profile with depth. The horizontal and vertical correlation distances were selected based on the
extensive geostatistical analysis of a site with similar soil characteristics, in the wider area of
Athens. Details on this analysis can be found in Appendix II. The spectral density function and a
typical realization of the stochastic field for profile C are shown in Figure 13.
Twenty (20) realizations were evaluated and numerical simulations were performed for an
incident Ricker wavelet with central frequency fo = 5Hz. It should be reminded that in our elastic
analyses, material hysteretic damping is approximated by means of Rayleigh damping. For these
simulations, the mass and stiffness coefficients of damping need to be calibrated so as not to
artificially suppress the high frequency components of motion, which are very significant for weak
motion data.
In fact, the selection of damping coefficients is shown to play a very important role for high
frequency input motions, and an appropriate selection of the damping coefficients is crucial for
the resulting surface response, even for such low levels of damping as used in our elastic
simulations. To illustrate this effects, we provide also results from simulations performed for
damping coefficients calibrated at the fundamental frequency of the far-field and mean frequency
content of the incident motion (similarly to the strong motion analyses), which significantly
changes the high frequency content of surface ground motion.
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Fig. 13: 3D representation of spectral density function for correlation distances -x = 15.0m and -z = 2.5m,
and typical realization of Gaussian stochastic field with the same background velocity distribution
as profile C
Results are shown in the ensuing for the ensemble of twenty numerical simulations, in terms
of mean and standard deviation of surface response. For comparison, the response of the
corresponding horizontally stratified configuration is also shown in the following figures.
In particular, Figure 14 illustrates the spatial distribution of horizontal and vertical
normalized peak ground acceleration. As expected, the randomness of soil properties reduces
energy focusing resulting in a mean distribution of peak response with lower magnitude than the
corresponding of the statistically homogeneous zone. Nevertheless, the standard deviation of the
ensemble of simulations indicates that individual simulations may result in the same or even
higher levels of amplification.
The prolongation of surface motion duration due to multiple reflections/refractions of incident
waves for the stochastic profile is shown by means of seismogram synthetics in Figure 15a. Figure
15b shows the same response for incorrectly calibrated damping coefficients, where the multiple
high frequency reflections are practically absent.
In addition, the enhancement of high frequency components is illustrated by means of Fourier
amplitude spectra of surface response in Figure 16a. Again, the importance of damping is
highlighted by comparison with results shown in Figure 16b.
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Finally, the mean and standard deviation of the numerically predicted transfer functions at x
= 10m from the crest are compared with the empirical transfer functions obtained from the
recorded motion in Figure 17.
It can readily be seen that the recorded and computed results are in very good agreement,
offering strong support to the conclusions of the present section. Nevertheless, what should be
highlighted herein is that the incorporation of spatial small-strain stiffness variability and correct
calibration of Rayleigh damping coefficients has proven to be of great importance for the
representation of site conditions and subsequent successful prediction of topographic
amplification. This observation also validates the advantage of use of strong aftershocks as a
valuable guidance in reconnaissance and microzonation studies.
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Fig. 14: Spatial distribution of horizontal and vertical normalized ground surface acceleration, for an
incident f=5Hz Ricker wavelet: Comparison of horizontally stratified profile C with mean
distribution from 20 realizations of Gaussian stochastic field with the same background velocity
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Fig. 17: Transfer function of the motion in the vicinity of the crest (x = 10m) and the far-field response (x =
300m) from the records of two strong aftershocks, and comparison with numerical results: Gaussian
stochastic field
6.5 P-Wave Input Motion
In all parametric studies conducted so far, the input motion consists of vertically incident SV
waves. Nevertheless, we have shown that Rayleigh and SP waves are generated from wave
diffraction at the toe of the cliff and along the slope, which propagate along the free surface.
Interference between the direct, diffracted, and transmitted and/or reflected at the soil layer
boundaries waves, produces a complicated wave pattern that involves -among other- the
collateral development of a parasitic vertical acceleration component at the ground surface close
to the cliff. The amplitude of this component has been found to be anything but negligible,
reaching in some cases values as high as av = 0.40 aff.
In what follows, we shall investigate topographic amplification effects for simultaneous SV-
and P-wave incidence. In particular, similar diffraction mechanisms as these described for SV-
wave incidence will generate a parasitic horizontal component of surface response for P-wave
incidence. We therefore attempt to evaluate the role of P-wave incidence in the enhancement of
the two-dimensional response predicted in the foregoing analyses.
It should be noted that according to published theoretical results, the scattered wave-field for
incident P-waves is indeed simpler than for incident SV-waves, partly attributed to the absence of
diffracted SP waves (in this case, diffraction produces solely Rayleigh waves), and partly to the
relatively longer wavelength of P-waves corresponding to a given input frequency.
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For this purpose, simulations are performed for a vertically propagating SV-wave of Ricker
type with central frequency f, = 3 Hz, and a P-wave with half the amplitude of the SV wave,
comprising of a sequence of two Ricker wavelets, with central frequencies: (i) f0 = 5 Hz and J0 = 8
Hz, and (ii) f = 10 Hz and f, = 12 Hz. The incident P wave has been chosen to contain higher
frequencies and lower amplitude than the SV wave, so as to simulate a typical seismic event,
usually characterized by vertical components with higher frequency content and lower amplitude
than the dominant horizontal. The vertical input acceleration time histories used in the analyses
are shown in Figure 18.
For this incident motion, we simulate the elastic response of the Kifissos canyon for all three
characteristic soil profiles. Results for P-wave incidence, are portrayed in Figure 19, in terms of
the normalized parasitic horizontal acceleration component, for the two excitations examined. In
addition, the same figure portrays the distribution of the normalized peak vertical acceleration
along the surface behind the cliff.
Diffraction of the incident P-wavefield can be readily observed in the synthetic seismograms
shown in Figure 20, for the 1 = 5, 8 Hz incident Ricker pulses and the stratigraphy of profile A.
Clearly, the scattering power of the SV-waves studied in preceding sections is significantly larger,
leading to higher topographic amplification of the primary motion, larger parasitic surface
components and substantial differential motion in the vicinity of the irregular feature.
Successively, the horizontal acceleration time histories, resulting from the separate analyses of
incident SV- and P-waves, are superimposed at distance x = 20m from the crest for all three soil
profiles. The resulting response is shown in Figures 21a-c, along with the 2D/far-field empirical
transfer functions.
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Fig. 18: P-wave Ricker type acceleration histories used in the analysis
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Fig. 19: Spatial distribution of the ratio of horizontal (parasitic) and vertical (primary) to vertical far-field response on the ground surface for the three profiles (A-
C), with Ricker type wavelets 5 and 8 Hz (left) and f = 10 and 12 Hz (right) wavelets as P-wave excitation
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Fig. 20: Seismogram synthetics of the vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) acceleration components at the
surface of the analyzed configuration, with stratigraphy corresponding to Profile A and input P-
wave of Ricker type with central frequencies f= 5, 8 Hz
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Fig. 21a: Horizontal acceleration time histories at location (x = 20 m) from the crest and transfer function
from the location of peak horizontal response to the far-field, for a simultaneous SV and P wave
excitation: SV-wave excitation of a Ricker f = 3 Hz wavelet, P-wave excitations of a double
Ricker wavelet f = 5 & 8 Hz and f = 10 & 12 Hz - Profile A
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Figure 21b. Horizontal acceleration time histories at location (x = 20 m) from the crest and transfer function
from the location of peak horizontal response to the far-field, for a simultaneous SV and P wave
excitation: SV-wave excitation of a Ricker f = 3 Hz wavelet, P-wave excitations of a double
Ricker wavelet f = 5 & 8 Hz and f = 10 &-- 12 Hz - Profile B
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Figure 21c. Horizontal acceleration time histories at location (x = 20 in) from the crest and transfer function
from the location of peak horizontal response to the far-field, for a simultaneous SV and P wave
excitation: SV-wave excitation of a Ricker f = 3 Hz wavelet, P-wave excitations of a double
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As can readily be seen, diffraction of the incident P-wave results in 2D aggravation of the
vertical motion and generation of a parasitic horizontal component in the vicinity of the crest. In
particular, for the low frequency P-wave excitation (Ricker pulses with fo = 5Hz and fO = 8Hz),
the parasitic horizontal component is mainly present in a zone approximately 100 m from the
crest, with amplitude that can be as high as 30% of the far-field vertical surface response. For the
high frequency vertical motion (Ricker pulses with fo = 10Hz and fo = 12Hz), the effect is -as
expected- confined to a narrower zone close to the cliff, whereas the amplitude of peak horizontal
acceleration is in this case approximately 20% a%. Scattering phenomena associated with the
incidence of P-waves, however, are less intense, compared to SV-wave incidence, and result in
almost negligible topographic aggravation of the vertical motion in the vicinity of the crest, for all
three profiles studied.
The effects of the simultaneous incidence of SV- and P- waves on the absolute magnitude of
horizontal acceleration, at distance x = 20m from the cliff, are shown to be negligible both for the
P-wave with fo = 5 & 8Hz, as well as for the high frequency Ricker sequence with fo = 10 & 15Hz.
Time-domain superposition of the response obtained separately for each wave type, results in no
additional amplification of the primary SV response, despite the fact that considerable horizontal
motion is predicted for a pure P-wave input.
It should nevertheless be noted that the frequency content of the horizontal and vertical
input motions do not significantly overlap for the simplified assumption of a Ricker-type incident
pulse used. As can readily be seen in the illustration of the 2D/far-field transfer function in
Figures 21a-c, the effects of the P-wave incident motion are significant for frequencies well beyond
the content of the primary SV-wave with fo = 3Hz. Nevertheless, a broad-band earthquake
motion does contain high frequency components as well, and in this case interaction of primary
(due to SV-waves) and parasitic (due to P-waves) horizontal response is expected.
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Chapter 7
Nonlinear Soil Response to Strong Seismic Motion:
Local Stratigraphy
7.1 Introduction
As has been shown in the foregoing Chapters, the geometry of the cliff and the stratified nature of
the soil do play a significant role in the motion aggravation close to the vertex. Nevertheless, the
intensity of seismic input motion does not justify the approximation of elastic soil response.
Attempting a more realistic approach, we here simulate the nonlinear material behavior in our
analyses, and identify the effects of soil nonlinearity on the topographic motion amplification.
The simulation of soil nonlinear response is performed both by means of equivalent linear and
incremental nonlinear analyses. After ensuring consistency of the predicted far-field surface
motion, results obtained by means of the two methods are compared. Note that whilst strain-
compatible material properties are retained constant throughout the simulation in the former
method, they incrementally change with time in the latter. This effect is shown to affect the
motion amplification of high frequency components, whose wavelength is comparable with the
length-scale of localized instantaneous material softening.
Successively, sensitivity analyses are performed for the constitutive model parameters that
govern the soil cyclic shear behavior. By means of these simulations, we examine the role of shear
modulus degradation in the predicted surface response, for soil configurations with identical small
strain stiffness distribution with depth.
Finally, we perform incremental, nonlinear simulations for a simultaneous horizontal and
vertical seismic input recorded at ground surface during the Athens 1999 event, to examine the
enhancement of ground surface response due to SV- and P-wave scattering.
7.2 Simulation of Nonlinear Soil Behavior
We here briefly outline the two methods used for the approximation of nonlinear soil response
under seismic loading. The equivalent linear analyses are based on a refinement of the standard
iterative algorithm, where the soil moduli and damping are both strain- and frequency-dependent.
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Successively for the incremental nonlinear analyses, the shear stress-strain soil behavior is
simulated by means of the multi-yield plasticity constitutive model, implemented in the computer
code DYNAFLOW.
7.2.1 Frequency-Dependent Algorithm for Soil Amplification
Frequency spectra of shearing strains in an unbounded medium
When plane shear waves propagate in an unbounded, homogeneous medium, the shearing strains
at some arbitrary point are at all times directly proportional to the particle velocity at that point,
the frequency spectrum of the strains for any earthquake record can be simply obtained by
baseline correcting the accelerogram, integrating in time, dividing the result by the shear wave
velocity, and evaluating its Fourier transform. Figure la shows a composite of the Fourier
amplitude spectra of the strain time histories (i.e. velocity records) for five historical earthquake
records (Loma Prieta, El Centro, Olympia, Parkfield, Corralitos), normalized by the average
value yo between zero and the mean frequency wo. Also shown in this figure is the smooth average
strain spectrum:
Iy(p) 1 2.5 - exp(-0.05-)
'Y C1+W3 WC]
-1(
in which woc is the "corner frequency" (In Figure la, a value fc = o, / 2n = 1 Hz was chosen). This
expression is very similar to the equation that would be obtained by dividing the Safak-Boore
(1986) acceleration spectrum by the frequency o. (It differs from it mainly in a change
from square to cubic power in the denominator).
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Fig. 1: (a) Composite of strain Fourier spectra for various earthquakes in unbounded media, and (b) Simple
smooth strain spectrum for the Kobe JMA record
As can be seen, the strain Fourier spectra for various earthquakes are very similar to each
other. In all cases, the amplitudes of spectral strain do decay with frequency, and at 20 Hz, they
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have fallen by nearly three orders of magnitude. An even simpler smooth strain spectrum is
shown in Figure 1b, which is obtained by taking a constant value equal to the average Fourier
amplitude in the range from zero to the mean frequency oO, and fitting an exponential expression
after that, i.e.
1 <wo
(w) = -exp(-a W)
'YO ( , -0W O [2]
This expression is convenient, because when its logarithm is taken, the two unknown
parameters a, P appear linearly. This in turn allows a simple least-square optimal fit for a and P
(subjected to the subsidiary condition for a to be non-negative). The best-fit values used in
Figure lb for the Kobe earthquake are a = 0.2825 and f = 2.222.
Inasmuch as the strain spectra decay strongly with frequency, the high-frequency components
must surely produce secondary hysteresis loops that are much more elastic than the primary loops
elicited by the high-amplitude, low frequency components. Thus, it seems natural that, to
approximate more closely the nonlinear soil behavior with a linear hysteretic model, one must
modify both the shear modulus and damping in accord with the spectral content of the strains.
Frequency-Dependent Shear Modulus and Damping
The frequency-dependent model presented, is first demonstrated by means seismic waves
propagating in an unbounded medium. For this purpose, simulations are carried out by subjecting
the soil to strain time histories identical to the velocity records of actual earthquakes, but scaled
to strain maxima large enough to produce clear nonlinear effects.
First, the velocity time history for an actual record is scaled and converted into a strain time
history with some arbitrary peak strain yo. The Fourier amplitude spectrum is next obtained and
normalized so that its peak spectral amplitude equals the peak strain. At first, no attempts are
made to smooth out the strain spectrum; instead, the ordinates are used directly to extract the
strain-compatible soil properties for that particular frequency, from shear modulus reduction
factor and damping versus shear strain curves. These values are then used to evaluate the time
histories for the elastic and dissipative components of the stress, and from here, the instantaneous
power and dissipated energy.
Figure 2a presents the strain time history for the 1995 Kobe JMA record, scaled to maximum
strains of 0.05. Figure 2b shows the true hysteresis loops, which illustrates very clearly the strong
non-linear effects induced in the soil. Figure 2c-d depicts the frequency-dependent damping and
the shear modulus reduction factor that are consistent with the spectral strain ordinates. As can
be seen, above some 5 Hz, the soil rapidly recovers its full elastic values. Finally, Figure 2e shows
a comparison between the true dissipated energy and the dissipated energy implied by the linear
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hysteretic model. The agreement between these two is rather remarkable, not only with respect to
total energy dissipated, but also as to how this energy increases with time.
A second simulation is then carried out with the smooth version of the strain spectrum given
by equation 2 (i.e. Figure 1b), setting yo equal to the peak strain. Figure 3 shows the results of
this model, organized in the same fashion as in Figure 2. The agreement in the time evolution of
dissipated energy is still very good indeed. The advantage of using a smooth strain spectrum for
wave propagation and iterative soil amplification analyses is that it leads to smooth variations of
shear moduli and damping, which in turn leads to a more robust and stable algorithm.
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Fig. 3: Linear-hysteretic frequency-dependent model vs. true nonlinear model for the Kobe N-S earthquake
(Ymax = 0.05) using the smooth strain Fourier spectrum
Frequency-Dependent Algorithm for Seismic Soil Amplification
In order to apply the frequency-dependent model presented earlier to analyses of wave
amplification in horizontally layered soils, it is necessary to modify this procedure so as to take
into account the effects that the layers impose onto the strain spectra. There are two basic
aspects to this problem. The following iterative procedure has been tested and found to give
satisfactory results:
Preliminary steps
* Choose a baseline-corrected earthquake record as input excitation, compute the ground
velocity record by numerical integration, and obtain the Fourier transform for both of these.
* Subdivide the layered profile into a sufficient number of thin sub-layers to characterize
properly the spatial variation of nonlinear effects.
* Assign to each layer an initial modulus and damping consistent with a peak strain estimated
as the ratio of the peak ground velocity and the shear wave velocity of that layer.
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Iterative algorithm
* Using a standard wave amplification model (i.e. Haskell-Thompson), determine the transfer
functions for the strains at the center of each layer for a unit input velocity specified at
bedrock or rock outcrop. (This circumvents the problem of having to divide the acceleration
transfer functions by the frequency, which produces uncertain results at low frequencies).
* Multiply each transfer function by the input velocity spectrum, Fourier-invert the result to
obtain strain time histories, and find the true peak strains yo.
" In each layer, determine the mean frequency co of the strain spectrum, and the least-squares
best-fit parameters a, 6 for the smooth strain spectrum given by equation 2.
" Use the smooth spectrum curve thus obtained to extract the frequency-dependent soil
parameters, i.e. the shear modulus reduction factor and the fraction of damping. Modify the
soil constants accordingly.
" Compare the peak strains with their values in the previous iteration. Iterate as necessary.
* After the convergence criterion is satisfied, compute the acceleration (or other) response time
histories wherever desired.
As can be seen, other than how the frequency-dependent moduli are found, this method
agrees with the standard Seed-Idriss method. For more details on the algorithm, the reader is
referred to Assimaki [1999] and Kausel & Assimaki [2002].
7.2.2 The Multi-Yield Plasticity Model
The multi-yield constitutive soil model [Pr6vost, 1989, 1993] is a kinematic hardening model
based on a relatively simple plasticity theory [Pr6vost, 1985] and is applicable to both cohesive
and cohesionless soils. The concept of a "field of work-hardening moduli" [Iwan, 1967; Mr6z, 1967;
Provost, 1977], is used by defining a collection Jo, fl, ... , f, of nested yield surfaces in the stress
space (Figure 4). Von Mises type surfaces are employed for cohesive materials, and Drucker-
Prager / Mohr-Coulomb type surfaces are employed for frictional materials (sands).
The yield surfaces define regions of constant shear moduli in the stress space, by means of
which, the model discretizes the smooth elastic-plastic stress-strain curve into n linear segments.
When the stress point reaches the yield surface fm, all the yield surfaces f, ... fm are tangent to
each other at the contact point M, as shown above. If a stress rate eg is then applied to the
material element such that the stress-rate vector a points out of the yield surface f. (i.e such that
Q'- a 0, where Q denotes a vector normal to the yield surface), the plastic strain-rate vector
components are evaluated for the plastic modulus H associated with the outermost yield surface.
The plastic potential gm. associated with f. is selected such that, in agreement with experimental
observations, the plastic deviatoric strain-rate vector remains normal to the projection of the
yield surface onto the deviatoric stress subspace. The outermost surface f, corresponds to zero
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shear strength. Depending on the material behaviour to be simulated, the yield function is
described for each yield surface as follows (Pr6vost, 1989):
R
t8al / . Q"'
O "M+
Fig. 4: Field of Yield Surfaces in Stress Space - Hardening Rule
Pressure non-sensitive materials (cohesive soils): f = 3/2 tr (s -a) + k = 0
where: s is the deviatoric stress tensor, i.e. s = o- pb and p = 1/3 tr(a),
a is the coordinate of the centre of the yield surface in the deviatoric stress space, and
k is the size of the yield surface.
Pressure sensitive materials (cohesionless soils): f = {3 /2 tr (s - f a) 11/2 + k y g (9) = 0
where: 5 = p - a , a = c / tan p is the attraction, and
g(0) determines the shape of the cross-section on the deviatoric plane and is defined as
follows:
2 Mk
(1+Mk) - (1-Mk ) sin 39
where: sin 30 = - J/ 3 2
J2 = tr2, , = trs , s=s - p , and
Mk is a material parameter, defined as M. = 1.0 for the Drucker - Prager cone,
and Mk = (3 - sin #)(3 + sin 0) for a round-cornered Mohr-Coulomb cone.
The plastic flow rule in this case is defined as 6" = (A) P, where 6" is the strain rate, P
is the plastic potential (P = P' + 6 P"), and A is the plastic load factor, associative in
its deviatoric component. To account for experimental evidence from tests on frictional
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materials (e.g. Lade, 1987), a non-associative flow rule is used for the dilatational
component:
( 2(/2 -1
3 P" = X[4]
( ) + 1
where i, X, are material parameters. This equation expresses the dependence of soil
dilatational behavior on the mobilized stress ratio ?7 = (3/2 s:s)/ p'.
The material hysteretic behavior and shear stress-induced anisotropic effects are simulated by
a kinematic rule. Upon contact, the yield surfaces are translated in the stress space by a stress
point, and the direction of translation is selected such that the yield surfaces do not overlap, but
remain tangent to each other at the stress point.
For the case of non-pressure sensitive materials in particular, a kinematic hardening rule is
employed, according to which the yield surfaces do not change size, but are translated in stress
space by the stress point. For the case of pressure sensitive materials, a purely kinematic rule is
adopted. The dependence of the moduli on the effective mean effective normal stress is assumed
to be of the following form:
X = X, (P /P) p5]
where x represents the shear (G), bulk (B) or plastic (H) moduli, and n is the so-called power
exponent, a material constant which can be estimated as n = 0.5 for cohesionless soils, and n = 1
for cohesive soils.
The constitutive equations, a' = E : (i - a , where i is the rate of deformation tensor and
E is the fourth order isotropic elastic tensor, are integrated numerically using a stress relaxation
procedure. The return-mapping algorithm, proposed by Simo and Ortiz [1985], is modified for the
multi-yield plasticity case by Pr6vost [1989, 1993].
Constitutive model parameters
The required constitutive parameters of the multi-yield plasticity soil model, are summarized in
Table 1, and briefly described in the ensuing:
* State parameters: mass density of the solid phase p,, and for the case of porous saturated
media, porosity n' and permeability k.
* Low strain elastic parameters: low strain moduli Go and B0, which are related through the
value of Poisson's ratio v as follows:
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B 2 Go (1 + V[6]
3 (1 - 2v)
For pressure sensitive materials, the moduli dependence on the mean effective normal stress
p', is assumed to be of the following form:
G = Go L- B = BO- [7]
The pressure dependence is accounted for by introducing two more parameters, namely the
power exponent n and the reference effective mean normal stress p,'.
* Yield and failure parameters: these parameters describe the position a, size M and plastic
modulus H', corresponding to each yield surface f2 where i = 0, 1, ... n. For a given number
of n+1 yield surfaces, all these parameters can be evaluated based on experimental stress-
strain curves obtained from triaxial or simple shear soil tests [Pr6vost, 1989, 1993; Ohbo et al,
1990]. Alternatively, generation of stress-strain curves may be based on field information
[Pr6vost, 1989].
For pressure sensitive materials, a modified hyperbolic expression proposed by Pr6vost [1989]
and Griffiths and Pr6vost [1990] is used to simulate soil stress-strain relations. The necessary
parameters are: (i) the initial gradient, and (ii) the stress and strain levels at failure. The
initial gradient is given by the small strain shear modulus GO. The maximum strain level e,
is estimated from laboratory soil test results, and the stress level at failure is expressed as a
function of the friction angle at failure # and the stress path.
Hayashi et al [1992] improved the modified hyperbolic model based on a study of
experimental stress-strain curves obtained for sands with a wide variety of grain size
distributions. They introduced a new parameter (a) that depends on the maximum grain size
Da, and uniformity coefficient C. Consequently, three additional parameters, namely the
friction angle at failure #, the maximum deviatoric strain ed', and the stress-strain curve
coefficient a, apart from the low strain shear modulus Go, are needed to describe the sizes Mi
and plastic moduli H,' of the yield surfaces. Finally, the coefficient of lateral stress KO is
necessary to evaluate the initial positions a, of the yield surfaces.
The material parameters necessary to describe the shear stress-strain behavior, as well as the
shear stress-strain relationship defined by means of the modified hyperbolic model will be in
more detail discussed in following sections.
* Dilation parameters: are used to evaluate the volumetric part of the plastic potential3P".
These parameters are the following:
(a) Dilation (or phase transformation) angle , which is related to the parameter ij by the
following expression:
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6 sinq
= .
E~ 3 F sin
[8]
where in the triaxial stress state, C stands for triaxial compression and E for triaxial
extension, and for the general three-dimensional stress state, 7/ = ilC if tr s3 < 0 and
77 Ei t 3  [Provost, 1989];
(b) Dilation parameter X, which is the scale parameter for the plastic dilation, and depends
basically on relative density and sand type (fabric, grain size).
With the exception of the dilation parameter, all the required constitutive model parameters
are traditional soil properties, and can be derived from the results of conventional laboratory (e.g.
triaxial, simple shear) and in-situ (e.g. cone penetration, standard penetration, wave velocity) soil
tests. The dilation parameter evaluation is based on results of liquefaction strength analysis. For
further details, the reader is referred to Popescu [1995].
Table 1. Description of multi-yield plasticity soil parameters for cohesive and cohesionless soils
Pressure Sensitive Constitutive Parameter Symbol Type
Solid mass density P,
(N), (Y) Porosity n" State Parameters
Permeability k
Low strain elastic moduli Go, BO
Low Strain Elastic
(Y) Reference mean effective stress PPo- Parameters
Power exponent n
Friction angle at failure 0
Stress-strain curve coefficient a
(Y)
Maximum deviatoric strain edev Yield and Failure
Coefficient of lateral earth stress KO Parameters
Maximum shear stress ra
(N)
Maximum shear strain ya
Dilation angle Dilation
(Y)
Dilation parameter (cyclic) XParameters
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Material Parameters for Shear Stress-Strain Generation
The calibration of elaborate constitutive soil models, especially those using multiple yield levels
[e.g. Mroz, 1967; Pr6vost, 1977, 1985 require the availability of stress-strain curves, typically
obtained from triaxial or simple shear soil tests. Nevertheless, budget constraints often prevent
detailed laboratory tests conducted on every soil type present at a given site. Furthermore, usual
paucity of field information, randomness and spatial variability of natural deposits, require
parametric studies and/or Monte Carlo simulations to be conducted in every design situation.
Therefore, generation of stress-strain curves required for the analysis - from limited field
information - is a common and significant problem.
Minimum information for the generation of stress-strain curves requires the knowledge of: (i)
the initial gradient, and (ii) the stress and strain levels at failure. The initial gradient G., is
usually available from seismic type measurements [e.g. Richard et al, 1970]. The maximum shear
stress at failure r. can be determined through correlations with in-situ test results - such as
SPT and/or cone penetration tests [e.g. Das, 1985, for a survey of available correlation formulae].
The maximum shear strain y. at failure can also be estimated. Therefore, the problem to be
addressed is that of determining a functional relationship between the shear stress r and shear
strain y (namely r = r (y)), fulfilling the following conditions:
* At the origin: Tl,=o = 0 , (- G0  [9]
a07=
* At failure Tj=y_ = ma ,9 - 0, and [10]
* For strain levels 0O;y<y., -- >0 and 2 <0. [11]
097 07
Conditions [9] and [10] define two points through which the curve must pass with prescribed
gradients. Condition [11] merely states that the curve must be smooth without points of
inflection.
The best-known and most widely used function is the hyperbolic stress-strain relation
[Kondner, 1963; Hardin & Drnevich, 1972]. For the formulation of this equation, conditions [10]
are relaxed, namely:
rI' = T 4, - 0 [12]
and thus cannot be used to accurately represent the soil behavior at failure. Alternatively, a
modified hyperbolic function has been proposed, which can be shown to offer increased versatility
for modeling soil stress-strain behavior both in monotonic and cyclic loading conditions (at both
low and high strain levels). Both models will be discussed in the following.
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In should be noted that for convenience purposes, the stress-strain relationships will be
hereafter presented in a non-dimensional form. This is achieved by normalizing the stress (r) and
strain (y) as follows:
y =[13]
(GOI) ' =
where yi is a specific strain value. The shear stress-strain relation is then expressed in terms of the
dimensionless quantities, x and y = y(x), and:
9T y 2 T Go a 2y
- =- a .- = [14]
Cy 49X ' 49_2 _' 4922
In terms of the quantities x and y, the desirable properties of the normalized stress-strain
curve parallel the restrictions previously stated. Specifically, the normalized curve must begin at
the origin with an initial slope equal to 1; have a positive slope and negative curvature until the
failure point, at which the slope must equal 0.
Hyperbolic function
The basic equation, originally proposed by Hardin & Drnevich [1972], has the
form T = T. -/(-+7), where y, = G is the reference strain. Through the normalization
procedure previously described, the hyperbolic function takes the following form:
X T-'y= where y= and x=- [15]
1+X Go ,y,
The slope and the curvature are given by:
9y 1 9 2y 2
ax (1+X) 22 (1+x)9X[16]
respectively. Examining the functional forms, it can be readily seen that constrains [9] and [11]
are satisfied, whereas constraints [10] cannot be fulfilled unless 7. = oc. Therefore, as
mentioned before, although the hyperbolic function is a simple tool for stress-strain curve
generation, which can be easily fitted to the initial conditions at loading and unloading, it cannot
model failure accurately.
Modified Hyperbolic function
Alleviating the drawback of the originally formulated hyperbolic stress-strain model, a new
exponential parameter n was introduced by Hayashi & Sugahara [1990], namely:
2 X + 1 1
y = =f(x,n) ; n>0 [17]
- X + 1n +1(n
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For n = 1, equation [17] reduces to the original hyperbolic form. Despite the fact that the
modified formulation is satisfying the boundary conditions, it was found that it couldn't fit well
actual data over the entire range of y. In particular, two different values of n - namely nL and nu
- is shown to be needed for the equation to fit the observed stress-strain behavior at small and
large strain levels respectively.
The versatility of the model was further increased by Hayashi et al [1994], by combining the
relations y = f (x, L) and y = f (x, n,) in a quasi-linear way, by introducing yet an additional
exponential parameter a, as follows:
y=e- f (X,n,) + (1- e-) f (x,n.) [18]
where a is the parameter controlling the transition zone between y = f (X, nL) and y = f (x, nu as
x increases. For the special case that n = n,= n, equation [18] reduces to equation [17]. The
physical interpretation of the proposed model parameters is herein explained:
1. Parameter n,
The value of n. is to be determined so that y = f (x,nL) has an optimal fit to the observed
data (y) at small levels of strain, namely less than 10-. Typical values of n, are of the order
of nL 0.30 -0.35, varying with the grain size distribution, particularly at lower strain
levels. This could be attributed to the fact that at very low strain levels, grain-to-grain
friction-type shearing resistance is mainly mobilized - as opposed to shearing resistance due
to interlocking - which is merely a function of grain size distribution.
2. Parameter nu and a
It has been already shown in the preceding sections that the hyperbolic model itself cannot
accurately represent the shear soil behavior at large levels of strain (higher than 104) since
the boundary conditions at failure are by default relaxed in the model formulation.
Nevertheless, the shear stress-strain behavior at failure can be represented by means of a
hyperbolic model with lower small strain shear modulus, Go < Go. This means that the y - x
relation of the material at large strains is upper bounded by y=f(x, n) , with n, = 1.
Therefore, assuming that the parameters TL and n, are constants (0.3 and 1.0 respectively),
the parameter a for each case is to be determined so that the difference between observed and
predicted relations is minimal.
Depending on the soil type, parameter a may obtain values which range from 0.16 and 0.66.
Investigating the relation of a with the corresponding soil grain size distribution, a step-wise
regression analysis was performed in the context of the aforementioned research project
[Hayashi et al 1994] - as an attempt to correlate the values of a to established parameters
characterizing grain size distribution. It has been found that a may be estimated rather
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accurately from the maximum grain size D. [mm] and the coefficient of uniformity Cu as
follows:
a = 0.0037 D, - 0.027 C + 0.217 [19]
Comparison of the resulting stress-strain curves using the aforementioned model shows very
good agreement with the observed data on Tokyo sand samples, covering the whole range of
shear strain amplitudes.
Tatsuoka & Shibuya [1992] proposed a similar relation called general hyperbolic equation,
appropriate for modeling the pre-peak stress-strain behavior. Tatsuoka et al [1993] connected the
general hyperbolic equation to a post-peak strain softening relation, aiming to obtain a more
general equation for isotropic consolidated sands. In this formulation, the effects of void ratio,
stress level, strength and anisotropy are taken into account - whereas homogeneous strain state
during the pre-peak deformation and sudden strain localization at the peak stress state are
assumed. The relation established for isotropically consolidated sands was successively
transformed to accommodate the behavior of anisotropically consolidated sands.
Despite its performance in simulating the true stress-strain behavior for a wide range of
strain levels, the model proposed by Tatsuoka et al [1993] has the following limitations: (i) is only
applicable to the plane-strain compression state, (ii) was developed based on soil tests conducted
using only one type of sand, and (iii) has an elaborate formulation, requiring a relatively large
number of input parameters.
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Fig. 5: Shear modulus degradation curves as a function of the soil plasticity index I (after Vucetic & Dobry,
1987)
In what follows, the shear stress-strain relation established by Hayashi et al [1994] will be
used for the simulation of nonlinear soil behavior under seismic loading conditions. The shear
modulus degradation curves have been selected according to the plasticity index I, variation with
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depth at the Kifissos canyon site [Vucertic & Dobry, 1987]. These curves have been used for the
definition of strain-compatible soil parameters in the equivalent-linear iterative algorithm (Figure
5). For consistency, the constitutive model parameters used for subsequent incremental nonlinear
analyses have been calibrated to match the shear modulus reduction factor described by the
aforementioned curves.
7.3 One-Dimensional Nonlinear Soil Amplification
The effects of nonlinear soil behavior for the local site conditions in AdAmes are initially assessed
for the far-field conditions. For this purpose, the nonlinear soil response is approximated first by
means of one-dimensional equivalent-linear analyses. As shown in the foregoing, a linear solution
is performed at every step of this iterative algorithm, with the soil properties chosen in the
beginning of the step to be consistent with the levels of strain computed in the previous iteration.
In the modified frequency-dependent formulation employed here [Kausel & Assimaki, 2002], the
reduced soil properties are further distributed in the frequency domain, to ensure that the low
amplitude/high frequency components of the motion are not artificially suppressed.
Successively, nonlinear incremental one-dimensional analyses are conducted for the same
configuration and seismic input, and the surface response resulting from the two approaches is
compared. For consistency of the response predicted by the two models, the parameters of the
multi-yield plasticity model are calibrated to match the degradation curves selected to simulate
local soil conditions [Vucetic & Dobry, 1987].
The strain compatible soil properties corresponding to the last iteration of the equivalent
linear algorithm for the three profiles of the Kifissos canyon site are summarized in Figure 6. The
distribution of reduced shear wave velocity and material damping ratio versus depth portrayed in
this figure, corresponds to the mean value obtained for the ensemble of wave propagation analyses
for each profile, using the six characteristic seismic input motions of the Athens 1999 event.
In order to assess the degree of nonlinearity exerted by the soil profile, we construct a mean
shear wave velocity profile using the small-strain stiffness distribution from profiles A, B and C
and perform nonlinear wave propagation analyses for all six input motions. Figure 7 illustrates
the reduced shear wave velocity that has been extracted from the lowest secant modulus of the
stress-strain hysteresis loops for each seismic input, as a function of depth. The shear wave
velocity variation with depth of the mean soil profile is also shown in the same Figure.
For the same analyses, the far-field transfer functions from the profile base to the surface are
illustrated in Figure 8. It should be noted herein that the differences observed (despite the fact
that the original profile is identical for all six simulations) are attributed to the different level of
shear stress / strain exerted by the profile subjected to input motions with different frequency
content. For example, a broadband seismic input (such as Cholame) is expected to affect the
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material response down to a rather significant depth, whereas input motions rich
frequencies (such as MNSA) are shown to have a substantially more superficial effect.
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Fig. 6: Initial (solid line) and mean ID strain-compatible dynamic soil properties (dashed line) resulting from
one-dimensional wave propagation analyses performed for the three typical soil profiles in AdAmes
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Fig. 8: Surface to base transfer functions for the mean shear wave velocity profile subjected to the selected
rock-outcrop motions
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Typical results of the simulations for the three profiles are summarized in Figures 9 and 10,
where the surface response obtained by means of the two methods is compared, and the response
spectra are plotted for all three profiles and six seismic input motions. As can readily be seen,
results of the two approaches are found to be in very good agreement in terms of surface response
predicted.
It should be noted that the computed nonlinear surface response was found to be rich in
artificially high frequency components, possibly arising from numerical instabilities of the
solution. These have been successively filtered, using the Butterworth or maximally flat
amplitude approximation, a brief description of which is given in Appendix I.
The consistency of the far-field motion ensured so far will allow the direct comparison of the
two-dimensional surface response that will be next evaluated by means of the two methods. We
will thus illustrate the effects of localized material yielding on the seismic wave diffraction at the
cliff. This phenomenon is simulated in the nonlinear incremental solution as opposed to the
equivalent linear approach, where elastic analyses are performed for stratified soil configurations
with strain-compatible material stiffness. It should be however highlighted that the agreement of
surface motion at the far-field does not imply that the stiffness degradation computed as a
function of depth is the same for the two approaches.
From the ensemble of the analyses performed, the following conclusions are drawn:
" Profile A (where the 'Fourlis' industrial building collapsed, killing 8), being the stiffest of
the three sites, shows an appreciable degree of amplification in the period range of T = T2 <
0.30 sec, where both PGA as well as spectral acceleration (SA) values increase by an average
of about 25% compared to the rock-outcrop input motion; soil amplification becomes
insignificant at higher periods, with the exception of the Temblor and SPLB excitations,
which are rich in relatively high-period components. Since the fundamental period of the
profile for the last iteration of the equivalent linear method becomes TSR = 0.47 sec -
estimated from the mean values of the reduced soil properties for the ensemble of input
motions - the period T2 beyond which soil amplification is insignificant, increases for these
motions to almost 0.50 sec, a fact that would play an important role in the response of three
to five story buildings. Nevertheless, predicted soil amplification levels do not suffice to
explain the damage intensity observed at this site.
* Profile B (where the industrial buildings 'Faran' and 'Prokos', and two residential buildings
"fatally" collapsed) is softer than Profile A, and the analyses show relatively larger
amplification over a wider period range. Computed PGA values are in the range of 0.30 g -
0.40 g, and the highest SA reaches 1.50g at T = 0.2 seconds. Evidently, there is a pseudo-
resonance condition developing at this period: the fundamental period of the soil column (Ts
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= 0.2 see from the 1-D Amplification Ratio) nearly coincides with the dominant excitation
period (TE - 0.20 sec).
Profile C (where several residential buildings collapsed) is the softest of the three sites. The
fundamental natural period Ts of the soil deposit at the last step of the iteration process is
estimated T = 0.72 sec, whilst most of the rock-outcrop excitations have much smaller
dominant periods, TE =0.10-0.20 sec. Hence, no increase or even deamplification is expected
in PGA and in SA values due to local soil conditions for T < 0.25 sec, a fact which was
confirmed with the outcome of the 1-D analyses. On the other hand, the doubling of Fourier
amplitudes computed for the approximate period range of 0.30 - 0.60 see, could be substantial
if the input motion were rich in such relatively high-period components. Two extreme cases,
namely the response of the soil column to the Cholame and MNSA input motions, are plotted
in Figure 10a-b, where it can be readily seen that for the rich in high-frequencies record of
MNSA station, practically no amplification of the motion takes place, whilst for the Cholame
motion, the relatively high-period components are amplified. The same concept holds for the
Temblor, and SPLB records.
Qualitative comparison of the ground surface accelerations (time-histories and spectra),
predicted for the three profiles by means of 1-D wave propagation analyses, with the observed
intensity of damage in Adimes and the original recorded motion, leads to the following
conclusions:
* For profile B, one-dimensionally amplified motions are stronger than any of the recorded
motions, and are compatible with the observed high intensity of damage in that region
" For profiles A and C, 1-D soil amplification - despite its computed importance - would
not alone suffice to explain the observations, especially for Profile C, characteristic of one
of the most heavily damaged regions in the 7-9-99 earthquake.
By means of these simulations, it is shown that whilst one-dimensional models often provide
valuable insight to the understanding of surface response at a site, they are insufficient to be used
for complete site response analysis. This is obviously attributed to their inability to simulate the
interaction between the surficial geological structure and the incident seismic waves, which in
some cases may play a very important role. In the light of the conclusions drawn above, analysis
of the complex wave field generated at the cliff of the Kifissos canyon requires a realistic modeling
of site effects in two-dimensions, where soil and topography effects will be simultaneously
accounted for.
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Fig. 9: Surface response of profiles A, B and C subjected to rock outcrop motion of two typical acceleration
time histories: Comparison of equivalent linear (dashed line) and filtered nonlinear response (solid
line) with consistent shear modulus degradation curves
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Fig. 10c: Far-field surface response spectra of profile C subjected to seismic rock outcrop motion:
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7.4 Two-Dimensional Nonlinear Simulations
We here examine the effects of nonlinear soil response on the motion aggravation, by means of
two-dimensional equivalent linear and nonlinear analyses.
In the equivalent linear simulations, nonlinear soil response under seismic wave propagation is
approximated by assigning iD-strain-compatible soil properties to the horizontally stratified
profiles, i.e. modulus and damping corresponding to the last iteration of the one-dimensional
analyses performed by means of the iterative algorithm. For the two-dimensional numerical model
with modified material properties, elastic analyses are successively performed. It should be noted
that separate wave propagation simulations were performed for the left and right far-field soil
columns of the configuration, and a transition zone was assumed for the intermediate section,
beneath the slope of the configuration.
For the nonlinear incremental analyses, gravitational loads are equilibrated with constant
point loads at the base and lateral boundaries of the simulated domain. In addition, far-field
conditions are imposed using the substructure theorem described in Chapter 4. This
approximation might raise doubts, as to the extent that the scattered field at the lateral
boundaries of the two-dimensional numerical model affects the incremental adjustment of
material properties estimated for the one-dimensional model. The location of the simulated far-
field at a distance far enough from the scatterer and the relatively high intensity of the incident
seismic motion, allows sufficient attenuation of the diffracted wavefield and results in minor
reflections from the boundaries of the numerical model.
It should be noted that results are being illustrated, normalized by the far-field surface
response. This motion evaluated by means of the two approaches is found to be very similar, and
therefore the corresponding two-dimensional surface response is normalized by the same quantity
- namely the consistent far-field motion.
Time domain results are summarized in Figures 11-14. In Figure 11a-c, the spatial
distribution of the normalized peak horizontal acceleration obtained by means of the two
approaches is illustrated for the six seismic input motions and profiles A, B and C respectively.
Figure 12, organized in the same way as described above, illustrates the distribution of the
normalized peak vertical acceleration. A three-dimensional illustration of the total surface
response is shown for the Cholame input motion in Figure 13. Finally in Figure 14, the standard
deviation of peak horizontal acceleration is plotted, computed from the ensemble of analyses for
each profile and by means of the two approaches.
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Fig. 11: Distribution of the normalized peak horizontal acceleration along the free surface behind the cliff, for profiles A, B & C subjected to rock outcrop motion
of six acceleration time histories: Equivalent linear solution (left) and Nonlinear solution (right)
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Fig. 12: Distribution of the normalized peak vertical (paxasitic) acceleration along the free surface behind the cliff, for profiles A, B & C subjected to rock outcrop
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Fig. 13: Three-dimensional illustration of spatial distribution of peak normalized response along the surface
behind the cliff, for the Cholame rock-outcrop motion and profiles A, B and C - Comparison of
equivalent linear (black dashed line) and nonlinear (red solid line) solution
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Fig. 14: Standard deviation of the peak normalized horizontal acceleration distribution of profiles A, B and C
- Comparison of equivalent linear (left) and nonlinear (right) solution
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Successively, frequency domain results are illustrated in Figures 15-18. In Figure 15, response
spectra of the far-field and the surface response at distance x = 20.Om from the crest, are plotted
for the MNSA input motion and the two approaches. The three response spectra illustrated for
each case correspond to: (a) the rock outcrop motion (excitation), (b) the far-field computed
motion, which embodies only the soil flexibility effect, and (c) the motion at x = 20.0m, which
reflects both soil flexibility and cliff topography.
The ratio of the 2-D to 1-D curves from each graph offers a measure of the topographic
amplification. The spectrum of Topographic Aggravation Factor is successively illustrated in
Figures 16 and 17 for each method respectively and for all the input motions considered.
Cumulative results for the three Profiles are plotted in Figure 18, where the mean value of TAF
is compared for the elastic, equivalent linear and nonlinear analyses performed.
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Fig. 15: is continued
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equivalent linear analyses is also shown for comparison
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The main conclusions drawn from the foregoing analyses are:
* Both nonlinear and equivalent linear analyses produce similar values of normalized peak
horizontal acceleration in the vicinity of the crest. Profile B which resulted in the highest ID
motion amplification also shows the larger topographic amplification potential of
approximately 30%. For profiles A and C, mean topographic amplification of 25% is predicted
by means of both approaches in the frequency region of the far-field fundamental frequency.
This is found to be consistent with results obtained in Chapter 7.
* The spatial distribution of the normalized peak horizontal acceleration is significantly more
erratic in the case of the nonlinear solution. This can readily be seen in Figure 14, where the
standard deviation of amplification is plotted as a function of distance from the crest for both
approaches. The scatter of surface response obtained by means of the nonlinear analysis is
attributed to the incremental change of soil stiffness, in contrast to the equivalent linear
approach, where the strain-compatible properties are constant throughout the analysis.
Nevertheless, the width of the zone behind the crest where incident wave scattering results in
higher acceleration levels, is by average the same for both methods and approximately equal
to the width of the topographic feature. This is again consistent with the conclusions drawn
from the elastic analyses performed.
* The two methods deviate significantly in terms of the predicted magnitude of parasitic
acceleration. In particular, the following average values are obtained for the peak normalized
vertical component at the surface:
Equivalent Linear Nonlinear
Profile A 0.30 0.50
Profile B 0.30 0.55
Profile C 0.50 0.70
As a result of the assumption of horizontally layered soil profile with strain-compatible
stiffness and damping, localized softening of the material in the vicinity of the crest cannot be
simulated. On the contrary, the nonlinear solution predicts additional scattering due to
trapping of the waves between patches of softer material within the surface layer.
This is illustrated in Figure 19, where contours of the shear modulus reduction are plotted for
the three Profiles, subjected to the Cholame seismic motion. The reduced shear modulus is
computed at the centroid of each finite element, as the lowest secant modulus from the shear
stress-strain hysteresis loops. Clearly, the distribution of stiffness in the vicinity of the crest
does not resemble the layered structure of the original configuration, resulting in additional
wave scattering due to randomness of soil properties and subsequent amplification. Figure 20
also illustrates the same distribution for the MNSA record, a higher frequency, lower intensity
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input motion. As can readily be seen, shear modulus reduction is less intense in this case, yet
the distribution still deviates from a layered formation in the vicinity of the crest. For the
case of the Cholame input, contours of maximum shear strain amplitude are plotted in Figure
21.
" The frequency content of two-dimensional surface response, illustrated by means of the
Topographic Aggravation Factor shows significant differences between the two methods. The
TAF spectrum obtained by means of equivalent linear analyses does no significantly differ
from the results obtained under the assumption of elastic soil behavior. It should be noted
that for the stiff soil formations analyzed, the far-field strain compatible stiffness is by
average 10% lower than the original. Therefore, consistency between the two approaches is
justified, given the differences in the assigned stiffness and the elastic analyses performed in
both cases.
" The nonlinear response, however, shows significantly higher amplification of the low period
components (T < 0.1s). A distinct peak is also observed around the period range 0.35s < T <
0.50s corresponding to the previously described topographic period TtOP ~ 5 (H - h) / V:red
(Vred refers to the mean value of the strain-compatible shear wave velocity profile). For
intermediate periods, the nonlinear analysis predicts practically no amplification of spectral
acceleration. For periods T > TPe, TAF decreases at a rate consistent with the results of the
elastic and equivalent linear approaches.
" The period range T < .ls corresponds to wavelengths on the order of the strain-induced
randomness of soil stiffness. Excess amplification of high frequency components may,
therefore, be attributed to the wave "trapping" in the upper corner of the cliff, as a result of
the localized material softening in the vicinity of the crest. It should be noted, however, that
the scatter of the predicted spectral amplification is substantial, as is the case for the spatial
distribution of peak normalized acceleration.
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Fig. 19: Percentage of shear modulus reduction (extracted from the lowest secant
(right) rock-outcrop motions (profiles A, B & C)
modulus of shear stress-strain hysteresis loop), for the Cholame (left) and MNSA
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Fig. 20a: Maximum shear-strain amplitude distribution in the vicinity of the crest, computed for the
Cholame seismic motion and profiles A, B and C.
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Fig. 20b: Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops at selected locations in the vicinity of the crest, for profiles B
and C subjected to the Cholame input motion.
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7.5 Sensitivity Analysis on Shear Modulus Degradation
For the purposes of this study, the constitutive soil model parameters that are used for the
simulation of the shear stress-strain behavior (a, nL and nu) are estimated by least-square fitting
the analytical expression by Hayashi et al [1994] to the shear modulus degradation curves
proposed by Vucetic & Dobry [1987]. An example is given in Figure 21, where the fitted shear
modulus degradation curve is shown for materials with plasticity index Ip [%] = 10-20.
Using the fitted parameters, the nonlinear material response is shown to affect both the
frequency content of the horizontal surface response and the amplitude of the parasitic component
of motion, both considered to play significant role in the damage pattern observed in Adames.
Nevertheless, the sensitivity of the computed response to the nonlinear soil behavior needs to be
investigated, given the uncertainties involved in the selection of a set of material parameters that
can accurately represent the real soil behavior.
For this purpose, a sensitivity analysis is performed to identify the effects of the shear stress-
strain parameters selection on the predicted topographic amplification of surface response. The
model parameters that control the shear response in the multi-yield plasticity soil model are a, nL
and n,, for which a range ±20% of the fitted values will be examined. In addition, the same range
is adopted to account for the variability of maximum shear stress t,.. For the purpose of this
study, T. was estimated by means of empirical correlations from the available geotechnical data.
Examples of the effect of material model parameters on the shear modulus degradation curves are
shown in Figure 22, for the range of values investigated.
Results are plotted in Figures 23 and 24 for the Cholame input motion and Profiles A and C.
In particular, the effects of Tmx on the spatial distribution of the normalized surface response and
the spectrum of TAF are illustrated in Figures 23a, b for Profiles A and C respectively. Similarly,
Figure 24 illustrates the influence of parameter nL on the same quantities for Profile A. Finally,
Figure 25 illustrates the influence of material modulus degradation on the response of the
configuration by means of contours of the shear modulus reduction of Profile A subjected to the
Cholame rock-outcrop motion. Nevertheless, the illustrated effects are indeed the most
pronounced, and are found to be less intense for motions with higher frequency content, as is
indeed the majority of seismic excitations examined herein.
It should be noted that the predicted surface response was found to be almost unaffected for
the range of the parameters a and n,, considered, since their effect on the shear stress-strain
behavior of the material becomes important for levels of strain not exerted by the soil profiles
under the examined seismic motions. Thus, results of the aforementioned analyses are not shown
in the ensuing.
The effect of modulus degradation on the topographic amplification of motion is primarily
evident in the spatial distribution of normalized peak horizontal acceleration. As expected, as the
material response to the imposed shear strain becomes softer, the areas where localized shear
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modulus reduction occurs become wider. As a consequence, the zone of influence where
topography effects dominate becomes more confined in the vicinity of the crest, and within this
zone two-dimensional amplification is lower than in the case of stiffer material response.
These effects become more transparent when we consider that the propagating wavelengths
are smaller when the strain-compatible material is softer. As a result, the corresponding zone of
topographic influence becomes narrower. In addition, the softer the response of the material, the
higher the energy absorption due to hysteretic damping mechanisms, a fact that reduces the
amplitude of the high frequency components and results in lower two-dimensional aggravation of
the surface motion.
Nevertheless, for all cases studied, topographic amplification becomes insignificant for
locations outside a zone equal to the width of the cliff, which is consistent with the results
obtained in previous sections.
On the contrary, the spatial distribution of peak normalized vertical acceleration is not
significantly affected by the shear stress-strain behavior of the material. It is indeed the small
strain shear modulus that controls the amplitude of the parasitic component, a fact which may be
associated with the high frequency content of the vertical response.
Finally, the modulus degradation affects the spectrum of TAF only in the high frequency
region, which corresponds to wavelengths comparable with the horizontal dimension of the
topographic feature. In other words, the stiffer the material response to a given strain amplitude,
the higher the spectral motion aggravation for T < 0.15s. Note that in this period range, the
response spectrum approaches the ground motion amplitude. For higher periods however, the
predicted spectral amplification is not significantly affected by the selected modulus degradation.
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Fig. 22: Effect of multi-yield plasticity soil model parameter (T. nu, a) vaxiation within a range of ±20%,
on the shear modulus degradation curves
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Fig. 24: Sensitivity analysis of parameter nL (± 20%) on the spatial distribution of peak horizontal (top),
vertical (middle) acceleration and on the TAF spectrum at x = 20.Om from the crest: Profile A -
Cholame rock-outcrop motion
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Fig. 25: Percentage of shear modulus reduction (extracted from the lowest secant modulus of
motions and profile A: Sensitivity analysis on parameters Tmax (left) and nL (right)
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7.6 Effect of Slope Inclination
As has already been shown in Chapter 4, the geometry of the slope results in a characteristic
diffraction pattern of the incident waves, as the inclination almost coincides with the critical
angle of incidence of the material. As a result, the scattered wavefield consists both of Rayleigh
and SP waves, the latter being horizontally polarized and traveling along the surface with the P-
wave velocity. Successive constructive interference of the scattered with the incident waves
behind the crest results in significant amplification of the horizontal response. In addition, a
parasitic vertical component of motion results from the generated surface waves at the toe and
slope of the cliff, whose magnitude is of the same order as the horizontal response. A schematic
illustration of the motion aggravation mechanism is shown in Figure 26.
The aforementioned conclusions have been, however, drawn under the assumption of elastic
soil response, and the effects of nonlinear soil behavior on the diffraction potential of the cliff
geometry are here being evaluated. For this purpose, the soil properties distribution with depth
corresponding to profiles A, B and C is assigned to two configurations with slope inclination i
=450 and 600. Successively, the numerical models are subjected to the six seismic time histories,
and the effect of slope inclination on the peak normalized response and the response spectral ratio
is investigated.
Results are illustrated for Profile C, subjected to the Cholame and MNSA input motions. In
Figure 27, the spectrum of Topographic Aggravation Factor defined at distance x = 20.Om from
the crest is plotted for the two input motions. Successively, Figure 27 illustrates the effects of
slope inclination on the spatial distribution of the normalized peak horizontal and vertical
acceleration components at the surface behind the crest.
Finally, the extent of nonlinearity exerted by the soil is illustrated in Figure 29 by means of
contours of shear modulus reduction, computed from the lowest secant modulus of the shear
stress-strain hysteresis loop.
Constructive
Interference
Surface SP
Refleced SVIncident SV
30*
Fig. 26: Schematic representation of constructive interference of incident, reflected and surface waves behind
the crest, for slope inclination i=30", coinciding with the critical angle of incidence
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Fig. 27: Effect of slope inclination on the Topographic Aggravation Factor defined at distance x = 20.Om
behind the crest, for profile C subjected to the Cholame and MNSA seismic input motions
As can readily be seen from the following figures, the diffraction pattern that results in
topographic aggravation of the surface response is primarily a function of the frequency content of
incident motion. For the broadband seismic input, the 600 slope results in the higher topographic
amplification of the horizontal surface response, whilst for the high frequency seismic input, the
highest normalized horizontal acceleration corresponds to the 30" slope.
The spectrum of Topographic Aggravation Factor shows that the observed amplification is
primarily attributed to the high frequency components of the response (T < 0.2 sec). For periods
T > 0.4s, the amplification of spectral acceleration is almost independent of the slope inclination.
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Fig 28: Effect of slope inclination on the spatial distribution of normalized peak horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) acceleration components at the surface
behind the crest, for profile C subjected to the Cholame and MNSA seismic input motions
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Fig. 29: Effect of slope inclination i = 300, 45 * and 60 0 on the distribution of shear modulus reduction, for profile C subjected to the Cholame (left) and MNSA
(right) rock-outcrop motions
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The spatial distribution of the normalized vertical acceleration, however, shows that the 300
slope has the largest scattering power, irrespective of the frequency content of the input motion.
For all the seismic time-histories analyzed the original configuration results in the highest
amplitude of parasitic acceleration. For the remaining geometries studied, it is shown that the
amplitude of vertical acceleration is proportional to the steepness of the slope.
Finally, the contours of shear modulus reduction illustrate that the effects of the slope
inclination affect primarily the material behavior in the vicinity of the slope toe. In particular, as
the steepness of the slope increases, the area that exhibits material softening at the toe of the cliff
becomes wider. The nonlinear response of the material behind the crest however is shown not to
be significantly affected by the slope inclination. It has been previously shown that differences
observed in the amplification pattern behind the crest arise primarily from the diffraction at the
toe of slope, where the material is expected to exert the strongest nonlinear effects.
7.7 Simultaneous Horizontal and Vertical Excitation
As has been shown, diffraction of incident SV seismic waves at the toe and slope of the cliff
results in the evolution of a parasitic vertical component of surface response. Its amplitude in the
vicinity of the crest can attain values of the same order of magnitude as the far-field surface
horizontal motion, and thus cannot be neglected when we attempt to explain the damage
distribution in Adames.
In addition, elastic simulations for P-wave incidence have shown that wave diffraction on the
slope generates a parasitic horizontal component. These analyses were however performed for
narrow-band incident pulses. Therefore, superposition of the response predicted for incident SV-
and P-waves did not show significant enhancement of the horizontal motion close to the vertex,
since the frequency content of the two input motions was rather distinct.
We here examine the effect of the simultaneous horizontal and vertical excitation on the
topographic amplification of motion in the vicinity of the crest, accounting for nonlinear soil
behavior and using broad-band input motion. For this purpose, we use the transverse and vertical
components of the acceleration time-history recorded by the ATH03 station1 during the Athens
1999 event. According to the European Seismic Code (EC8) site characterization, the soil
conditions at the location of the station are stiff. Given that there is no indication of soil-
structure interaction significantly affecting the recorded motion, the original record is used as
rock-outcrop motion in the following simulations, without further modifications. The time
histories of input horizontal and vertical acceleration are shown in Figure 30.
The station belongs to the Institute of Engineering Seismology and Earthquake Engineering strong motion
network, and is located at the ground floor of a 1-storey building in the Kallithea district (downtown
Athens). For further details, the reader is referred to www.itsak.gr
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Fig. 30: Transverse and vertical Component of the ATH3 record (Kallithea station), used in the analysis for
the assessment of the effects of the vertical component of acceleration to the surface response of the
configuration
Figures 31-32 illustrate the contribution of the parasitic horizontal component that arises
from the vertical rock-outcrop motion, in the overall amplification of the horizontal motion. In
particular, Figures 31a and b illustrate the spatial distribution of peak normalized horizontal and
vertical surface acceleration respectively, for profiles A, B and C. For comparison, the same
quantities that have been computed for a purely horizontal excitation are shown in the same
figures. Figure 31c illustrates the spectrum of the Topographic Aggravation Factor evaluated at x
= 20.Om from the crest for the three soil profiles.
The extent of nonlinear effects exhibited by the soil profile is illustrated in Figure 32 by
means of contours of shear modulus reduction. Finally, Figure 33a shows contours of the
distribution of peak shear strain for profiles B and C. Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops for at
selected locations are successively plotted in Figure 33b.
As can readily be seen in the following figures, the parasitic horizontal component, which
arises from diffraction of the P-wave incident motion, enhances the topographic aggravation of
horizontal surface motion in the vicinity of the crest. In particular, the peak normalized
horizontal acceleration increases approximately by 20%, 30% and 10% for profiles A, B and C
respectively. The level of additional horizontal motion aggravation might be associated with the
1D motion amplification potential of the three profiles. Nevertheless, the location of peak two-
dimensional surface response is shown to be independent of the presence of the vertical excitation,
approximately at distance 20-30m from the crest.
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Fig. 31a: Effect of a simultaneous horizontal and vertical excitation on the distribution of maximum
horizontal acceleration (primary and parasitic) along the surface behind the cliff (normalized wrt.
the maximum far-field horizontal acceleration), for the ATH3 rock-outcrop motion and profiles A,
B and C
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Fig. 31c: Effect of a simultaneous horizontal and vertical excitation on the surface response spectra ratio at
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Fig. 32: Field plot of percentage of shear modulus reduction (extracted from the lowest secant modulus of
the hysteresis loop, for the ATH3 rock-outcrop motion and profiles A (top), B (middle) and C
(bottom): Simultaneous horizontal and vertical excitation
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Fig. 33a: Field plot of maximum shear-strain amplitude, for the ATH3 rock-outcrop motion and Profiles B
(left) and C (right): Simultaneous horizontal and vertical excitation. Stress-strain hysteresis loops
are shown in Figure 33b at the depicted locations
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Fig. 33b: Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops at the location of maximum absolute horizontal acceleration (x=20.Om from the cliff) (left) and the crest (right) at
depths -10.Om and -15-Om (their location is also depicted in Figure 33a), for the ATH3 rock-outcrop motion and Profiles B (top) and C (bottom):
Simultaneous horizontal and vertical excitation.
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Topographic aggravation of P-waves in the vicinity of the crest however, is shown to be less
important, when compared to the corresponding amplification levels of the SV incident motion.
This is found to be consistent with the conclusions drawn from the elastic parametric simulations
illustrated in Chapter 4. In fact, when the peak far-field vertical motion is subtracted from the
total response, the vertical acceleration close to the vertex is found to be reduced compared to the
parasitic acceleration computed for a pure SV-incidence. It should be noted however that this
approximation would be exact only if peak acceleration occurred simultaneously at all locations
along the surface.
The spectrum of Topographic Aggravation Factor illustrates that the local maxima of the
original spectrum in the vicinity of TX and T, are indeed enhanced by the presence of the
simultaneous vertical input. The stability of the spectral components that are amplified
strengthens the conclusion that in fact, the diffraction mechanism is primarily controlled by the
geometry and stratigraphy of the configuration. This is considered to be very important for the
development of simple TAF spectra for design purposes, expressed as function of local site
conditions.
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Chapter 8
Nonlinear Soil Response to Strong Seismic Motion:
Local Heterogeneity
8.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we investigate the effects of simultaneous scattering of seismic energy
propagating through a heterogeneous nonlinear medium with irregular surface topography. In the
following analyses, material heterogeneity and nonlinear soil behavior are simulated for the local
site conditions in AdAmes.
By means of elastic parametric simulations, we have illustrated in Chapter 5 that the spatial
variability of material properties may significantly enhance frequency components that correspond
to wavelengths comparable with the correlation distance of the random medium. Multiple
reflections and locally trapped seismic energy may also considerably amplify the parasitic
component of surface response in the vicinity of the crest and prolong the total duration of
motion. On the contrary, phenomenological attenuation is observed for lower frequencies, a fact
that can be interpreted as diffusion of the propagating energy that reduces focusing at the vertex.
Successively in Chapter 7, we interpreted the nonlinear material behavior as instantaneous
heterogeneity due to material softening (strain-compatible stiffness) resulting in the enhancement
of high frequency components of motion. Since spatial variability of soil properties is initiated as a
result of seismic energy focusing at the crest, attenuation due to scattering is not observed in this
case.
Numerical simulations are performed for the strong motion time histories of the Athens 1999
event, and the effects of small-strain and strain-induced randomness are again interpreted in
terms of the Topographic Aggravation Factor next to the crest. The methodology employed for
this purpose was introduced by Popescu [1995], within the framework of seismically induced soil
liquefaction studies. It consists of Monte Carlo simulations of the seismic soil response, for which
non-Gaussian stochastic vector fields of the selected material properties are combined with
deterministic nonlinear finite element analyses.
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8.2 Simulation of Material Heterogeneity
In the methodology proposed by Popescu [1995], an adequate set of field data is necessary for the
material properties to be modeled as univariate, multi-dimensional, non-Gaussian stochastic fields
over the spatial domain of interest.
Once the probabilistic characteristics of the spatial variation of soil properties are estimated,
sample functions of the underlying stochastic field can be digitally simulated using one of the
methods referred in the literature. However, most soil properties exhibit non-Gaussian distri-
butions, which unlike Gaussian fields -where the first two moments provide complete probabi-
listic information- require knowledge of moments of all orders. This renders the estimation
procedure cumbersome, as it difficult to estimate moments higher than order two from actual
(non-Gaussian) data. Therefore, the simulation of material properties is done in practice using
limited available probabilistic information, namely the cross-spectral density matrix and the
marginal probability distribution functions.
In the spectral representation method employed here, the use of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) substantially improves the computational efficiency. In particular, a 1V-nD Gaussian
vector field is first generated taking advantage of the Fast Fourier Transform technique, and
successively transformed into a non-Gaussian one, which is compatible with a prescribed cross-
spectral density matrix and with prescribed (non-Gaussian) marginal probability distribution
functions. This is achieved through a memoryless nonlinear transformation in conjunction with an
iterative scheme. Simplifications are introduced for the special case of simulation of non-Gaussian
vector fields for the modeling of material properties.
Unfortunately, the ensemble of field data for the Kifissos canyon site was not considered
adequate for a complete statistical analysis to be performed. For this purpose, the necessary
statistical components are extrapolated from a cohesive adjacent site (referred to as Site D) for
the purpose of this study. We thus introduce a realistic description of the material heterogeneity
in our numerical simulations, and outline a methodology that could be employed upon availability
of the necessary field data, for site-specific design purposes at the highest level of sophistication.
In our simulations, stochastic fields are generated for the low-strain shear modulus (Gm).
A general description of this methodology, namely the geostatistical analysis of field data, the
digital generation of stochastic fields and the mapping technique for the construction of
deterministic finite element models is given in Appendix II. We also illustrate the effects of spatial
variability of small-strain stiffness on the surface response of a horizontally stratified nonlinear
medium, as a function of the input motion intensity. We show that the uncertainty introduced in
the estimation of surface ground motion, is restricted in the high frequency region of the spectrum
and is of the same order of magnitude, irrespective of the seismic intensity. We also illustrate that
for homogeneous SV-type base motion the stochastic field fluctuations are overshadowed by mate-
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rial yielding, and for high-amplitude acceleration input the background material stratigraphy is
restored.
8.2.1 Probability Distribution Functions
The Beta distribution, a flexible two-parameter model appropriate for curve fitting of field data,
is here selected for the generation of small-strain stiffness stochastic fields.
The Beta distribution permits the representation of a wide variety of distribution shapes, for
random variables, whose values are limited to a finite interval. Its distribution function over the
interval [0,1] is given by equation [1]:
0, x<0
F(p+q)
F(x,p,q) = ~ q tP- (1 - t)q-' dt, 0 < x < 1[
IF (p) IF (q) 0
1, X>1
where F( ) is the Gamma function, and p, q are the Beta distribution parameters. In our
simulations, the following values are used: p = 7.06 and q = 5.88.
8.2.2 Correlation Structure and Spectral Density Function (SDF)
Accounting for the mechanisms of soil deposit formation, leading to different spatial variability
characteristics in the vertical direction (normal to soil strata), as compared to those in the
horizontal direction, separable correlation structure models [Vanmarcke, 1983] seem appropriate
to simulate spatial variability of soil properties. Moreover, these models are easier to handle in
multi-dimensional analyses. Under the separable correlation structure assumption, the correlation
function (or correlation coefficient function) is expressed as:
.. ( ) = j Pi (i) [2]
i=1
where the subscript u has been dropped from the right-hand side of equation [2], n is the number
of spatial dimensions, is the separation distance, and pi represents the correlation function in
spatial direction i, which is function of the separation distance 4j. The same stands for the
correlation domain, which is expressed as a product of correlation distances in each spatial
direction.
8.2.2a Correlation structure in the vertical direction
The proposed methodology for correlation parameter estimation is based on a nonlinear regression
procedure. As mentioned above, correlation structures that depend on more than one parameter
can cover a larger palette of shapes and, hence, can be better fitted to sample functions obtained
from field data. Additional flexibility of the correlation structure model can be obtained by
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combining simpler models. In the present study, a Two-Peak SDF introduced by Popescu [1995]
is used, formulated as the weighted summation of two Exponential Decaying spectral density
functions [5a, 5b]. The corresponding correlation function is given by equation [6a, 6b]:
1sE + 1 K h2 e 1, 2 >0 [5a]SED ( K () = K 1 b>
2b b2 +1)
s, ( 2I 3 4 5) 5)D (b , ,b2) + ( - bsE ) s sED(, b 4) [5b]
PED(') = 2 f S(K) Cos (K() dK = Cos j(b 2 + 1) tan-' [6a]
1 + 2
pT, ( , b, , b2 , b3,b , b) =b5 p. , ,b 2 )+ (1 - b5) PED (, ,b4 ) [6b]
The Exponential Decaying SDF has a very flexible shape and hence is easy to fit to real data,
and also has the property SED(0) = 0, being therefore more appropriate for the digital simulation
of non-Gaussian stochastic fields. In our simulations, the following values were estimated from the
nonlinear curve-fitting process: bl, b 2 ... b5 = 2.55, 0.3, 0.53, 1.2 and 0.59.
Nevertheless, none of the classical expressions for the estimation of correlation distance 0 is
appropriate for this model. For this purpose, correlation distances are evaluated according to the
following expression, which can be shown to yield results consistent with Vanmarcke's [1983]
definition of correlation distance, namely:
6 = p ( ) d(,, = b, tan [7]2(b2 +1)[7]
where 41 is the point where the correlation function first crosses the space lag axis (p( 1) = 0).
It should be noted that the sample SDF was not utilized for the evaluation of the correlation
structure parameters since it is considered to be a biased estimate, according to Bendat & Piersol
[1986].
8.2.2b Correlation structure in the horizontal direction
In the minimization process for this spatial direction, the Two-Peak correlation function was the
best-fitted model in terms of minimum sum of squared residuals. Nevertheless, due to limited
availability of closely spaced borehole data in the horizontal direction, cross-correlation between
borehole data was insignificant and a correct correlation distance could not be estimated.
Therefore, a simple exponential model was selected for the theoretical correlation function in the
horizontal direction, where b, = 0.125.
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p ( , ~ ( 2.p(() = exp j [8]
b,
The estimated correlation distances in the vertical and horizontal direction are OZ = 2.62m
and OX = 16.Om respectively. A three-dimensional illustration of the spectral density function,
obtained as the product of the separate correlation structures is shown in Figure 1. For
comparison, the SDF obtained for exponential decaying distribution in both directions (equivalent
to the one used in our parametric simulations in Chapter 5) is also shown.
OA.8
0.4-
0.2-
-0
-15 .10
(a: SD Vi
(a) Horizontal Direction: Exponential SDF / Vertical Direction: Two-Peak SDF
0.81
15 -
(b) Horizontal Direction: Exponential SDF /Vertical Direction: Exponential SDF
Fig. 1: Three-dimensional representation of spectral density function
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Once standardized sample fields are generated, a mapping technique is employed to transform
the sample fields (where the random variables are evaluated at predefined spatial locations) to the
finite element mesh for deterministic simulations.
Forty (40) sample fields have been generated for the purpose of this study. Successively, a
mean shear wave velocity distribution with depth was defined from the available geotechnical
information at the Kifissos canyon site for the field de-normalization process. The integration of
local geotechnical information (as opposed to the simulation of three distinct families of stochastic
fields were profiles A, B and C would be used as background media) was imposed by
computational limitations associated with the time-domain nonlinear simulations performed and
variety of input motions used.
The standard deviation of data with depth was finally extrapolated from Site D (where it has
been evaluated from the statistical analysis of cone penetration tests) and was transformed to an
equivalent shear modulus variation. The mean shear modulus (Gm.) distribution and standard
deviation with depth utilized in the following section are shown in Figure 2.
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G [105 kPa] a(G.)[105 kPa
Fig. 2: Spatial trends for the small strain shear modulus (G_) variation with depth. The depth dependent
standard deviation has been adopted from the statistical analysis of Site D
The depth-dependent standard deviation of fluctuations about spatial trends adopted in the
ensuing was transformed into realistic values for the standard deviation of the small strain shear
modulus (G.) according to the following expression:
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Figure 3 illustrates typical realizations of the stochastic field, along with the mean wave
velocity distribution with depth. To avoid spurious reflections from the absorbing boundaries in
the numerical model, the random properties are confined in the vicinity of the topographic
feature. Besides, the surface response close to the vertex, computed for laterally more extended
realizations, was found to be unaffected.
Fig. 3a: Schematic representation of the shear wave velocity (V) mean variation with depth for the random
field realizations
Fig. 3b: Typical realizations of the low strain soil stiffness (here the maximum shear wave velocity, VM)
stochastic fields for the Kifissos canyon site
8.3 Deterministic Finite Element Analyses
To illustrate the effects of spatial variability of low-strain stiffness on the topographic aggravation
of seismic motion, a simulation is initially performed for an incident Ricker wavelet with central
frequency f1 = 3Hz and peak rock-outcrop acceleration ag = 0.3g. The level of input acceleration is
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selected such that it will produce similar nonlinear effects with the six typical rock-outcrop
motions. Nevertheless, the single pulse characterizing a Ricker wavelet is expected to produce
nonlinear material response not typical of earthquake seismic motion. This effect will however be
more prominent in the displacement surface response, which is not illustrated in the ensuing.
The response of the configuration is examined by means of the following illustrations: (a) the
computed acceleration time-histories at the far-field and the location of maximum acceleration are
plotted in Figure 4, (b) the distribution of the normalized peak horizontal and vertical
acceleration behind the crest is shown in Figure 5. In the same figures, the corresponding
quantities calculated for the mean stiffness variation of the profile and the same input motion are
shown for comparison.
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Fig. 4: Acceleration time histories at the far-field and the location of maximum horizontal acceleration
behind the crest: Comparison of the response for the linearly varying (dashed line) and a typical
stochastic (solid line) field, subjected to a plane incident Ricker wavelet with central frequency f = 3
Hz and peak rock-outcrop acceleration a = 0.3g
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Fig. 5: Distribution of the normalized peak ground horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) acceleration along
the free surface behind the cliff, for the linearly varying (dashed line) and a typical stochastic (solid
line) realization, subjected to a plane incident Ricker wavelet with central frequency f = 3 Hz and
peak rock-outcrop acceleration a = 0.3g.
As can readily be seen, the seismic wavefield is shown to be more erratic for the case of the
heterogeneous soil profile, when compared to the response of the configuration with linear
variation of stiffness with depth. As a result, the zone of topographic amplification behind the
crest is indeed wider. This is primarily observed for the parasitic acceleration component, whose
amplitude is also higher than for the case of the horizontally stratified configuration.
Inasmuch as general conclusions cannot be extracted from the particular example, the
magnitude of topographic amplification (both for the horizontal and vertical components) behind
the crest is shown to be enhanced by the small fluctuations of the stochastic field. The wave
scattering introduced by the heterogeneity of material properties may readily be observed in the
seismogram synthetics and the acceleration snapshots shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. For
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comparison, results obtained from the wave propagation analysis of the horizontally stratified
profile are shown in the same figures.
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Fig. 6a: Seismogram synthetics of the horizontal acceleration component along the surface behind the crest
(x = 300), for a plane incident SV Ricker wavelet with central frequency f = 3.0Hz and rock-
outcrop acceleration amplitude a = 0.3g: Nonlinear analysis - Response of linearly varying soil
stiffness (top) and typical stochastic simulation (bottom)
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Fig. 6b: Seismogram synthetics of the vertical (parasitic) acceleration component along the surface behind
the crest (x = 300), for a plane incident SV Ricker wavelet with central frequency f = 3.0Hz and
rock-outcrop acceleration amplitude a = 0.3g: Nonlinear analysis - Response of linearly varying soil
stiffness (top) and typical stochastic simulation (bottom)
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Fig. 7: Snapshots of acceleration wavefield for an incident plane SV Ricker wavelet with central frequency f
= 3 Hz (peak rock-outcrop acceleration a = 0.3g at t = 0.5 sec) for the horizontally stratified soil
profile (left) and a typical simulation of the soil stiffness stochastic field (right)
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The compensating effects of forward scattering and localized material yielding on the seismic
energy focusing in the convex part of the topography, are next investigated by means of real
seismic acceleration input motions and the ensemble of realizations of the analyzed profile. Both
frequency and time-domain effects of soil heterogeneity are being discussed.
Results are shown in the following figures for the six rock-outcrop motions. Figure 8 shows
the spatial distribution of peak normalized horizontal and vertical acceleration at the surface
behind the crest. These figures plot the mean and standard deviation of the distribution for the
ensemble of realizations of the stochastic field. For comparison, the spatial distribution computed
for the horizontally stratified soil profile, which corresponds to the mean stiffness distribution of
the stochastic field, is also plotted.
By average, the scatter of peak surface acceleration that results from small-strain stiffness
heterogeneities of the particular configuration is significantly lower than the variability related to
the seismic input characteristics. In fact, the frequency-content characteristics are here shown to
play a decisive role in the surface motion distribution, whilst the level of peak ground acceleration
for the various motions considered is almost the same.
Figure 9 shows the transfer function surface of horizontal ground motion with respect to the
far-field soil column response, for three input motions used in our analyses. For each seismic
excitation, we illustrate the surface response for a typical realization of the stochastic field and
the corresponding response for the background, horizontally stratified medium. As can readily be
seen, the effects of material heterogeneity vary significantly with the frequency-content of seismic
input motion. In particular:
(i) For the Cholame time-history, whose dominant frequency almost coincides with the
fundamental frequency of the far-field configuration and dominant wavelength is much
longer than the correlation distance of the stochastic field, soil heterogeneity does not
reduce energy focusing at the vertex. Furthermore, significant enhancement of the high
frequency components is observed, a fact that implies that once the diffracted wavefield
reaches the crest, short wavelengths are trapped between localized material
heterogeneities and further amplified.
(ii) For the MNSA time-history, which is characterized by relatively high-frequency
content, we observe phenomenological attenuation the propagating energy towards the
vertex is diffused by the stochastic medium. As a result, the transfer function
amplitude of short wavelengths is shown to be reduced, when compared to the
corresponding amplitude computed for the background medium.
(iii) Finally for the Temblor time-history, which is characterized by a distinct T=0.5sec
pulse and has very little energy in the high-frequency regime, the heterogeneous profile
has practically no effect on the surface ground response. The long dominant
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wavelengths cannot see the fluctuations of the stochastic field, whereas there are
practically no short wavelengths propagating that could be potentially amplified.
It should be also noted that the divergence between the transfer function surfaces computed for
each input motion, are primarily attributed to the variability in the nonlinear response of the
material and the corresponding strain-compatible material properties.
Seismogram synthetics of the surface response, evaluated for a typical realization of the low-
strain stiffness stochastic field are illustrated in Figures 10a-c for the Cholame, MNSA and
Temblor input motions respectively. For comparison, the corresponding response computed for
the background horizontally stratified medium is also plotted. Prolongation of the surface
horizontal and vertical response duration can be readily observed for the high-frequency MNSA
motion, whereas for the Cholame and the Temblor inputs that are relatively low-frequency
motions, the effects are primarily observed for the vertical component.
Successively, Figure 11 plots the corresponding Topographic Aggravation Factor for each
input motion. For each excitation, we illustrate the mean value and standard deviation of the
ensemble of simulations, and compare to the corresponding spectrum that is computed for the
background horizontally stratified medium. The standard deviation of the computed TAF is also
illustrated in Figure 12. In this figure, we observe two distinct areas where the standard deviation
of the response is considerable: scatter in the period region T<0.1 sec is attributed to the material
heterogeneity and is independent of the input motion, whereas scatter in the 0.1<T<0.2 sec
region is attributed to the yielding-induced heterogeneity and is a function of the excitation
characteristics.
As a general observation, low-strain stiffness heterogeneity when accounting for nonlinear soil
response does not result in enhancement of the topographic amplification in the vicinity of the
crest. As an example, for the Cholame motion that is relatively broadband, the mean value of
maximum aggravation predicted from the stochastic realizations is 20%, whereas the
corresponding value predicted for the mean shear wave profile is 35%. This phenomenon is related
to the phenomenological attenuation due to scattering, which has been in detail discussed in
Chapter 5. The magnitude of the parasitic acceleration component however is shown to be rather
stable, irrespective of the simulated material heterogeneity.
The random distribution of soil properties is primarily affecting the high frequency
components of the response, corresponding to wavelengths short enough to be comparable with
the correlation distance of the stochastic field in the horizontal direction. It is indeed the same
region of the spectrum affected by the nonlinear soil response, since the random field resulting
from localized material yielding has similar correlation length-scale with the simulated stochastic
field.
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Fig. 11: is continued
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Fig. 11: Spectrum of Topographic Amplification Factor evaluated at x=15.Om from the crest, for the
ensemble of realizations of the stochastic field and the background horizontaJly stratified medium:
For the former, the mean and standard deviation is plotted ( t ± 1a)
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Fig. 12: Standard deviation of response spectral ratio at x = 15.0m from the crest, evaluated for forty (40)
digital simulations of the stochastic field that characterizes the Kifissos canyon, as a function of the
seismic input motion.
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Chapter 9
Elastic & Nonlinear Soil-Structure Interaction
9.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we examine how the free-field ground motion in the vicinity of the vertex is
further modified, on account of soil-structure interaction.
We first identify how the kinematic interaction, namely the motion imposed on the structure
by the dynamic soil displacements, affects the system response. For this purpose, we perform
elastic parametric analyses to study the effects of soil/structure impedance ratio and frequency
content of incident motion for a structure founded close to the vertex of a cliff on homogeneous
halfspace. By comparison of the time- and frequency-domain results with the corresponding free-
field motion, we identify filtering of the high frequency components of the horizontal motion for
stiff structures, which is attributed to the displacement incompatibility between the free-field and
the structural response. We also illustrate further amplification of the vertical component, which
arises from the rocking structural response and subsequent forces transmitted back to the
surrounding soil.
We next perform nonlinear simulations for the local soil conditions and typical local
structures, founded behind the crest and along the slope. First, we perform preliminary analyses
for the structural response on layered nonlinear soil profiles with horizontal ground surface,
subjected to quasi-static horizontal, vertical and seismic input motion. We thus identify the role
of soil nonlinearity and structural inertia before incorporating topography effects in the modeling
of the problem. We then simulate the nonlinear response of the soil-structure system with
irregular ground surface topography, and we study the motion of typical local structures as well
as the effects of embedment depth and soil-structure impedance ratio.
9.2 Soil-Structure Interaction: An overview
It is well known that during earthquake shaking, the soil deforms under the influence of the
incident seismic waves, imposing subsequent dynamic displacements to the foundations and the
supported structure. In turn, this induced motion of the super-structure generates inertia forces
that result in dynamic forces and moments at the base, subsequently transmitted into the
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supporting soil. Therefore, additional deformations are imposed to the surrounding soil while
additional waves emanate from the soil-foundation interface.
These phenomena occur indeed simultaneously. It is however convenient -both conceptually
and computationally- to separate them into two consecutive phenomena referred to as kinematic
and inertial interaction. Thereafter, the response of the soil-foundation-structure system is
obtained as shown in Figure 1, as a superposition of these two interaction effects:
a. Kinematic interaction refers to the effects of the incident seismic waves to the system
shown in Figure 1b, which essentially consists of the foundation and the supporting soil,
differing from the complete system of Figure la in that the mass of the superstructure is
set equal to zero.
b. Inertial interaction refers to the response of the complete structure-foundation-soil system
to excitation by D' Alembert forces associated with the acceleration of the super-structure
due to kinematic interaction (Figure 1c).
It should be also noted herein, that for the complete analysis of the system, the fundamental
task of defining the seismic excitation (in terms of amplitude, frequency content and spatial
variation of ground free-field motion) precedes the foregoing steps. This problem has been briefly
introduced in Chapter 6, and will not be further discussed in the ensuing.
The validity of the aforementioned decomposition for linear material behavior (of soil,
foundation and structure) stems from the so-called superposition theorem [Whitman 1973, Kausel
& Roesset 1974, ASCE 1979]. This theorem states that the seismic response of the system of
Figure la to bedrock acceleration a., which can be computed in a single step by solving the
following matrix differential equation:
[M]{ii} + [K]{u} = - [MI{I}ar, [1]
can be approached in two steps, expressing the relative displacement vector {u} as the sum of the
following two components:
{u} = {u,.} + {ui., [2]
and solving the following the following two coupled differential equations:
[Mso]{ }iib + [K]{ubn} = [MsoI{I}a,
[3]
[M]I{ ii,} + [K]{Une} = - [MAI ({iii } + {I}a)
where: {u} = the relative displacement vector of points in the soil, the foundation or the
structure with respect to the rock-soil interface motion,
{I} = the unit vector,
[M] = the mass matrix of the system,
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[K] = the
{ukn} = the
{Uiner} = the
[Mso = the
[M, = the
stiffness matrix of the system (which in the general case is complex),
kinematic relative displacement,
inertial relative displacement,
mass matrix assuming that only the soil and foundation have mass, and
mass matrix assuming that there is mass only in the superstructure.
aff
Seismic Waves
Ri2L
-17
Waves r
S, P
(a) Soil-Foundation-Structure System
massless
superstructure
I" rakin
Seismic Waves
R, L
p'
(b)
Seismic
Waves ar
S, P
Kinematic Interaction (c) Inertial Interaction
Fig. 1: Geometry and decomposition of a soil-structure interaction problem
Furthermore, for a surface or embedded foundation, inertial interaction analysis (Figure 1c) is
also conveniently performed in two steps as show in Figure 2 [after Kausel & Rcesset, 1974],
namely:
b,. Compute the foundation dynamic impedances (springs and dashpots) associated with
each mode of vibration, and
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b2. Determine the seismic response of structure and foundation supported by these springs
and dashpots and subjected to the kinematic accelerations ak(t) of the base.
As can readily be seen, the superposition theorem is exact for linear soil, foundation and
structure behavior. Nevertheless, approximations of soil nonlinearity by means of iterative wave
propagation analyses allow the superposition to be applied for moderately-nonlinear systems.
m a
Foundation
Impedance Matrix
[K]
Fig. 2: Schematic representation of two-step inertial interaction analysis
For each one of the above analysis steps, several alternative formulations have been developed
and published in the literature, including finite-element, boundary-element, semi-analytical and
analytical solutions, a variety of simplified methods, and semi-empirical methods. In addition to
the dynamic finite element methods, the most popular approaches used in practice for the
analysis of soil-structure interaction problems are briefly presented in the ensuing:
(a) Boundary Element type methods
The methods of this class are essentially semi analytical in the sense that they use closed-
form solutions to the pertinent wave equations for the soil domain, and discretize only the
boundaries and interfaces of the system. These closed-form solutions (referred to as
fundamental solutions or Green's functions depending on the particular solution) have the
ability to reproduce exactly the radiation of wave energy to infinity, without requiring special
lateral boundaries -as is the case for the finite element methods. Evidently, this class of
methods is the most versatile in treating a variety of incident wave fields (such as inclined
body waves and Rayleigh waves, in addition to vertical waves). Usually however, they cannot
accommodate material and interface nonlinearities associated with foundation seismic motion.
Therefore in current state of practice, such sophisticated tools are also used in conjunction
with finite element methods, which can better model the nonlinear soil-structure response.
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(b) Winkler models
Used primarily for the inertial interaction analysis, the foundation in these methods is
supported by a series of independent vertical, rotational and horizontal springs and dashpots
along the soil-footing interface, which correspond to the vibration modes. For elastic analyses,
the most important factors affecting the dynamic impedance of foundations are: (i) the shape
of the foundation, (ii) the stratigraphy (homogeneous halfspace, surface soil layer over rigid
bedrock or halfspace), and (iii) the amount of embedment. For the estimation of the dynamic
impedance of footings, algebraic expressions have been developed, accounting for arbitrary
foundation shape and degree of embedment, and for a variety of soil conditions. For more
details, the reader is referred among others to Dobry & Gazetas [1986], Wong & Luco [1985],
Gazetas [1983], Kausel & Roesset [1975] and Luco [1974].
In these studies, the dynamic impedance of foundations is shown to be very sensitive to the
underlying soil stratigraphy. The response of a foundation on a non-homogeneous halfspace can
be substantially different from the response of an identical foundation resting on a homogeneous
halfspace. This effect arises both from the increase of static stiffness and the decrease of radiation
damping and is more prominent for the vertical and horizontal oscillations. Subsequently, the
amplitude of the motion to be exerted by the supported structure increases as a result of the
resonant peaks which appear in the amplitude-frequency response curves [Kausel 1974, Kausel &
Ushijima 1979, Gazetas 1983].
9.3 Elastic Parametric Investigation
We shall here investigate the effects of a surface structure founded in the vicinity of the vertex,
on the diffraction mechanism that gives rise to topography amplification phenomena. The
underlying soil is simulated as a homogeneous halfspace with density p.il = 2.Otn/m 3 and
Poisson's ratio v = 0.35.
The centerline of the simulated structure is located at a distance x/ = 0.2 from the crest,
where peak topographic amplification has been determined for the response of a homogeneous
halfspace. For the purpose of this study, typical structures are simulated as solid blocks with
density pstr = 0.4tn/m 3 , which accounts for the macroscopic properties of the structural system,
and Poisson's ratio v = 0.20. The height of the numerical model is kept constant for all
simulations and equal to 16.0m, which corresponds to a 4-story building with 4.Om mean story-to-
story spacing. A schematic illustration is shown in Figure 3a.
The ground surface response of the original model, i.e. the topographic irregularity, will be
referred to as free-field motion, not to be confused with the far-field motion that is defined where
purely vertical seismic wave propagation is assumed. The locations where time and frequency
domain characteristics of the response are being compared to the corresponding free-field motion
are shown in Figure 3b.
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To study the effects of soil-structure interaction in altering the energy focusing mechanism at
the vertex, we identify the following dimensionless parameters: (i) the horizontal dimension of the
structure, normalized by the dominant propagating wavelength (L/1 0 ), and (ii) the structure-soil
impedance ratio (r = (p ) /(p V)ioi), which controls the amount of incident/diffracted energy
to be reflected at their interface. To control the frequency content of the incident motion,
vertically propagating SV-Ricker wavelets are used to approximate seismic input. The parametric
simulations performed are tabulated in Table 1.
CL
B A
Fig. 3: Schematic illustration of the numerical model
in the vicinity of the crest.
used for simulations of elastic soil-structure interaction
Table 1. Dimensionless variables used in parametric simulations for soil-structure interaction effects on
topographic amplification
L / 20 r= (pVI)sr/(PV,)si
0.375 0.5
0.625 1.0
1.25 2.0
5.0
Results are shown in the following figures for the time-domain and frequency-domain
characteristics of the response behind the crest and at the base of the cliff, as a function of the
frequency characteristics of the incident motion and the material stiffness of the structure. In
particular:
* Figures 4a-c show the spatial distribution of peak surface horizontal and vertical
acceleration, for the three incident motions respectively, as a function of the structure-soil
impedance ratio.
* Figure 5a shows seismograph synthetics of the horizontal surface acceleration component,
for the softer (r = 0.5) and stiffer (r = 5.0) structures considered, and the three incident
motions. Seismograph synthetics of the vertical acceleration component for the same
configurations are shown in Figure 5b.
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* Vertical acceleration time-histories at Points A, B and the centerline of the structure for
L / A0 = 1.25, which corresponds to dominant propagating wavelengths of the same order
of magnitude as the horizontal dimension of the structure, are plotted in Figure 6 for r =
0.5, 1.0 and 5.0. Phase-differences of the response along the structure correspond to
rocking motion that is imposed upon incidence of surface, diffracted waves.
To illustrate the frequency-domain effects of soil-structure interaction, a train of Ricker
wavelets with the aforementioned frequency characteristics is next used as incident motion, which
allows the simultaneous representation of a broader window of frequencies. Obviously for the
elastic frequency-dependent problem, the response of the three narrow-band input cases is being
here simply superimposed.
* Figures 7a and b show seismograph synthetics of the horizontal and vertical acceleration
components for this input motion. Successively, horizontal and vertical acceleration time-
histories at the centerline of the structure and the crest and base of the cliff are plotted in
Figure 8, as a function of the structure-soil impedance ratio.
* The crest/base, centerline/far-field and crest/far-field transfer functions for the different
structural stiffness cases analyzed are plotted in Figure 9. Finally, Figure 10a and b
illustrate plan views of the Fourier amplitude surface of horizontal and vertical
acceleration along the surface, for the various structure-soil impedance ratios considered.
In both figures, the response of the free-field (r = 0) is also shown for comparison.
The main conclusions that can be drawn from our parametric investigation can be
summarized as follows:
* The presence of a structure in the vicinity of the crest where maximum topographic
amplification occurs, does indeed affect the time- and frequency-domain characteristics of
the response not only at the location of the structure, but also behind the crest and along
the cliff.
* These effects depend on the frequency characteristics of the input motion, i.e. on the
propagating wavelengths, which need to be of the same order of magnitude with the
horizontal dimension of the structure -or shorter- to compass the geometric constrains
imposed by the rigidity of the foundation.
0 In the time-domain, the presence of a soft structure, in which incident/diffracted waves
are trapped, results in significant enhancement of the vertical acceleration component and
de-amplification of the horizontal response at the location of the structure, when
compared to the free-field response. This phenomenon is attributed to the rotational path
that the trapped diffracted waves follow within the structure, which imposes intense
rocking motion and associated vertical forces transferred to the underlying soil. For the
special case that the dominant frequency of the incident waves is close to the
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fundamental frequency of the superstructure (here for L / A0 = 0.625), the horizontal
response at the crest is excessively amplified due to resonant phenomena of the structure.
" As the stiffness of the structure increases, the vertical response at the location of the
structure becomes less intense, as opposed to the horizontal. This effect results from the
inability of the rigid structure to follow the strongly differential motion in the vicinity of
the crest. The energy of the inclined diffracted waves inciting at the base of the structure
is reflected backwards towards the slope and therefore, the primary input motion consists
of primary vertically propagating SV waves.
" Seismogram synthetics of the surface response illustrate the aforementioned conclusions.
For soft structures and short wavelengths, the structural response results in continuous
wave emission towards the slope, that is evident both for the horizontal and vertical
components. For rigid structures, the backward reflection of surface waves appears as a
single enhanced wave that travels towards the base of the cliff. For the particular case of
the Ricker wavelet incident sequence, constructive interference along the slope with
subsequent diffracted waves enhances further the vertical response at the crest.
* Finally, frequency domain results clearly show both the geometric inability of the
structure to follow the erratic soil response behind the crest, and the enhancement of the
vertical component. The former can be clearly seen in Figure 10a, where high frequency
components of both horizontal and vertical acceleration are completely filtered at the
location of the structure. The later can be readily observed in Figure 10b, where: (i) for
the soft structure, the rocking motion enhances the vertical response at the location of
the structure and along the crest, and (ii) for the stiffer structures, higher frequencies are
particularly enhanced at the crest - primarily due to constructive interference with later
arrivals of diffracted waves at this location.
* The enhancement of horizontal and vertical motion at the crest with respect to the base
can be also observed in the corresponding transfer functions, when compared to these
obtained for the homogeneous soil case. The erratic frequency response gives rise to
excess amplification of high frequencies, which can be of the order of 50% higher than the
rather smooth, homogeneous halfspace motion amplification.
Based on the rather limited number of simulations, we have identified significant effects of
soil-structure interaction on the surface ground motion in the vicinity topographic features, purely
by means of elastic analyses that do not account for inertial interaction phenomena. We will next
investigate both components of soil-structure interaction by means of nonlinear simulations.
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9.4 Nonlinear Soil-Structure Interaction on Horizontal Ground Surface
It is well known that hysteresis, rate dependence and irreversible deformations are dominant
features of cyclic soil behavior. The effect of repeated loading on structures is to create a zone of
yielding and inelastic deformation beneath the foundation. For the case of a halfspace, this
phenomenon results in "dynamic inhomogeneity" within an otherwise elastic medium, which tends
to reduce the effective dynamic impedance (radiation damping) of the semi-infinite domain and
create resonant frequencies at which the structural motion is amplified. This observation is
consistent with known results for the problem of finite-size foundations on a uniform layer over
bedrock and the problem of finite-size foundations on a finite region embedded in a halfspace.
On the other hand, the soil response to relatively strong seismic motion is usually associated
with hysteretic deformations, dominant features of the cyclic soil behavior. Since material yielding
is expected to be initiated by seismic wave propagation, the response of a structure on a homoge-
neous soil profile that exhibits instantaneous strain softening is expected to resemble the response
of this foundation on a non-homogeneous profile. As a result of this, resonant peaks of the soil-
structure system are expected. Altering of the soil-structure system response is also expected for
stratified soil profiles exhibiting nonlinear cyclic deformations.
Time-domain nonlinear simulations are here performed for the response of typical buildings in
the area of AdAmes. For this purpose, a surface and an embedded rigid structure founded on a
horizontally layered medium are simulated, with the underlying soil profile corresponding to
profiles A, B and C.
In particular, a 4-storey concrete building -typical of the majority of residential structures in
the area of interest- is here modeled as a rigid block. Note that since the analyses are performed
in plain strain conditions, the actual structure being modeled has infinite length in the third
dimension. The dimensions of the simulated buildings are:
1. Surface Structure: 25.Om x 16.Om
2. Embedded Structure: 25.Om x 20.0m, embedment depth 4.Om
To approximate the mass of a typical building, the density of the rigid block for both cases is
selected as 0.4tn/m'. Therefore, the self-weight of the surface and embedded structure is
160kPa/m and 200kPa/m respectively.
The simulated structures are subjected to quasi-static vertical and horizontal loading, applied
at the center of gravity, as well as seismic input motion prescribed at rigid bedrock. In all cases
studied, loading is applied after equilibrium due to self-weight of the soil is established. For the
embedded structure in particular, the soil excavation and gradual increase of structural weight
are also simulated, attempting a more realistic representation of the construction procedure.
As expected, however, inelastic soil-structure interaction effects that involve irreversible
deformations are negligible for realistic levels of quasi-static and earthquake loading, due to the
high stiffness of the soil profiles and the low weight of the simulated structures. The structural
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weight loads the underlying material in the elastic regime and upon seismic and quasi-static
loading equivalent to earthquake intensity 0.3g, inelastic effects are primarily confined in the close
vicinity of the foundation, arising primarily from kinematic interaction at the singularities of the
structural model corners. This can readily be seen in results presented in Section 9.4.3, where the
aforementioned configurations are subjected to the MNSA acceleration time-history prescribed at
rigid bedrock.
Nevertheless, we illustrate the potentially detrimental effects of nonlinear soil-structure
interaction by means of simulations, where the vertical and horizontal quasi-static load amplitude
is gradually increased to equal multiple times the weight of the structure. The formation of a
valley-like region below the structure, which is characterized by material of stiffness lower than
the surrounding soil, might have significant impact upon incidence of inclined waves by
introducing additional lateral resonant frequencies to the soil-structure system. Such is indeed the
scattered wavefield that arises from topographic irregularities.
In what follows, typical results are presented for quasi-static horizontal and vertical loads
with adequate amplitude to produce clear inelastic effects, and for seismic input motion with
intensity 0.3g corresponding to the MNSA time-history. Note that for the vertical quasi-static
loading case, a monotonic load is applied after gravity load equilibrium is established, to ensure
that contact between the structure and the surrounding soil is retained throughout the simulation
of cyclic loading.
Results are illustrated in §9.4.1, §9.4.2 and §9.4.3 for the vertical, horizontal and seismic
loading respectively. In each section, the following components of the system response are shown:
(i) displacement time-histories along the surface of the numerical models, (ii) contours of
maximum displacement and spatial variability of peak displacement at the surface of the
configuration, (iii) shear stress-strain hysteresis loops along the centerline and the edge of the
structure at various depths, and (iv) contours of peak normal and shear stresses, for the two
structures and three soil profiles analyzed. The locations where displacement time-histories and
stress-strain hysteresis loops are evaluated are depicted in Figure 11.
0 Time History
9 Stress-Strain Loop
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
xIMI X Ini
Fig. 11. Schematic representation of locations where displacement time-histories and stress-strain hysteresis
loops are evaluated, for the two structures investigated
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9.4.1 Vertical Quasi-Static Loading
In this series of simulations, a monotonic load P = 200 kPa/m is applied incrementally after
equilibrium due to soil and structure self-weight is being established. Successively, a quasi-static
cyclic load of the form P 2 = 2P, sin (x/2 t) is applied at the center of gravity of the structure.
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Fig. 14: Contours of maximum displacement distribution for rigid surface (left) and embedded (right)
structures founded on profiles A (top), B (middle) and C (bottom): Quasi-static vertical loading
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Fig. 16: Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops at selected depths along the edge (left) and the centerline (right)
of a surface rigid structure on profiles A, B and C: Quasi-static vertical loading
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Fig. 17: Normal vertical (left) and shear (right) stress field contours, for surfacc rigid structure on profiles A,
B and C: Quasi-static vertical loading
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Fig. 19: Normal vertical (left) and shear (right) stress field contours, for embedded rigid structure on profiles
A, B and C: Quasi-static vertical loading
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9.4.2 Horizontal Quasi-Static Loading
In this series of simulations, a quasi-static load of the form P = 180 sin (it/2 t) [kPa/m] is
applied at the center of gravity of the structure after equilibrium due to soil and structure self-
weight is being established. Note that the cyclic horizontal load applied has amplitude
approximately equal to the weight of the structure, which may be interpreted as an equivalent
seismic loading with peak ground acceleration ag = 1.0g.
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Fig. 20: Time history of horizontal (left) and vertical (right) displacement at various locations along the
surface, for rigid surface structure on profiles A (top), B (middle) and C (bottom): Quasi-static
horizontal loading
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Fig. 21: Time history of horizontal (left) and vertical (right) displacement at vaxious locations along the
surface, for rigid embedded structure on profiles A (top), B (middle) and C (bottom): Quasi-static
horizontal loading
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Fig. 22: Contours of maximum displacement distribution for rigid surface (left) and embedded (right)
structures founded on profiles A (top), B (middle) and C (bottom): Quasi-static horizontal loading
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embedded (right) structure subjected to quasi-static horizontal loading.
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Fig. 24: Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops at selected depths along the edge (left) and the centerline (right)
of a surface rigid structure on profiles A, B and C: Quasi-static horizontal loading
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Fig. 25: Normal horizontal (left) and shear (right) stress field contours, for surface rigid structure on profiles
A, B and C: Quasi-static horizontal loading
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Fig. 26: Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops at selected depths along the edge (left) and the centerline (right)
of a embedded rigid structure on profiles A, B and C: Quasi-static horizontal loading
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Fig. 27: Normal horizontal (left) and shear (right) stress field contours, for embedded rigid structure on
profiles A, B and C: Quasi-static horizontal loading
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9.4.3 Seismic Input Motion
In this section, the soil-structure systems axe subjected to the MNSA seismic motion prescribed at
rigid bedrock. To avoid spurious reflections from the boundaries of the numerical model,
repeatable boundary conditions are imposed to the far-field boundaries. The effectiveness of the
approximation is ensured by placing the structure in adequate distance from the lateral
boundaries so that the periodicity of the discretized domain will not alter the computed response.
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Fig. 28a: Time histories of horizontal displacement at various locations along the surface of the
configuration, for a rigid surface structure on profiles A, B and C: MNSA time-history prescribed
at rigid bedrock
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Fig. 28b: Time histories of vertical displacement at various locations along the surface of the configuration,
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Fig. 30a: Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops at the edge (x = -15.0m) of rigid surface structure on profiles A, B
and C: MNSA seismic input prescribed at bedrock
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Fig. 30b: Shear stress-strain hysteresis loops at the edge (x = -15.0m) of rigid embedded structure on profiles A,
B and C: MNSA seismic input prescribed at bedrock
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It should be noted that in the case of horizontal quasi-static loading, plastic drift occurs in
the vertical direction, due to the rocking motion on the structure. As a result, permanent
deformations are associated with a rotated position of the structure towards the direction of first
loading, and the resulting zone of material yielding is non-symmetric. Despite the fact that the
magnitude of deformations observed is below the range of practical interest, the corresponding
shear modulus reduction in the vicinity of the foundation alters the seismic response of the
structural system.
Finally, inasmuch as the surface horizontal response of the system subjected to seismic
loading is unaffected by the presence of the structure, spatial variability of the vertical
displacement associated with rocking motion of the structure is observed. Referring to results
obtained from the quasi-static loading cases, material softening would be further intensified under
seismic loading comprising of horizontal as well as vertical components. This is indeed the case in
the vicinity of topographic discontinuities, where diffraction of seismic waves results in parasitic
vertical components, which carry a significant amount of the incident seismic energy.
9.5 Nonlinear Soil-Structure Interaction at the Vertex
The role of soil-structure interaction effects on the damage distribution observed in the area of
Adimes is examined, accounting simultaneously for the local site conditions, namely topography
and stratigraphy. The centerline of the simulated structures is located at a distance x = 20.Om
from the crest, where peak topographic amplification has been estimated in foregoing simulations.
In the ensuing, the ground surface response of the original model, i.e. the topographic
configuration, will be referred to as free-field motion, not to be confused with the far-field motion
that is defined where purely vertical seismic wave propagation is assumed. The problem studied is
schematically shown in Figure 31, along with the corresponding numerical models.
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Fig. 31: is continued
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Fig. 31: Geometry and corresponding numerical model for simulation of nonlinear soil-structure interaction
of surface (left) and embedded (right) structures
It should be noted that since the numerical analyses are performed for a plain strain problem,
the simulated structures have infinite length in the 3rd dimension. When compared to the true
three-dimensional problem, this approximation results in larger depth of influence of the
structure-imposed stresses. Nevertheless, it is considered reasonable for the purpose of this study,
given the low structural stress level imposed on relatively high soil formations.
To evaluate the role of soil-structure interaction on the ground surface and structural
response for local soil conditions in AdAmes, preliminary simulations have been performed for the
structures described above, yet founded on horizontally layered configurations corresponding to
profiles A, B and C. In this series of analyses, the structures were subjected initially to vertical or
horizontal quasi-static loads, and successively to seismic input motion corresponding to the six
acceleration time histories. Due to the low weight of the structural system and the relatively high
stiffness of the underlying soil, no inelastic effects were observed upon static loading of the soil by
the structural system. The stress release due to soil excavation in the case of the embedded
structure, was also found to be in the elastic regime.
Successively, the amplitude of quasi-static loading was increased until clear inelastic soil
response was observed. Despite the unrealistic magnitude of the imposed load (corresponding to
seismic motion with intensity 2.0g), the formation of a zone of material under state of yielding in
the vicinity of the foundation did affect the structural response, and resulted in differential
surface motion when the configuration was subjected to seismic input motion. For this level of
applied load, the observed effects of nonlinear soil-structure interaction may be interpreted as
local valley effects, due to the formation of a zone of yielding around the foundation of the
structures.
Inasmuch as this indicates that nonlinear soil-structure interaction does not contribute
significantly to the overall response of the system, we next show that the wave diffraction and
constructive interference mechanisms in the vicinity of the vertex are affected by the soil-
structure dynamic impedance. Also, the spatial distribution of ground surface response is altered
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for the stiffer simulated structures, which are unable to follow the strongly differential free-field
motion.
In the following simulations, we consider the structural flexibility as an important parameter
for the evaluation of surface ground motion, apart from the soil stiffness variation with depth and
the frequency content of the seismic input. Simulations are initially performed for a rigid block
(TAtr <<) and successively for structures with resonant periods Tt, = 0.05s, 0.30s and 0.67s. Note
that the fundamental period of the far-field soil columns are T, = 0.54s, 0.68s and 0.69s for
profiles A, B and C respectively, and the mean period of the seismic input motion T = 0.3s.
Therefore, pseudo-resonance phenomena are expected to appear in the computed response of the
two softer structures. Time-domain results are organized in Figures 32-35 as follows:
(i) Figures 32a-c illustrate the spatial distribution of peak horizontal acceleration along
the surface behind the crest, for the two rigid structures and three profiles considered.
The free-field response is also shown for comparison,
(ii) Figures 33a and b show cumulative results of the normalized horizontal and vertical
peak surface acceleration respectively, for the three profiles and six input time
histories,
(iii) Figure 34 shows a three-dimensional illustration of the maximum surface response of
the three profiles subjected to the Cholame rock-outcrop motion, and
(iv) Figure 35 compares the mean and standard deviation of peak surface response for the
ensemble of simulations, performed for the surface/embedded structure cases, to the
corresponding mean free-field motion.
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profile A subjected to rock outcrop motion of six acceleration time histories: Surface (solid line)
and embedded structure (dashed line). The free-field response is also shown for comparison (light
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Fig. 33a: Spatial distribution of normalized horizontal acceleration along the surface behind the crest, for profiles A, B and C subjected to six rock-outcrop seismic
motions: Response of surface (left) and embedded (right) structure
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We here summarize the effects of soil-structure interaction on the surface response of the
configuration. Note that the stiffness of the simulated structure is approximately one order of
magnitude higher than the underlying soil and also, the numerical model does not include
interface elements between the foundation and the surrounding material. Therefore, the
displacement constraint at the soil-foundation interface should be evaluated for the interpretation
of our simulations.
(i) Compared to the free-field motion, the coherent response of the structure evens in most cases
the erratic spatial distribution of peak horizontal acceleration. As a result, the level of
topographic aggravation close to the vertex is shown to be of the same order of magnitude for
the two problems. Topographic amplification however is primarily restricted in the vicinity of
the foundation, and strongly decreases therafter. Nevertheless, the overall zone of influence of
topography effects behind the crest is practically the same as in the free-field problem.
(ii) For the softer profiles B and C in particular, the presence of the structure is shown to have
beneficial effects for high-frequency seismic input motions. In these cases, kinematic
interaction results in reduction of the motion topographic aggravation, when compared to the
free-field response at the same location.
(iii) The presence of a rigid embedded structure is shown to reduce the two-dimensional surface
response of the configuration for all cases analyzed, yet this effect is due to the soil-structure
dynamic impedance. It should be noted that the response of the configuration is evaluated at
ground surface and therefore refraction and reflection of incident waves at the base of the
embedded structure is already incorporated in the illustrated results.
(iv) The peak vertical acceleration is shown to be of the same order of magnitude for all the cases
analyzed. The sharp peaks observed at the corners of the surface structure case correspond to
rocking response of the structure, associated with the inclined reflected and diffracted waves
that comprise the structural seismic input. For the embedded structure case, sharp peaks are
not observed due to the dynamic impedance effects discussed above.
(v) The standard deviation of peak surface response computed for the ensemble of simulations is
shown to be of the same order of magnitude for the surface and embedded structures. This
illustrates that on average, the effects of the simulated structures on the surface response are
not affected by the embedment.
The effects of soil-structure interaction are illustrated for the response spectra computed at
the centerline of the structure at ground level in Figure 36, for the Cholame and MNSA input
motions. Successively, response spectra evaluated at the centerline of the structure are normalized
by the free-field response spectra at the same location, to identify the frequencies affected by the
presence of the structure (Figure 37). Finally, the mean distribution and standard deviation of
the Topographic Aggravation Factor are shown in Figure 38, where results of the surface and
embedded structure cases are compared to the corresponding free-field response.
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Fig. 36: Surface response spectra of profiles A, B and C subjected to the Cholame (top) and MNSA (bottom) rock outcrop motion: Response evaluated at the
center of the structure at the ground surface level, for a surface (solid line) and an embedded (dashed line) structure. The free-field response at the same
location is shown for comparison (light black line)
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Fig. 37a: Response spectra ratio defined at the center of the structure at ground level, for profiles A, B and
C subjected to rock outcrop motion of six rock-outcrop motions: Surface Structure
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Fig. 37b: Response spectra ratio defined at the center of the structure at ground level, for profiles A, B and
C subjected to rock outcrop motion of six rock-outcrop motions: Embedded Structure
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Fig. 38: is continued
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Fig. 38: Mean and standard deviation of Topographic Aggravation Factor computed from the ensemble of
simulations, for the free-field (black line), the surface structure (red line) and the embedded
structure cases, on profiles A, B and C.
As can readily be seen, kimenatic interaction of the rigid structure with the surrounding soil,
filters the high frequency components of the motion, which were shown to be enhanced by the
localization of material yielding in our nonlinear simulations of the free-field response. On the
contrary, additional topographic amplification of the order of 15% is observed for periods 0.2s <
T < 0.4s. It should be noted that this period range corresponds to the region where the free-field
TAF spectrum is not affected -in general- by topography effects. Comparison of the computed
TAF spectrum with the corresponding spectrum of the free-field response shows that the presence
of the rigid structure results in a smoother distribution of topographic aggravation in the
frequency domain. Nevertheless, the mean value of TAF in the period region T < 0.6s is of the
same order of magnitude (25% - 30%) for all cases considered. This also illustrates the negligible
inelastic effects associated with inertial soil-structure interaction for this site, since no altering of
the fundamental frequency of soil is observed.
In the ensuing, Figures 39a and b illustrate the spatial distribution of shear modulus
reduction, for the Cholame and the MNSA motions and the two structures considered. It can be
seen that the presence of the embedded structure is associated with stronger nonlinear response
behind the structure (i.e. towards the far-field), towards where the inclined incident waves at the
base of the foundation are reflected. Successively, the effects of structure flexibility are illustrated
in Figure 40 on the spatial variability of peak surface response and in Figure 41 on the spectral
amplification both along the surface behind the crest and along the height of the structure.
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Fig. 39a: Effect of soil-structure interaction on the distribution of shear modulus reduction, for the Cholame rock-outcrop motion and profiles A, B and C:
Comparison of surface (left) and embedded (right) structure
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Fig. 39b: Effect of soil-structure interaction on the distribution of shear modulus reduction, for the MNSA rock-outcrop motion and profiles A, B and C:
Comparison of surface (left) and embedded (right) structure
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Fig. 41a: Effect of structure flexibility on response spectra at the base of the surface structure (top), and seismic motion amplification at the centerline along the
height of the structure (bottom), for profile A and the MNSA rock-outcrop motion.
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As can readily be seen, spatial variability of the motion is observed within the structure with
increasing the flexibility, both for the horizontal and vertical components of the response. This
effect is attributed to the inclined direction of incident waves at the base of the structure. Due to
the reduced soil-structure dynamic impedance, seismic energy is trapped in the softer
superstructure and waves are forced to propagate in a rotational path, associated with strong
differential motion.
The structural response, evaluated by means of response spectra at the base and the top,
shows amplification associated with resonance phenomena for T = 0.3s and 0.67s. The former is
associated with the frequency content of input motion and the later with the flexibility of the far-
field soil column.
9.6 Nonlinear Soil-Structure Interaction at the Slope
We next investigate the effects of soil-structure interaction for a structure founded on the slope.
As has been shown, transition between the convex-amplified and concave-deamplified motion
along the slope results in strong differential response. It is expected therefore that kinematic
interaction will affect the scattering mechanism of incident waves on the cliff. The geometry
characteristics of the numerical model used in our simulations are shown in Figure 42.
Results are illustrated, initially for the case of a rigid structure. Figures 43a and b show the
spatial distribution of peak normalized horizontal and vertical acceleration along the slope and
the surface behind the crest for profiles A, B and C subjected to the Cholame and MNSA seismic
input respectively.
Successively, the effects of soil-structure interaction are illustrated in Figures 44 and 45 by
means of response spectra computed at the centerline of the structure and the location where
maximum topographic amplification is observed for the free-field motion (points A and B in
Figure 42). The effects of soil-structure interaction are evaluated by comparing the computed
response at distance x = 20.Om behind the crest with the free-field response at the same location.
Finally, Figure 46 shows contours of the percentage of shear modulus reduction for profiles A, B
and C subjected to the Cholame and MNSA seismic input motion.
25m
Far Field B
20m 20m
40 m
Fig. 42: Geometry characteristics of the numerical model for the simulation of soil-structure interaction
effects, for a structure founded on the slope. The points where response spectra are computed are
also shown (right)
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and profiles A, B and C
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Fig. 44b: Effect of soil-structure interaction on the surface response behind the crest: Comparison of response
spectra evaluated at a distance x=20.Om from the crest, for the Cholame rock-outcrop motion and
profiles A, B and C
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Fig. 45a: Response spectra evaluated at the structure centerline on ground level (Point A), at distance
x=20.Om behind the crest (Point B), and at the far-field, for the MNSA rock-outcrop motion and
profiles A, B and C
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As can readily be seen, the presence of the rigid structure at the slope is affecting the
response both at the location of the structure as well as behind the crest, when compared to the
corresponding free-field motion.
In particular, the rigid body response imposed due to the stiffness of the simulated structure
alters the relatively smooth transition between amplified motion at the crest and deamplified
motion at the toe. The peak acceleration at the corner of the structure located closer to the toe is
approximately the same as the corresponding free-field motion. Therefore, stronger differential
motion is observed between the structure and the crest, since the response is coherent along the
base of the structure and the amplification at the vertex is the same as in the free-field problem.
On the other hand, soil-structure impedance contrast affects both the reflection of incident
waves at the slope as well as the propagation of surface waves along the slope. This increases the
peak acceleration (both horizontal and vertical) behind the crest, an effect which is more
pronounced for the softer profiles B and C. The enhancement of the response behind the crest due
to the presence of the structure on the cliff can be as substantial as 50%, as shown in Figure 43b
for profile C subjected to the MNSA rock-outcrop motion.
In the frequency domain, the structure at the slope enhances the low period region of the
spectrum behind the crest (T < 0.15s) which corresponds to propagating wavelengths comparable
to the dimensions of the structure, and is shown to be further enhanced in our nonlinear
simulations.
We shall now investigate the effects of structural flexibility on the computed surface response.
As has been already shown, inclined incident waves are trapped in flexible structural systems,
resulting in very high acceleration levels and strong differential motion. The response of three
structures is simulated in the ensuing, with fundamental periods Tt = 0.05s, 0.30s and 0.67s. For
each one, Figures 47a and b illustrate the spatial distribution of horizontal and vertical peak
acceleration respectively, founded on profiles A, B and C and subjected to the MNSA rock-
outcrop motion.
The flexibility of the structure (represented herein by means of reduced structural stiffness)
plays a decisive role in the formulation of the response behind the crest. In particular for the most
flexible of the structures analyzed, incident waves are "trapped" in the softer structural block
(compared to the surrounding soil), and forced into a rotational path. As a result, we observe
significant differential motion within the structure and substantial decrease of the amplitude
behind the crest. It is shown that the effect of structural stiffness becomes more intense as the
stiffness of the soil profile decreases.
Snapshots of acceleration vector fields are illustrated in Figure 48 for the stiffer (T., = 0.05s)
and the softer (T,, = 0.67s) structures, founded on profile B and subjected to the MNSA rock-
outcrop motion. The effects of structural flexibility described previously can be readily observed
in this figure.
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Finally, the acceleration response spectra computed at the base of the structure and along the
height at the centerline are illustrated in Figures 49a-c, for the different structures considered,
founded on profiles A, B and C and subjected to the MNSA rock-outcrop motion. The
corresponding contours of shear modulus reduction, maximum shear stress and strain for the
aforementioned cases are successively shown in Figures 50a-c. As the structural stiffness decreases
and the response becomes more intense, the strain and corresponding nonlinear effects in the
vicinity of the structure increase. The localization of material softening results in filtering of the
incident motion and corresponding reduction in the response behind the crest.
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Fig. 48: Snapshots of acceleration wavefield for the response of a stiff (left) and a flexible (right) structure
founded on the slope: profile B subjected to the MNSA rock-outcrop motion
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Fig. 49a: Effect of structure flexibility on response spectra at the base of the structure at the slope (top), and seismic motion amplification at the centerline along
the height of the structure (bottom), for profile A and the MNSA rock-outcrop motion.
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Fig. 49c: Effect of structure flexibility on response spectra at the base of the structure at the slope (top), and seismic motion amplification at the centerline along
the height of the structure (bottom), for profile C and the MNSA rock-outcrop motion.
'S
Fig. 50a: Effect of structure flexibility on the shear stress-stain soil behavior. Field plots of: (i) percentage of shear modulus reduction (left), (ii) maximum shear
stress, and (iii) maximum shear strain, for the MNSA rock-outcrop motion and profile A
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Fig. 50b: Effect of structure flexibility on the shear stress-stain soil behavior. Field plots of: (i) percentage of shear modulus reduction (left), (ii) maximum shear
stress, and (iii) maximum shear strain, for the MNSA rock-outcrop motion and profile B
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Fig. 50c: Effect of structure flexibility on the shear stress-stain soil behavior. Field plots of: (i) percentage of shear modulus reduction (left), (ii) maximum shear
stress, and (iii) maximum shear strain, for the MNSA rock-outcrop motion and profile C
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Chapter 10
Conclusions & Design Recommendations
An extensive study has been performed to investigate topographic aggravation of seismic motion
on cliff-type topographies. Based on a case-study from the Athens, 1999 Earthquake, our
simulations reveal the role of soil stratigraphy, material heterogeneity, nonlinear soil behavior and
soil-structure interaction in altering the focusing of incident seismic energy that is predicted at
the vertex of homogeneous, elastic configurations. Thus, reported discrepancies between recorded
amplification levels and theoretical results available in the seismological literature can be partially
explained.
Our site-specific simulations explain the observational evidence from the event and show very
good agreement with weak motion data. They illustrate the decisive role of local soil conditions
and nonlinear soil behavior in the degree of topographic motion aggravation, and show potential
detrimental effects of soil-structure interaction in further intensifying the surface ground motion.
The nonlinear topographic amplification computed in excess of the corresponding elastic response,
illustrates that weak motion data cannot be used to describe topography effects for strong seismic
events.
Our conclusions are summarized in the ensuing for each parameter that has been shown to
affect topographic amplification phenomena. Special reference is given to the site-specific
conditions in Admes, to explain the observational evidence of uneven damage distribution along
the Kifissos canyon.
Based on the ensemble of our simulations and a compilation of published data, we next
propose an amplification factor by means of which, topography effects could be incorporated in
seismic code provisions and microzonation studies. The so-called Topographic Aggravation Factor
(TAF) is frequency- and space-dependent, and is aimed to multiply the widely established site-
specific design spectra that already account for local soil conditions. It is based on the
normalization technique that has been adopted throughout this dissertation, which allows
decoupling of soil and topography effects by expressing the surface response at the crest as a
function of the corresponding motion at the far-field.
Recommendations applicable for design purposes at higher levels of sophistication along
guidelines towards further research are given at the closure of our study.
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10.1 Geometry
Topographic amplification at the vertex of cliff-type topographies results from constructive
interference of incident waves, diffracted waves generated at the toe of the cliff and waves
reflected along the slope. As a result, for incident motion that purely consists of vertically
propagating in-plane horizontally polarized waves (SV), the wavefield recorded at ground surface
consists of the following wave types:
1. Incident SV-waves that arrive simultaneously at a given horizontal plane and reflected
SV-waves from incidence of the former along the slope,
2. P-waves that are generated from mode conversion of incident SV-waves at the inclined
surface of the cliff, and
3. Rayleigh waves that are forward and backward diffracted at the toe of the cliff, due to
discontinuity of reflected rays (shadow zone).
Therefore, the incident motion involves solely horizontal particle motion, yet the surface
response in the vicinity of the crest comprises both horizontal and vertical components.
The geometry of the Kifissos canyon possesses yet an additional, geometrical amplification
potential: the 300 slope inclination almost coincides with the critical angle for an elastic material
with Poisson's ratio v = 0.35. Therefore, incident SV-waves at the slope are almost purely
reflected as P-waves that travel along the inclined surface towards the crest, where they arrive
simultaneously with the vertically incident SV-waves.
10.2 Input Motion Characteristics
The amplitude of peak horizontal and vertical acceleration at the crest is strongly frequency-
dependent. The magnitude of 2D motion aggravation is shown to increase almost linearly with
frequency, for a given material and geometry of the cliff (see Chapter 4, Figure 35 for the case of
a homogeneous configuration). The zone where topographic amplification occurs is also
wavelength-dependent and corresponds to 0.5X = 0.5 V/fO for a monochromatic input motion of
frequency fo. As a general rule of thumb:
(i) for a given material and input frequency, the magnitude of topographic amplification
increases with increasing height of the topographic feature, and
(ii) for a given geometry and material, higher frequency components result in higher values
of surface motion, yet within a more confined zone in the vicinity of the crest.
Transfer functions of horizontal surface response from the crest to the far-field show that
topographic amplification becomes significant for frequency components above an onset value,
referred to as topographic frequency f, in our study. It corresponds to f =V, / 5H , where V. is
the shear wave velocity of the medium and H is the height of the topographic irregularity. This is
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found to be consistent with the first peak of the spatial distribution of maximum horizontal
acceleration behind the crest, that occurs at x = 0.2 X0 (XO = V / fo) from the vertex.
In general, stronger amplification corresponds to wavelengths that are comparable with the
horizontal dimension of the topographic feature. As a result, for a broad-band input motion as is
a true seismic event, those frequencies will be in excess amplified and will control the width of
topographic aggravation behind the crest.
Finally, the lobes of constructive and destructive interference along the surface, which are
controlled by the frequency content of the incident motion, give rise to significant differential
motion over distances of man-made structures. This is observed both behind the crest as well as
along the slope, where transition occurs between the convex and concave part of the topography.
This observation is found consistent with the damage pattern observed in Adames. The
structural damage was confined in a zone -approximately equal to the width of the cliff- parallel
to the river, and in a zone parallel to that, at distance 300m from the crest. In the intermediate
zone, destructive interference of incident and surface waves occurred.
10.3 Stratigraphy
The most significant effect of soil stratigraphy occurs upon the presence of a surface soft layer, as
is indeed the case for the majority of sites. For this case, our simulations show excess aggravation
of the parasitic motion, with amplitude as high as 120% of the corresponding far-field horizontal
response. The horizontal motion amplification is also shown to be intensified in this case, for
wavelengths comparable with the height of the surface layer. Therefore, soil stratigraphy not only
controls the far-field amplification or de-amplification of motion, but also plays a major role in
incident energy diffraction from topographic features.
10.4 Soil Heterogeneity
The spatial variability of elastic soil properties affects both the time- and frequency-domain
characteristics of the response. Multiple reflections/refractions of the incident energy towards the
vertex act as a mechanism of phenomenological attenuation of frequency components comparable
with the dimensions of the topographic irregularity, enhancing on the same time wavelengths
comparable with the correlation distance of the random field.
This amplification phenomenon is more pronounced in the vertical component of surface
response. It should be noted that real earthquake motions comprise also P-wave input motion.
Despite its reduced diffraction potential, vertical seismic input is richer in high frequency
components that are prominent to amplification by localized material heterogeneities. Finally,
material heterogeneity results also in the prolongation of surface response duration.
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Our elastic simulations for the local site conditions in AdAmes are found to be in very good
agreement with recorded weak motion data, a fact that illustrates the significance of modeling
local stratigraphy and soil heterogeneity when attempting to predict topographic amplification
phenomena, especially in the high frequency region of the spectrum. They also show that when
the hysteretic (inherent) material attenuation is numerically approximated by means of Rayleigh
damping, tuning of the damping matrix coefficients in the frequency range of interest is very
critical -even for stiff soil formations, as is the case in the Kifissos canyon site.
10.5 Soil-Structure Interaction
The most important effect of soil-structure interaction for stiff soil conditions is kinematic
interaction, namely the inability of structures to follow the strongly differential surface motion in
the vicinity of the vertex. As a result, frequencies that correspond to wavelengths comparable or
shorter than the horizontal dimension of the structure are filtered. Nevertheless, spatial variabi-
lity of the parasitic component imposes rocking motion at the foundation of the structure, and its
subsequent response further aggravates the vertical ground motion.
This phenomenon is particularly important for relatively soft structures, for which the
reflection coefficients of inclined seismic energy at the foundation level are very low. As a result,
refracted waves are forced to propagate in a rotational path within the structure, imposing
loading conditions that are not taken into account in current design practice.
10.6 Nonlinear Soil Behavior
The nonlinear, hysteretic nature of soil response to shear wave propagation for one-dimensional
conditions can be simulated by means of constitutive material models, employed in incremental,
nonlinear analyses. In this case, the tangent shear modulus is adjusted at each time step to the
instantaneous levels of strain exerted by the soil element.
Alternatively, the cyclic shear stress-strain soil behavior can be approximated by means of an
iterative, equivalent linear algorithm, originally proposed by Seed & Idriss [1973]. According to
this method, elastic analyses are performed at each iteration step, using material properties that
are compatible with the levels of strain computed at the previous step. The surface response of
horizontally stratified media computed by means of this approach is shown to be in very good
agreement with rigorous, time-domain simulations, especially when frequency- and pressure-
dependent dynamic soil properties are employed, in the context of a refined version of the method
proposed by Assimaki & Kausel [2001].
For two-dimensional configurations however, as is the case for soil-structure interaction
problems or irregular surface topographies, the wavefield comprises inclined reflected/refracted
and surface waves even for purely vertical SV-incidence. For these problems, approximation of
the nonlinear response by means of the aforementioned method becomes less accurate, a fact that
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stems primarily from difficulties in the definition of an appropriate strain level, according to
which compatible soil properties are to be adjusted for the following step of the iterative process.
Nevertheless, according to Kausel [1981], inaccuracies introduced in the estimation of the
response by means of this approximation are of an order lower than the inaccuracy of the
solution. Therefore, it is considered acceptable in practice to approximate the 2D nonlinear
response using horizontally stratified profiles with strain-compatible dynamic soil properties that
are computed for the far-field, one-dimensional conditions.
Both methods were employed in our study to evaluate the nonlinear response of the Kifissos
canyon to vertical SV-wave incidence. For the level of peak ground acceleration of seismic input
(= 0.30g) that characterized the bedrock motion of the Athens 1999 event, nonlinear phenomena
are expected to be initiated even for the local, rather stiff, soil conditions.
The far-field response computed by means of both time-domain nonlinear and equivalent linear
analyses already verify that even such stiff profiles with mean shear wave velocity V, = 400m/sec
can substantially amplify seismic input motions. In addition, the one-dimensional surface response
estimated by means of the two methods was found to be in excellent agreement, in terms of both
peak acceleration and frequency content.
Significant divergence between the two methods is however observed for the computed two-
dimensional response, a fact that is attributed to the following:
* The incremental adjustment of shear modulus at each time-step of the nonlinear solution,
results in altering of the direction of propagation of the diffracted wavefield that
dominates in two-dimensional configurations. This phenomenon cannot be approximated
by the equivalent linear assumption of a horizontally stratified medium, where the
direction of reflected/refracted and diffracted waves is pre-defined, solely based on the
strain-compatible properties to be assigned at each soil layer.
* Due to the complicated nature of propagating waves, nonlinear phenomena are no longer
prominent in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the nonlinear soil response -in particular
for the stiff soil conditions in AdAmes- can be interpreted as a mechanism that introduces
a posterio-r heterogeneity to the originally horizontally-layered medium. The
consequences of spatial variability of strain-compatible soil properties are equivalent to
those described above for random media: (i) enhancement of high frequency components
of the horizontal motion and erratic spatial distribution, (ii) enhancement of the vertical
motion in the vicinity of the crest due to multiple reflections/refractions between patches
of localized yielded material, (iii) erratic frequency content of the surface response, with
sharp peaks at frequencies whose wavelength is comparable with the correlation distance
of the strain-compatible heterogeneous medium.
It should be noted also that phenomenological attenuation due to scattering that has been
observed in the case random, elastic media is no longer encountered here. This is attributed to
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the fact that the incident motion does not undergo diffusion-like scattering towards the vertex,
yet nonlinear phenomena are initiated upon focusing. Trapping of the energy at the crest, results
in enhancement of both primary (horizontal) and parasitic (vertical) components of the surface
response. From the ensemble of our simulations, it is concluded that:
(i) By average, the peak horizontal topographic amplification can be estimated by means of
the equivalent linear method. This approximation is expected to be satisfactory for long-
period seismic motions (e.g Cholame), whereas divergence is expected for high-frequency
motions (i.e. MNSA), which however are usually associated with lower amplitude peak
ground acceleration.
(ii) The spatial variability of peak horizontal motion predicted in our nonlinear simulations is
more confined in the vicinity of the crest when compared with the corresponding solution
obtained from equivalent linear simulations. This is associated with the excess amplification
of high frequency components, which correspond to short wavelengths.
(iii) The peak vertical acceleration is substantially higher when incremental nonlinear analyses
are performed, and divergence from the elastic strain-compatible analyses increases as the
relative stiffness of the surface layer decreases. This is believed to be of utmost importance
for design purposes.
(iv) The 2D/1D surface response spectral ratio, referred to as Topographic Amplification Factor
(TAF), shows two distinct local maxima:
* In the vicinity of Tx, the period that corresponds to wavelengths comparable to the
width of the topographic feature. For a stratified profile, it can be estimated from the
mean shear wave velocity of the far-field as T, = L / V, where L is the width of the
topographic irregularity.
* In the vicinity of T, the topographic period that has been determined from the
location where maximum amplification of motion behind the crest occurs. For the
stratified soil configuration, this can be approximated as T, = 5(H -h) / I,. For longer
periods, topography effects are shown to become less important. At this period, TAF
shows approximately equal values for the nonlinear and equivalent linear solution,
which illustrates that in this frequency region, topography effects are controlled by the
far-field response.
We next summarize the conclusions of our nonlinear analyses, when low-strain stiffness
heterogeneity and soil-structure interaction effects are also simulated.
10.6.1 Small-Strain Stiffness Heterogeneity
As has already been shown, significant amplification is observed in the high frequency (short
period) region of the response spectrum for the nonlinear solution, which can exceed 100% of the
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corresponding far-field response spectral values. This phenomenon is further aggravated when
material heterogeneity is introduced to the numerical model.
In contrast to the case of a random medium with horizontal ground surface, where nonlinear
effects for vertical SV-incidence are still prominent in the horizontal direction, the complexity of
the diffracted/reflected/refracted wavefield in 2D configurations does not restore the background
medium stratigraphy by overshadowing the small fluctuations of elastic heterogeneity. Instead, a
posteriori soil randomness is superimposed in the form of localized patches of material under state
of yielding, to the originally heterogeneous medium.
For the particular site analyzed and the input motions of the Athens 1999 event, the spatial
distribution of peak horizontal acceleration is by average not significantly affected. However, the
high frequency region of the surface response spectrum is further aggravated, when compared to
the nonlinear, horizontally stratified configuration, and so is the vertical component of two-
dimensional response.
Obviously, no general conclusions can be drawn from our simulations, since the compensating
effects of small-strain heterogeneity and nonlinear soil response depend on the following site- and
event-specific parameters:
* the correlation distance of the local stochastic field,
* the mean value and standard deviation of the local background medium, and
* the intensity and frequency content of the input seismic motion that will define the strain
to be exerted by the nonlinear medium.
In addition, heterogeneity is here expressed in terms of low-strain stiffness, whereas material
damping or stiffness degradation may also alter the predicted surface response of the
configuration. The effects of soil randomness are found to be highly site- and event-dependent,
and an adequately large database of strong motion case studies is necessary for general
conclusions to be drawn.
10.6.2 Soil-Structure Interaction
Our simulations involve the response of structures founded next to the crest of the Kifissos
canyon and on the slope of the cliff. We model typical local residential buildings, usually 2-4 story
concrete structures that are relatively stiff and light-weighted for the local soil conditions.
As a result, static unloading and subsequent loading of the underlying profile upon excavation
and construction, is confined in the elastic regime of stress-strain soil response. This implies that
the original resonant frequencies of the soil-structure system are not expected to be altered prior
to the seismic wave incidence. In addition, the light weight of the structure in conjunction with
the stiff local soil conditions, indicate that inertial interaction effects will be practically absent.
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Based on our site-specific simulations, and a series of parametric studies with respect to the
structural flexibility, the nonlinear surface response upon the presence of a structure is altered as
follows:
(i) Stiff structures founded on the crest result in filtering of the high frequency components
of surface horizontal response, due to kinematic interaction effects, namely geometric
incompatibility of the structure to follow the strongly differential surface response near
the crest. Surface waves that arrive at the crest from the toe of the cliff are reflected
backwards, a fact that intensifies the differential motion along the slope.
(ii) The vertical component imposes strong rocking motion at the foundation level of the
structure. Its rotating response is particularly important for relatively soft structures,
since the inclined incident waves at the base are trapped in the superstructure and
further amplified. For soft soil conditions, substantially high strain would be
subsequently imposed on the underlying profile as a result of the structural response.
(iii) Upon presence of a stiff structure on the slope, incident waves are reflected towards the
crest where both the primary and parasitic response is significantly amplified. 2D de-
amplification at the crest occurs for a flexible structure at the slope, where surface
waves are trapped and subsequently reflected towards the halfspace. Therefore, no
substantial constructive interference occurs with the primary incident SV-waves.
Apart from the high frequency region of the response spectrum, our results show no
divergence between the response at the location of the structure and the corresponding free-field
motion, a fact that confirms that there are no inelastic effects associated with either the static
loading of the underlying soil or with inertial soil-structure interaction.
The erratic response along the slope and in the vicinity of the crest would be potentially very
important for long, flexible structures that are prone to strong differential input motions.
Additional complexity is introduced for topographic features that involve spatial variability of
surface motion in both plane directions, i.e. three-dimensional irregularities.
In addition, relatively large structures founded on soft soil formations would imposed strain-
softening of the material around and below the foundation, solely upon static loading. As a result,
additional resonant frequencies would arise for the soil-structure system, associated with the
vertical and horizontal dimensions of this area. Upon incidence of inclined and surface waves, as is
the case in the vicinity of topographic irregularities, valley-type resonant effects would be
superimposed to the already aggravated input motion.
Finally, for structures that would potentially span canyon-type topographic features, such as
bridges, which comprise pier foundations at the slope and abutments behind the crest, special
consideration should be taken with respect to the incident motion at the abutment as a result of
the presence of a structure at the cliff.
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10.7 Damage distribution in Adimes in the 1999 Athens Earthquake
We here present our conclusions for the local site conditions in Adames, to justify the uneven
structural damage distribution along the Kifissos canyon during the 1999 Athens event:
(i) Profile A being the stiffest of the three sites, shows an appreciable degree of amplification in
the period range of T < 0.3sec, where both PGA as well as spectral acceleration (SA) values
increase by an average of about 25% compared to the rock-outcrop input motion. However,
soil amplification does not alone suffice to explain the observations. Topography and local soil
conditions have equally contributed to the observed damage distribution at this site, which
was more intense next to the crest. In fact, for this stiff and relatively homogeneous profile,
the moderate damage intensity can be even justified by means of our elastic 1D and 2D
analyses (aD/aff = 1.3 for profile A).
(ii) Profile B is softer than profile A, and simulations show larger amplification over a wider
period range. Computed PGA values are in the range of 0.30g - 0.40g, and the highest SA
reaches 1.50g at T = 0.2sec. Evidently, there is a pseudo-resonance condition occurring at this
period: the fundamental period of the soil column (Ts1 = 0.2sec from the surface/rock-outcrop
transfer function) nearly coincides with the dominant excitation period (Tiput = 0.2sec). The
dominant role of soil conditions becomes evident for this site, where the damage intensity was
similar next to the crest and in the far-field.
(iii) Profile C is the softest of the three sites and is characterized by a rather distinct surface soil
layer. The fundamental natural period of the soil deposit at the last step of the iteration
process is estimated T, 1 = 0.72sec, whilst most of the rock-outcrop excitations have much
smaller dominant periods, Ti.put = 0.1-0.2sec. Hence, no increase or even deamplification is
shown in PGA and in SA values due to local soil conditions for T < 0.25 sec. On the other
hand, the spectral amplification predicted for periods 0.4 - 0.6 sec, could be substantial if the
input motion were rich in such relatively long-period components. In summary, moderate
elastic topographic amplification of 30% and 1D nonlinear soil deamplification do not justify
the observations for this profile, characteristic of one of the most heavily damaged regions in
the 7-9-99 earthquake. It is indeed the excess amplitude of the vertical acceleration
component at this location, namely 120% of the corresponding far-field surface response,
which is believed to have caused substantial damage. The intensity of the parasitic motion
predicted in our nonlinear simulations cannot be approximated by means of equivalent linear
analyses that yielded a marginal 40%aff for the same configuration.
We have thus illustrated that topography and soil conditions have equally contributed in the
resulting damage distribution. The three typical profiles of the Kifissos canyon, which are
characterized by similar stiffness variation with depth, resulted in completely different ground
surface response during the 1999 Athens event. Our conclusions, strengthened by macroseismic
observations, illustrate the necessity for reestablishment of the earthquake design code provisions
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on the basis of strong motion events that give rise to nonlinear phenomena. We have shown that
weak motion data and elastic wave propagation analyses are not adequate to simulate topography
effects. On the other hand, one-dimensional nonlinear analyses are no always enough to estimate
site amplification factors, especially in the case of strongly irregular topographic relief.
Thus, the necessity for integration of the seismological and engineering perspective of the
problem becomes obvious, in an attempt to treat site effects as an ensemble rather than two
uncoupled components.
10.8 Accounting for Site Effects in Engineering Design
We here propose a tentative scheme by means of which, site effects could be taken into account
in engineering design practice. Based on our simulations and a compilation of published data from
the seismological research, it is tent to serve primarily as a guideline for future research to be
initiated towards this scope.
Based on the availability of techniques for the estimation of at least some aspects of local site
effects, each one of which being associated with different budget requirements, three levels of
design sophistication are here proposed:
* Level I (cursory)
At this level, soil conditions are to be taken into account by site-specific design spectra that
are widely introduced in current code provisions. Site categories integrate local seismic hazard
analyses, microzonation studies and nonlinear 1D numerical simulations, therefore accounting
both for bedrock input motion and 1D soil amplification effects. Topography effects are
subsequently introduced by means of the Topographic Aggravation Factor (TAF), a
frequency- and space-dependent parameter that will multiply the aforementioned spectra. A
proposed distribution of TAF is shown in Figure la, which could potentially be used for
quasi-static slope stability analyses in stiff soil formations.
Special consideration should be taken for the vertical component of motion. A proposed
spatial distribution of the peak normalized value av/au is shown in Figure 1b, where aff
corresponds to the amplitude of the design spectrum at T = 0. The amplification factor of the
parasitic motion in the vicinity of the crest is referred to as Parasitic Topographic
Amplification (PTA) and is a function of distance from the crest.
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Fig. 1a: Proposed design spectrum for the Topographic Factor, Ft.p., which will multiply the design
acceleration response spectrum of seismic code provisions, to account for motion amplification near
the vertex of cliff-type topographies (x = 0 corresponds to the vertex)-
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* Level II (detailed)
For high risk projects and/or upon funding availability, especially in high seismic hazard
areas, detailed and quantitative estimate of the local soil conditions should be made,
accompanied by thorough simulations of site amplification effects. This involves extensive
geotechnical investigations, which should comprise: (i) in-situ and laboratory measurements of
soil properties, to be successively represented by means of nonlinear constitutive models, and
(ii) dense borehole arrays to provide adequate data for local geostatistical analyses.
Ideally, weak motions or ambient noise seismological experiments could be used for the
validation of the available information, a fact that would also require installation of seismic
array recorders. Successively, nonlinear numerical simulations should be performed, that
would simultaneously model local heterogeneity and soil-structure interaction effects and
would provide the complete site response analysis of the problem.
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Nevertheless, considering the dependence of accuracy in the prediction on the correct
selection of input soil model parameters, this recommendation restricts the use of such
techniques to experienced practitioners.
Obviously, for such a proposal to be established in engineering practice, a database adequate
in volume should be compiled, comprising of strong motion case studies as the one presented in
this dissertation. For very stiff soil conditions, weak motion recordings are shown to yield
satisfactory predictions of topography amplification levels, yet they are not adequate to describe
site effects associated with strong ground motion for softer sites.
It has been clearly shown that the effects of nonlinear soil response can be critical, even for
the rather stiff conditions of the Kifissos canyon site. It is considered therefore of utmost
importance that numerical models, which are used to simulate nonlinear soil amplification
phenomena, should be experimentally validated for strong seismic shaking, prior of being used to
predict the response of truly complex phenomena -as are indeed topography effects.
It should be nevertheless noted, that soft soil sites that are prone to large deformations
and/or liquefaction have not been discussed in this study. Therefore, special consideration should
be taken upon collection of field data, to determine how topographic amplification can be altered
when such phenomena are encountered. Additional complications should also arise from the three-
dimensional geometry of topographic irregularities, the complexity of incident seismic wave-fields
(near-field as opposed to far-field seismic motions) and the irregularity of the subsurface structure
(lateral discontinuities, debris/fault zones, dipping layers as opposed to horizontally stratified
profiles).
Finally, beyond the technical details presented, this dissertation also highlights the necessity
for integration of the earthquake engineering and seismological disciplines, unifying the scale of
research interest and the theoretical and experimental findings, towards a common target, the so-
called complete site response analysis.
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Appendix I
Filtering of Nonlinear Surface Response
1.1 The Butterworth Filter
The Butterworth low-pass amplitude square function is defined by the following expression:
A'(f) = 1 _ 1
1+/Wc) 1+(f/lf,)
where k is the order of the corresponding transfer function. The cyclic frequency fe is defined as
the "cutoff' frequency in [1]. At this frequency, the amplitude response is 1/ Z = 0.7071 times
the dc gain, corresponding to an attenuation of 3.01dB. In most applications, this value is rounded
off to 3dB, and this assumption was also made for the purpose of this study.
The Butterworth amplitude response is a monotonically decreasing function of frequency in
the positive frequency range, and can be shown to be optimum at dc in the maximally flat sense.
This means that the difference between the ideal amplitude response and the approximation,
along with as many lower order derivatives as possible, are equated to zero at co = 0. As the
order k increases, the response becomes flatter in the pass-band, and the attenuation is greater in
the stop-band. Above cutoff, the Butterworth amplitude response of order k approaches a high-
frequency asymptote having a slope of -6k dB/octave.
The s-plane poles associated with the Butterworth response function in [1] are given by the
following expression:
sk = exp j( 2 k+ L)7, 1 < k < 2L [2]2L
These poles are located on a unit circle in the s-plane, symmetrically about both the real and
imaginary axes. Butterworth poles never fall on the imaginary axis, but there are always poles on
the real axis when L is odd. The pole separation around the unit circle is n / L radians.
To form a stable Lth-order Butterworth filter, we use only the poles in the left-half of the s-
plane. These are the first L poles defined in [2], that is s. for 1 k L. The related transfer
function is:
PL <s> =[3]
(s 3-s )(S-s2 )...(s -sL
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It should be noted that this function is defined in terms of its pole locations rather than in the
direct form of:
DAs> dLsL + L-1 sL-1 +...±d0 s0H(s> = j-= [4]Cs> CL SL + CL-1 SL- 0---0+0 30
where the bilinear substitutions = (z--1 z +1) provides a one-to-one mapping of poles and
zeroes from the continuous time s-plane to the discrete time z-plane.
Rather than fully expanding the denominator polynomial in [3], the Butterworth filters are
designed in a cascade structure, simplified due to the s-plane pole placement. Filters of even order
(L = 2, 4, 6 ... ) are considered initially, where all poles occur in complex conjugate pairs of the
form:
L
Sk,SL+1-k, 1<k< L [5]
Combining [5] with the pole definitions in [3], the transfer function for a Butterworth second-
order section can be written as:
1 1
(P5k(5Ls>k 22 2k+ L-l [6](s-sk )S -SL+1-k 8 2 -2s cos 2+L 17r +12L J
The analog transfer function for a normalized low-pass Butterworth filter is then written as:
L/2
PL (s) = f Pk (s), L even [7]
k=1
where Pk (s) is defined in [6]. The only modification necessary to design an odd filter is the
addition of a pole located at s = -1. Thus, we now have:
1 (L-I)/2PL(s>= s+ H Pk(s>, Lodd [8]
k+ 1
Using these transfer functions, digital Butterworth filters of any type may be designed. In the
foregoing analysis, a low-pass Butterworth filter has been used, with pass-band defined at f, =
15Hz and stop-band at f, = 20Hz for the acceleration time-history computed at the surface. The
magnitude of the filter response is plotted in Figure 1.
Successively, a zero-phase digital filtering is performed, by processing the input data in both
the forward and reverse directions. In particular, after filtering in the forward direction, the
filtered sequence is reversed and run back through the filter. The resulting sequence has precisely
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zero-phase distortion and double the filter order. By means of the so-called forward-backward
filtering, start-up and ending transients are minimized by matching the initial conditions of the
original and filtered signals.
CD I
0.28- -- -------- -- ---- - - - -4----
%o 5 0 15 20 25
Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 1: Magnitude of the low-pass Butterworth filter response, with pass-band frequency f =15Hz and stop-
band f = 20Hz, used for filtering of the computed nonlinear surface response
I.2 Initial Conditions for Forward-Backward Filtering
In batch-wise signal processing, a noncausal infinite-duration impulse response filter (IIR) can be
implemented by applying one causal filter to the signal forward in time and successively, an
anticausal filter backwards on the filtered signal. This procedure is referred to as forward-
backward filtering, and is a common tool for off-line filtering, when noncausal filters are
implemented. Some examples of its application are: (i) zero-phase filtering using IIR filters, and
(ii) implementation of noncausal Wiener filters or other filters with poles both inside and outside
the unit circle.
Filtering the signal forward and backward, or vise-versa, does not in general produce the
same result. In this study, we implemented a method proposed by F. Gustafsson [1996], in which
both uniqueness of the filtered signal is ensured and the transients in both ends are removed, by
means of proper selection of initial conditions.
Forward-backward filtering for implementation of zero-phase filters is used in various
software packages (i.e. the function filtfilt in Matlab's Signal Processing Toolbox, also used for
the purpose of this study). However, the potential problems associated with the non-uniqueness of
the solution are not clearly stated. As an example, we here consider the design of the noncausal
Wiener filters, which lead to a stable and an unstable factor. The unstable factor needs to be
implemented using backward filtering. In both cases however, problems may arise with transient
motions at the beginning and the end of the signal.
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A filter G(q) becomes all-pass, or zero-phase, when applied first forward yf (t)=G(q)u(t)
and successively backward on the reversed filtered signal. Finally, the output is reversed again
yj (t)=G(q ) yR (t). The super-index R stands for reversed sequences, the indices f for forward
and b for backwards; q denotes the shift operator q u (t) = u (t + 1). We can also first filter
backward and then forward, thus obtaining ybf (t). In both cases, the total effect is a zero-phase
filter with transfer function G (e"'')12 . For the final product of the two processes, however, holds
in general yfb (t) e ybf (t). Apart from this counter-logic result, the forward-backward (FB)
filtered sequence has visible transients at the end and the BF filtered sequence at the beginning.
Symmetry can be achieved by means of a filter with poles both inside and outside the unit
circle, passing the partial fractions of the stable and unstable poles, respectively. This approach is
standard for Wiener filtering operations. The stable filter is applied forward on the input and the
instable filter backwards; the filter output is successively defined as the summation of these two
terms. Since both filters are applied to the input, the result is obviously independent of the order
that the computations are performed. Nevertheless, there still exist problems associated with
transients at both ends of the filtered sequence, due to unknown initial conditions.
This method determines the initial conditions so as the condition y, (t) = ybf (t) to be
fulfilled, and the transients at both ends of the output signal to be removed. For this purpose, the
initial condition of one filter is chosen to match the end of the other filter, by means of a least-
square minimization of the quantity jy (t) - Ybf (t 1. For more details, the reader is referred to
Gustafsson [1996]
1.3 References
Gustafsson F. [1996]. Determining the initial states in forward-backward filtering, IEEE
Transactions on Signal Processing, Vol. 44, No. 4, 988-993
The Mathworks Inc. [1993]. MATLAB: Signal Processing Toolbox User's Guide
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Appendix II
Geostatistical Analysis of Local Heterogeneity
II.1 Introduction
Having identified the significance of material heterogeneity in the estimation of topographic
amplification of seismic waves, we here illustrate a methodology for the geostatistical analysis and
numerical modeling of soil randomness. As mentioned in Chapters 6 and 9, the effects of spatial
variability of soil properties on surface ground motion are here investigated by means of the
methodology proposed by Popescu [1995]. In this approach, the Monte Carlo simulation method is
used in the sense that digital simulations of stochastic fields are combined with deterministic
finite element analyses.
Provided that an adequate set of field data is available, material properties over the spatial
domain of interest are then modeled as univariate, multi-dimensional, non-Gaussian stochastic
fields. Unfortunately, the ensemble of available NSPT data for the Kifissos canyon site was not
considered adequate in terms of volume and quality to justify a complete statistical analysis.
Nevertheless, we will illustrate the complete geostatistical analysis of an adjacent cohesive site
(referred to in the ensuing as Site D), primarily to be used as reference for seismic design upon
necessity for the highest level of sophistication. Extensive geotechnical investigation performed at
this location comprises, among other, PCPT cone penetration data with pore pressure
measurements (piezocone data), which will be used for the derivation of the necessary spatial
variability statistics.
In the proposed methodology, the vector field is expressed in terms of in-situ measurement
results, and the sample functions of the vector field are expressed in terms of relevant field test
parameters. Therefore, the constitutive model parameters required for finite element analyses are
evaluated, using closed form correlations, for each realization of the stochastic field at the finite
element centroids. In summary, the Monte Carlo procedure followed in the present study involves
four basic steps [Popescu, 1995):
(i) estimation of the statistics of spatial variability (spatial trends, spatially dependent
variance, probability distribution functions, correlation structure) based on results of
extensive field measurement programs,
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(ii) digital generation of sample functions of a two-dimensional, non-Gaussian stochastic
field, each simulated sample function representing a possible realization of soil property
values over the analysis domain,
(iii) evaluation of soil constitutive model parameters at every spatial location (finite element
centroids) using correlations with in-situ soil test results, and
(iv) deterministic finite element analyses using stochastic parameter input derived from
each sample field of soil properties; a sufficient number of finite element simulations has
to be performed to derive the statistics of the response.
In the ensuing, we will first illustrate the first and third step of the Monte-Carlo methodology
for Site D. We shall then investigate the degree of uncertainty introduced in the estimation of
surface ground motion when spatial variability of soil properties is modeled, by means of inelastic
parametric studies on the intensity and frequency content of the seismic excitation.
II.2 Parameter Estimation for Stochastic Fields
Soil properties in a homogeneous soil layer are affected by several uncertainties, such as (see e.g.
Phoon and Kulhawy [1999]): inherent spatial variability, random test errors, systematic test
errors (or bias), transformation uncertainty (from index to design soil properties) etc. Since
deterministic descriptions of this spatial variability are in general not feasible, the overall
characteristics of the spatial variability and the uncertainties involved are mathematically
modeled using stochastic (or random) fields. In the ensuing, cone tip resistances recorded in
homogeneous soil deposits are used to develop univarate stochastic fields, describing the
variability of one single soil property (small-strain stiffness) over the spatial domain of interest.
For the statistical correlation between field values at different spatial locations, the statistics
of spatial variability of soil properties need to be estimated, which refer to the average values (or
spatial trends), the standard deviation, the (cross-) correlation structure, and the probability
distribution functions.
Average values, which may vary in space, and standard deviation, which represents the
degree of scatter of fluctuations about the mean values, are used for the data homogenization, by
removing the spatial trends and normalizing the local deviations about mean values [Vanmarke,
1977]; [DeGroot & Beacher, 1993]; [Popescu et al, 1995, 1997]. This operation can be somewhat
simplified by considering thin horizontal layers.
Several methods for estimating the correlation structure from field data are reported in the
literature, with the most popular in geotechnical engineering applications being the method of
moments, inverse estimation, and maximum likelihood. Moment estimators [Vanmarke, 1983];
[Beacher, 1984], [Bendat & Piersol, 1986, 1993] are evaluated by either direct computations (in
the spatial domain), or indirect computations (spectral analysis and use of Fourier Transform).
The inverse estimation procedure [Journel & Huijbregts, 1978]; [Souli6 et al, 1990] mainly referred
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in the mining geostatistics literature is also known as "best linear unbiased estimator". The
maximum likelihood method-which simultaneously provides estimates of spatial trends,
measurement noise, and correlation structure of residuals about spatial trends-is referred to
among others by Mardia & Marshall [19841, and DeGroot & Beacher [1993]. Apart from these
three methods, there is a series of practical procedures [Vanmarke, 1983], based on estimation of
the variance reduction function, which are appropriate for analyzing data provided by in-situ soil
tests. A comprehensive review of practical methods for estimating the correlation structure of soil
properties is presented by Fenton [1999].
Results of numerous studies on the probability distribution of soil properties are reported in
the literature. Based on field measurements and empirical correlations, researchers have fitted
both Gaussian and non-Gaussian stochastic fields to various soil conditions [e.g. Schultze, 19711.
According to Popescu [1995], however, it is concluded that: (1) most soil properties exhibit
skewed, non-Gaussian distributions, and (2) each soil property can follow different probability
distributions for various materials and sites, and therefore the statistics and the shape of the
distribution function have to be estimated for each case. In this respect, based on a limited
amount of field data, Popescu et al [1998a] have shown that the soil strength is likely to follow
skewed probability distributions for shallow layers, and more symmetrical ones for deep layers.
11.3 Digital Simulation of Stochastic Fields
As mentioned above, most soil properties exhibit non-Gaussian distributions, which unlike
Gaussian fields -where the first two moments provide complete probabilistic information- require
knowledge of moments of all orders. This renders the estimation procedure cumbersome, as it
difficult to estimate moments higher than order two from actual (non-Gaussian) data. Therefore,
the simulation of material properties is done in practice using limited available probabilistic
information, namely the cross-spectral density matrix and the marginal probability distribution
functions.
The spectral representation method employed here is one of the most widely used among the
aforementioned, in which the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) substantially improves the
computational efficiency. In particular, Popescu et al [1998b], combining the work done by
Yamazaki and Shinozuka [1988], Shinozuka and Deodatis [1996], and Deodatis [1996], extended
the method to simulate multi-variate, multi-dimensional (mV-nD), non-Gaussian stochastic fields.
According to the developed methodology, an mV-nD Gaussian vector field is first generated
taking advantage of the Fast Fourier Transform technique, and successively transformed into a
non-Gaussian one, which is compatible with a prescribed cross-spectral density matrix and with
prescribed (non-Gaussian) marginal probability distribution functions. This is achieved through a
memoryless nonlinear transformation in conjunction with an iterative scheme. Thereafter,
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simplifications are introduced for the special case of simulation of non-Gaussian vector fields
modeling material properties.
II.4 Field Data Analysis
11.4.1 Raw data transformation
For the field data analysis -first step in the Monte Carlo simulation method described above- the
following procedure has been adopted: (i) the in situ cone tip resistances have been filtered with
respect to the net friction ratio (FRet), to eliminate values falling outside a certain interval
defined by the mean and standard deviation, and (ii) averaged over 100mm intervals to account
for the bearing capacity problem introduced by the nature of cone tip resistance measurements
(referred to as shortened data).
Successively, since soil properties are markedly influenced by the effective confining stress,
trends (changes in vertical values) are expected in the vertical direction. Therefore, vertical data
non-stationarity needs to be encountered within the "statistically homogenous" soil layer. For this
purpose, our study is evaluated as follows:
* The measured values q(x) are expressed as sums of spatial trends q"(x) and residuals (or
fluctuations about spatial trends) q (x) = q- (x) + qf (x) [Vanmarcke, 1977, DeGroot and
Beacher, 1993], where x represents the spatial location.
* The residuals q (x) are further normalized by the sample standard deviation of field data s,
(x). Zero-mean, unit-variance homogeneous fields are obtained in this manner. For the 2D
case in particular, assuming stationarity of field test results in horizontal direction x (i.e. q
(X, z) = qv (z) and s, (x, z) = s, (z)), the normalized fluctuations are expressed as: q, (x, z) =
[q (x, z) - qa (z)] / s, (z), where the trend in vertical direction r8 (z) is obtained by means of
linear regression analysis.
* The dataset of piezocone soil tests at Site D was obtained from the Rion-Antirion bridge in
Greece, where offshore geotechnical investigations were carried out at the location of the four
main piers (Ml - M4). Statistical analysis is performed only for pier M3, where the available
data set showed the strongest statistical correlation between field values at different spatial
locations. The borehole locations for Pier M3 are shown in Figure 1.
For the interpretation of the field data, the net point resistance at each location is evaluated
from the raw field data prior to the random field analysis [Lunne et al, 1985], as indicated by
equation [1]. The shortened net tip resistances, along with the average values gt"(z) (assumed to
vary linearly with depth and estimated by means of linear regression) and sample standard
deviation sq (z) (estimated over "moving" sublayers of Ah =0.10 m, using information from all
profiles), are shown in Figures 2 and 3, and tabulated in Table 1.
q, (z)= q. (z) - on (z) + y,, h + (1 - a) (Auz + y, z) [1]
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where: z is the distance from the ground surface to each measuring point, q, is the measured cone
resistance, y, the unit weight of water, h the depth of the borehole, a the net area ratio of cone
(0.80 for GMF cone), Au the excess pore pressure (= u - yw.z), u the measured pore pressure, and
a,, the total overburden pressure.
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Fig. 3: Evaluation of spatial trends for the net cone resistance values: Filtered, shortened net tip resistance
and average values (left), and evaluation of depth dependent standard deviation of fluctuations
about spatial trends computed over moving intervals Ah = 0.lm (right).
Table 1. Linear regression coefficients a, p for the filtered/shortened borehole data considered in the
statistical analysis (q. [MPa = a + b*Ze, Ze [m] : elevation)
.1 9
M3 - CI -0.6561 -0.0278 1.010 -60.000
2.953 -130.000
M3 - C2 0.4883 -0.0157 1.433 -60.000
2.535 -130.000
M3 - C3a -0.3085 -0.0249 1.188 -60.000
2.935 -130.000
M3 - C4 -0.5943 -0.0276 1.060 -60.000
2.990 -130.000
M3 - CS1 0.0966 -0.0214 1.381 -60.000
2.881 -130.000
M3 - CS2 -0.6037 -0.0257 0.936 -60.000
2.732 -130.000
All data -0.3021 -0.0241 1.147 -60.000
_ _ 2.837 -130.000
a
-70.0- -
-80.0---
-90.0 -
-100.0 -
I I
---------
-- } - -
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11.4.2 Theoretical models
Probability distribution functions
The candidate theoretical models selected to fit the empirical distributions of experimental data
are divided in: (i) common distributions (Gaussian, Lognormal, Uniform, etc.), and (ii) a two-
parameter distribution, which is more flexible and therefore more appropriate for curve fitting.
The Beta distribution has been adopted for the purpose of this study.
The Beta distribution permits the representation of a wide variety of distribution shapes, for
random variables, whose values are limited to a finite interval. Its distribution function over the
interval [0,1] is given by equation [2]:
0, X<0
F(p+q)F(x,p,q) = tp-' (1 - t)-" dt, 0< x<1 [2]
r (p) F (q) o
X>1
where [( ) is the Gamma function, and p, q are the Beta distribution parameters.
As shown above, the field data is standardized prior to be fitted to a theoretical model, i.e.
zero-mean unit-variance values are used in the analysis. In this case, the expression of the Beta
distribution function becomes:
0, x<a
F(p+q)
F(x,p,q) = f otp- (1 -t)y- 1 dt, a< x<b [3]
I'(p)FT(q) 0
1, x>b
where [a, b] is the new interval of variation. The parameter estimation procedure for the
evaluation of p and q that will best fit a particular empirical distribution, is described in Popescu
[1995] and Popescu et al [1998a], and summarized in the ensuing. Note that a "pre-estimation" of
the initial parameter values to be used in the nonlinear regression algorithm is necessary, which is
based on a variation of the method of moments.
One-dimensional correlation structure and Spectral Density Function (SDF)
Accounting for the mechanisms of soil deposit formation that lead to different spatial variability
characteristics in the vertical direction (normal to soil strata), as compared to those in the
horizontal direction, separable correlation structure models [Vanmarcke, 1983] seem appropriate
to simulate spatial variability of soil properties. Moreover, these models are easier to handle in
multi-dimensional analyses. Under the separable correlation structure assumption, the correlation
function (or correlation coefficient function) is expressed as:
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p..(= pW(HA [4]
where the subscript u has been dropped from the right-hand side of equation [4], n is the number
of spatial dimensions, 4 is the separation distance, and pi represents the correlation function in
spatial direction i, which is function of the separation distance 4j. The same stands for the
correlation domain, which is expressed as a product of correlation distances in each spatial
direction.
A nonlinear regression procedure is successively employed for the correlation parameter
estimation. Several common correlation models can be used as theoretical models for the
correlation structure (e.g. squared exponential, triangular, exponential, cosine decaying etc.). As
mentioned above, correlation structures depending on more than one parameter can cover a larger
palette of shapes and, hence, can be better fitted to sample functions obtained from field data.
Such a model, derived from the Exponential Decaying spectral density function, is described in
equation [5] and discussed among others by Shinozuka & Deodatis [1988b]. The corresponding
correlation function is given by equation [6] (after Popescu [1995]).
SED (K=k+1 Kke blb2 >0 [52I b2+112[5
cos(b2 +1) tan
pED( ) = 2 fs(n) cos(ik) dn = b2 t [6]
The Exponential Decaying SDF has a very flexible shape and hence is easy to fit to real data.
It also has the property sED(0) = 0, which renders it more appropriate for the digital simulation of
the non-Gaussian stochastic field developed by Popescu [1995], and adopted in the present
analysis.
The flexibility of theoretical correlation structure models can be further increased by
combining simpler models. In the present study, a Two-Peak SDF introduced by Popescu [1995]
is used, which is formulated as the summation of two Exponential Decaying spectral density
functions:
s,, (nb7 \ 5 SED b b) [7]
and the corresponding correlation function is formulated using the Wiener-Khinchine relations, as
follows:
p,, , b,, b, , b,b) = b, pE (,b ,b2 )+ (1 - b)pED bb,) [8]
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However, none of the classical expressions for the evaluation of correlation distance 0 is
appropriate for this model. Therefore, correlation distances are evaluated for the Rion site
according to expression [9], which can be shown to yield results consistent with Vanmarcke's
[1983] definition of correlation distance, namely:
O= =() d(, b, tan [9]
2(b2 +1) 9
where , is the point where the correlation function first crosses the space lag axis (p(, 1) = 0).
11.4.3 Estimation of spatial variability statistics
Curve fitting procedure
Given a set of N experimental data { , yJ, i = 1, ... N, the problem is to find a theoretical
expression g (x, bl, b2, ... bm), depending on m parameters bj, which best fits the experimental
values. In the present study, the parameters bj were estimated by minimizing the sum of square
deviations of theoretical values g(x,) from the experimental values yi. Selection between various
analytical models was also based on the minimum sum of square errors.
The procedure followed in this study for curve fitting of the theoretical models to the
experimental data is the following:
1. A theoretical expression g(x, b), b = (bl, b2, ... bm) is selected.
2. The summation of square deviations of theoretical values g(x,, b) from the experimental
data y (in short residuals) is expressed as:
N2
f (b) = ly - g(X, b)f [10]
3. The optimal set of parameter values b correspond to the minimum residuals or least
sum-square-error (least-square-method):
N q 2  0f(b)
= f(b) = min> y, -9(x, or - = 0, j=1,...m [11]f N b 19 [j
Note that step 3 of the curve fitting procedure corresponds to a nonlinear regression problem,
which (with the exception of polynomial expressions of g(x, b) and a few other simple analytical
models) does not have analytical solutions. For this purpose, a numerical algorithm is used for the
estimation of the parameter values, b, which is based on the classical quasi-Newton methods for
solving minimization problems.
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Probability distribution function
Given a sample of size N, {xk}, k = 1, ... N, the empirical distribution function Fx.(x) is expressed
for values:
1 N k
< Fx. (x) N as FX. = , k=1,...N,N+1 N+1 N+1
where xk is the kh term in the order statistics of {xk}, and linear interpolation is employed for
values x (I. < < X (k+I)I k = 1, ... N-1 [see Yamazaki & Shinozuka, 1988].
Successively, the nonlinear regression procedure described above was employed to fit a Beta
distribution to the empirical distribution evaluated for the field data. Normal and uniform
distributions were also evaluated, and the selection of the best-suited distribution was based on
the minimization of the summation of squared residuals. Results are portrayed in Figure 4a,
where the empirical and best-fit analytical cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are plotted.
Correlation structure in the vertical direction
An unbiased and consistent estimate of the sample correlation function for a series of N data
values, {u}, i = 1, 2, ... N, sampled at equal intervals Az from a stationary, zero-mean, unit-
variance stochastic process is computed as follows [Bendat & Piersol, 1986]:
_ 
1 N -r
- N -r u(iAz) u[(i + r) AzJ; r=1,...m [12]
where rAz = 4 is the space lag, r is the lag number and m is the maximum lag number.
Empirical correlation structures of the standardized recorded cone resistance are evaluated
separately for each set of borehole measurements. Despite the fact that acceptable fit could be
obtained for the majority of individual profiles, a unique correlation function was evaluated for
each site to enforce the "statistical homogeneity" assumption. A few boreholes, whose data were
deemed as being significantly different from the sample functions obtained from other profiles,
have been excluded from the analysis. Successively, sample correlation functions of the
standardized CPT records were fitted to a theoretical model (Two-Peak Spectral Density
Function) by means of nonlinear regression.
Note that a theoretical model was selected instead of the sample SDF for the evaluation of
the correlation structure parameters, since the later is considered a biased estimate according to
Bendat & Piersol [1986].
Correlation structure in the horizontal direction
The ensemble of standardized field measurement results is represented as a 2D stochastic field
u(x, z), with values sampled at distances x,, j = 1, ... N, (locations of CPT profiles in the
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horizontal direction), and depths z., k = 1, ... N, such that zA - z, I = Az. N, is the number of
CPT profiles, and Nq is the number of measurements in each profile. Under the assumption of
separable correlation structure, the sample correlation structure in horizontal direction is
computed as follows, for a given space lag 4
Ni N,
1 N i 1=
where Iax - xi I = x, and N is the total number of pairs of CPT profiles located at a relative
horizontal distance equal to 4'
Successively, correlation coefficients for all pairs of adjacent CPT profiles are calculated, with
data from each profile q,(x, z), i = 1,2 considered as a 1D stochastic field in the vertical direction:
1 N-r
A 2 (rtAz) = N 1 5q, (x, k Az) qx2, (k + r)Az [14]
q ~~r k =1
where xi and x2 are the locations of the CPT profiles in the horizontal direction. The analytical
correlation structure parameters were again here estimated by means of nonlinear regression.
The Two-Peak correlation function was also found to be the best-fitted model in terms of
minimum sum of squared residuals. It should be noted however that a radial correlation structure
(that is independent of the direction in a plane) was assumed in the horizontal direction, which
allowed using data from all boreholes, at their actual distances. The limited number of closely
spaced borehole data in the horizontal direction (see Figure 1) rendered correlations between
CPT profiles non-significant (the markers in Figure 4c show correlation coefficients calculated
according to equation 14). As a result, a correct value could not be estimated for the correlation
distance and a simple exponential model was adopted instead for the theoretical correlation
function in this spatial direction (Figure 4c):
p((x) = exp [15]
Results of the stochastic analysis of field data that lead to the estimation of the probabilistic
characteristics of the spatial variability of standardized (i.e. zero mean - unit variance) soil
properties, are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Characteristics of spatial variability of field data for the Rion Pier M3 site
Field data analysis
Average value qnetav(z)=1.15 - 0.024 z
distriution nction qnet qea~).5O04Probability distribution function Beta distribution with bi = 7.06, b2 = 5.88
Horizontal Exponential with bi = 0.125
direction Correlation distance Ox = 16.0m0 Auto-correlation structure
Vertical Two Peak with bi, ..., b5 = 2.55, 0.3, 0.53, 1.2, 0.59
direction Correlation distance Oz = 2.62m
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Fig. 4: Cumulative distribution function (top), and correlation structure assessment in the vertical (bottom
left) and horizontal (bottom right) direction, for the standardized CPT data from the Rion site (Pier
M3) - Sample and best-fit theoretical distributions
II.5 Estimation of Soil Constitutive Parameters
In the third step of the Monte Carlo simulation method, the stochastic field values (q,,) are used
to estimate the constitutive parameters for the soil model, for the equivalent linear and nonlinear
finite element analyses.
Since the input for finite element analyses is derived from the simulated stochastic fields (i.e.
each element has different constitutive soil parameters), closed form correlations are chosen to
allow automated data processing for the evaluation of soil properties at any spatial location. In
particular, the selected correlations estimate the soil parameters as a function of the net tip
resistance (q.e).
For the equivalent linear analyses, where a set of shear modulus degradation and damping
versus shear strain amplitude curves need to be specified for the iterative process, standard
degradation curves from the literature have been chosen (PI = 10-20% in Vucetic & Dobry,
1987), common for all the elements of the mesh (ignoring in principle the effect of the confining
pressure, which was however estimated to be rather insignificant for the analyzed configuration).
The selected degradation curves are shown in Figure 5.
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The constitutive model selected for the evaluation of the nonlinear analyses, is the multi-yield
plasticity model [Pr6vost, 1985, 1989, 1993] implemented in the computer program DYNAFLOW
[Pr6vost, 1981]. A brief description of the model is presented in Chapter 8.
For consistency of the results obtained by means of the two methods, the parameters a, x,
and x, have been calibrated so that the shear stress-strain behavior of the constitutive model
approximates as close as possible the degradation curves used for the iterative equivalent linear
algorithm. The shear modulus degradation obtained for the optimal values of the parameters a, A
and xu is also shown in Figure 5.
1.0 T
0.4
--- a =0.08,x 0.15,x 0.90
Q-- -o Vucetic &Dobry, 1987
- -- Experimentai Data
0 '
10 10 x 10 10 10 10~
Fig. 5: Shear modulus degradation curves used for the equivalent linear analyses, and calibrated resulting
curves of nonlinear constitutive soil model
II.5.1 Overview of Geotechnical Investigation at Site D
The geotechnical investigation carried out comprises four different types of boreholes: (i)
continuous boreholes with undisturbed sampling for laboratory tests, (ii) DMT dilatometer tests,
(iii) SCPT CS, and CS2 for seismic cone testing, and (iv) PCPT C1 to C 4 for cone penetration
testing with pore pressure measurement (piezocone). Results of the aforementioned in-situ
investigation were used in conjunction with the extensive laboratory-testing program, to establish
the static and dynamic soil properties necessary for the numerical simulations.
In summary, five soil units have been identified from the grain size distribution and Atterberg
limits of the various samples, namely: gravel and sandy gravel, sand and silty sand, clayey silt,
silty clay with low plasticity, and silty clay to clay with medium plasticity. The majority of the
samples were located between 5m and 40m depth, with two thirds of these samples coming from
clayey units. The parameters used for the selection of closed form correlation to estimate the
necessary soil parameters are listed here in decreasing order of importance: (i) laboratory
identification tests on undisturbed samples, (ii) soil description, as it appears on the borelogs, (iii)
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material index properties derived from the dilatometer tests, and (iv) cone penetration results
with low point resistance values (q) and comparatively high friction ratios (>2%) for the clay
units, which were isolated for the purposes of the present study.
It should be noted that the deterministic analysis revealed that definite continuity exists
between the layers from one borehole to another. In addition, layering is almost horizontal with
variations in thickness of a given layer not exceeding a few meters (2 to 3m). In the top, the soil
profile consists of alternating layers of cohesionless and cohesive soils with limited thickness (3 to
7m). In depth, more homogeneous thick cohesive layers dominate with sandy gravel layers
encountered at the end of the deepest boreholes. The resulting random field was studied as a
statistically homogeneous cohesive soil layer, filtering all the cohesionless sublayers with respect
to the friction ratio (FR > 2%) resulting from the piezocone testing, as mentioned above.
II.5.2 Interpretation of Cone Penetration Tests
Even if both piezocone and seismic cone tests were performed at the site of interest, the
evaluation of the stochastic field was based only on the cone tip resistance measurements, as the
amount of seismic cone tests was not sufficient for the derivation of the horizontal correlation
distance of the random field. In Figure 6, the mean values of shear wave velocity with depth,
estimated from empirical relationships based on the net tip resistance measurements, are
compared to the actual field measurements.
The net point resistance (qnet), was used to evaluate the undrained shear strength, and
successively the shear modulus and shear wave velocity for the simulated random fields. For the
cohesive layers, which were solely considered in this study, the net point resistance ranged
between 1.0 and 3.0 MPa; the friction ratio is higher than 2% and the pore pressure ratio is
usually positive with values ranging from 0.05 to 0.2.
II.5.2a Summary of Sample Classification
The cohesive strata of the profile, which have been exclusively used for the present study, contain
mainly clays and silty clay of medium plasticity. The plasticity indices are mainly within the
range 10 - 20% with occasional values of 40-50%; most of the liquid limits are in the range of 30-
50% with localized values even as high as 70-80%.
The clay fraction (particles finer than 2 microns) represents a large percentage of the material
(15-60%). In the unified soil classification system, the material would be classified as CL-CH and
CH.
Finally, the average water content and specific gravity considered in the analysis are equal to
w = 25% and G, = 2.65. Therefore, the average void ratio used for the constitutive soil model of
the numerical simulation, was evaluated as:
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e = (G, w)/S[%] = 0.66 [16]
for the submerged profiles [S = 100%] of interest. The total unit weight of the soil, using the
mean values of specific gravity and void ratio mentioned above, is Y, = 20.0 kN / m
II.5.2b Undrained Shear Strength
Classically, the undrained shear strength of cohesive layers is related to the net cone resistance
through the cone factor, N, as follows: S, = qn / Nk. The cone factor varies between 12 and 15
depending on the stress path used to measure Su (i.e. triaxial, simple shear, etc.). In the following,
and in accordance with results obtained by the interpretation of the laboratory soil tests, Su was
defined as an "average" strength, close to the simple shear test. For this definition of shear
strength (T.), Larsson & Mulabdic [19911 propose the following relationship for the cone factor,
which is a function of the soil plasticity:
Nk = 13.4 + 6.65 wL [17
Given the average liquid limits of the particular site (ranging between 30 and 40% for the
clayey units), the N factor ranges between 15 and 16, values slightly larger than the common
values mentioned above. An invariant factor of N = 15 was adopted (also verified by centrifuge
tests performed), irrespectively of the liquid limit value at a given depth.
II.5.2c Shear Wave Velocity
The low strain shear modulus was estimated through the maximum shear strength, according to
Table 3 [Wieler, 1988]. Successively, the shear wave velocity was evaluated using the constant soil
density mentioned above, according to the correlation V = G. / p,
The shear strength equation was used in conjunction with the method of estimating the
overconsolidation ratio (OCR) as a function of the net tip resistance, originally proposed by
Wroth [1988] and later adapted by Larsson & Mulabdic [1991] to account for different soil
plasticities reflected by the liquid limit. It should be noted herein that this estimate of OCR was
found to yield values in fair agreement with the laboratory measurements performed.
log OCR = 1 - 0.22 [18]
1.13 + 5.76 WL CT'
Table 3. Values of G./S,, applicable for undrained shear strength measured in simple shear tests (after
Wieler [1988])
OCR
1 2 5
15-20 1500 1250 1000
20-25 1100 950 800
35-45 600 520 450
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Fig. 6: Variation of shear wave velocity (V) profile with depth for the Rion Pier M 3 cohesive site under
investigation: Comparison of the mean shear wave velocity distribution of the stochastic field used in
the analysis (dashed line) - estimated as a function of the mean net cone resistance (qnt) - with field
data from seismic cone penetration and resonant column tests performed on site, where the variation
of shear wave velocity with depth has been directly measured.
11.6 Spatial Variability of Motion on Horizontal Ground Surface
We now apply the methodology proposed by Popescu [1995] to estimate the spatial variability of
surface ground motion for a statistically homogeneous soil profile with the geostatistical
characteristics of Site D.
For this purpose, we perform numerical simulations of seismic wave propagation for various
input motions that differ in intensity and frequency content. We will illustrate that as the motion
intensity increases, material yielding eliminates the small fluctuations of the low-strain stiffness
stochastic field. This in turn reduces the variability of surface response, which approaches the
ground motion of a horizontally layered profile.
11.6.1 Introduction - Definition of the problem
The configuration analyzed in the ensuing consists of a 50 m deep statistically homogeneous soil
layer, with the water table located 10 m below the surface, overlying rigid bedrock. The input
seismic motion is prescribed at the soil-bedrock interface. The spatial variability of the surface
response is studied by depicting acceleration time histories, both at various locations at the
surface of a given simulated field, as well at a single location (the surface midpoint of the finite
element mesh) for different simulations of the same stochastic field. A schematic representation of
the problem is shown in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7: Geometry, location of water table, prescribed motion and acceleration time history
analyzed configuration
receivers in the
Three digital acceleration time histories prescribed at the soil - bedrock interface were
selected from the European seismic motion database (http://www.isesd.cv.ic.ac.uk/), with
magnitudes varying from M, = 4 to M, = 6.8, to ensure that the effects of spatial variability of
soil properties would be examined for various levels of nonlinearity exhibited by the soil and a
broad-band spectrum of frequencies. The characteristics of the input motions are tabulated in
Table 4, and the input acceleration time histories are shown in Figure 8.
Table 4. Magnitude, peak ground acceleration and frequency
motions
content characteristics of the input seismic
Earthquake Date Station Soil Ms Epicentral PGA [g] f, f...
condition Dist. (km) [Hz] [Hz]
IRPINIA 1980/11/23 Sturno Rock 6.8 32 0.31 0.37 5.55
VALNERINA-
UMBRIA 1979/09/19 Cascia Rock 5.8 1 0.15 
4.47 8.86
FRIULI 1976/06/11 San Rocco Stiff soil 4.0 6 0.06 2.66 9.32
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Fig. 8: Acceleration time histories of the input seismic motions
11.6.2 Deterministic Finite Element Analyses
In the fourth step of the Monte Carlo simulation method, equivalent linear and nonlinear finite
element simulations are performed, using stochastic input parameters. The size of the finite
elements for the simulations was selected based on the criteria previously described, namely the
accurate representation both of the features of the stochastic field as well as the propagated
wavelengths. Having the established correlation structure, as well as preliminary one-dimensional
soil amplification analyses as guideline, a mesh size of 2.0m x 0.5m was selected for the present
study.
Monte Carlo simulations are performed using 40 sample functions of the stochastic field
described above. In what follows, results are shown in terms of the mean value and standard
deviation of the surface response acceleration spectra derived at the midpoint of the finite element
mesh of the analyzed configuration. In particular, Figure 9 shows results of the equivalent linear
analyses and Figure 10 results of the nonlinear analyses, corresponding to the three input motions
considered.
Inasmuch as the probability statement introduced by the MC simulation is not strictly
correct, intervals referred to as confidence intervals convey a measure of the uncertainty
associated with incomplete knowledge of parameter values. In the present study, convergence of
the method was verified for each of the three input motions, at the fundamental frequency of the
stratum corresponding to the last iteration of the equivalent linear method for a given input
motion. In particular:
For = xi and F2 = _:- ) ,
n n -1
where Y, 3 the mean value and standard deviation of the output of n = 40 samples, the size of
confidence intervals for a confidence level of 90% in the mean value, is evaluated as:
A -3
± = +0.26
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Since the aforementioned definition is valid only for normally distributed results, the range of
results obtained from the 40 samples, in terms of standardized spectral acceleration at the
aforementioned frequencies, along with the corresponding normal cumulative distribution function
are portrayed in Figure 11. It appears that the resulting distribution is close to Gaussian although
the input was non-Gaussian; this may be qualitatively explained by the strong local averaging of
the (non-Gaussian distributed) soil properties caused by the passage of the seismic waves, which
leads to a loss of non-Gaussianity. This is illustrated in Figure 12 where a typical simulation of
the shear wave velocity profile is plotted, along with the reduction of the soil stiffness (extracted
from the lower secant modulus of the hysteresis loops during the nonlinear analysis). As may be
readily seen, increasing the motion intensity results in the recovery of a horizontally layered
profile, which resembles the mean stiffness variation with depth of the stochastic field. It should
nevertheless be noted that the number of realizations performed is admittedly low, yet the use of
expensive nonlinear-dynamic finite element calculations -as being the case in the present study-
usually enforces limitations to the number of samples used.
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Fig. 9: Spatial variability for forty (40) digital simulations of the RionM, site stochastic field: Mean ( 1) 
standard deviation (a) for equivalent linear analyses
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Fig. 10: Spatial variability for forty (40) digital simulations of the Rion M3
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Fig. 11: Range of Monte Carlo simulation results, in terms of standardized spectral acceleration, and size of
confidence intervals for 90% confidence in the mean value, for the surface response of random fields
under seismic wave propagation, with the characteristics of site D.
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Fig. 12: Effect of the seismic input motion intensity on the reduction of the soil stiffness for a typical
simulation of the Rion Pier M, stochastic field
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Comparing the results obtained by means of the two different methods, it can be readily seen
that their divergence increases as the intensity of the input motion increases and the nonlinear
soil behavior becomes more intense. In particular, the difference is more pronounced in the high
frequency (low period) components of the response spectrum, since the additional scattering of
the wavefield introduced by small scale localization of soil yielding is associated with small
wavelengths and therefore relatively high frequency components ( > 10 Hz).
In addition, since the resulting degradation curves of the calibrated multi-yield model are not
identical to those used for the equivalent linear iterative algorithm, incompatibilities between the
two approaches can be also attributed to the different stiffness of the soil assigned at the levels of
shear strain exhibited by the profile during the seismic wave propagation. Nevertheless, the two
approaches show very similar trends in terms of the standard deviation of the resulting surface
spectra, which will be analyzed in the ensuing.
Two additional checks were performed to verify the convergence of the Monte Carlo
simulation, given the relatively small amount of realizations performed in the context of the
present study. Ensuring that the points selected by the random generator are adequately
distributed on the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the standardized cone resistance
(q), the value corresponding to three finite elements at the surface of the mesh is plotted in
Figure 13 along with the analytical Beta function. As it can be readily seen, the values are
uniformly distributed within the limits of the PDF - verifying that the tails of the distribution
are also included among the realizations performed.
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0.80 ---------- --- - -- --------------
0.60 -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - -----
0.40 ---------- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - Beta CDF
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0.20 -------------- - - - - - - - a x=50m, y=50m
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0.00
-4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0
Standardized Cone Resistance qs
Fig. 13: Distribution of the standardized cone resistance (q) corresponding to three points at the surface of
the finite element mesh (x=0, y=O at the bottom left side of the model), for the 40 realizations of
the stochastic field performed (Rion Pier M.)
It should be however noted that the Beta distribution has certain limitations when used for
soil strength, namely the existence of a lower bound that is larger than zero (in fact when adding
back the mean and standard deviation, this lower bound may get out of control, especially for
mean variable with depth), and an upper bound, which does not correspond to physical evidence.
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Therefore, the presence of values close to the bounds cannot alone provide evidence of confidence
in the results.
Finally, the PDF has been divided into six equal intervals [qi, Qg, and a value of q, was
selected from each one. Successively, the distribution of shear wave velocity V, with depth
corresponding to the selected values has been recaptured, and the surface response spectra have
been evaluated for the three input motions under investigation. Finally, the mean value of the
Monte Carlo simulation (pmc) has been compared to the following summation:
E P, SA (q,) - p mc [19]
where P, is the probability that q, belongs to the interval [q.0 Q, and SA(q,) is the corresponding
surface acceleration response spectrum. Results obtained by means of the two approaches are
found to be in very good agreement - enhancing the adequacy of the amount of realizations
performed - and are portrayed in Figure 14.
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Fig 14: is continued
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Fig. 14: Division of the PDF into six equal intervals (top) and Surface Response Spectra evaluated from the
E P. SA[q] - Comparison with the mean value of the MC simulation for the Rion Pier M. site.
11.6.3 Effect of Soil Behavior and Input Motion Uncertainties
After performing equivalent linear and nonlinear two-dimensional analyses, with soil properties
resulting from the digital simulation of stochastic fields derived from in situ measurements of cone
penetration resistance at the corresponding site, the resulting spatial variability of surface
response spectra will be evaluated in terms of the standard deviation of the resulting motion.
The standard deviation of the surface response spectra (a(SA)) for the profile under
investigation and the two approaches is compared with respect to the intensity of the input
motion in Figure 15. The intrinsic drawback of the standard equivalent linear method (as
implemented in the computer code FLUSH) is to artificially suppress the high frequency
components of the motion, which are primarily affected by the random variation of the elastic
properties. Therefore, the standard deviation resulting from the application of this method clearly
shows the homogenization of the soil profile with increasing motion intensity.
In contrast, the nonlinear analyses show a rather stable variation of the standard deviation of
the resulting response, both in terms of magnitude as well as in terms of the affected frequency
region of the spectrum. This observation may well be attributed to the fact that even if the
nonlinear soil response indeed tends to overshadow the small fluctuations of the stochastic field,
the formation of patches with softer / stiffer material during the seismic wave propagation retain
the characteristics of a random medium and influence the uncertainty of predicted amplification
of the high frequency components of the motion. The same conclusion was derived, not only for
the variability resulting from different digital simulations of the same stochastic field - for the
response computed for each analysis at the midpoint of the surface of the finite element mesh -
but also for the variability of the response along the horizontal axis at the surface within the
same simulated field.
Nevertheless, it is intuitively expected that the influence of spatial variability should become
more apparent in the elastic region of soil response, attributed to the fact that as the intensity of
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the motion increases, the resulting nonlinear behavior of the soil tends to eliminate the effects of
the spatial variability of the elastic soil properties, leading to a more homogeneous material under
state of yielding. It should be noted that as shown in Figure 12, even a seismic input of small
intensity already introduces nonlinear phenomena and alters the original definition of the random
elastic medium.
It has been therefore judged necessary - in the context of verifying this concept - to perform
elastic two-dimensional analyses for each of the three input motions of interest. As can be readily
seen in Figure 16 (a)-(c), by means of the elastic analysis, the random properties of the stochastic
field are preserved, resulting in higher values of the sample standard deviation. Moreover, the
resulting sample standard deviation is practically of the same order of magnitude for all three
input motions, and differences of the period corresponding to the maximum value, could be well
attributed to the variability of the motion frequency content in connection with the correlation
distance of soil properties. Since the elastic analyses performed only differ with respect to the
seismic input motion, the frequency domain distribution of standard deviation shows significant
sensitivity to the frequency content of the incident wavefield.
It should be noted that in all cases examined and by means of both elastic and nonlinear
analyses, the effect of spatial variability of soil properties becomes negligible for periods larger
that T = 0.4sec, where the wavelengths become large enough not to be able to capture the small
fluctuations of the random fields.
However, the random field considered corresponds to the simulation of small-strain shear
wave velocity as the only parameter characterizing the spatial variability of soil properties, which
is nevertheless a realistic assumption for the case of a statistically homogeneous soil layer,
consisting of the same material type (cohesive). Other random variables, such as the distribution
of shear modulus reduction and damping with increasing shear strain, could also affect the site
response, and further studies may be needed, for the relative importance of the key parameters to
be evaluated.
In Chapter 8 we investigate the effects of simultaneous scattering of seismic energy
propagating through a random medium with irregular surface topography. The stability of the
results obtained by means of the nonlinear analyses, as well as the frequency region of the
spectrum affected, which coincides with the frequencies aggravated by the topographic feature
studied, provide an a priori indication that the effects of spatial variability of soil properties will
be additive to the so far estimated two-dimensional motion amplification.
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Fig. 15: Comparison with respect to the magnitude of the input motion, of the standaxd deviation (a) of the
sum of surface response spectra, evaluated for forty (40) digital simulations of the Rion (Pier M,) site
stochastic field: (a) Equivalent linear (top), and (b) Nonlinear analyses (bottom) -
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